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Introduction 

The writer, Lawrence George Durrell’s most renowned work of fiction, The Alexandria 

Quartet (1957-1960), has been considered by certain Durrell scholars to be one of the 

canonical texts of twentieth century Modernism (Zahlan 1999: 87). Others contend that his 

position in modern literature is strained. The reputation of Durrell’s work seems to have 

shifted with time, and the novels of The Alexandria Quartet (henceforth Quartet) have taken 

on the aspect of minor works of art. An exploration of memory lies at the heart of 

Modernist literature and of The Alexandria Quartet. My own pleasurable memories of the 

poetical and sensuous descriptions in Durrell’s tetralogy were what motivated my re-

examination of these novels. This reading raised questions in my mind concerning the 

obvious grotesque, carnivalesque and Gothic traits of Durrell's style and the lack of critical 

engagement with these elements in other studies specifically devoted to the Alexandria 

Quartet. More disturbing for me was the representation of the female characters within the 

four novels and the paucity of scholarly and feminist theoretical scrutiny of this particularity 

of Durrell's work. The luminous visual descriptions of the city and its landscape seemed to 

cloak a darker abject fear, disgust and hatred of the feminine. This assumed uncannily 

sadistic and Gothic overtones that were repellent and fascinating. Durrell’s construction of 

his female characters is visually suggestive of the fragmentation of the female body, which is 

central to the corpus of Surrealist artists. I concluded that the construction of the female 

form in the tetralogy necessitated a critical evaluation of the largely negative and 

misogynistic attitudes that were fleshed out through the deployment of Gothic motifs. The 

fact that no previous or current studies had paid serious attention to the Gothic thematic 

style of Durrell’s Alexandria Quartet, or approached it from an in-depth feminist theoretical 

stance, prompted me to embark on this study. 

Written after the Second World War, the themes and ideas contained in the Quartet 

still hark back to the Modernist concerns with time-space, the experiments with narrative 

voice and structure, the fragmentation of reality and identity, the urban landscape, 

memory, the invasion of the past into the present, and the repetition of ideas in the form of 

a palimpsest. A palimpsest is a parchment or document upon which a layering of texts 

occurs. The original text is imperfectly erased and a new text is superimposed upon the old 

text. However, ghostly traces of the first text remain. However, I shall also employ the term 
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“palimpsestuous” when referring to this overlaying or superimposition of states. I have 

adopted the word “palimpsestuous” from Sarah Dillon’s work on the palimpsest. In her book 

on the palimpsest as a metaphoric device in literature, Dillon coins the neologism, 

“palimpsestuous”, which she indicates betokens “a simultaneous relation of intimacy and 

separation ... preserving as it does the distinctness of its texts, while at the same time 

allowing for their essential contamination and interdependence” (2007: 3). I will favour this 

term when describing Durrell’s use of time-space-memory with its continual return of the 

past into the present.

Yet, when re-evaluating the Quartet as a Modernist work, it becomes apparent that it 

falls aesthetically short of works by writers such as William Faulkner, Joseph Conrad, Virginia 

Woolf, T.S. Eliot, Samuel Beckett, Marcel Proust, James Joyce, Franz Kafka, Thomas Mann 

and other luminaries of the Modernist movement. Both literarily and artistically, Modernism 

is an accepted and profusely expounded upon term in the history of the twentieth century 

and its critical practice. This term and its history, with relation to the many movements that 

belong to it, are extensively considered in many other critical works. Therefore, I will refrain 

from adding to this large corpus of work. Instead, I shall engage with concepts and themes 

appearing in the Quartet that seem to place this novel cycle within the overarching style and 

thematical concerns of Modernism.

 Durrell, like Proust before him, employs the palimpsest of time-space 

and memory as a framework to structure the novels of the tetralogy.  

1

Any scholar or critic will be acutely aware of the problem of appending any 

encompassing term when considering a creative work. By classing Durrell’s work as falling 

stylistically within the over-arching category of Modernism, I might be as guilty as Durrell’s 

character Darley of searching for a truth by means of annotation and categorisation. I am all 

too aware that any attempt to use a delimiting device acts to restrict the concepts of 

multiplicity, ambiguity, fragmentation, oscillation and blurring found in Durrell’s narrative. 

Stylistically, the novels rely on ambiguity. Malcolm Bradbury has indicated this was integral 

to Modernism’s own inculcation of the “both/and and/or either/or” (1991: 27), derived 

from physicist Werner Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle. The oscillation between 

opposites, combined with the relativity of space-time, ensures that measured and distinct 

  

                                                           
1  See Tim Armstrong (2005); Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane (1991); Martei Calinescu (1987); Peter Childs (2000); Hal Foster 

and Rosalind Krauss, et al (2004), Stephen Kern (1983) and Robin Walz (2008). 
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dimensions cease to exist autonomously, but become functions of one another. Durrell’s 

conceptualisation of physicist Albert Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, I will later show, is 

superimposed on philosopher Henri Bergson’s notion of duration, so that relativity and time 

in flux are layered like a palimpsest. Modernism’s conception of Bergsonian duration 

entirely altered the reliance on the notion of linearity and established the idea of synchronic 

time where a multiplicity of events passes rapidly through time. However, where Bergson’s 

duration is that of memory, in which the past is prolonged into the present and the future; 

Einsteinian relativity concentrates on the spatial where no exact determination of the 

simultaneity of distant events is possible. Though Durrell makes no mention of Heisenberg’s 

Uncertainty Principle per se, this theory seems implicit within the structure of the ambiguity 

of events in the novels of the Quartet.  

I intend to show that Durrell’s concern with the themes of time-space, ambiguity, 

multiple perspectives and place are contingent upon certain Gothic features and forms. All 

these concerns are already present in the early novels, The Pied Piper of Lovers (1935) and 

Panic Spring (1937), the last written under the pseudonym of Charles Norden. Both these 

novels set the tone for the major works that follow: The Alexandria Quartet, The Revolt of 

Aphrodite (Tunc (1968) and Nunquam (1970)), and The Avignon Quintet (1974-1985). The 

Pied Piper of Lovers and Panic Spring have not, except in Ray Morrison’s book A Smile in His 

Mind's Eye: A Study of the Early Works of Lawrence Durrell (2005), received extensive critical 

attention. These two books mark the beginning of Durrell’s exploration of certain themes 

continued and developed throughout his mature works, so the lack of scholarly engagement 

with them seems injudicious. These early novels reveal experimentation with narrative voice 

and style, the use of frames or sliding panels for set pieces, and the use of multiple 

viewpoints that fragment the narrative. The multiple perspectives of these two early novels 

distort the volume of space and time so that reality is undermined. These are ideas that 

Durrell would develop with consummate skill in the Quartet.  

Durrell’s obvious interest in the devices of space and time in the novel is alluded to in 

The Pied Piper of Lovers, where the main character of the novel, Walsh Clifton, an aspiring 

writer, notes: “I think sculpture is the medium in which to express. Space against Time 

curves and stresses, structures and dimensions. How in hell can I express the volume of 

things by daubing ink on paper” (2008a: 250). The idea of daubing ink will be re-invoked in 
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the cross-hatchings, different coloured inks and typescript mentioned in Balthazar (the 

second volume of the Quartet). In The Pied Piper of Lovers, the need to “express the volume 

of things” causes Durrell to fragment and fracture the book’s narrative by employing 

multiple perspectives. Morrison proposes that in the early novels Durrell is relying on the 

ideas and work of Cézanne to achieve these differing perspectives and points of view, 

thereby setting up fictional volumes that provide tensions in space and time (2005: 154). 

Cubist fragmentation and multiple perspectives will become structural and stylistic devices 

in the Quartet as well. Durrell places the fragmentation in Pied Piper and Panic Spring within 

frames, episodes or panels to offset certain metaphorical stories. In Pied Piper, Durrell uses 

dreams; in Panic Spring, he does it through the inclusion of headings that break the 

narrative into panels. One section in particular is entitled The Mummy.  

Whilst Morrison notes the Gothic nature of this particular story about the embalming 

of a woman and her apparent return to life, which seems to refer to certain fantastic stories 

(Contes fantastiques), he does not further engage with the obviously Gothic aspects 

manifested by this and other stories within the novel. Nor does Morrison mention the 

possible intertextual connection between Durrell’s mummy and the mummy stories of the 

late nineteenth-century novelist Théophile Gautier. One such story of Gautier’s, in 

particular, entitled The Mummy’s Foot, might indeed have influenced Durrell’s own 

depiction of the mummy in Pied Piper. Morrison notes a great reliance on the almost 

fetishised motif of the ankle in this first book. The Gothic nature of Durrell’s themes is 

mentioned by Gordon Bowker, in his biography on Durrell entitled Though the Dark 

Labyrinth (1997). Bowker finds Panic Spring to be filled with the later concerns expressed in 

Durrell’s work, such as death, burial alive, mummification, lesbianism, medical details, 

women’s bodies and the spirit of place (cited in Morrison 2005: 150). Though this list is 

somewhat mechanical, it does provide insight into the obvious Gothic motifs present in 

Durrell’s novels.  

Morrison’s brief allusion to the Gothic in Panic Spring does not go further to relate this 

back to narrative events in The Pied Piper of Lovers. Morrison misses the fact that the 

grotesquerie and Gothic conventions that appear in Panic Spring are located in Durrell’s use 

of language, the framing technique, the story of the mummy as well as the mood of the 

island of Mavrodaphne itself. What is also apparent in these early novels is the importance 
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of the landscape: whether it is the landscape of India and England in The Pied Piper of 

Lovers, or the ‘unreal/real’ landscape of the imaginary Greek island of Mavrodaphne in 

Panic Spring. Morrison astutely notes that the landscape, particularly in Panic Spring, 

represents a powerful spirit of place that “haunts and shapes lives” (2005: 158). This spirit of 

place will be fully realised in the hugely powerful space and place of the real/unreal 

cityscape of Alexandria.2

Writing on the city in Modernism, Malcolm Bradbury indicates that it represents the 

natural setting for Modernist literary works. A magnetic environment, the city both attracts 

and repels, thereby exhibiting one of the major characteristics associated with 

psychoanalytical theorist Julia Kristeva’s theory of abjection, which will form one of the 

central theoretical underpinnings of my argument. Bradbury goes on to observe, 

“Modernism substitutes for the ‘real’ city … the ‘unreal’ city, theatre of licence and fantasy, 

strange selfhoods in strange juxtapositions that … convey an unresolved and plural 

impression” (1991: 99). Durrell’s representation of Alexandria partakes of nearly all these 

features. His depiction of the city shows it filled with licence, perversion, fantasy and very 

strange identities and selfhoods. These selves act as extrusions or children of Alexandria, 

which creates and destroys them. The way in which Durrell evokes this spirit of place, 

presenting it through the gaze and horrified reactions of the narrator, creates the 

immediacy of the urban landscape and its inherent indifferent malignancy. I will examine 

how the narrator’s interaction with the city results in him transferring his ideological 

perspectives onto the city’s embodied outlines thereby fashioning how the reader perceives 

and constructs the space of the city and its landscape.  

   

Durrell’s lyrical and symbolist style in his descriptive passages representing the city, 

landscape and events in the Quartet has been the focus of much criticism. When reading the 

early novels it becomes obvious that they were the playground for the development of the 

ideas, themes and excessive stylistic devices consummately employed and explored within 

the Quartet, and later in The Revolt of Aphrodite and The Avignon Quintet. Durrell’s writing 

definitely aims to evoke sensation and his excessive, decadent and symbolist style is the 

focus of certain Anglo-American critics’ dislike of his work. Charles Tomlinson considers this 

style as “dangerously opulent”, “clogged prose”, “stylistically overdressed” with a 
                                                           

2   For recent explorations of the cityscape of Alexandria in Durrell’s tetralogy see Corinne Alexandre- Garner and Isabelle Keller-Privat 
(2102: 63-81); James Gifford (2012: 13-31); Ray Morrison (2013) and Jack Stewart (2008). 
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“proliferation of adjectives” (1961: 53). Literary critic and philosopher George Steiner, on 

the other hand, considers this style to be “the vital center of Durrell’s art” (1964: 13). 

Opposed to Steiner’s view is that of Martin Green who, while intimating that the 

descriptions in the Quartet possess a “Parnassian glitter”, is quick to condemn the writing as 

“bloated to the point of absurdity” and unable to “sustain such an elaborate and 

pretentious structure” (Green 1964: 133). Whilst I can concur with Green that Durrell’s 

writing  can appear over-elaborate and pretentious at times, I am entirely in agreement  

with Steiner when he writes that Durrell’s style uses “sensuous, rare expressions” with 

“long, glittering arabesques of adjectives” that offer a “command of the light and music of 

language” (Steiner 1964: 15: 18). The beauty of the descriptive landscape set pieces remain, 

arguably, the main power and strength of the Quartet. Steiner refers to Durrell’s work as 

possessing a “mosaic” style (1964: 15), which perfectly accords with the fragmenting 

structural effect Durrell is trying to create.  

This fragmentation is reliant on Durrell’s employment of a multi-voiced and multiple-

perspectival narrative. In order to achieve this Durrell utilises multiple narrators, focalisation 

and focalisors. A narrative text such as Durrell’s is dependent on an agent or agents that 

relate a story using text and imagery; in this instance the different narratorial voices Durrell 

employs. Events within the story are presented and experienced by the characters in a 

subjective manner. These events are envisioned, as visual textual theorist Mieke Bal 

explains, from a certain angle in which a specific and subjective point of view is presented to 

the reader (1997a: 142). Determining how and from where events or characters are being 

visually constructed is what Bal has termed focalisation. Bal indicates that the “relation 

between the vision and that which is ‘seen’” determines focalisation (1997a: 146). She calls 

the characters from which the events are viewed focalisors (146). The focalisor is not 

necessarily the narrator. In Durrell’s novels, there is the narrator-focaliser Darley who is 

dependent on character-focalisers such as Balthazar and Clea for interpretations of events. 

Bal further suggests that character-bound focalisors bring bias and limitation into the 

narrative (146). Durrell’s external narrators rely on character-focalisors for the relating of 

events in the story, raising questions about their reliability as ‘objective’ narrative voices. His 

complex employment of narrators and focalisors, I will show, provides the foundation for 
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Durrell’s excessive “mosaic” style with its imaginative use of jewel-like words, which evoke 

an atmosphere of rococo Gothic decadence.  

Durrell’s writing, I suggest, belongs to the decadent aesthetic style of the Symbolists of 

the late nineteenth century. Ben Hutchinson, in his book Style in Modernism, discusses how 

this decadent or Symbolist style is integral to the Modernist novel and observes that this 

style has a relation to the development of both psychoanalysis and impressionism (2011: 

120). He goes on to consider how the decadent style of the late nineteenth century, with its 

colour symbolism, offers a “microcosm of modernist style” that is not only rhythmical but 

“seeks to evoke ‘sensation’ as accurately as possible” (126). So, when a consideration of 

Durrell’s style is undertaken in accordance with Hutchinson’s discussion, it becomes 

apparent that Durrell remains within a Modernist decadent tradition that is founded on 

glittering surfaces that are jewel-like and become overloaded (2011: 127). Durrell’s writing 

is also comparable with that of the literary impressionists, who, according to Clive Scott, 

attempt to restore a “primordial power to colour” (1991: 221). Scott indicates that literary 

impressionism uses linguistic techniques to make language an act of perception; it becomes 

an experiential activity, rather than a description of activity (1991: 222). Durrell’s use of 

syntax, metaphoric imagery, plots that explore buried or not-so-buried acts of sexual 

transgression, violence and the return of the past into the present through the device of 

memory, seems to accord with decadent or impressionist forms of Modernist prose as well 

as those of the Gothic.  

Fred Botting, when discussing the critical response to eighteenth century literary 

Gothic, suggests it was considered to be a “writing that failed to conform to standards of 

neoclassical taste” (2001: 3). If, as I propose, Durrell’s work invests heavily in the Gothic 

tradition, then the adverse reaction of certain critics to Durrell’s style reveals that little has 

altered with regards to ‘standards of taste’. Durrell’s excessive style can still be seen to have 

the ability to shock and disturb, inspiring both an appreciation of its “Parnassian glitter”, 

with its obvious reference to Symbolist writers, and an antipathy towards its dangerous 

opulence. This attraction for and disgust with Durrell’s style can be extended to his 

exploration of the darker and seedier Gothic desires contained in his themes and visual 

depictions. Consequently, the transgressive sexual behaviour and savage violence at work in 
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the narrative of the Quartet are simultaneously horrifyingly distasteful and pruriently 

fascinating. 

My argument in this study is therefore double: an assessment in literary as well as 

feminist terms. Based on an analytical reading of the Quartet, I will convey how certain 

Gothic features inform the structural devices of the novels and how these actively fashion 

the female characters into gothicised objects. According to Chris Baldick, the term Gothic is 

a “name for a sinister corner of the Western imagination” (2009: xi). It seems that there is 

no definable history of this genre, nor is there accord over whether it is a genre, or a mode. 

Instead there are many and varied critical responses to the literary Gothic, indicating that 

this genre defies definition because of its ambivalence and ability to mutate and blur 

boundaries. In my examination of Durrell’s work, I will not engage in providing a definition 

of the literary Gothic because this area of study has and continues to be explored by many 

critical voices in many other works.3

In considering the multiple perspectives from which the Gothic has been discussed, I 

decided to approach Durrell’s novels through a reading of this genre’s stock features or 

conventions along with its representative themes. I use the terms modes, tropes, features, 

elements or motifs interchangeably. In Durrell’s novels, the use of the literary mode will 

follow what Botting calls “torturous, fragmented narratives relating mysterious events, 

horrible images … spectres, monsters, demons, corpses, skeletons … the monstrous double” 

(1996: 2). Besides these aspects, Durrell’s narrative will also be seen to reference what 

Maria Beville indicates are the themes of the mysterious house, uncanny and charismatic 

villain, supernatural haunting and an oppressed heroine who seems doomed (2009: 42). 

Beville further observes that the Gothic’s connotations of the dissolution of order, meaning 

and identity, closely align this genre with Kristeva’s similar hypothesis in her theory of 

abjection (2009: 52). Accordingly, I will explore the deployment of the Gothic in Durrell’s 

  

                                                           
3  See the following works, listed in date order that represent merely a brief indication of the vast nature of Gothic studies: Montague 

Summers (1938); Devendra Varma (1957); Tzvetan Todorov (1973); Ellen Moers (1977); Coral Ann Howells (1978); David Punter (1980; 
1998; 2001; 2004); Rosemary Jackson (1981); Juliann Fleenor (1983); Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (1986); Kate Ferguson Ellis (1989); 
Michelle Massé (1992); Robert Miles (1993); Emma J Clery (1995); Judith Halberstam (1995); Fred Botting (1996; 2001; 2008); Kelly 
Hurley (1996; 2007); Robert Mighall (1999); Susanne Becker (1999);  Andrew Smith and Jeff Wallace (2001); Andrew Smith 2002);  
Dani Cavallaro (2002); Julian Wolfreys (2002; 2000); Catherine Spooner (2004; 2006; 2007); John Riquelme (2008); Marie Mulvey-
Roberts (2009) ; Maria Beville (2009 ) and María del Pilar Blanco and Esther Peeren (2013). 
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work with extensive reference to abjection as a site of discursivity founded in fear, horror 

and anxiety of the female Other.  

In order to formulate my discussion of this fear, horror and anxiety and its relation to 

the Gothic, I will adopt a feminist psychoanalytic theoretical position. I demonstrate that 

anxiety and fear of the loss of identity, or lack of a whole and true self, results in the male 

characters violently projecting their deep-seated fear of sexual difference onto the female 

characters, thus othering them as uncanny and monstrous. As I will demonstrate, the male 

characters remain attracted to feminine others, which results in an oscillation between fear 

and uneasiness that is contradicted by longing and fascination. I will intimate that, through 

Durrell’s manipulation of certain themes that shape the female characters, these women 

become gothicised surfaces lacking interiority. I use the term “gothicisation” to refer to the 

process of the transfer, layering or superimposition of visual motifs onto the female body. 

Through this superimposition, I contend, Durrell moulds his female characters into artificial 

empty constructs that lack any complexity of character or personality. These one-

dimensional characters remain merely the vehicles for Durrell’s articulation of patriarchal 

ideology, perspectives and standpoints. Therefore, as indicated, instead of providing a 

definition of the literary Gothic, I propose a fusion of conventions and themes as sites to 

read the representation of the fragmented truth, reality and lack of identity that fashion the 

female characters in Durrell’s tetralogy. Specifically, I read the visual textuality of Durrell’s 

narrative as replete with Gothic motifs and, I would suggest, my approach offers insights 

into and illuminates the under-explored role these motifs play in the narrative of the 

Alexandria Quartet.  

An indication of the ominously dark and aggressively violent themes present is visible in 

the quotations taken from the Marquis de Sade, which Durrell places at the start of each 

novel. By referencing de Sade, Durrell indicates that his concern in the novels is to put on 

display all the hatred, prejudice and irrationality of the perverse desires found at the core of 

human interactions. I consider the way events and experiences are recollected and 

portrayed in the Quartet conforms to an abject conceptualisation of othered bodies. Each 

novel of the tetralogy demonstrates the savagery, hatred and perversity that exists between 

the characters. It is the real/unreal presence of the city itself that controls these actions and 

feelings. The spectral presence of de Sade haunts the city and its characters throughout the 
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Quartet. I found my exploration of the Quartet on my discovery that, hidden within the 

structuring device of the space-time-memory continuum resides a significant reliance on 

Gothic motifs and structural forms. I argue that these motifs are important in fashioning 

how the female characters are objectivised by the male gaze as distorted and misogynistic 

representations of feminine subjectivity. In my appraisal of this fabrication of feminine 

embodiment and subjectivity, I engage in a visual textual analysis. I will demonstrate how 

intertextual and visual references form a major aspect of Durrell’s narrative style. Durrell’s 

textual imagery, I will suggest, shows affinities with visual artistic works, ranging from the 

Renaissance through to Surrealism. Confronting and juxtaposing textual imagery with visual 

art works will not only set up the obvious links between these two fields in Durrell’s work, 

but will also open up the novels to further prismatic perspectives and more nuanced 

possibilities. I plan to highlight the influence of Cubism and Surrealism on the thematic and 

structural concerns of Durrell’s visual textuality in my interrogation of the fragmented and 

mutilated female forms presented in the narrative of the Quartet.  

The Alexandria Quartet consists of four novels, Justine, Balthazar, Mountolive and Clea. 

These books can be read as independent works of fiction, but can only be fully understood 

when seen in relation to one another. The complexity and dense nature of the novels makes 

it almost impossible to provide a basic plot outline that does not appear nebulous or 

convoluted. Nevertheless, the following delineation attempts a basic outline. The opening 

novel Justine narrated from the perspective of the narrator-focalisor L.G. Darley is a textual 

record of his personal experiences in Alexandria, which he recalls from his self-imposed exile 

on a Greek island. Memory is the device that structures the novel and Darley arranges and 

selects episodes using the strange logic of memory so that this edited version of the past 

becomes unreliable. The novel introduces the characters who will be present, in one 

manner or another, throughout the remaining novels of the tetralogy. The reader 

encounters the doctor Balthazar, the cabaret dancer Melissa (Darley’s lover), the artist Clea, 

the diplomat Gaston Pombal, the writer Ludwig Pursewarden, the doctor Amaril and the 

banker Nessim Hosnani, husband of Justine. Justine holds centre stage and is the dark, 

human queen of the novel, the exemplar of the city – and Darley’s ex-lover. His recollections 

revolve around the impact of his failed relationship with her.  
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In Balthazar, the reader becomes more aware of the nature of Darley’s unreliability as a 

narrator. At the start of this novel, the doctor Balthazar arrives on the Greek island to see 

Darley. Balthazar brings with him the annotated manuscript of Darley’s memoirs that Darley 

had sent to him and entitled Justine. This annotation attempts to correct Darley’s view of 

events, but at the same time offers an alternate and unreliably subjective focalisation on 

past events. The presentation of the main characters found in Justine is from another 

angled. Balthazar provides different motivations for their behaviour, as he sets out to 

provide answers to some of Darley’s questions in Justine. Balthazar is a palimpsest 

consisting of a complex multi-layered and multi-voiced plot that questions the meaning of 

reality and truth. 

The third novel Mountolive is the only novel of the four, which does not have Darley as 

narrator. An external narrator tells the story in the form of a diplomatic ‘biography’. The 

naturalistic form of this novel, whose plot predates the narratives of Justine and Balthazar, 

and leads into the present of Clea, again alters perspective as it offers another angle on the 

characters and events in the preceding novels. Mountolive moves from the preoccupation 

with intimate relations between the characters into the realm of the political and the 

struggle for power in Egypt. The structure of the plot takes on that of a political thriller and 

moves to resolve motives behind the sexual intrigues presented to the reader in Justine and 

Balthazar.  

The final volume Clea is in the present when the narrator Darley returns to Alexandria 

from the Greek island and through a process of memory and renewed interaction with the 

city and its characters provides the final focus on place, events and relationships. Darley 

begins a new relationship with Clea and his subjective account of this present relationship 

provides him with a clearer perspective on his relationships with Justine and Melissa. Darley 

moves continually between the past and the present setting up the haunting repetition of 

situations, sentences and ideas from the preceding novels that provide a palimpsestic and 

uncanny déjà vu. The novel ends with an underwater accident that a severely injures Clea 

and Darley’s return, once more, to the Greek island. 

The city dominates the entire tetralogy and Durrell’s powerful visual textual evocation 

of Alexandria’s presence will form the opening chapter of this study. A constant invasion of 

past into present is prevalent in the multi-layered portrayal of the city and this haunting is 
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located in the narrative act of memory which deploys historical, intertextual and cultural 

references as structural devices of the plot. This palimpsestic layering enables Durrell to 

create the depth and power of the city and her influence on her inhabitants. In this chapter, 

I aim to address how the city’s power and influence is central to her being gendered as 

feminine, leading to her portrayal as both ‘real’ and ‘unreal’. I will contend that the 

ambivalent space of Alexandria closely aligns it with the idea of the heterotopia developed 

by philosopher Michel Foucault (1986), which, I will further argue, can be related to the play 

of the Gothic (distorting) mirror. This distortion between real/unreal ensures the 

representation of Alexandria as a dangerous feminine entity simultaneously beautiful, 

alluring and desirable as well as grotesque and dangerous. The city is a vampiric entity who 

consumes her inhabitants whilst, simultaneously, creating its inhabitants as fragments of its 

own consciousness. This metaphoric space moulds and embodies Melissa, Justine, Leila, Liza 

and Clea as gothicised others.  

In the second chapter, I consider the role of the narrative voice, the focalisor and 

focalisation within the tetralogy. The narrative voice and the focalisors, I argue, are 

obviously central elements in establishing the textual visual nature of the tetralogy. In my 

exploration of the narrative voices and focalisation, I consider how they act to establish the 

multi-layered and palimpsestic nature of the novels. This narrative technique, I suggest, 

references the Gothic novel with its framework of multiple narrative voices. In addition I will 

suggest that the narrative and focalisation technique of the tetralogy, premised on the 

device of memory, allows for what the writer V.S. Pritchett termed Durrell’s “vivid pictorial 

illusions” (1965: 30). In the excess of this vivid pictorial textuality, I argue, is where the 

Gothic resides.  

In chapters three and four, I adopt a feminist theoretical approach consonant with the 

conception of abjection posited by psychoanalytical theorist Julia Kristeva. I will consider the 

relation of the abject, castration anxiety, fetishism and the uncanny to the focalising 

mastery of the male gaze. This gaze, I argue, constructs the ideological fantasy of woman. 

The nature of memory is integral to the stereotypical perception of the feminine in the 

novels. The male gaze objectifies the female characters as other; an Other against which the 

male characters found their own sense of identity. Abjection, the fetish, castration anxiety 

and the uncanny form the mainstay of the visual textuality of Durrell’s writing. I align 
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Kristevan psychoanalytic theory with the work of Mieke Bal, as well as that of art historian 

Griselda Pollock, and feminist psychoanalytical film theorists Laura Mulvey, Barbara Creed, 

Mary Ann Doane and Kaja Silverman. I deploy this combined theoretical approach in order 

to reveal how Gothic motifs, fused with psychoanalytical features, function to establish the 

manner in which the male gaze textually fashions and metaphorically represents the female 

forms in the novels of the Quartet.  

Chapters five and six represent the core of my argument as they focus on the manner in 

which Durrell deploys the psychoanalytical and Gothic concepts discussed in chapters three 

and four in a misogynistic figuration of the two central characters: Justine and Clea. I will 

demonstrate how the function of the gaze is the pivot that determines how the uncanny 

acts to install the male characters’ fear of castration based on sexual difference. I go on to 

discuss how castration anxiety and the uncanny are employed to project the fantasy object 

that is the female form. Made of a palimpsestic layering of stereotypical attributes, Justine 

and Clea, I argue, are merely surfaces with nothing hidden beneath. Visual textuality is 

fundamental to my argument throughout this chapter because it is instrumental in the 

metaphoric figuration of each of these female personae. Motifs such as veils, automatons, 

vampires, paintings, mirrors, transgressive sexual relationships, hybridity, mutilation, live 

burial and the monstrous, actualises these characters as abject and gothicised others. The 

Surrealists, and their concerns with and portrayals of the fragmented body, particularly the 

female body, perhaps offer a point of reference that is relevant to Durrell’s own 

representation of female embodiment. Durrell’s narrative images mirror the inherent 

violence, sadism and perversion located in Surrealist art that is aimed at the feminine. 

Further points of congruence are provided by the Surrealists’ interest in the uncanny, the 

supernatural and fantasy with the ambiguous possibilities these themes offer. I will examine 

the parallels between Durrell’s narrative and Surrealist concerns in order to show how these 

are relevant to Durrell’s depiction of the gothicised and fragmented female body.   

In an interview with French critic Marc Alyn, Durrell claimed that the novel Justine was 

a “spiritual butcher shop with girls on slabs” (1974: 61). This is perhaps the most accurate 

assessment of the nastiness of the representation of the female characters in the tetralogy. 

Durrell’s words exhibit a sense of glee at the image of dead and quartered feminine bodies. 

Even though this refers to the female characters in his novels, this attitude possesses 
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horrific and sickening connotations. In light of this statement and from evidence in the text, 

Durrell’s representation of women takes on problematic aspects. Therefore, I will tease out 

the questions surrounding his representation of gender. The city of Alexandria remains the 

most powerful feminised body in the tetralogy, and provides both backdrop and foreground 

for Durrell’s Modernist theatre. Strange narrative voices, multiple perspectives and vibrant 

visual textuality are the background against which the silhouettes of his minimal character 

cast act out their roles as vehicles for themes, style and narrative form. Durrell’s coruscating 

and excessive language, with its obvious roots in a tradition of terror, perversity, violence 

and transgression, adds imaginative appeal. In contradiction of Fredric Jameson’s 

disparaging view of the Gothic (1991), I posit that in Durrell’s hands this tradition is neither 

boring nor an exhausted paradigm. Instead, the novels of the Quartet open up the 

possibilities for a renewed exploration of this many-faceted literary genre. The value of the 

Quartet remains, I assert, not only in the fact that it is an extended work of the imagination, 

but because it remains a work that elicits more than one critical reading. Although the 

position I have adopted might appear to yield a rather negative image of Durrell’s work, yet, 

I find, the innovative narrative techniques, the lyrical evocation of place, luminous style and 

command of language worthy of intensive critical engagement. In addition, I submit that a 

reading of the Gothic conventions Durrell employs to construct his narrative offers a rich 

opportunity for further exploration of his depiction of masculinity and monstrosity. 
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Chapter 1: City, Landscape, Memory 

 

Introduction 

A narrative is an account that, according to Bal, offers a subjectively focalised sequence of 

events that she terms the fabula and I shall interchangeably term the plot or story world 

(1994b: 100). Bal indicates that focalisation is an act of subjectivisation presented through 

agents that do the “seeing”, which she terms focalisors (100). I shall employ the term 

focalisor instead of focalising agent when discussing characters that are responsible for 

visualising events or happenings in the Quartet. According to Bal, a distinction between the 

focalisor and the narrator (the one who tells the story) is necessary because the narrator is 

able to “subsume and present the subjective view of another” (1994b: 101). This does not 

mean that a narrator cannot also be a focaliser. However, Bal’s distinction between the 

narrator and focalisor is of immense importance to my exploration of how Durrell’s 

narrators mediate and present the subjective focalisation of an event through other 

characters’ eyes. Durrell will take this further when the external narrator in Mountolive, 

employing free indirect discourse, presents the inner thoughts of a character along with 

impossible information. This results in what is possibly a strange or unnatural form of 

narration and focalisation. Therefore, the narrator and focalisor are integral to Durrell’s 

structural devices of memory, space-time and multiple perspectives.  

In this first chapter, I aim to show how Durrell deploys Gothic motifs, through 

memory’s creative abilities, to establish the most forceful, alluring and monstrous female 

character in the novels - the city of Alexandria. I will examine how memory functions to 

establish the ambivalent, spectral and palimpsestuous nature of this city and the inhabitants 

who reside within its space. These memories form the subjective account of the story 

offered by the narrator, Darley, who is what Bal calls the “agent that sees”, or the focalisor 

(Bal 2001: 46). In the Quartet, Durrell presents the reader with events focalised from one or 

more character’s subjective point of view. These multiple focalisations interrogate the 

validity of memory’s conceptualisation of truth and reality. Focalisation, the narrative voice 

and memory are essential to the evocation of Alexandria. This city, I will suggest, is the 

space which projects the female characters like avatars, and onto whose surfaces the city 
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transposes motifs of its own gothicised nature. I will interpretatively access the feminised 

landscape of the city by deploying themes of the real/unreal heterotopia, the monstrous-

feminine, the femme fatale, the phallic mother, the labyrinth and the Medusa. Alexandria is 

a space where past, present and future ghosts lurk and collide with the living in uncanny 

conjunctures. The repetitive nature of memory’s return, which holds subjective snatches 

and perceptions of the past in a suspension of non-linear time, entraps these spectres. This 

circularity is central to the cycle of novels and is located in the omnipresent structuring 

space and place of the city and landscape that dominate and control Durrell’s narrative.  

The character Ludwig Pursewarden sees this space as filled with “volition, desire, will, 

cognition, passion, conation” (Justine: 123; henceforth J). For the narrator Darley the city 

possesses a “strange equivocal power” (J: 24) and the extent of misery that it inflicts on its 

human population, the “torn rags of flesh” (17), inspires “disgust and terror” (21). For 

Darley, the city could never be “mistaken for a happy place” (12), as “every summer kiss” 

has “the taste of quicklime” (12). Alexandria is at once a life-giver and a life-taker. Named 

after Alexander the Great, the city is the feminine version of this conqueror. Darley, too, 

chooses to feminise the city. Therefore, in general, I have chosen to use the personal 

pronoun ‘she’ when discussing the city in this chapter, instead of the standard, non-personal 

grammatical usage ‘it’. Though this might seem to espouse the position that I will critique in 

this study, I consider it necessary to adopt the feminine pronoun to convey to the reader 

how strongly feminised Alexandria is within the context of Durrell’s tetralogy. The city is an 

extremely powerful representation of the metaphorical traits associated with the femme 

fatale. She spins a web of deceit at the heart of the story world and, like Saturn, devours 

and maims her children. Durrell’s characters wade through her past and present 

manipulated into actions of murder, deceit and sexual transgression.4

In this chapter, I examine the space of the city and how Durrell constructs it as a living 

entity replete with excess and transgression. I will take into consideration both the 

landscape and the cityscape in order to expose the ambivalent nature of Alexandria. In 

doing so, I will make manifest how the city is constructed as a textual and visual labyrinth 

where the past invades the present, thereby creating spectral layers resembling a 

palimpsest. Like the female characters examined in the chapters that follow, the city is a 

 

                                                           
4 Alexander the Great founded the city in 331BC. 
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feminine object re-embodied through the narrative gaze of recalled memories. Given this, I 

take the opportunity to explore the textual visual construction of the city through the 

deployment of certain Gothic themes. These themes, I will indicate, not only construct the 

city’s physical topography but, by extension, that of her female characters. Memories of the 

city and its characters found the narrative and its story world. However, memory is 

unreliable, so the story written might not be identical to the one that took place. 

In the preface to the novel Balthazar, Durrell writes the novel is not a “sequel” but a 

“sibling” to Justine and, along with the final two books Mountolive and Clea, is based on the 

idea of the Einsteinian relativity proposition (Balthazar: 7; henceforth B). Therefore, this 

authorial explanation should be treated with care. Even the writer Richard Aldington, a 

friend of Durrell, said he was  

not convinced by the Note at the beginning of Balthazar where Durrell 

invokes modern philosophy or science and likens his Quartet to what he calls 

“the relativity proposition”. I realize, of course, that such analogies are useful 

to the artist as imaginary … scaffolding for his building. (1964: 5)  

Durrell’s statement about the importance of his “relativity proposition” to time-space is 

misleading. Albert Einstein’s Theory of Relativity posits that matter curves space. 

Simultaneously, space causes matter to move to a specific place, ensuring everything 

becomes relative to everything else. Whilst loosely based on Einstein’s theory, Durrell’s 

version of the concept of relativity is a structural contrivance that acts to fragment the 

characters’ and readers’ perceived continuity with ‘reality’. To achieve this, Durrell proffers 

different, or multiple, perceptions of both events and place. In so doing, he questions the 

concept of a single correct reality so that truth becomes relative. To produce this effect 

Durrell, I hold, references the notion of memory advanced by French philosopher Henri 

Bergson in his book Matter and Memory. Arguing against Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, 

Bergson indicated that Einstein wrongly considered time as a fourth dimension. Bergson 

suggested that by subordinating time to space, Einsteinian theory prioritises space at the 

expense of time. This, he posited, was a category mistake. Instead, Bergson proposed that 

time was different from space, but space could be reconceived as an extension of time.  

In perceptual experience time and space are composite, as they represent a 

combination of objective spatiality subjectively presented in time (Clarke 2002: 168). People 
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experience space as discontinuous, where they experience time as continuous. Space 

appears to be a slowed-down extended version of the present. In contrast, time is 

continuous and multi-layered, so that different kinds of time can co-exist as real (169). This 

multi-layered time exists in the junction between present and past, where there are many 

pasts, which relate to many presents. Time’s continuity (duration or durée in Bergson’s 

terms) is therefore dependent on the duration of the past in the present held in the space of 

memory. In Bergson’s theory, past and present are thus coterminous and their continuity of 

duration functions as memory. Durrell, I suggest, layers Einsteinian relativity over 

Bergsonian memory and continuous time, in order to structure the layers of the Quartet as a 

palimpsest. The authorial note seems an unnecessary and misleading interpolation that 

makes grandiose and excessive claims for the structure of a work of fiction, in a manner 

similar to the preface of a Gothic novel.5

I will show how the presentation of the narrator’s memories undulates in a backwards-

forwards-forwards-backwards movement that seems to link space and time. As Bal observes 

this movement of memory allows for a return to a time when the space being described was 

different (2001: 48). The preserved time in space constructs the cityscape, which the 

narrator sees as moving “not only backwards into our history, studded by the great names 

which mark every station of recorded time, but also back and forth in the living present, so 

to speak...”(B: 12). Time oscillates, blurring chronological linear distinctions. This blurring 

abolishes the distance separating time present and time past, creating a reversible 

continuity in the Quartet. Philosopher Gilles Deleuze, discussing memory in relation to the 

work of Marcel Proust, argues that time and memory seem to fold into one another and the 

past “does not represent something that has been, but simply something that is and that 

coexists with itself as present” (2000: 58). Deleuze goes on to say that in this type of 

Bergsonian time “the past and the present do not denote two successive moments, but two 

elements which co-exist: one is the present which does not cease to pass, the other is the 

past, which does not cease to be but through which the presents pass” (1988: 54). It thus 

becomes apparent that the coupling of past and present in the time and space of memory 

resembles what Melissa Clarke terms the “passing-present” (2002: 70).  

 

                                                           
5 See Alia Al-Saji (2004); Justine Beplate (2005); Melissa Clarke (2002); Paul Davies (1995); Gilles Deleuze (1988); Martin Heidegger 

(1996) and David Scott (2006) for further discussions of Bergsonian memory, time and space. 
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Memory functions to bring the pasts of the Quartet into the passing-presents and past-

presents of the characters and the reader. In so doing it actualises what philosopher Jacques 

Derrida, discussing the invasion of the spectres of the past that return to haunt the living, 

has called a hauntology, where: “to haunt does not mean to be present, and it is necessary 

to introduce haunting into the very construction of a concept. Of every concept beginning 

with the concepts of being and time” (1994: 161). Ghosts are vividly alive and at work in 

Durrell’s representation of the city and these traces of the past are what critic Julian 

Wolfreys calls “spectral through and through: they are marks of already retreating ghosts 

who disturb any certain perception we may think we have concerning the city’s identity” 

(1998: 204-5). Caught in layered traces, the mythical past infiltrates and haunts the city’s 

identity and, through the city, the identities of the characters. Here space and time work as 

a presence and an absence, so that, immaterial and ghostly, they function in a spatial 

relation that translates the city into a palimpsestic labyrinth of memory, space and time 

(Docker & Jaireth 2003: 4).6

However, the invasion of the past into the present is one of the main functions of 

memory. In this regard, David Punter indicates that the Gothic is a “mode of memory”, one 

that reveals the haunting at the centre of realism and the associated instability of individual 

identities (1980:409). To evoke the fugitive and chance-like nature of memory, and its 

destabilising effect on the characters’ search for alleged truth and identity, Durrell 

imbricates all possible forms of time. The absent past reconstructed in memory constantly 

and subtly transforms perceptions of the present. Writing on memory, James Olney 

indicates that there can be no perception that remains unaltered by memory, and memory 

is always transformed by other memories (1998: 339). In attempting to capture the 

palimpsestic waves of memory, the narrator Darley tries to understand and come to terms 

with the past by transcribing it.  

   

To grasp the status of his words, we must realise that memory happens in the 

(Bergsonian) present. Bal suggests: 

                                                           
6  On Derridean hauntology see Jodey Castricano (2001); Colin Davis (2005, 2007); Gayatri Spivak (1995) and Michael Sprinker (1999). 

For spectrality and the uncanny in the Gothic see Glennis Byron and David Punter (1999); Terry Castle (1995, 1988); Roger Luckhurst 
(2002); Nicholas Royle (2003) and María del Pilar Blanco and Esther Peeren (2013). For spectrality and the uncanny in landscape, see 
Michel de Certeau (1984); Jean-Michel Rabaté (1996); Anthony Vidler (1992); Julian Wolfreys (1998); Robert Mighall (1999; 2007) 
Alexandra Warwick (1999); Sarah Wasson (2010) and Lawrence Phillips & Anne Witchard (2010). On the return of the past, memory 
and the relation to the Derridean concept of the sign see Scott McQuire (1998). Also see Esther Peeren for an exploration of an 
alternate tradition of ghosts and their relationship with the living, in which she indicates that Freud’s theory of the uncanny and 
Derrida’s hauntology are insufficient models to think through the concept of this separate tradition of ghostliness (2010: 106-118). 
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“Memory” is an act of “vision” of the past; but as an act it is situated in the 

memory’s present. It is often a narrative act: loose elements come together 

and cohere into a story so that they can be remembered and eventually told. 

(1997a: 147) 

The act of narrative is what Darley performs when he writes he is caught “suspended like a 

hair or a feather in the cloudy mixtures of memory” (J: 14). This image of floating in a 

colloidal solution ensures that the particles of memory swirl and telescope time and space 

together so nothing is truly linear. Yet, memory’s haphazard and unreliable linking of space 

and time is an act of visuality, one Bal refers to as a “mastering, looking from above, dividing 

up and controlling ... an approach to space that ignores time as well as the density of 

space’s lived-in quality” (2001: 48). Creating the images of the narrative, the unreliable 

spatiality of memory’s timelessness evokes and mirrors the spatial form of the city. 

Alexandria connects the multiplicity of episodic images that slide into one another and offer, 

according to Bal, a seemingly cohesive flow of events (46).   

Residing at the heart of the narrator’s memories, the city is conceived of as a woman, 

who is at once mother and lover (Alexandre-Garner 1985: 228). In the Quartet, Darley’s 

love-hate relationship with the feminised city combines an Oedipal-like longing for 

absorption by and abject rejection of the mother. Personifying the evil monstrous-feminine 

who thrives on power, transgression, violence, perverse desires and death, Alexandria 

inculcates feelings of desire and repulsion. In this guise, Alexandria possesses what Richard 

Pine, in his study on Lawrence Durrell’s writing, terms a “cunning and a discrimination in its 

pleasures and disasters which equips it as both a sexual and an intellectual mistress” (1994: 

170). In Durrell’s depiction, the city reveals itself a ruthless entity and Lionel Trilling writes 

that the city possesses “its own way and its own rights, its own life and its own secret will to 

which the life and the will of the individual are subordinate” (1964: 60). Pine observes about 

this city that it “remains the controlling myth, the sole reality” (1994: 203). Throughout the 

narrative of the Quartet Durrell permits the city to infiltrate and dominate the behaviour of 

the characters, binding them to her “politics of love, the intrigues of desire, good and evil, 

virtue and caprice, love and murder” (B: 19). The conflicted relationship the characters have 

with the city, Pine argues, permits the past to be permanently present in the events that 

shape their individual interactions (1994: 172).  
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In this chapter, I consider Alexandria to be the primal femme fatale, one who bends the 

characters to her will. They do her bidding and assume her amoral values; at the same 

instant, they map her streets and surrounds through the descriptions of her space. Stuck in 

the city’s atmosphere and allure like flies in amber, they become projections of her moods 

and history. In turn, caught in the space-time of memory, the characters are subject to the 

constant haunting return of images of this city and her landscape. Durrell installs her as the 

originator of all the exotic, grotesque and excessive happenings, thereby establishing her as 

a Gothic site of the unreal and fantastical. Caught in this unreal/real mirror world of the city, 

the characters remain lethargically suspended until, finally able to break free; they flee her 

monstrous-feminine influence. The disturbing feminine cartography of the city in the 

Quartet will provide my entrance into an analysis of its representation in the space-time of 

memory.  

 

The Cartographic Feminisation of Alexandria 

From his island retreat with only the sound of the sea and wind to accompany him, the 

narrator Darley continually returns to his memories of the city. In attempting to capture the 

waves of memory in his writing, Darley tries to reconstruct and make sense of his past. 

Memory becomes the space Darley inhabits. It flows to the time of only “one clock: the sea. 

Its dim momentum in the mind is the fugue upon which this writing is made” (J: 14). Time 

becomes a part of the cyclical nature of the waves of the sea, of the semiotic sound and 

movement of this conventionally feminised element. For Darley there is only the perception 

of a dim momentum; he is like a foetus inside the amniotic fluid of the womb. Hypnotic and 

mesmerising, the maternal element provides a stasis that slows memory’s time. Enslaved in 

this space of re-imagining and recollection, Darley goes back 

link by link along the iron chains of memory to the city which we inhabited so 

briefly together: the city which used us as its flora – precipitated in us 

conflicts which were hers and which we mistook for our own: beloved 

Alexandria. (J: 11) 

The heavy iron chains and their links fetter him to his past life in the city. His emotional 

entrapment is elicited in the expression “beloved Alexandria”. He considers her an exigent 
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but loved mistress, whose human occupants are brief blossoms in the games that she plays. 

Shackled to the city, memories of its landscape shape Darley’s identity, his history and the 

enclosing spatial perception of his textual recreation of the past. His imagination maps the 

city and he becomes her subjective cartographer. 

 

Fantastical space 

Central to Darley’s memories of Alexandria are the colours and labyrinths, smells, cramped 

and open spaces, indifferences, grotesqueries, and the vividness of street life evocatively 

captured in the visuality of the narrative. Darley relies on the gaze of memory to encounter, 

read and map the city. This imaginary map allows Darley and the reader to explore the city 

without any danger of being absorbed into the chaos of its labyrinthine streets. Viewed 

through memory, the geographical reality of the city becomes unimportant: this Alexandria 

is a space of illusion and yet, at the same time, a real space perfectly ordered, except that it 

remains outside of time. Alexander Irvine, writing on urban fantasy, points out that a city is 

simultaneously the genius loci of past history and its landscape (2012: 201). It is this idea 

that also seems to determine the chimerical nature of Durrell’s almost-real Alexandria. 

There is a real city and then there is what Pine calls “a series of mythological cities, receding 

into prehistory ... creating a temporal dimension … an ever-receding vista of classical frames 

of reference” (1994: 190). In the front note to the opening novel Justine, Durrell writes, 

“only the city is real” (J: 7); then in the novel Balthazar, Durrell writes in the authorial note: 

“Nor could the city be less unreal” (B: 7). Finally, on the opening page of the same novel, he 

has Darley say “The city half imagined (yet wholly real)” (B: 11). The ‘real’ juxtaposed with 

the ‘imaginary’ or ‘unreal’, creates a city that paradoxically represents an irreducible space 

within a single space.  

 Durrell’s creation of an imaginary yet apparently real cityscape constructs Alexandria 

as what philosopher Michel Foucault termed a heterotopia. Joshua Samuels argues that 

Foucault, in his article Other Spaces, contrasts the concept of Utopia, a reflection of an ideal 

world, with a heterotopia, a space of the carnival mirror where all is contorted, reflecting 

reality as an illusion or offering an alternate way of seeing things (2010: 65). I will not 

employ the term heterotopia in relation to an actual geographic city, or the real locales 

Foucault considered heterotopias, such as asylums, hospitals and ships. Rather, I will deploy 
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this term only to consider the representation of an imaginary spatial field the unreal/real 

city of the Quartet.7

Alun Saldanha, in his article Heterotopia and Structuralism, contends that Foucault’s 

concept of the term heterotopia, as a space that is ‘absolutely different’ from all other 

spaces, posits a totality to social structures. Saldanha warns against “a kind of geographical 

structuralism, or even functionalism, dealing with the work parts do in sustaining the whole” 

(2008: 2084). However, contrary to Saldanha’s strictures, this idea of metonymy at play is 

relevant to my study, because I am not dealing with the realities of functionalism or 

geographical structuralism. The notion of metonymy, where parts sustain the whole, feeds 

into the ambiguity and ambivalence of the space of Durrell’s city and of the Gothic itself. 

Deleuze, in his book on Foucault, considers the heterotopia to be the haunting of an “inside 

which is merely the fold of the outside” (2006: 81). Peter Johnson remarks that Deleuze’s 

suggestion relates to the theme of the “double” which is “an interiorization of the outside” 

(2006: 88). This seems to provide continuity with the theme of the double, which is 

prevalent in Durrell’s tetralogy, as well as his conception of the space-time continuum. 

Discussing the nature of the heterotopia, Foucault links space to what he terms “slices of 

time”. Foucault suggests that time in the heterotopia is held in suspension. This stasis 

ensures the destruction of linear time. 

  

For the spatial dimension of a heterotopia, this temporality provides a break with 

traditional time. Simultaneously, Foucault indicates this space is the repository of memory. 

Durrell’s notion of “sliding-panels”, mentioned in the novel Clea, has similarities with 

Foucault’s “slices of time” (Clea: 83; henceforth C) and with Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of the 

chronotope. For Bakhtin the chronotope represented the “intrinsic interconnectedness of 

temporal and spatial relationships” (1981: 84). In a similar way to Durrell’s author’s note, 

Bakhtin goes on to reference Einstein’s Theory of Relativity when he argues that the 

chronotope should be appreciated for “the fact that it expresses the inseparability of space 

and time” (2002: 15). Time in slices, sliding panels, or in the form of the chronotope works 

to undermine the Cartesian linearity of space in order to allow space and time to function 

more fluidly. Therefore, Durrell’s employment of the folding together of the inside and 

                                                           
7 I acknowledge this might be a dubious consideration of what the heterotopia is conceived to be by other critics in the fields of 

architecture, geography, urban studies and so on. See Alessandra Bonazzi (2002); Benjamin Genocchio (1995); Kevin Hetherington 
(1997); Henri Lefebvre (1996); Alun Saldanha (2008) and Edward Soja (1989). 
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outside of space and time in memory is, I argue, in accordance with the theories of the 

function of space-time of both Bakhtin’s chronotope and Foucault’s heterotopia. Memory-

space in the tetralogy is, in principle, similar to the repository of memory of the heterotopia 

as well as Bergsonian memory. Durrell's use of the space-time-memory continuum, I 

contend, functions as a heterotopic mediating device unifying the temporal-spatial events 

that constitute the real/unreal nature of the city and the events of its past, present and 

future.8

 

  

Gothic Urban Jungle 

In the tetralogy, the space-time-memory movement that occurs between events of the past 

and those of the present represents a palimpsestuous writing of one state into and onto 

another. Pine observes that in the recurring events found across the four novels: “nothing is 

plausible except in terms of the exhumations of memory” (1994:175). Darley's exhumed 

memories of the city provide the readers with a visual map and they, too, feel that they are 

charting the streets of this city, like Darley’s shadows. In The Practice of Everyday Life, 

French philosopher Michel de Certeau speculates on what it means to walk in the space of a 

city. He wonders what it would be like to be able to see the whole of the city from above, 

“looking down on, totalizing the most immoderate of human texts” (1984: 92). Here de 

Certeau refers to the cityscape of New York, which he considers as representing a 

“texturology”, where a collision of extremes, an excess of ambition, degradation and brutal 

oppositions of races and styles occur (1984: 91). The city, whether New York or Alexandria, 

is a site of hybridity and excess, where different rules apply - an urban jungle.  

The chaos and confinement of Alexandria’s streets, the space of everyday life, is seen to 

be a “mauve jungle” (B: 128). Here the alleys through which the bodies throng are filled with 

light; in contrast to the “hinterland” where black, winding and decay-filled alleys with 

“smashed and tumbled masonry, of abandoned and disembowelled houses” are scarily 

present (B: 128; 131). The word “disembowelled” shocks the reader: the houses, like an 

animal or human, seem slaughtered as punishment; a destruction of the abode as a symbol 
                                                           

8  Julia Kristeva in her book Desire in Language (1980) references Bakhtin’s spatial trope (chronotope) in the chapters “Word, Dialogue 
and Novel” and “The Bounded Text” in relation to her concept of textuality. See also Esther Peeren’s book Intersubjectivities and 
Popular Culture - Bakhtin and Beyond (2007) in which she explores Bakhtin’s chronotope and its current relevance to the effects of 
identity and agency. 
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of domesticity and confinement. Nevertheless, the desuetude found in these dark sinister 

alleys adds to the labyrinthine and Gothic “texturology” of this city. Tony Tanner, writing 

about Venice, notes the “labyrinthine little streets ... a place of sensuality and secrecy, 

masks and masquerading; duplicity and desire; an always possibly treacherous beauty”, a 

description that is an equally apt portrait of Durrell’s Alexandria (1992: 5).  

Yet the difference between these labyrinthine cities is that, where Venice is a place of 

silence, Alexandria contains a constant disorientating bustle. Here the riotous profusion of 

humanity allows the city to assume the aspects of Botting’s description of the Gothic 

labyrinth as excessive, irrational, deceptive, amoral and horrific (1996: 83). Isabelle Keller-

Privat (2005), writing on the Quartet, mentions how the architecture of the city seems 

contaminated with maleficent shadows. She considers the city monstrous, exuding a sense 

of horror that slowly penetrates and absorbs both reader and narrator. Keller-Privat’s 

descriptions of this city emphasise the darker aspects at play in the text that envelop the 

space and embodiment of the city, ultimately staining both the characters and reader. 

Alexandria thus possesses a topography marked by an ancient past, which infiltrates the 

lives of her inhabitants with “the politics of love, the intrigues of desire, good and evil, virtue 

and caprice, love and murder mixed obscurely in the dark corners of Alexandria’s streets” 

(B: 19). However, memory’s mechanism transfigures Darley and the reader into aerial 

topographical voyeurs.  

Aerial distance, according to De Certeau, seems to transform “the bewitching world” 

into “a text that lies before one’s eyes” (1984: 92). For Darley the text before his eyes is 

always written from memory, so “the taste of this writing should have taken something 

from its living subjects – their breath, skin, voices – weaving them into the supple tissues of 

human memory” (J: 15). Like a vampire, memory drains the essence of its living subjects 

transforming them into commodified textual objects. Yet, as a patchwork of human 

characteristics, they remain the offspring of the labyrinthine city. As Darley observes: “we 

are children of our landscape; it dictates behaviour and even thought in the measure to 

which we are responsive to it” (J: 36). As a maternal space, the city dictates and governs the 

actions and behaviour of the characters. The archetypal feminine figuration, the city 

represents both the known and the unknown Other. Not only is she the object of masculine 
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desire, she is also the locus of fear and horror. I shall explain the ambivalence aroused by 

the city with reference to psychoanalytic theorist Julia Kristeva's theory of abjection.  

The abject, Kristeva argues, is a reaction to the limits or boundaries the subject 

encounters during separation from the mother. This separation is a recoil and horror against 

the imposed limits but, simultaneously, an anguished desire for re-fusion with the now 

prohibited maternal realm (1982: 1-4). The abject represents a disturbance of identity, the 

overflowing of boundaries, the space where the self dissolves into meaninglessness. 

Confronting the nausea of abjection, a subject can experience a sense of “jouissance”, 

repugnance and fascination that vie with one another and keep the subject from returning 

to a semiotic loss of subjectivity (Kristeva 1982: 9). Simultaneously held in thrall to the city, 

Darley and the other male characters are, in equal measure, repulsed by its ancient 

exoticism, darkness and monstrosity. This fear and desire is imbricated, feminist geographer 

Catherine Nash suggests, with the lack and loss figured in masculine identity (1996: 155). 

Durrell scholar, Corinne Alexandre-Garner writes that Alexandria is: 

Alternately virgin and whore, Alexandria is not however Babylon. Lascivious, 

admittedly, she is deflowered by the writer who metaphorically fecundates 

her, so that she carries within her all the fictional characters who live and die 

at her breast. (1985: 209, my translation) 9

Darley’s own reaction to this city is marked by an abject, dualistic response when he refers 

to her as “poetical mother-city exemplified in the names and faces which made up her 

history” (B: 37), but also terms her this “whore among cities” (19).  

   

Using the pronoun her and the nouns mother and whore, Darley maps the city as a 

space both repugnant and fascinating, one causing an “overflow into disgust and terror” (J: 

21). Alexandria is an eroticised cartography that is representative of Darley’s own desires 

and fantasies. Fashioned into a dangerous labyrinth by these desires and fantasies, the city 

becomes a space of uncanny terror and perverse delight.  

 

 

                                                           
9  Tour à tour vierge et putain, Alexandrie n’est pourtant pas Babylone. Lascive certes, elle est deflorée par l’écrivain qui la féconde 

métaphoriquement et ce qu’elle porte en elle ce sont tous les personages de la fiction qui s’animent et meurent en son sein  
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Monstrous Labyrinth 

Sustained in memory, the terror of the city’s possibly labyrinthine monstrousness is visible 

when Darley describes her just as she:  

unwrinkles like an old tortoise and peers about it. For a moment it 

relinquishes the torn rags of the flesh, while from some hidden alley by the 

slaughter-house, above the moans and screams of the cattle, comes the nasal 

chipping of a Damascus love-song; shrill quarter-notes, like the sinus being 

ground to powder. (J:  17) 

Embodied in the sphinx-like guise of the femme fatale, the city has torn the flesh of her 

inhabitants. She appears much in the guise of Francisco Goya’s painting, Saturn devouring 

his Son (1820-1824). 

 

Figure 1 Francisco Goya: Saturn devouring his Son 

Goya’s painting is gothically horrific. Holding the headless and almost armless figure in his 

hands, the monstrous primitive figure seems about to take another bite from the gory 

cadaver and remove the last morsel of the raised left arm. The cadaver’s physical shape 

could be either male or female, but its sex remains hidden.  

The figure of Saturn fills the enclosing frame of the painting’s dark background; a huge, 

terrifying bestial creature. Art critic Robert Hughes calls this figure “goggle-eyed and gaping, 

tormented by his lust for human meat, for an unthinkable incest” (2003: 383). He goes on to 

question why this painting appals the reader and concludes that it might be that “the old 
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perceive(s) the new as a deadly threat” and this is “worth murdering for” (383). Durrell 

seems to have inverted the figure of Saturn, making the city more like Medea, the goddess 

who slaughtered her children. Medea’s act was an equally transgressive and violently 

“incestuous” one that resulted in an appalled repulsion: women are not supposed to kill 

their progeny; they are supposed to be stereotypically maternal and nurturing creatures.  

 Now bleary, slow and sated, aged like a tortoise and myopic, the city momentarily 

“relinquishes the torn rags of the flesh” in a cessation of her murderous destruction. She 

stares indifferently at those who are both her sustenance and subjected lovers, and seems 

to ponder the lives she continually balances between love and death. A powerfully 

aggressive creature, the city munches and engulfs, seduces and ejects; and poses a threat to 

the integrity of the subject. However, she also promises hedonistic pleasure through an 

inundation of the senses.  Darley’s evocation of the city’s feminine otherness is, as Jack 

Stewart indicates, one replete with “bestial images merged in slime that connote an 

Orientalist image of Alexandria as the locus of primitive sensuality ... The city also appears 

flowerlike, glamorous, volatile, dangerous ... and rooted in an ambiguous matrix of creation 

and destruction” (Stewart 2008: 169). Darley’s response to the cityscape is that of a naïve 

Occidental male, his thoughts imbued with preconceived colonialist ideas of Alexandria and 

the feminised Orient. Edward Said, in his seminal work, Orientalism, argues that the Orient 

has always been viewed by the Occidental male as a highly sexualised region suggesting 

“not only fecundity but sexual promise (and threat), uniting sensuality, unlimited desire, 

deep generative energies” (1979: 188).10

It is never possible to completely represent the ambiguous nature of the city in words. 

This ensures that Darley can only provide a representation of the city that epitomises what 

Said terms “a congeries of characteristics, that seem to have its origin in a quotation, or a 

fragment of a text, or a citation from someone’s work ... or some bit of previous imagining, 

or an amalgam of all these” (1979: 177). Filled with ghostly intertextual and historical 

referents that create a complex palimpsestic interweaving, Durrell’s Alexandria is an unreal 

heterotopic and prismatic space. Said indicates that this muddling of characteristics from 

other people’s apparent writing or straight imagining of the Orient is typical of Orientalist 

writing. Indeed Durrell’s purpose, I aver, is to present Alexandria as an entirely exotic and 

  

                                                           
10  For a similar view of the Imperialist approach to the Orient as feminine, see Kabbani Rana (2008) 
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kaleidoscopic space, which, in the words of Victor Sage, could represent a “provocative 

crossing point of Orientalist discourses with the Gothic ... these contradictions also feed into 

the image of the labyrinth” (2006: 53). For Darley, cartographical mapping has become a 

strategy of defence against the ravenous maw of this monstrous-feminine city. Constructing 

the city as abject and monstrous is, as Susanne Becker writes, “one of the strongest 

connecting forces within the web of Gothic writing” (1999: 57).11

Safe on his island, distanced from the city through space and time, Darley is able to 

“see at last that none of us is properly to be judged for what happened in the past. It is the 

city which should be judged though we, its children, must pay the price” (J: 11). Disavowing 

responsibility for the events of the past, Darley foists the blame onto the city for all the 

dark, nasty and illicit happenings. The city becomes the “controlling myth, the sole reality: 

everything else is diminished by it, lived by it” (Pine 1994: 203). Yet, Darley still regards 

himself as one of her “children” who is paying the price exacted by Alexandria. However, the 

city is no longer a real place; she is only an uncanny dissolving labyrinth of memories. A 

space of capricious, unstable ambivalence, the city is simultaneously a virgin and an Oriental 

femme fatale of pleasure, death and destruction. The city’s topographical space is visualised 

through the gaze of Darley’s memory that imaginatively maps the streets and landscape. In 

the next section, I examine how memory, recollections and immersion in the city blend with 

visual remembrances of the landscape. The landscape descriptions, I will argue, are a further 

construct Durrell employs to create the illusion of a real city that remains unreal. Durrell 

renders his landscape descriptions in vivid colour and detail to create an atmosphere of 

uncanny beauty and mystery. This is not the urban uncanny that Christophe Lindner 

describes in his London Undead (2009), but a deserted landscape made uncanny through its 

repellent yet alluring beauty. The land and the city remain ambivalent fantasies charged 

with strange and shadowy phantoms of the past. 

   

 

The Magnetic Visual Panorama 

In Invisible Cities, Italian author Italo Calvino describes the manner in which male dreamers 

experience an identical dream of a woman “running at night through an unknown city; she 
                                                           

11 The turtle as an aquatic creature came to be associated in Egypt with the Underworld. It was linked to Set, the god of deserts, 
darkness and chaos and by association, the tortoise too came to symbolise the darkness of evil. 
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was seen from behind, with long hair, and she was naked” (1997: 39). Unable to pursue her 

or find her, they attempt to enclose this invisible woman by arranging “spaces and walls 

differently from the dream, so she would be unable to escape again” (39). In similar fashion, 

Durrell has chosen to gender the city, landscape and spaces in his tetralogy as female. 

Durrell’s city, with its spaces and landscapes, is not enclosed; rather she encloses the 

characters who inhabit her. The narrator Darley is, in the same manner as Calvino's 

dreamers, only able to appreciate the loved one once she is absent. The loved one is the city 

of Alexandria, a space that will become for Durrell's characters, like Calvino’s, “this ugly city, 

this trap” (1997: 39). Durrell's city is a topographical trap, one founded on a mosaic of 

memories inscribed by the uncanny hauntings of the past. A real but fantastical space, 

Alexandria and her landscape are horrifying and fascinating. 

 

Prismatic Landscape Tones 

The descriptions of Alexandria’s surrounding landscape might seem to lie outside the focus 

of the gothicisation of the female form. However, the beauty of this feminised landscape in 

its silence and desertion seems to exude an atmosphere of overpowering emptiness. Vast 

space in a landscape, and the awe and terror it possesses, can be associated with the 

concept of the sublime. I suggest the sublime provides a means of accessing and uncovering 

the uncanny features in Durrell’s landscape descriptions. One of the first theorists of the 

sublime in the modern age was the philosopher Edmund Burke in his A Philosophical Enquiry 

into the Origin of our Idea of the Sublime (1757). 

For Burke the sublime was characterised by a feeling of awe and terror. According to 

Botting, objects that caused this response were vast, magnificent and obscure (1996: 39). 

For Burke, sublimity was an excess that the rational mind could not encompass, leaving the 

individual faced by thoughts of its own death. This excess represented a reaction that aimed 

to retain or preserve the self and which simultaneously contained delight and horror along 

with tranquillity and terror (Botting 1996: 39). Durrell’s landscape descriptions do not 

conform to traditional enclosed horror-filled spaces, but these visualisations remain marked 

by traces of the Gothic sublime in their coruscating, jewel-like tones and sense of excess. 

The vast open space of the desert associated with Egypt and Alexandria terrifies, but also 

attracts and seduces. Susanne Becker indicates that the Burkean sublime represents the 
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external male world where a testing of self occurs (1999: 8). The landscape and the 

cityscape in the Quartet are the testing ground for obtaining selfhood for Durrell’s 

characters Darley, Mountolive and Pursewarden. 

In Justine, Darley visually evokes and reads the city and landscape through images 

made up of colour tones: 

Long sequences of tempera. Light filtered through the essence of lemons. An 

air full of brick-dust – sweet smelling brick-dust and the odour of hot 

pavements slaked with water. Light damp clouds, earth-bound, yet seldom 

bringing rain. Upon this squirt dust-red, dust-green, chalk-mauve and watered 

crimson-lake. In summer the sea-damp lightly varnished the air. Everything 

lay under a coat of gum. (J: 12) 

In this passage, the writer sees the landscape through the eyes of a painter, drawing on an 

exotic and erotic historical iconology of landscape, where visual pleasure imparts an 

imaginative geography that is familiar to the reader. Capturing Alexandria’s beauty from an 

artistic distance, the elevated gaze allows the landscape to be composed in adherence to 

the convention of the picturesque. Nash has suggested that the convention of the 

picturesque in landscape represents a spatial ordering combined with an imaginary viewing 

that allows the image of the landscape to assume the materiality of a female body (1996: 

160). The metaphor of the landscape as a female body emulates the stereotypical 

association of nature and femininity.  

Durrell captures the female nature of the landscape through his use of colours, 

overlaying the golden light and mauve-green shadow with red-brown, the colour of blood. 

Durrell mixes and matches his words to stimulate the visual sense and evokes the landscape 

using contrasts, tone and nuance (Stewart 2008: 137). Virginia Woolf writes about the 

painterly quality of literature:  

It is a very complex business, the mixing and marrying of words that goes on, 

probably unconsciously, in the poet’s mind to feed the reader’s eye. All great 

writers are great colourists, just as they are musicians into the bargain; they 

always contrive to make their scenes glow and darken and change to the eye. 

(1950: 182) 
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Lawrence Durrell the poet, I suggest, uses this mixing and marrying of textual words and 

colours in a metaphoric process that produces inter-sensory imagery in a form of literary 

synaesthesia. Combining both the visual and the transfer of the seen onto the canvas of the 

page, Durrell conceives the movement of the brush and the brilliance of light and colour to 

make “imprints left of the memory” (Alexandre-Garner 2012: 64).  

The play of light and dark, of shape and tactility evokes the richness and allure of the 

cityscape. Durrell scholar Murielle Philippe has noted: 

The “landscape-tones” are not composed of dust red and green and chalk 

mauve, but of red and green dust and mauve chalk. The colour is not a 

referential element, a detail that one could identify through mimetic 

transparency; it is a patch which does not really represent anything to speak 

of and reflects the paintings opaqueness in the trickles of pigment onto the 

canvas – “Upon this squirt dust-red, dust-green.” [...] Writing becomes 

representation, a representation which has no aim, nothing to tell or to 

describe or to depict but pure representation, which makes descriptive 

accidents happen in a moment of disfigurement. It is here that Durrell’s 

pictorial writing occurs, through the maximal intrusion of the pictorial at the 

heart of the verbal. The writing of the “landscape-tones” is not a writing that 

tells or describes, but a writing that provokes the shattering of 

representation. (2002: 212-213, my translation)12

I concur with Philippe’s proposition concerning Durrell’s “pictorial writing” where he uses 

patches of opaque textual pigment to interrogate both writing and representation. But 

Philippe’s further argument concerning Durrell's use of “dust-red, dust-green and chalk-

mauve” with adjectives placed in a disjoint manner after the noun, thus causing a 

dislocation which destroys the unification of painting and writing is less self-evident. 

Philippe indicates that these landscape-tones are not referential details that contain 

mimetic transparency but, instead, function as hyphenated patches. A patch, according to 

  

                                                           
12  Les “landscape-tones” ne se composent pas de poussière verte et rouge et de craie mauve mais de rouge et vert poussière, de mauve 

craie. La couleur n’est pas un élément référentiel, un détail que l’on pourrait identifier par transparence mimetique; c’est un pan, qui 
ne représente rien à proprement parler et renvoie à l’opacité de la peinture, aux dégoulinures du pigment sur la toile – “Upon this 
squirt dust-red, dust-green...”. [...] L’écrire se fait peindre; un peindre qui ne vise ni à raconteur ni même à décrire ou à dépeindre 
mais un peindre pur, qui fait advenir l’accident de la description dans un moment de défiguration. C’est là qu’advient l’écriture 
picturale de Durrell, par l’intrusion maximale du pictural au sein du verbal. L’écriture des “landscape-tones” n’est pas une écriture qui 
raconte ou décrit, mais une écriture qui provoque l’éclatement de la représentation. 
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art historian Georges Didi-Huberman, is ‘that part of a painting which ostensibly interrupts, 

here or there, the continuity of the representational system of the picture’ (1989: 164). Didi-

Huberman differentiated between the detail and the patch. He indicated that a detail could 

be removed from the whole without the transparency and referentiality of the mimetic sign 

being disturbed. The patch, on the other hand, is non-referential and, unlike the detail, 

which tends to provide “stability and closure”, the patch is “semiotically labile and open” 

(Didi-Huberman 2005: 268-269). According to Sabine Doran, the patch is a floating signifier 

that disturbs or destabilises the picture (2013: 107), what Didi-Huberman more forcefully 

called a “detonation or an intrusion” (1989: 164-165).  

Philippe has discussed the metaphorical violence that Durrell’s hyphenated adjective-

noun colours bring to the scene described. I am concerned, though, that she seems to have 

overlooked the interplay between the idea of the patch and the detail of colour in Durrell’s 

textual description. In her exploration of the colour yellow in Proust’s À la recherche du 

temps perdu, Bal indicates that because the use of colour is textual, the concept of the 

patch might be considered useful. She goes on to add that this use lies not in opposing the 

patch to the detail, but, instead, seeing the patch as a mode of detailing (1997b: 84). The 

colours that Durrell is using are not detached pieces or fragments, so in line with Bal’s 

argument, I would consider them insertions. Blocks of colour, the hyphenated adjective-

nouns metaphorically combine to evoke the body of the city and her landscape. Durrell 

constantly uses variations of these colours in his descriptions of the landscape and 

characters. They are both significant and mobile in his writing. This mobility is more a 

process of becoming, so the concept of the patch becomes what Bal refers to as “like an 

ideal detail” (1997b: 84). 

Though Durrell’s “landscape-tones” might seem to tear open both the representation 

(image) and the text, I contend they shatter neither the unification of writing nor of visual 

representation. Instead, these blocks of textual colour appear to mirror the multiple 

perspectives associated with Cubist art. The hyphenated noun-adjective works not only to 

provide contrasting light and dark tones, but the hyphen adds a duality to the colours that 

gives depth and makes the colours appear to be in flux. Clive Scott points out that, in order 

to function in literature, colour has to be hyperbolised and given help from other areas 

(1991: 222). In Durrell’s case, the conjoining of nouns and adjectives offers dynamism and 
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hyperbolic brilliance to the daubs of colour. The noun becomes multiform and opens the 

colours to a metamorphosis and a prismatic multiplicity. This linguistic technique lends 

animation and sensory sensation to Durrell’s landscape descriptions. The vibration of the 

colours provides a slippage that feeds into the ambivalent visuality of memory. There is a 

further sense of hiatus in this use of the hyphen, which inserts space-time into the memory 

of the colours. Steiner mentioned this mosaic style in connection with Durrell's writing. Pine 

refers to this style as Durrell's “imagistic” writing, which provides the city and landscape 

with an intense focus, but with the “utmost economy” and detail (1994: 173).  

Durrell’s patches can be seen to conjure a semiotic jouissance that attempts to 

transgress and make fluid the boundaries between the visual and textual, but not to shatter, 

with its harsh connotations of splintering, either representation or textuality as Philippe 

argues. Yet, these sharp, abrupt brush strokes, the applications of colours by the artist’s 

memory, do show that there is a visual violence hidden at the core of these metaphoric 

patches. This provides them with the ability to be what Bal refers to as “active or 

performative signifiers, rather than referents ‘put down in writing’” (1997b:  84). These 

active shards of colour are fast drying on the memory, but possess the temporality of long 

duration, as revealed through the word “tempera”. This is a painting process involving the 

use of dry colour pigments, such as the chalk-mauve or dust-red. These dry pigments are 

mixed with a glutinous binder, such as egg yolk, and a liquid (water, wine or vinegar). 

Applied in thin layers, the colours are pastel in shade, but dry quickly. However, when 

varnished by “sea damp” like “gum”, the colours are enhanced and retain their resonance 

rarely changing over time. Durrell offsets the bright colour patches of the description with a 

lemony light made gentle and hazy by dust, as though the finger of memory has blurred the 

scene. Durrell evocatively links metaphors of the natural world, such as “light filtered 

through the essence of lemons”, with those of painting techniques like “tempera”. The living 

city becomes present in the sensory evocation of smells, light, sound and the haptic and 

Durrell establishes a relation between art, natural forms and the spatial perspective of a 

sensual and Orientalist vision of the city and its landscape.13

 

   

                                                           
13  For a different interpretation regarding the word tempera in this passage from the Quartet, see Corinne Alexandre-Garner and 

Isabelle Keller-Privat (2012). 
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Spatialised Colours 

Durrell moves from the visualisation of the city into his beautiful descriptions of the 

surrounding landscape. At the close of Justine Durrell introduces the idea of “workpoints”, 

short paragraphs, or one-line sentences, in which ideas, brief character delineations, 

aphorisms, colours and images are recorded in a fragmentary written process, much like the 

jotting down of ideas in a writer’s or painter’s journal: 

Landscape-tones: steep skylines, low cloud, pearl ground with shadows in 

oyster and violet. Accidie. On the lake gunmetal and lemon. Summer: sand 

lilac sky. Autumn: swollen bruise greys. Winter: freezing white sand, clear 

skies, magnificent starscapes (J: 216). 

These brief and abrupt splotches paint the seasons of the city and are extended into the 

poetic tones of landscape that open Balthazar. These establish a spatial-memory linkage 

between the books, as well as ensuring that the city and its landscape remain the ascendant 

presences dominating Balthazar. The description in the workpoints from Justine of “steep 

skylines, pearl ground with shadows in oyster and violet, on the lake gunmetal and lemon” 

is stronger and more vivid in Balthazar: 

Landscape-tones: brown to bronze, steep skyline, low cloud, pearl ground 

with shadowed oyster and violet reflections. The lion-dust of desert: 

prophets’ tombs turned to zinc and copper at sunset on the ancient lake. Its 

huge sand-faults like watermarks from the air; green and citron giving to 

gunmetal, to a single plum-dark sail, moist, palpitant: sticky-winged nymph. 

(B: 11) 

Some of the colour splashes from Justine return and seem to palimpsestically haunt and 

shadow the colours in Balthazar. Here the city is reborn in its portrayal from a perspective 

that is visually and evocatively different. There is an aura of excess and opulence about 

these colour descriptors, a hint of the Oriental and the fantastical associated with the world 

of faery.  

The “steep skylines” in the passage quoted from Justine become singular (steep skyline) 

in the passage from Balthazar. This provides the image with a sharp, horizontal plane that 

offers an aerial and atmospheric perspective. Durrell contrasts this horizontality with the 
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round shapes of the “low cloud”, blurring the straight and the curved lines. Durrell's 

choosing a steep skyline could imply a pale blue with intense desert light, setting up a 

chromatic perspective between the light and the darker tones of the “pearl ground with 

shadows in oyster and violet”. These strong darker colours offset the horizon, ensuring a 

colour perspective that provides a sharp tonal depth to the landscape in Balthazar. To 

achieve this textually, Durrell employs an adjectival phrase instead of a prepositional one, 

where the adjectives strengthen the coloured forms. The phrase “On the lake gunmetal and 

lemon”, from the Justine workpoints is prepositional and, though appearing to contain 

movement, the colour patches seem more static than the phrase in Balthazar “green and 

citron giving to gunmetal”.  

Durrell proceeds to blur the colour patches in Balthazar so that they blend from green 

to citron into gunmetal. The word “giving” provides movement to the colours, a progressive 

form indicating time as present and continuous. Alliteratively linking “giving” to “gunmetal” 

adds a poetic lilt to the movement. The verb contained in the phrase “prophets’ tombs 

turned to zinc and copper at sunset on the ancient lake” is a past participle, indicating past 

historical time. Durrell scholar Jack Stewart indicates: “The prepositional shifters (to, with, 

at, on, from, under) articulate a moving viewpoint, drawing the eye into the text” (2008: 

157). The drawing of the eye into the text mirrors the drawing of the eye into a painting, the 

scopic drive of the gaze objectifying the work of art and, in this instance, the landscape. The 

use of the gradating devices of alliteration and assonance in “brown to bronze”, like a rising 

musical note, adds to the movement of the passage. Durrell’s use of tenses establishes this 

movement, which results in the flowing together of time past and time present and 

continuous.  

Placed in the foreground of this colourful spatiality, and central to the image, is the 

sacred lake, Mareotis, on the shores of which stands Alexandria. The dying light installs a 

moiré of changing colours in the midst of which floats “a single plum-dark sail, moist, 

palpitant: sticky-winged nymph”. This sail, along with the tombs, brings human life and 

activity, as well as human demise, into the landscape. Apparently deserted space, this 

landscape assumes both the stasis and the movement of a painting. In particular, this 

movement is located in the sail, the only vertical in a picture of soft, curved and horizontal 

shapes, which recalls the masculine vertical bar Klimt inserted into his paintings. The word 
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“palpitant” provides a fluttering, pulsating movement that refers back to the sail, but also 

forward to the image of the “sticky-winged nymph” the central textual and visual metaphor. 

Meaning to tremble or beat, palpitant gives the impression of throbbing new life; something 

born from the sticky moisture of the lake, like a dragonfly or naiad. In the backward and 

forward movement of the sail lies a resemblance to the fluttering and vibration of just 

opened wings still sticky after leaving the chrysalis. Memory flutters backwards and 

forwards like the sail on the lake, or the wings of the nymph, staying time in the sticky 

suspension of Darley’s transcribed remembrance of this landscape.14

 Urban theorist Christoph Lindner has pointed out that images of deserted urban 

cityscapes are a prominent feature of the urban uncanny (2009: 92). The landscape Durrell 

describes is equally uncanny in its deserted state, contiguous, as it is, with the cityscape. 

Lindner, discussing the concept of the undead city, mentions Freud’s statement about how 

people experience the uncanny as “death and dead bodies, to the return of the dead, and to 

spirits and ghosts” (Freud cited in Lindner 2009: 94). Imbued with the dead and the return 

of the dead spirits of the past, Durrell’s landscape can be related to what theorists Catherine 

Spooner and Emma McEvoy term a Gothic geography, where past history returns and is in 

turn spatialised (2007: 51). Whilst the fantasy of the landscape seemingly represents an 

escape from the teeming streets and bustle of the city, in Durrell’s work it remains a vast 

and uncanny space filled with past ghosts. 

  

In this uncanny landscape, the season of spring, with its gentle new growth and love, 

does not exist: 

Ah! there is no spring in the Delta, no sense of refreshment and renewal in 

things. One is plunged out of winter into: wax effigy of a summer too hot to 

breathe. But here, at least, in Alexandria, the sea-breaths save us from the 

tideless weight of summer nothingness. (B: 11) 

This “wax effigy” is an encaustic that makes the stifling appearance of the city resemble 

either a lustrous enamel, or a death mask. The words “no spring in the Delta” is perhaps a 

                                                           
14  Lynne Oliva in an article on the erotic nature of art has noted that the small black rectangle that Klimt used in the works from his 

golden period such as Danae (1907), The Kiss (1907-8) and the Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer (1907) represented a symbol of the male 
principle or phallus. The oval and circular shapes in the same paintings stand for the female principle suggestive of the womb, vagina 
or ovaries (2010: 253) 
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negative intertextual reference to the opening lines of Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales and 

T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land, which both mention the April rain associated with spring. 

Caught in the emptiness and suspension of time contained in the words “summer 

nothingness”, Alexandria is pictured as heavy and listless. The cityscape is entirely still and 

empty and only “save us” indicates a vague and hidden human presence. Even the “sea-

breaths”, though they imply motion and life, seem to be almost inaudible and ineffectual. 

Deserted, this cityscape feels, as Lindner has written about deserted city spaces, deeply 

unreal, immobilised and uncanny (2009: 92). Alexandria is a claustrophobic space slowly and 

subtly personified; bathed in heat, she gives off “metallic flavours of exhaustion” (J: 34). The 

city and the landscape are confined within what Bal has called the parameters of the gaze, 

which manipulatively spatialises memory (1997a: 148). The confines of Durrell’s text have 

reified and condemned topographical space into assuming attributes of stultifying 

claustrophobia and entropy. 

 

Space of Stillness and Memory 

 Shimmering languorously, a decadent, enclosed and empty ambience exudes from 

Alexandria. This image of the city, with her sinister, stifling stillness, recalls the deserted 

piazzas with their colonnaded architecture, which feature so prominently in the works of 

the artist Giorgio de Chirico. In The Enigma of the Hour (1912), the enigmatic nature of the 

three shrouded figures enhances the sense of ominous stillness. The clock in the painting 

will always reflect the hour of 14:55 and linear time remains forever stilled. The frozen 

figures and the tomb-like fountain are a promise and anticipation of a future that will never 

arrive. 
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Figure 2 Giorgio de Chirico: The Enigma of the Hour 

In his paintings, de Chirico fills his piazzas with light and deep shadows from which 

emanates an ominous sense of fatidic and oppressive silence caught in the louring green 

tonalities. These tonalities add depth and perspective to the flattened sharp angles of the 

piazzas, buildings and shadows. Art theorist Ian Walker, examining Surrealism’s relation to 

the city, indicates that 

de Chirico’s city was not only a space to put next to the actual city, but also 

one to place – palimpsest like – over it, so that the actual city and the 

imagined city were fused. Reality was infiltrated by the dream, the present 

infiltrated by the past. (2002: 37) 

The theatrical prop-like nature of de Chirico’s piazza paintings represents a world of eerie 

stasis enveloped in enigmatic imaginary space that mirrors the portrayal of Alexandria in 

Durrell’s text. Durrell, like de Chirico, uses the spatial architecture of the cityscape, 

constructed through Darley’s memories, to evade chronological, linear time. Instead, in 

Balthazar, as in the work of de Chirico, time is arrested in the present of infinite space, 

allowing Durrell to fix the visual essence of the cityscape. Artist and writer create an 

“unreal” city held in memory and imagination. This imaginary city proceeds to map itself like 

a palimpsest over the geography of the ‘real’ city. The works of both painter and writer 

exhibit a menacing tension held in the cityscape, which exudes a latent mood of forbidden, 

erotic desire. The fact that Walker also refers to the concept of the “palimpsest” points to 
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the similarity between the visual work of de Chirico and the textual visuality of Durrell’s 

novel.15

The architectural space of Durrell’s cityscape is full of memories of time past caught in 

random snatches of places, which are enumerated in the same style as the workpoints and 

landscape-tones. They lead the reader, like a flâneur, on a disjointed encounter with places 

in the real city: 

   

Rua Piroua, Rue de France, the Terbana Mosque (cupboard smelling of 

apples), Rue Sidi Abou El Abbas (water-ices and coffee), Anfouchi, Ras El Tin 

(Cape of Figs), Ikingi Mariut (gathering wild flowers together convinced she 

cannot love me), equestrian statue of Mohammed Ali in the square... The 

tombs at Kom El Shugafa, darkness and damp soil both terrified by the 

darkness ... Rue Fuad as the old Canopic Way, once rue Rosette (J: 194). 

Memory’s logic of association and visual fixing links this jumbled list of place-names 

together. In a similar fashion to the dabs and swatches of colour in the previous descriptions 

of landscape, the place-names, which resemble Cubist blocks, build the cityscape. This 

multi-perspectival modification of the cityscape focuses on the obvious elements of the 

disruption of conventions, the destabilisation of perspective, the loss of the discrete or 

integral subject and the idea of alteration and change. By linking spatial geometry and 

altering shapes and events within the space of the city, Durrell’s conceptualisation of a 

space-time continuum endeavours to provide multiple and subjective positions. Durrell’s 

visual ideas seem to represent features that act to gothicise the embodiment of Alexandria 

by disturbing how the reader perceives the topography of the city and its landscape. 

Alexandre-Garner points out that, in the Quartet, “streets and squares only exist inasmuch 

as they are linked to the regretted past... the reader wanders in vain when trying to rebuild 

Darley’s city” (2012: 72). Cubist paintings, such as the de Chirico piazza discussed above, 

possess a sense of stasis, of time that is frozen. Suspending visualisation of the city and 

landscape in the memory of Darley, Durrell emulates what Mulvey, adopting a concept of 

André Bazin, terms ‘embalming time’ (2006b: 56). The embalming time of this space is the 

perfect description for a cityscape with a history buried deep in time, but which 

                                                           
15  The “Unreal City”,  in T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land (first published in 1922), is a Modernist fragmentation of the cityscape in Cubist style 

that questions a single perspective  Eliot’s slices of life in the city are caught in and out of time as the city becomes abstract. However, 
where Eliot’s city appears sterile, Durrell’s is sensuously alive in its multi-perspective patterning.  
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simultaneously remains imbricated in the recurrent, uncanny urban motifs of emptiness and 

ghostliness.  

Contrarily, Durrell constructs this city as a spatialised object of visual desire, a 

feminised, grotesque and alien space filled with scurrying life. This space entraps her 

inhabitants like captive prey: 

 The city, inhabited by these memories of mine, moves not only backwards 

into our history, studded by the great names which mark every station of 

recorded time, but also back and forth in the living present, so to speak – 

among its contemporary faiths and races: the hundred little spheres which 

religion or lore creates and which cohere softly together like cells to form the 

great sprawling jellyfish which is Alexandria today. (B: 127) 

 The long, almost serpentine construction of the quoted sentence enforces the feeling of 

something amorphous and suffocating that threatens death and the end of subjectivity. This 

imparts a plasma-like nature to the city, whose fluidity is emphasised by the phrase “great, 

sprawling jellyfish”. The words “great” and “sprawling” offer space and size to the image, 

while “jellyfish” intimates that the city is a spineless and viscid thing. The scientific name for 

jellyfish is Medusozoa, because of its resemblance to the snake-headed gorgon Medusa. 

Figuratively, the city is associated with the myth of Medusa, the chthonic monster whose 

gaze turned anyone who looked upon her to stone.  

Medusa is terrifying, a mask which arouses castration anxiety and the loss of masculine 

identity. The embodied space of Alexandria resembles what Kelly Hurley, in her work on the 

Gothic body, has termed “Thing-ness” (1996: 42). Thing-ness is a state that holds the threat 

of the loss of self-identity and the fear of castration anxiety and can be closely associated 

with the Medusa. An alien form, the gelatinous ambience of the city seems to make all 

boundaries amorphous, and to do away with any form of linearity. Durrell’s playful 

construction of the viscid nature of the city partakes of what Nataly Tcherepashenets refers 

to as an eclectic locus of otherness, an alternate order that possesses an absence of a centre 
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(2008: 82-83). In this locus Durrell’s characters, both masculine and feminine, move as parts 

of the matrix-like body of the city itself. 16

Through the visual gaze of memory, Darley maps the alien space of the city of 

Alexandria. Filled with brilliant colours and prismatic reflections that rise up in memory, 

Alexandria is “luminous and trembling as if painted on dusty silk” (B: 13). The evanescent 

nature of this image reveals the city to be simultaneously visible and invisible before it melts 

“slowly into the horizon mist” (14). An illusion contained within memory, the city is an 

imaginary, dream-like image that remains elusive. In Balthazar, the city is a Fata Morgana: 

“always there, as it always will be, hanging in the mind like a mirage which travellers so 

often see” (B: 13). The idea of the “mirage” is crucial, because it reveals the instability of the 

city and her landscape. The Fata Morgana will play an important a role in the novel 

Mountolive, when the protagonist, David Mountolive, experiences the landscape of Egypt 

for the first time. 

  

 

Heterotopic Illusion 

In Mountolive, the visualisation of the city and its landscape actualises them as colourful, 

sentient entities. The presence of the city and landscape is pivotal to the reconstructed 

memories of David Mountolive’s experiences in Egypt as an aspiring, young diplomat. These 

remembrances, presented through the voice of an external narrator, are a textual retelling 

that structures both the plot and Mountolive’s own search for identity. The novel appears to 

employ the cohesive and logical plot schema of conventional realist fiction and its rhetoric. 

Predating the narratives of Justine and Balthazar, the act of memory in this novel continues 

to affirm the multiple modes Durrell is employing to establish the function of time. In his 

book A key to Modern British poetry, Durrell indicates time should be considered “an always 

present, yet always recurring thing” (1970: 31). Accordingly, time in Mountolive is 

experienced as a constant flux and reflux and, according to Durrell, “if there is any 

movement at all it is circular, cyclic, and significant only because it is repeated” (31). I have 

indicated that memory does not function in a serial manner; rather it is employed to bring 

the past into the present in ‘slices of time’ or ‘sliding panels’.  

                                                           
16  See Freud’s posthumously published work Medusa’s Head (1964). For a feminist reinterpretation, see Hélène Cixous’s The Laugh of 

the Medusa (1976). 
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Splicing time-space and memories together, like a film, the narrative appears to provide 

the events with a sense of cohesion and logic. Yet, as in some films, an uncanny haunting of 

the characters and the narrative structure occurs, indicating the instability of a reality based 

on memory. Memories in Durrell’s novel are never fixed; they are images constructed by 

human desires, where reality, time and subject become re-inscriptions of history. Victor 

Burgin, in his work The Remembered Film, has drawn attention to the idea of 

superimposition and the palimpsestuous nature of time, space and image occurring in 

memories of film: “... each scene is now the satellite of the other. Each echoes the other, 

increasingly merges with the other, and I experience a kind of fascinated incomprehension 

before the hybrid object they have become” (2004: 59). This palimpsestuous hybridity is 

visible in Durrell’s flux of space-time, reality and subjectivity in Mountolive, which predates 

Justine and Balthazar in plot and will lead into the future-past present tense of the novel 

Clea.  

This complicated and multi-layered structure creates haunting echoes and 

superimpositions of ideas and characters, which flow out from the landscape and the city. 

The haunting and constant recurrence of time and history is a central aspect of the Gothic. 

In this regard, Wolfreys writes that it promises a “certain return, a cyclical revenance” 

(2000: xiv). I hold that this cyclical return and layering is a strategy Durrell deploys to expose 

the different facets of the characters’ experiences of the landscape and city. His use of 

shifting perspectives appears to establish what Jacques Derrida, in Living On, calls a 

“relationship of cryptic haunting from mark to mark” (2004: 108). In a 2005 interview, 

Derrida said “in a certain way every trace is spectral” (2001: 44). Spectral traces are a 

metaphor in Durrell’s tetralogy for the attempt to recover a past that, while lost, is 

constantly repeating itself. The agency of this spectral haunting is the powerful locus of the 

real/unreal city of Alexandria, her landscape and the female characters who are reflected 

images of this place and space.  

The feminised cartography of the Egyptian landscape embodies David Mountolive’s 

fantasy of the Orient. His recollections are a perpetuation of the work and dreams of other 

Western writers, artists and colonial conquerors. These fantasy constructions of landscape, 

people and place fashioned the Orient into a metaphoric representative of all the lesser 

qualities associated with otherness. Julia Wright has indicated that these representations 
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labelled the Orient as monstrously feminine, destructive, violent with voracious appetites, 

enchanting but dangerously beautiful, sexual, perverse, weak, passive, barbaric and so forth 

(2001: 269). These characteristics, and their exploration in the narrative of Mountolive, fulfil 

the role of what is termed the Oriental Gothic: a fantasy of the east, complete with its 

eroticised beauty that will haunt Mountolive, repeatedly invading his passing present. His 

first meeting with the landscape establishes the illusion of Egypt he will carry with him until 

his return there as Ambassador. 

 

Fish Hunt and Heterotopia 

On his first encounter with the landscape, Mountolive colours his surroundings with the 

traditional perceptions of his Occidental imperialist predecessors. He brings to the 

landscape the cultural authority of this past which Nash points out is an authority that 

validates the white, upper-middle class male explorer, writer, artist and diplomat (1996: 

151). Their gaze and representation of the landscape have provided Mountolive a way to 

organise his own social responses to both the people he encounters and the landscape 

itself. The external narrator shares or reproduces the perspective of the protagonist and 

primary focalisor David Mountolive, whose imagination is replete with images of the Orient 

of the crusades and ideas from the original Oriental Gothic tale Vathek by William Beckford. 

This tale, spuriously claiming to be based on truth, inculcated the romantic Western 

obsession with a feminised, evil and paganistic Orient. This is an Orient that offers exotic 

possibilities because it appears supine and open for conquering and civilising. Mountolive 

and the narratorial voice superimpose their dissociated Western gaze over the Hosnani 

family, who host Mountolive as he learns Arabic. This family, likened to “colonials” (M: 20) 

is, by implication, considered by Mountolive not quite his equals in his role as representative 

of the Colonial government. The Hosnani brothers take Mountolive on a fishing expedition 

during the course of which he first encounters the beauty of the landscape. 

The sun is setting when Mountolive finds himself seated in a boat on a lake on the 

Hosnani estate. The description of the water and landscape initially seems to be an account 

given by the voice of an external narrator:  
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The Egyptian night fell – the sudden reduction of all objects to bas-reliefs 

upon a screen of gold and violet. The land had become dense as tapestry in 

the lilac afterglow, quivering here and there with water-mirages from the 

rising damps, expanding and contracting horizons, until one thought of the 

world as being mirrored in a soap-bubble trembling on the edge of 

disappearance ... The spokes of darkness which reached out to them only 

outlined the shapes of the reed-fringed islands, which punctuated the water 

like great pin-cushions, like paws, like hassocks ... With the land and the water 

liquefying at this rate he kept having the illusion that they were travelling 

across the sky rather than across the alluvial waters of Mareotis. (M: 11 - 12) 

In the middle of the passage, there is a startling intrusion of another consciousness with the 

use of the word “one”. The reader and the external narrator instantly enter into the 

focalised stream of consciousness of Mountolive’s experience of the ‘now’, which is really in 

the ‘then’. The nominative use of the indefinite pronoun “one” is unnatural in the passage. 

Used in this context, it represents the singular pronoun of what is termed the majestic plural 

(we are not amused). There is, therefore, an implied ‘we’, which includes the reader within 

the experience and the depicted scene. The use of this tiny pronoun seems rather affected 

and acts as a class signifier. It de-emphasises or distances the protagonist from an 

expression of feeling or emotional interaction with the described situation. In Mountolive’s 

case, it represents a diplomat’s formal English usage, but is an unnatural and playful device. 

Durrell is, it seems, ironically exposing the pompousness that will characterise Mountolive’s 

interaction with other characters throughout the novel, and in his brief appearances in 

Balthazar and Clea.  

The external narrator cannot share Mountolive’s thoughts and experiences, but only 

watches silently from an outside position experiencing what this character sees, hears, 

smells and feels. Durrell’s employment of the unnatural movement between external 

narrator and Mountolive’s internal thought process is, I contend, a disruption of the 

conventional presentation of a single consistent subject in the context of a narrative. It 

playfully destabilises the narrative form through the employment of strange narratological 

devices. Time and space are fluid, moving backwards and forwards in order to add 

immediacy to the scene within the context of presented memory. The feeling of being in the 
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consciousness of the character and his seemingly present experience pulls the reader into 

the visualisation of the scene. The water, sky and land are visualised as absolute and 

sensuous presences that dominate the solitary consciousness experiencing it. The dash in 

the first sentence of the quote separates the phrase “the Egyptian night fell” from what 

follows. A backdrop seems to have fallen down upon a stage. Visibility declines into 

vagueness with the fading of the light on the screen of the horizon. Mountolive now sees 

objects in bas-relief and the background smudges into a sfumato effect.  

The colours are richly mellow shades of gold, violet and lilac, which situate the reader 

visually within the artist’s mental picture of the landscape. Woven from lilac threads of light, 

the landscape appears to be a decorative tapestry that, flat and dimensionless, symbolically 

represents Mountolive’s need to mythologise. This landscape partakes of the presence of 

thing-like attributes latent in the vegetal reed islands. Mountolive sees them like “pin-

cushions, like paws, like hassocks”, transforming them into both human and animal objects. 

The pincushion evokes an image of a sharp, spiny sea urchin metaphorically associated with 

the feminine. However, there is a sense of violence in the image, because phallic pins are 

pushed into the feminine cushion. The image of the pincushion becomes polyvalent. Pins 

can hold together either fabric or pages that need sewing. The textual and feminine pursuit 

of sewing seems associated with the use of reeds for papermaking that is synonymous with 

Egypt and papyrus. 

A further association of the feminine and the islands occurs in the use of “hassock”, a 

hard cushion used for kneeling on in church. These were footstools covered in tapestry, also 

called ottomans. A symbolic association between the religious footstools of Christianity and 

the Orient is established. However, “hassock” contains an alternative meaning: a tuft of rank 

grass or a tussock. Rankness and thing-like hybridity seem inextricably bound to the 

landscape. Mountolive’s choice of words reveals his unconscious perception of the Orient as 

a place of rankness and luxuriance. The feminine nature of this landscape conforms to the 

mode of the Oriental Gothic with its intangible deceitfulness exemplified in the instability of 

the delusive water mirages or Fata Morgana   

The term Fata Morgana comes from the Italian word for fairy and is associated with the 

witch Morgan le Fay, who lured sailors to their death by means of these unreal fairy castles. 

Arising from the water like ghosts, they quiver on the horizon. Durrell uses the synonyms 
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“quivering” and “trembling” in the passage. These present participles impart a shivering, 

shimmering movement to the description. However, the connotations of fear and anxiety 

contained in these words add an uncanny frisson of mystery to the surrounding water 

landscape. Through the veil of the water-mirages, the horizon pulsates deceptively, 

distorting perspective. This distortion builds a luminescent fairy world “mirrored in a soap-

bubble trembling on the edge of disappearance”. Caught inside this spectacular and 

transient image resides a hint of the magically unreal nature of the waterscape.  

Durrell devises a visually idealised world in order to reveal the blindness inherent in 

Mountolive’s response to the landscape. A need to live in his illusion of the spellbinding 

beauty of the Oriental other ensures that he ignores the darker, treacherous shadows of the 

land and waterscape. Instead, he visualises a fairy-tale Utopia caught in the mirror of the 

water and the trembling “soap-bubble”. For Foucault the mirror represents a site that is 

simultaneously a Utopia and a heterotopia (1986: 24). A Utopia is an imaginary place of 

perfection and idealisation, a place of projected spatial desire, apparent in Mountolive’s 

fascination with the world he sees in the water-mirages. However, this strange space of the 

soap bubble is also the ‘other space’, a heterotopia. The spaces of a heterotopia continually 

shift positions and meanings and act as the inverse mirror-doubles of a Utopia. I contend 

that the world held in the mirror of the mirage is a fantastical illusion of land and 

waterscape as a space that is at once real and unreal, utopic and heterotopic. The 

ambivalence of this space resides in the liminal boundary associated with the Kristevan 

notion of abjection. There is both the desire to enter the Utopia and the repulsion and fear 

of it as a devouring, alternate space of non-existence. The landscape’s ambivalent space is 

replicated in the capricious illusion of its construction in memory.17

The reader and Mountolive seem trapped in this capricious world of memory. I would 

argue that the mirror of the water is representative of what Michael Riffaterre refers to as 

the “transparency of memory’s palimpsest” (1977: 166). In mediating Mountolive’s 

memories, the hidden narratorial voice ensures a subjective perspective on Egypt is 

suggested. This viewpoint adds a further facet, one evoking Oriental mystique, to the 

  

                                                           
17   Though I have indicated that I choose to associate the liminal and liminality with Kristeva’s theory of abjection, I felt that perhaps a 

slightly more detailed explanation of the notion of the liminal needed to be provided. According to Kristeva, abjection is "above all 
ambiguity" (1982: 9). I regard the liminal and abjection as the same space of ambiguity that represents flux, disruption, a space where 
Symbolic control is threatened by the semiotic drives that strive to break down identity, order and stability. The liminal is the margin 
or boundary, a place that is a non-place where the subject is both visible and invisible. In my study, concepts like the heterotopia, the 
spectral, the Gothic, the mirror, space will be seen to partake of the ambiguity of abjection and the liminal. 
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previous subjective constructions of Alexandria’s landscape found in the novels Justine and 

Balthazar. Slowly, dusk removes all depth from the visual picture of Mountolive’s 

surroundings, silhouetting figures and objects. The horizon rapidly shape-shifts into an 

uncanny optical inversion of the sky and landscape: “With the land and the water liquefying 

at this rate he kept having the illusion that they were travelling across the sky rather than 

across the alluvial waters of Mareotis” (M: 12). Mountolive is a victim of the disorientation 

and deliquescence of spatial perspective. The waterscape acts as a mirror for the text and, 

based on this metaphoric instability, Durrell constructs an unreal dream world, which 

attempts to transcend representation and perception. 

The unreal dream world is again present on the day Narouz Hosnani dies. This death 

happens in the early morning when “marsh mist full of evanescent shapes and contours” 

covers the landscape (M: 304). Haunting spectres, which dissolve around and back into the 

surroundings, distort the perspective of the landscape. An unearthly image filled with an 

aura of menace, but also with sunlight: 

The whole surface of the lake was rising into the sky like the floor of a 

theatre, pouring upwards with the mist; here and there reality was withered 

by mirages, landscapes hanging in the sky upside down or else four or five 

superimposed on each other with the effect of a multiple exposure. (M: 306) 

This description is a counterpart to Mountolive’s own description of the lake during the fish 

hunt. However, Narouz beholds a lake whose surface seems to ascend slowly in a Gothic 

“ghost glide”. The lake is no longer coloured like a tapestry, nor is it beautiful and frivolous 

like a soap bubble. What Narouz sees is mirages that wither reality. An impression of 

dissolution and decay attaches itself to the landscape and a metamorphosis takes place 

from the Utopic fantasy Mountolive experienced, into an inverted dystopic nightmare. The 

waterscape disrupts visual stability so surroundings blur and mutate. The superimposed 

images held in the body of the mirages possess an immobility often associated with a 

photograph.18

The photographic effect of the “landscapes hanging in the sky upside down or else four 

or five superimposed on each other with the effect of a multiple exposure” unveils the 

   

                                                           
18  The Corsican Effect or “ghost glide” was a trap used in Victorian theatre that allowed for the apparition of a ghost to rise through the 

floor. It was devised to stage Dion Boucicault’s adaptation of Alexandre Dumas’s Les Frères Corse or The Corsican Brothers and the 
well-known Ghost Melody accompanied the disgorging of the ghost. See Michael R Booth (1991). 
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landscape as held in a moment, one that is flattened and prismatic. The photograph-like 

images repeat one another but, as film theorist Christian Metz writes, “[P]hotography’s 

deeply rooted kinship with death has been noted by many different authors, including 

Dubois, who speaks of photography as a ‘thanatography’, and  ...  Roland Barthes whose 

Camera Lucida bears witness to this relationship” (1985: 83). The visualisation of the 

mirages and their reflections possesses an uncanny strangeness, a disturbing unfamiliarity 

and calmness. Multiple exposures seem to fix the landscape in a decaying stillness 

dominated by the spectre of death – a textual-visual “thanatography”. The beauty of the 

landscape with its eerie and tense premonitions of evil is focalised entirely from the 

perspective of Narouz. His fatal wounding remains an ellipsis in the text and the reader only 

re-encounters him through the eyes of Nessim as he lies near death, spread out on the 

landscape. This hazy and nightmarish landscape has betrayed Narouz and remains 

indifferent to his death. The warmth and splendour of the dawn and the sunset have faded, 

“dying into amethyst and nacre” (M: 301). The caliginosity of violet-purple, the colour of 

mourning and death threatens the iridescent opulence of the sky. The decadent aesthetic 

qualities of the words employed to describe the landscape envision it as fascinating and 

seductive, yet, synchronously, horrific and excessive.  

Mountolive and Narouz’s interaction with the landscape represents an inverted 

doubling; Narouz’s experience acts as the obverse of Mountolive’s. For Mountolive the 

experience of the waterscape is a bewitching experience. For Narouz it represents only a 

sinister betrayal in which the polychromatic and changeable illusion is death-driven. In this 

terrain, Narouz’s death reveals what Foucault has called the alterities of life and death, with 

the resultant transgression of the boundaries between these two states (2004: 63). In 

Durrell’s story world, this overstepping of the boundary between life and death is a descent 

into abjection and dissolution. In contrast to the destructive waterscape Narouz confronts, 

Mountolive experiences a fantastical and eroticised space of the exotic and idyllic: “‘Egypt’, 

he said to himself as one might repeat the name of a woman. ‘Egypt’” (M: 12). This Egypt 

has destroyed and betrayed Narouz and will in the future betray Mountolive. Leaving the 

sensual landscape of Alexandria, we meet Mountolive in another city, this time London. This 

juxtaposition of cities allows Durrell to contrast Mountolive’s experience of the Orient and 

his interaction with the realm of Imperialism. 
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Imperial Gothic Fog 

Mountolive is the only novel of the tetralogy that explores another city and landscape – 

namely London. 

The presentation of London and its landscape is internally focalised through 

Mountolive’s gaze and experience. The narratorial voice accesses this experience when it 

slides into Mountolive’s stream of inner thoughts. The narrative becomes strange and 

uncanny when Durrell allows Mountolive, in a letter written to Leila about his meeting with 

Pursewarden, to present the latter’s voice and inner thoughts with almost perfect 

photographic recall. Fludernik has noted, in relation to narratives such as this, that they 

remain limited to “the transfer of knowledge available to the main protagonist” (2001: 630). 

As a result, Mountolive’s totalising recall of all that was said calls into question the reliability 

of this narrative, making all the memories that Mountolive transcribes in the letter, and 

regaled by the external narrator, entirely suspect. There is an obvious gap between what 

the external narrator really has access to, and what Mountolive, as focalisor, is privy to. I 

allege this gap is in accord with Bundgaard’s assertion that this type of access to the plot 

represents a strange extension of what the narrator’s usually truncated access to the story 

world should be (2011: 89; 97).  

The external narrator’s gaze is central to the description of Mountolive’s 

relationship with London. Located in the space of memory, which unfolds in the textual 

visuality of representation, the re-imagining of the situation occurs using the past tense and 

the third person singular. This use of tense and pronoun is suggestive of an ostensibly 

objective depiction of Mountolive’s character. Employing what narratologist Monika 

Fludernik refers to as a “typically ‘authorial’ style of superior knowledge”, Durrell’s external 

narrator remains outside the situation described (2001: 627). Mountolive’s returns to this 

city take on the “tremulous eagerness of a lover” (M: 85). As feminised spaces, the city and 

landscape indifferently and passively allow Mountolive to be their “lover”. Feminist theorist 

Sue Best suggests the metropolis is the safe and familial terrain of home and motherland, 

with all the sexual pleasures and comforts this feminised space seems to offer (1995: 183). 

For Mountolive, his return to London contains the frisson of the urban as loving, comforting 

and erotically desired home. 

Focalisation mainly occurs through the objectifying gaze of Mountolive. Invisible, the 

external narrator and the reader become disembodied voyeurs of London’s feminised 
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landscape. The London landscape is disturbing because of its apparent emptiness. The 

descriptions of “thin black drizzle” (M: 85), covering “soot encrusted cornices” (85) where 

the air is filled with “the haunting conspiratorial voice of river traffic behind the veils of mist 

- they were both a reassurance and a threat” (85), establish an apprehensive atmosphere. 

This is an urban fantasy whose elements belong solely to the lover Mountolive and the voice 

of the river. An eerie and gloomy solitariness permeates Durrell’s description of London, 

where dusk, mist and looming bleakness predominate. The only human presence is 

Mountolive’s, and his thoughts of the city bubble up against the backdrop of urban noise. 

This noise is epitomised by the resonant sound of Occidental linear time that boomingly 

dominates the London dusk: “Big Ben struck its foundering plunging note. Lamps had begun 

to throw out their lines of prismatic light” (M: 86). The sound neatly divides the surrounding 

world and life into measured sections, in the manner of Virginia Woolf’s description of Big 

Ben in Mrs Dalloway (1925). In Woolf’s novel, a single day is measured out to the sounds of 

this clock. Even though the vibrations of the sound in Woolf’s description are circular and 

float into the stream of consciousness of her characters, yet these sounds remain the linear 

measurement of a day and its passing.  

In Durrell’s description, linearity is in the lines of light. However, this linearity is 

shattered by the light’s refraction into multiple, prismatic strands. This visualisation calls 

ocular perception into question. This prismatic light works to enhance the uncanny 

ambience of the scene caught in the vague uncertainty of the strange misty atmosphere. 

Durrell’s description is strongly Modernist in approach as it attempts to visualise the 

strangeness of artificial light and how it acts to alter our perception of passing time. 

Durrell’s textual visual image of this prismatic light is epitomised by Street Lamp (1909) a 

painting by the Italian Futurist Giacomo Balla: 
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Figure 3 Giacomo Balla: Street Lamp 

In Umberto Boccioni’s “The Manifesto of Futurist Painters” (1910), Balla writes on the 

destruction of space in painting and observes “Space no longer exists: the street pavement, 

soaked by rain beneath the glare of electric lamps, becomes immensely deep” (1973: 28). 

This disappearance of space impacts on time and the two blend together, according to the 

Bergsonian conception of duration. Balla drives the space-time in this painting through the 

dynamic energy contained in the prismatic array of vivid primary reds, blues and greens 

accompanied by the bright and dominating cadmium yellow of the lamplight, with its 

interspersed flecks of white, so the space is alive with the movement of tiny streaks of 

lightning. The almost plasmatic field encompassing this lamp is continuous with the 

surrounding space and its past and future trajectories, where the duration of space-time is 

an active participant (Kern 2003: 164). 

A similar duration of space and time is located in Durrell’s description of the London 

landscape lit by the street lamp and filled with the resonance of the masculine voice of Big 

Ben. This loud voice is countered by the haunting polyphonic musicality of the 

“conspiratorial voice of river traffic behind the veils of mist - they were both a reassurance 

and a threat” (M: 85). The river, like all watery environments in the Quartet, is a feminine 

voice veiled in the obscuring mist. This voice raises a sense of semiotic ambivalence that 

disconcerts Mountolive, who feels both reassured and threatened. The ghostly voice of the 

river belongs to the landscape that holds Mountolive in thrall like a lover. Alluring and 

dangerous, the male focalisor constructs the geography of this urban landscape into a 
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monstrous-feminine Otherness. Mountolive will leave the dangerous presences of London’s 

menacing geography and attempt to return to his fantasy of Egypt and Alexandria. 

 

Alexandria Revisited 

On his return to Egypt, Mountolive attempts to regain the city and landscape of his 

memories. However, he perceives and presents Alexandria differently and, in doing so, he 

superimposes this new and subjective version of Alexandria over his previous memories. 

Mountolive re-enters Alexandria on the wave of a storm and the reader is caught inside his 

inner experience and visualisation of the city. The narrative is buffeted between the past 

tense and the conditional present-progressive with its promise of a coming event. Through 

this maelstrom the “pearly city” (M: 277) is glimpsed and her surfaces negotiated:  

through the dark cloud mat, its minarets poked up against the cloud bars of 

an early sunset; linen soaked in blood ... Presently the sea wind would rise ... 

the winter sky would resume its light ... It was the ancient city again; he felt 

its pervading melancholy under the rain ... The brilliant unfamiliar lighting of 

the thunder-storm re-created it, giving it a spectral story-book air – broken 

pavements made of tinfoil, snail-shells, cracked horn, mica, earth-brick 

buildings ... The desuetude of an ancient city. (277) 

This is one of the most extended evocations of Alexandria in Mountolive. Voyeuristically 

gazing on the beauty of the city with her minarets, Mountolive sees her steeped in blood. 

However, this is not just any blood, being qualified as “linen soaked in blood”, thereby 

evoking an image of menstruation that unites the city with the female body of abjection, 

repulsion and death. Surveying the urban landscape, Mountolive finds it to be dark, 

melancholy, spectral, a place of decay, of crushed and broken objects. Seen as a space made 

up of ancient neglected ruins and filled with gimcrack reflections, Alexandria’s embodied 

space is depicted as a facade of pearly beauty, a “glittering artefact”, that Mountolive 

considers a form of spectacle; it is a nightmare confection of fakery. Offset against this 

ancient, decrepit and debris-filled space, Mountolive’s magical Oriental memory of the city 

and landscape is mythologically located in the figure of his ex-lover Leila Hosnani, the 

mother of Nessim and Narouz:  
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she represented something like a second, almost mythical image of the reality 

which he was experiencing day by day. He was like a man seeking to marry 

the twin images in a camera periscope in order to lay his lens in true focus ...  

unable either to confirm his own memories of this magical landscape, or fully 

assess his newest impressions of it. (M: 148-149) 

Mountolive conflates Leila and the landscape in his memories. These projected memories 

have established an illusion of a reality he recollects as “magical”, one caught in the fairy-

tale castles and soap bubble of the lake. The vision of Leila, as the personification of Egypt, 

is a construction of the myth of the East: a space of exoticism, opulence and make-believe 

belonging to the tales of A Thousand and One Nights. Using the “camera periscope”, 

Mountolive objectifies his memories of the landscape. This “camera periscope” recalls the 

camera obscura, a periscope of mirrors and lenses that threw images onto a reflective 

screen (Burton & Fraser 2006: 145). According to art historian Jonathan Crary, the camera 

obscura acted in the same manner as the human eye, by creating the idea of an objective, 

truthful representation of reality (2009: 213).  

The mirror and the space between the lenses, I would suggest, act as a heterotopic 

space. Here representation and inversion occur deceiving the eye. The image is a spatial 

doubling, which Stephen Read indicates, “defines who we are in relation to a vision … 

simultaneously objective and subjective, of the world and our projections onto the world” 

(2006: 8). The heterotopia of the “camera-periscope” creates multiple and shifting 

meanings that can never ultimately be fixed. The objective truth of the camera obscura, and 

by implication the camera-periscope, corresponds with the narratorial voice, which might 

provide a ‘truthful’ and distanced narrative. However, I prefer to consider Durrell’s 

metaphorical use of the camera obscura and the periscope as recalling the optical 

instruments found in Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu. In her study of Proust’s 

employment of these instruments, Bal refers to this as the “technology that enables one to 

see better by seeing larger” (1997b: 70). David Mountolive, as subject, attempts to bring the 

image of his memories of Egypt and Leila into focus, in order, through enlargement, to gain 

clarity. The metaphoric use of a combined optical instrument, a periscope to provide depth 

of field and a camera to affix the image in stillness, is a striking metaphor. A blown-up 

image, Bal observes, contains time within a single representation, simultaneously 
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encompassing past, present and future in the longed-for hope of permanence (1997b: 69). 

Space and vision are doubled when Mountolive seeks “to marry the twin images” of the 

spatial geography of the two feminine bodies in a strangely hermetic fashion. The doubling 

of the feminine bodies mirrors the double nature of the optical instrument with its function 

as part-periscope and part-camera. Not only does it enlarge, but also takes photographs.  

Roland Barthes refers to a photograph as representing the passing of time from past to 

future, and terms this movement the “imperious sign of my future death” (1993: 97). The 

visual prosthesis of the camera aids in isolating objects, much as Mountolive’s gaze tries to 

place Leila and the landscape into relief against his memories. This fixing strives to 

determine their truth and relevance to Mountolive’s present perceptions and experiences. 

The photographic device becomes a method to represent the invasion of time past into 

Mountolive’s present, with the promise of time future in what Barthes, in relation to the 

photograph, has noted is a state of “This will be and this has been” (96). The imaginary of 

what has been and the possibility of what will be reside in the hope that Mountolive invests 

in his spectral figuration of Leila in her role as the personification of the magical landscape 

of his memories.  

Memory’s projected illusion proves to be a mirage and, like the deceptive Fata 

Morgana, it betrays Mountolive. Mountolive’s final meeting with Leila occurs in an old-

fashioned gharry with the driver a mere silhouette in the bluish light of dusk that makes 

things vague and shadowy. In the shadowy light, Mountolive sees a “plump and square-

faced Egyptian woman of uncertain years, with a severely pock-marked face and eyes drawn 

grotesquely out of true by the antimony pencil” (M: 281). This image shatters Mountolive’s 

memories of a “brilliant, resourceful and elegant” Leila (280); all he can now see is “a 

pitiable grotesque” and a “clumsy cartoon creature” (281). R-envisioned as a monster, 

Mountolive recoils from Leila in abject disgust. He now realises that Leila represented “his 

own private Egypt of the mind” (284). Leila has metamorphosed into the alternate hideous 

face of Egypt, a “betraying landscape” on which he will “waste no more time” (295). 

Alexandria has itself altered “become distasteful, burdensome, wearisome to his spirit” 

(284), a part of an “Egypt of deceptions and squalor ... which turned emotions and 

memories to dust, which beggared friendship and destroyed love” (295). The shattering of 

his memories causes Mountolive to vanquish Leila, Alexandria and Egypt from his life. These 
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previously eroticised, delightful female forms he now rejects as hags. Mountolive’s 

subjective perception of them reveals the possibility of an alternate, less palatable, reality. 

His moral outrage at his apparent betrayal is both funny and pathetic. The reader now 

perceives Mountolive as a self-deluding, bombastic man. His resemblance to Darley, and in 

some manner to Pursewarden, establishes a doubling of shared masculine traits. All these 

male characters appear to gender the landscape as feminine and metaphorically paint it 

with Gothic motifs. Objectified as a visual Other the landscape, like the city’s urban alien 

space, represents a locus of male fear and desire. Because the female characters are avatars 

or extensions of this city, the surface bodily formation they undergo partakes of the visual 

elements of this urban space. Darley’s re-invention of this city in memory informs the 

narrative of the last novel Clea, providing an alternate perspective on the exotic space of 

Alexandria and her landscape.  

 

Memory and Return 

Lying in solitude on a rock next to the sea on his Greek retreat, where only calm idleness 

prevails, Darley eats an orange that stirs his memories of Alexandria. He indicates that the 

memories “draw me back inexorably to the one city which for me always hovered between 

illusion and reality, between substance and the poetic images which its very name aroused 

in me” (C: 9). The word “inexorably” shows the relentless nature of the city’s magnetic field 

that tries to return “one of her children” into her ambit. For Darley, she remains a world in 

flux. This urban space vacillates between real/unreal or fantastical representing what 

Botting indicates are the traits of the Gothic landscape: “neither good nor evil but both at 

the same time” (1996: 9). The cityscape remains a place where, in Botting’s words, 

“relations between real and fantastic, sacred and profane, supernatural and natural, past 

and present, civilized and barbaric ... remain crucial to the Gothic dynamic of limit and 

transgression” (9). Illusion and reality, Darley realises, are only held in the space of his 

“memory” and even this has been “falsified by the desires and intuitions only as yet half-

realized on paper. Alexandria, the capital of memory!” (C: 9). The idea of the half-realised 

text, motivated by desire and based on the non-rationality of intuition, is indicative of the 

imaginative and deceptive nature of memory and of the city.  
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I have demonstrated that throughout Durrell’s tetralogy memory conjures the urban 

fantasy of Alexandria. This city lurks continually on the periphery of Darley’s thoughts and 

expectations, as she lies in a “ponderous azure dream ... basking like some old reptile in the 

bronze Pharaonic light of the great lake” (C: 12). The beauty of this dream world is in the 

clear blue and glittering light of azure. Nevertheless, stemming as it does from lapis lazuli, a 

pigment whose compositional elements are lime and soda, there is a tinge of death and 

dissolution to the image. The movement of the bronze and azure light contrasts with the 

sense of bulky slowness, tedium, pomposity and deliberateness associated with the word 

“ponderous”. The city becomes “like some old reptile”, and is again the unwieldy tortoise of 

Darley’s previous comparison. Superimposed on the present, repetitions of the past create a 

palimpsest of references that merge into one another to evoke the hybrid being of the city.  

Hauntings of the ancient past return in the use of the word “Pharaonic” with its 

connotation of tyranny. The city is a tyrannical taskmistress who constantly occupies 

Darley’s thoughts and memories in an attempt to lure him back to her. Bathed in the bronze 

light reflected off the maternal waters of the great lake, Durrell infuses a photographic 

stillness into this visualisation of the city. Like an old print, the city’s image is the sepia 

colour of memory. This colour, prepared from the secretion of the cuttlefish, returns the city 

to her tentacled role of slimy, grasping Thing-ness. An abject space, the city becomes a 

horror of non-human dissolution, decay and death. There is beauty in this death as Darley, 

seeing Alexandria, says: “I had no idea ... that the city could be so beautiful in the mere 

Saturnalia of a war. It has begun to swell up, to expand like some mystical rose of the 

darkness” (C: 21).  

The city seems to have swollen like the bud of a rose slowly unfurling, and has taken on 

attributes of the mystic rose of Dante, Blake, Yeats, T.S. Eliot and many other poetic and 

literary narratives. The secretive folds of the petals make the rose the multifoliate symbol of 

love, beauty and feminine sexuality, along with vanity, opulence and the ephemeral. The 

rose is also a symbol of the occult quest of the Rosicrucians and Theosophists. Imaged in the 

guise of a mystical rose, the city again assumes the metaphorical qualities of the female 

form, but the city is a rose of darkness with all its attached terrors and black magic. In 

opposing the city, symbolised by the rose, with the excess of the Saturnalia as symbolic of 

war, Durrell constructs a Gothic landscape as the incarnation of wild desire and the death-
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drive. The word Saturnalia applied to a city experiencing war is a very strange comparison. 

The Saturnalia was an ancient Roman festival where unrestrained licence and revelry 

occurred all accompanied by merriment. War appears trivialised by the use of the word 

“mere”, but, at the same time, it has a transgressive madness that adds to the city’s allure.19

The spectacle of the city at war, it is the desert campaign of the Second World War, is 

theatrical. Darley acknowledges the pictures of Alexandria he has kept in his memory do not 

resemble the city he now encounters: “each new approach is different. Each time we 

deceive ourselves that it will be the same. The Alexandria I now saw, the first vision of it 

from the sea, was something I could not have imagined” (C: 20). Darley is now aware that 

memories are deceptive and misleading. The city he sees is a new vision and both like and 

unlike the city of memory. Alexandria appears unreal, a vision that is enhanced by the dawn: 

“the first overflow of citron and rose which would set the dead waters of Mareotis a-glitter 

... backed by the paper-thin mirages of the city, whose fig-shaped minarets changed colour 

with every lift of the sun” (24). In this description, the colour citron recurs from previous 

depictions of the lake and acts in contrast to the rose-like, pink-red of sunrise. Against this 

horizontal landscape rise the phallic verticals of the minarets described as fig-shaped and 

previously “like stalks of giant fennel” (B: 128). Darley’s gaze moves from the profound 

gloom of the lake to the airy vegetal architecture of the minarets, which like a prism keep 

changing colour with the angle of the sun’s rays. The city becomes a mirage, a paper-thin 

illusion, written and imagined into existence by Darley. The mirage tainted by the deadness 

of the gloomy waters of the lake, like those of the tarn in Poe’s The Fall of the House of 

Usher, slowly contaminates the landscape with a seeping horror. The city in all its prismatic 

early morning energy represents a menacing force inflected with the sombre hues of the 

lake.  

  

Into the excess of this beautiful but strangely threatening landscape, Darley arrives 

again in Alexandria. Here he encounters a “newly acquired city” (C: 25): 

The fruit-stalls with their brilliant stock made doubly brilliant by being 

displayed upon brighter papers; the warm gold of oranges lying on brilliant 

                                                           
19  The use of the rose seems to refer to the use of rose imagery in the work of T.S. Eliot and Guillaume Apollinaire. In 

Eliot, the rose is a symbol of human or divine love, an echo of Dante, which mostly remains unattainable. In Apollinaire, 
the multifoliate rose is a metaphor for the thinking mind. There is also the aspect of the Goddess Isis’s symbolic 
association with the rose. See Genevieve Foster (1945); Nancy Hargrove (1997) and Bruce Morrissette (1953). 
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slips of magenta and crimson-lake. The smoky glitter of the coppersmiths’ 

caves ... pottery and blue jade beads against the Evil Eye. All this given a sharp 

prismatic brilliance by the crowds milling back and forth ... And here strolling 

in the foreground of the painting with the insolence of full possession, came 

the plum-blue Ethiopians in snowy turbans, bronze Sudanese with puffy 

charcoal lips, pewter-skinned Lebanese and Bedouin with the profiles of 

kestrels, woven like brilliant threads upon the monotonous blackness of the 

veiled women. The whole toybox of Egyptian life was still there, every figure 

in place ... untouched, it seemed, by time or by war. (C: 28) 

The riotous excess of this description is truly Gothic in style, resembling the stereotypical, 

colonialist representation of the East in books, paintings and other artefacts. The use of the 

word “brilliance” and “brilliant” to describe this street scene adds to the hyperbolic fantasy 

world Durrell is allowing Darley to describe. The cityscape becomes a place of sumptuous 

sensuality and the juxtaposed vivid colours seem chosen from a colour-wheel for dramatic 

effect. This is truly overworked and baroque writing, but it is alluring in the instantaneous 

and lively image it evokes for the reader who feels present with Darley in this street. The 

painting entitled Orange Market at Bildah (1898) by Belgian artist Henri Jacques Edouard 

Evenepoel evokes the visual impressions of Durrell’s description. 

 

Figure 4 Henri Jacques Edouard Evenepoel: Orange Market in Bildah 

Done in Algeria, the scene in Evenepoel’s painting and the colours used seem to echo 

Durrell’s textual visual description of Egypt. The stark bright sunlight of the painting adds to 

the purity of form and the exciting and vibrant colours. Oranges with their bright yellow-
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orange colours abound in heaps dispersed in flattened forms all through the painting. This 

orange is made more vivid through its contrast with the reds, greens, blacks, whites and 

shades of desert brown that fill the scene. 

The human figures of the crowd are flattened forms of chromatic colour. The woman to 

the left of the painting, with her red headdress and her black veil, and the one in the centre 

of the painting, veiled in red with a black opening where her face should be, are eerie 

figures of chromatic light and dark colours. The oranges and the occasional red patches of 

colour offset the male figures in their white keffiyeh and ochre, fawn and white djellaba. 

The regal male figure, who is foregrounded, seems armless and handless, leaning on what 

might be a thin sword. He seems to be in deep contemplation of the world that surrounds 

him. The two men at the bottom left of the painting in the shade appear to be negotiating 

the price of the oranges, with one holding an orange and a pipe. All seems so tranquil that 

the brilliant colours visually explode out of the frame. Yet the forms remain flattened and 

the bright chromatic palette seems to pre-date the rise of Fauvism. Evenepoel seems to free 

colour from its previous restraints and simultaneously distances himself from the tradition 

of Orientalism.  

Like Evenepoel’s concentration on oranges, the theme of the orange and its colour is 

central to Durrell’s description. In Durrell’s description, the bold glowing orange colour is 

enhanced by Durrell’s setting it against the different primary reds. These colours should 

clash but, instead, are striking patches of light and, in Durrell’s over-employed word, 

“brilliance.” Adding to the light are the coppersmiths’ wares, which glitter in the chiaroscuro 

of their Aladdin-like “caves”; the whole scene burnished by the glow emanating from the 

oranges. The earthy colours of magenta, red and orange are offset by the blue of beads and 

pottery that are swatches the colour of water or the sky. Darley transfers the exoticism of 

the landscape colours to the crowd in the street who seem to mutate into the separate rays 

of light from a prism. The depiction of the crowd becomes one of pure Orientalism, a 

sensuous excessive banquet of stereotyped otherness of “plum-blue Ethiopians in snowy 

turbans, bronze Sudanese with puffy charcoal lips, pewter-skinned Lebanese and Bedouin 

with the profiles of kestrels, woven like brilliant threads upon the monotonous blackness of 

the veiled women” (C: 28). This is a visual textual representation from an Orientalist 

painting of a bazaar. Woven into the human tapestry are many races, skin tones and facial 
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characteristics. These daubs of colour, shapes and textures fill the space of memory, which 

seems steeped in the exotic atmosphere of the city.  

Yet, though Durrell describes human bodies, as in Evenepoel’s painting, they remain 

flat areas of colour in the landscape rather than real people. Durrell paints a florid fantasy of 

the Orient, where all is metaphorically ornate and saturated in pigment and light. The 

foregrounded colours “plum-blue”, “snowy”, “bronze”, “charcoal” and “pewter” provide 

both movement and light to Darley’s focalisation of the scene. Appended to human forms, 

these signifiers are indicators of otherness and difference, a wild transgressive carnival of 

exaggerated Oriental Gothic features. These bright human forms are all masculine; the 

women remain doom-coloured in their “monotonous blackness” and their hidden visages. 

The female form holds the promise of something horrific hiding behind their veiling 

blackness. Avatars of the monstrous-feminine city, these women represent the shadows of 

the bright splashes of colour. Darley’s voyeuristic focalisation of this street scene objectifies 

the city’s landscape in an act aimed to reinforce its perception as a feminised topography. 

Darley seems to be looking in order to occupy and penetrate what he sees; undressing the 

landscape in order to reveal her forbidden secrets, sensual excesses, sounds and textures 

for the pleasure of the viewer or reader. His gaze is an act of re-possession and one of 

eroticised exploitation, but it remains, nevertheless, a reflection of imperial discourse, a 

discourse that continually sought to establish the East as sexualised, barbaric other. Darley 

further belittles Egypt by calling it a “toybox” and the city and its human forms rigidify into a 

pageant of toy props: a doll’s house with tin-men, puppets and golliwogs. The city is a make-

believe stage on which Darley can arrange and control scenes to suit his own perceptions 

and retain a distanced superior Occidental self.   

 On his final exit from the stage of Alexandria, Darley provides the reader with a last 

image of the city’s skyline at twilight:   

The whole quarter lay drowsing in the umbrageous violet of approaching 

nightfall. A sky of palpitating velours which was cut into by the stark flare of a 

thousand electric light bulbs ... that night, like a velvet rind. Only the lighted 

tips of the minarets rose above it on their slender invisible stalks – appeared 

hanging suspended in the sky; trembling slightly with the haze as if about to 

expand their hoods like cobras. Drifting idly down these remembered streets 
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once more I drank in (forever: keepsakes of the Arab town) the smell of 

crushed chrysanthemums, ordure, scents, strawberries, human sweat and 

roasting pigeons. (C: 225) 

This is a vision of the Arab quarter, a dream picture drawn by an outsider who can float into 

and out of this world at will, because he remains merely an unengaged voyeur who can 

leave this space. In this description, Darley embodies the city’s landscape through taste, 

touch, sound, smell and sight. The flare of created light and the stalk tips of the minarets in 

a highly eroticised and sexualised image penetrate the magical beauty of the shaded violet 

velveteen skin of sky. The cityscape seems empty of human life, a space caught only through 

the eye of Darley’s memory. His portrayal of the empty streets of the slum town show it 

filled with an atmosphere of calm. There are only slight hints of uncanny and surreal images 

of danger. Darley’s pleasure in being able to consume the city in solitude is palpable. The 

words “palpitant” and “trembling” indicate the gentle breathing of the recumbent, drowsing 

form of the city at twilight. She seems passively inert and non-threatening in a state of 

suspended animation waiting for her lover. 

Even in her drowsing state, an element of danger is ever present caught in the image of 

the minarets that appear to tremble “slightly with the haze as if about to expand their 

hoods like cobras”. This dozing creature holds the potential to deal a swift, deadly and 

penetrating strike. Darley gently drifts down the coiling labyrinth of the streets, drinking it 

all up, taking in what he pleases through his senses, whilst peeling images and memories 

away from the city. The smell of the city’s body is a compound of many scents, “crushed 

chrysanthemums”, dung, sweat, strawberries and roasted pigeons. Images of life and death 

mingle in an exotic concoction that is both alluring and abject. These are the new images of 

an unreal city Darley has absorbed and re-offers to the reader in the form of a picturesque 

evocation of the Orient. The image of the city has altered at every contact, becoming a 

collection of images that geographer Steve Pile says can be “produced as different forms … 

as a situation – or scenes of situations – in which desire can be dramatised” (2003: 81-82). 

Alexandria is dramatised as a place of desire and excess caught in the baroque memories 

Durrell allows Darley to transcribe. Brought to life in Darley’s fictionalised text, the city and 

her landscape are both desirable and monstrous gothicised entities. Darley’s return to the 
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Greek island will sever his relationship with the monstrous figure of the real/unreal city of 

his memories - Alexandria.   

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have explored how Durrell, through the viewpoints of Darley and 

Mountolive, has established Alexandria and its surrounding terrain as the archetypal 

representative of the abject monstrous-feminine. I have argued that abjection and the 

monstrous-feminine are major features belonging to the Gothic mode that I regard as 

intrinsic to Durrell’s tetralogy. Darley’s gaze and painterly depictions are fantastically 

alluring but, simultaneously, represent the feminised landscape of Alexandria as abject 

excess. Darley’s return to Alexandria, though recreating and altering his memories, has not 

established a ‘real’ version of the city, but retained a different version of an ‘unreal’ and 

mirage-like cityscape. In creating the city as both unreal and real, Durrell creates a 

heterotopic space à la Foucault.  

This space of mirrors, of reality and non-reality, functions on similar time principles to 

those of Durrell’s own word-time-space continuum. Darley pictures this urban fantasy world 

from the position of the silent observer and unnoticed walker of the streets. Darley’s city is 

located in the memories of his own mindscape, much in the manner Marco Polo imagines 

and represents the cities in Calvino’s novel Invisible Cities. Voyeuristically mapping the city 

reveals Darley’s eroticised desire, Oriental attitude and deeply felt dislike, terror and hatred 

of a space he genders feminine. He evokes her as a nightmare place of viscid Thing-ness, 

which consumes her inhabitants with predatory voraciousness. The femme fatale nature of 

the city sets her up as the dominant Gothic body in the tetralogy. She is the powerful and 

excessive unreal/real mirage central to memory’s subjective reconstruction of events. 

As events in any narrative are always presented from a certain perspective, it is 

important to establish how this is achieved in Durrell’s tetralogy. In my next chapter on 

narrative voice and focalisation, I will define how these devices function to structure the 

Quartet. Focalisation and narrative voice, I will suggest, are essential to the representation 

and construction of the female characters. I consider that the narrative voices and focalisors 

are male or adopt a masculine position. Consequently, it is this subjective masculine 
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perspective that constructs the representation and the reader’s knowledge of all the female 

characters. Narration and focalisation shape the events of the story in the novels. By 

carefully exploring how the narrative voice and focalisation function, I will show how 

Durrell’s development of the female characters is reliant on the visual projection of 

masculine desires, fantasies, fears and symbolic discourse. I will go on to show how 

focalisation and the focalisor are primary agents of ‘the gaze’ in the novels and how this 

gaze establishes the dramatic visual scenes of the novels, whilst, at the same time, 

structuring the plot and demanding the reader’s complicity. In addition, I will examine how 

Durrell’s employment of memory as a structuring device calls into question the 

trustworthiness and reliability of all narrative voices and focalisors in the novels. By 

questioning the reliability of the narrators and focalisors, Durrell exposes the subjective and 

slippery nature of the concepts of truth and reality. Space-time-memory, the unreliable 

narrative voice and the delusive nature of truth and reality are concerns that have always 

been central to the Gothic. Accordingly, in the next chapter, I aim to enlarge my exploration 

of how Gothic elements and conventions are integral, not only to the narrative structure, 

but to the embodiment of the female characters by the narrators and focalisors in the 

Quartet. 
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Chapter 2: Narrators, Focalisors and Focalisation  

 

Introduction 

The narrator is a central device in all fictional novels in one form or another. The identity of 

the narrator in the narrative of the Quartet is one of the major constructing devices of the 

story world. In combination with the voice of the narrator, the focalisors and the act of 

focalisation determine what the reader knows. According to Bal, the narrator, in general, 

tells the story and this narration should not be conflated with the concept of focalisation 

(2001: 47). Within the telling of the story, certain perceptions and viewpoints are offered 

through the eyes of particular characters. These characters, in turn, become what are 

termed focalising agents or focalisors; they are the subjects who provide the visual images, 

or do the seeing in the narrative (47). Their vision shapes the manner in which the reader 

views the story world. This vision is established through the relationship between the 

subject and object that is seen (Bal 1997a: 19; 2001: 47). Bal terms this form of vision and its 

presentation the “act of focalisation” and it is her definition and usage of this term that I will 

employ throughout the chapters that follow. Though it has been indicated that the narrator 

should not be conflated with the act of focalisation, this does not mean that the focalisors 

cannot be analysed in relation to the narrator (Bal 1997a: 19). Bal has indicated that 

analysing the relations between focalisors and narrator is particularly valid when these 

aspects do not overlap as a single ‘person’ (20). This becomes an important aspect of my 

examination of Durrell’s novels Justine, Balthazar and Clea where the narrator-focalisor, 

Darley, acts as one of the main characters. However, though Darley remains the main 

narrator in the novel Balthazar, there is the insertion of another strange external narratorial 

voice and focalisation is through the eyes of other character-bound focalisors. The novel 

Mountolive is the oddity because Durrell uses an external narrator and the main character 

as focalisor. Durrell’s complex narrative functions to create a multiplicity of points of view 

within the Quartet.  

Though focalisation and narrative belong together, Bal suggests previous narratological 

theorists have incorrectly conflated the narrator and focalisation. In this regard, these 

theorists have consistently regarded focalisation as part of the narration because it is 
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associated with the use of language as a system that shapes vision and not vice versa 

(1997a: 19). In contrast, Bal posits that the narrator tells the story and focalisation is an 

aspect contained within that story. All the events in the narrative are presented from a 

certain vision or perception that describes the events and sets up “the relation between the 

vision and that which is “seen”, “perceived”, or the act of focalisation” (Bal 1997a: 142). In 

her book on narratology, Bal has indicated how the term focalisation is preferable to point 

of view or narrative perspective, because it clearly separates those who see from those who 

speak (1997a: 142-143). The differentiation between these agents allows for a careful 

exploration of the technique of presenting vision in the narrative. Equally, Bal regards the 

use of the term perspective as problematic because it is ambiguous, indicating both the 

narrator and the vision (143). I shall employ the use of the term focalisation in my work to 

distinguish between where the narrator-focalisor and external narrator provide a vision that 

has come from a separate focalising agent. However, I will rely on the words perception, 

perspective, viewpoint and standpoint to reflect the notion of vision in its subjective nature. 

I will employ these words interchangeably alongside the term focalisation when referring to 

the vision of the character(s) doing the seeing and the representation of the result of that 

act.  

The layering of the narrative into narrator, focalising agent and what can be termed 

actor (agents who perform actions) establishes the extremely complex nature of a text. Bal 

has suggested that these layers be analysed with regard to one another to understand the 

connection and coherence that exists between them (1997a: 19). This is particularly 

important when the relationship between narrator and focalising agent is unclear (19). The 

theory of the separation between the narrator and the focalising agent is particularly 

relevant to these agents in Lawrence Durrell’s Alexandria Quartet. Here the distinction 

between the narrator and the focalising agent establishes the alternate perceptions of the 

different characters offered to the reader. The narrative of Durrell’s four novels contains a 

mosaic-like effect with the result that the characters are evoked from the shards of 

different, subjective perceptions. Hidden behind the perceptions offered by the focalising 

agents is the narrating subject. This ranges from the ‘I’ of the narrator-focalisor found in the 

novels Justine, Balthazar and Clea, to an intruding and strange external narrative voice, that 

I have termed the palimpsestuous voice, in Balthazar. Finally, in Mountolive, there is the 
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presence of an entirely external narrator, yet, at the same time a continual and unnatural 

movement into the focalising consciousness of the main character David Mountolive.  

In the following discussion of the narrative voice in the novels, I shall posit that the 

external narrator is merely an agent, one possessing no gender. I suggest this voice acts as 

an anonymous conduit for the telling of the story. Though the external narrator in the novel 

Mountolive appears to present a story about the characters that is objectively true, I put 

forward that this is not the case. In Mountolive, the depiction of the truth is heavily invested 

in the focalisation of the main character, David Mountolive, along with that of other male 

characters such as Nessim Hosnani and Ludwig Pursewarden. The external narrator presents 

the subjective positions of these focalisors’ opinions as the truth of the events occurring in 

the novel. This underscores the suggestion that the external narrator is unreliable, lacks 

objectivity and access to the truth. The narration becomes visibly fictive and, in the 

presentation of truly unknowable facts, inventive.  

Because focalising agents are what determine the coherence of a story, they are 

important to the construction of events in a manner that is understandable and in 

accordance with the knowledge of the reader. These developments will form the focus of 

my analysis of the narrative in Durrell’s tetralogy. Particularly relevant to Durrell’s story 

world is visual perception and Bal suggests this perception should not be “conflated with the 

events they focus, orient, interpret” (1997a: 146). What is seen, who sees it and how it is 

represented establishes the dramatic visual scenes in Durrell’s four novels. This visuality 

adds descriptive atmosphere, whilst structuring and driving the story. In the analysis of the 

narrator, focalisor and focalisation that follows, I aim to consider how the act of focalisation 

establishes the visual images of the text and the reader’s knowledge of the story. Congruent 

to my examination of focalisation and the focalisors is how the narrators influence what the 

reader knows. In the course of my argument, I will reveal how Durrell’s employment of the 

narrative voice interrogates the reliability of the presentation of events and characters. This 

chapter will enable me to examine how Gothic conventions subtly inform the narrative 

structure of Durrell’s tetralogy.  

The literary Gothic relies on the framing of narratives within narratives. Durrell extends 

this concept to the narratorial voice that acts as a framing device for other voices and 

multiple focalisations. This framing technique commences with the authorial notes placed at 
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the beginning of each novel. The many-layered focalisation of events in the novels 

establishes an apparent depth that, whilst pretending to locate the truth, only reveals 

reality and truth to be more fake than real. This becomes a counterfeiting of the past 

through the space and time device of memory. Durrell’s prismatic fragmenting of images 

moulds the reader’s response to the female characters. Throughout the four novels, the 

narrator enacts this fashioning through the recollections presented and through the 

appropriation of the image. These women become the screens onto which certain male 

desires and fears are projected, imbuing them with uncanny traits from the past so that 

they remain mere spectres of the narrator’s imagination. Built up from pre-conceived 

notions of sexual difference, these women will be focalised in a number of ways pertinent to 

literary Gothic conventions such as the heroine, femme fatale or whore, and the monstrous-

feminine. Central to the visual production of the female forms are the narrator, focalisors 

and the act of focalisation. Therefore, it seems imperative that I begin my examination of 

the novels by exploring the nature of Durrell’s narrators, focalisors and focalisation in each 

novel of the Quartet.  

 

Justine 

A “Note”, something for which Gothic novels are renowned, prefaces Justine, the first novel 

of the Quartet. In this note, the author sets the tone and authority manipulating just what 

he wishes the reader to know about the novel. He concentrates on emphasising the fictional 

nature of the characters, in particular mentioning that the “personality of the narrator” is an 

invention (J: 7). He is thereby separating himself from his characters, most notably the 

narrator, in order to gainsay any responsibility for opinions and viewpoints contained in the 

novel. He adds to this the strange rider “only the city is real”, which the reader will come to 

learn is the biggest fiction of all (J: 7). The novel proceeds to open with an unnamed 

narrator-focalisor’s description of the sound of the sea: “The sea is high again today, with a 

thrilling flush of wind” (J: 11). The opening is in the present tense and situates the reader 

immediately into the story through this evocative introductory sentence. The narrator, 

whose name is Darley, is in self-imposed exile on a Greek island, an escapee from place and 

circumstance, trying to “heal myself, if you like to put it that way” (J: 11). Memories 

dominate his life in exile. Filled with a sense of absence, these memories also provide him 
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with nostalgic moments that recall times past. Stimulated by the wind, his recall and 

memory follow the cyclical rhythm of the waves of the sea. This cyclical natural movement 

mirrors Darley’s attempt to capture the waves of memory in his writing, as he seeks to 

understand and grapple with the threads of his past life in the city of Alexandria. In order to 

do this, he sets out to describe the events he believes occurred, thus becoming the narrator 

of his own story. As observed, Bal has indicated a character may be a narrator, but this does 

not necessarily mean that she or he acts as the focalisor, the one who does the seeing in the 

story.  

However, in this novel, Darley is both the teller of the tale and the person through 

whose eyes and perceptions the events of the novel are envisioned. His is a memory 

narration within which he acts as the only agent of vision. This allows him to arrange the 

multiplicity of what Bal has referred to as episodic memory images that slide into one 

another and offer the reader a seemingly cohesive flow of happenings (2001: 46). The visual 

recollection of events by means of memory is an act of focalisation, but one that situates 

these events in the past tense, while being in the narrator’s present. This apparent 

movement of time adds to the presentation of different subject positions in space which will 

be seen, in the following novels, to superimpose alternate images of the past viewed and 

presented through Darley’s and other focalising agents’ eyes. The vision of the narrator, 

concerning characters and events, always stems from a specific subjective position. As 

Crary, in connection with the nineteenth-century practices of looking, writes: 

Vision and its effects are always inseparable from the possibilities of an 

observing subject who is both the historical product and the site of certain 

practices, techniques, institutions and procedures of subjectification. (1990: 

5) 

The narrator is therefore only capable of presenting his memories based on his own 

subjective experiences, his own background and knowledge of the world. Darley 

reconstructs his past through the gaze of memory, which acts to limit his outlook and 

adopted position. This gaze represents a recognition and construction of his identity against 

the objectified images and actions re-created in memory. Yet, Darley is, in fact, a prisoner of 

the instability and otherness created by memory: “I lie suspended like a hair or a feather in 

the cloudy mixtures of memory” (J: 14). The image of being suspended or floating in a 
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colloidal solution, like a particle caught in jelly, haunts the narrator’s interaction with his 

past. Darley seems trapped in this past, unable to disengage himself from what happened to 

him; yet, his experiences in the past are more intensely and vividly alive than his life in the 

immediate present.  

The opaque nature of Darley’s act of remembering blurs his narrative gaze, which 

remains caught and suspended in the stasis of his memories, where time and space meld 

together and nothing remains linear. Space and time seem to fold into one another, 

allowing for what Bal has termed a “mastering, looking from above, dividing up and 

controlling [which] is an approach to space that ignores time as well as the density of 

space’s lived-in quality” (Bal 2001: 48). Darley’s memories become a structuring tool of 

textual and spatial visuality lacking density whose structure Bal considers to allow space to 

be “focalized from within” (2001: 49). This internalised spatial focalisation is visible in how 

Darley experiences the past in the present tense, which is reliant on his physical remove 

from the space where everything happened as well as on memory as a distancing device. 

This interior and physical spatial distance enables him to understand and “see at last that 

none of us is properly to be judged for what happened in the past. It is the city which should 

be judged though we, its children, must pay the price” (J: 11). This statement is indicative of 

how Darley’s past haunts his present, particularly his memories and obsession with 

Alexandria.  

Mediated through the blurring unreliability of memory and the space of the city’s 

landscape, Darley’s vision will reconstruct the story of his time there. This attempt at a 

textual reconstruction will introduce the reader to the main characters, particularly the 

women with whom Darley was involved. Reconstructing them through the vision of his 

memory, Darley will engineer their content and presentation. His focalisation designs the 

initial screen or panel of the four novels establishing a single subjective “truth” and 

“reality”. Darley’s personal vision informs the story and his memories are open to 

interrogation because all subjective appraisals are limited, filled with misapprehensions and 

emotionally invested interpretations of events. The correction of this subjective and limited 

view is what the second novel Balthazar sets out to achieve. However, what the character 

Balthazar offers as representing the truth is an equally slanted focalisation based on his 

subjective recollection of events. 
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Balthazar 

The novel Balthazar opens with a much longer authorial note than that of Justine. This note 

informs the reader that the text is not a “sequel” but a “sibling” to Justine and, along with 

the final two books in the tetralogy, is based on Einsteinian relativity:  

I have turned to science and am trying to complete a four-decker novel whose 

form is based on the relativity proposition. Three sides of space and one of 

time constitute the soup-mix recipe of a continuum. (B: 7) 

The authorial note should again alert the reader to the tradition Durrell is referencing of an 

author prefacing his or her work with an outline of the nature of the story that follows. Critic 

Susanne Becker notes that the Gothic is replete with “notes that pretend to explain and 

assert the truth of the text” (1999: 26). The authorial interjection should be treated with 

caution. Writing on the Quartet the novelist Richard Aldington indicated that he was: “not 

convinced by the Note at the beginning of Balthazar” (1964: 5). The reader would be wise to 

heed the caveat of Aldington, because this authorial intervention aims to influence the 

reader’s perception of the structure of the novels, and is an effort to control the text by 

enforcing the intentions of the author, thus making his role god-like.  

Balthazar is the most densely layered novel in the Quartet. Durrell relies on the 

interchange of various narrative voices and focalisors in order to reveal the provisional 

nature of reality and subjective perception. I consider that Balthazar is stylistically and 

structurally the most intriguing and inventive of the four novels. The many voices in 

Balthazar act to refute the perspective on events Darley offered in his manuscript, which he 

entitled Justine. Darley’s fleeing to a Greek island to escape the end of his relationship with 

Justine, and the events surrounding it, is the subject matter of this manuscript. In an effort 

to have his recollections verified, he sends the written manuscript to a doctor friend he 

knew in Alexandria. This doctor, Balthazar by name, returns the manuscript with many 

emendations to correct Darley’s incorrect perception of past events. 

Seemingly objective, Balthazar’s revisions, in fact, provide an alternate but subjective 

view of the events described in Darley’s manuscript. The augmented memories of the 

original manuscript are: 
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Cross-hatched, crabbed, starred with questions and answers in different-

coloured inks, in typescript. It seemed to me then to be somehow symbolic of 

the very reality we had shared – a palimpsest upon which each of us had left 

his or her individual traces, layer by layer. (B: 18) 

A palimpsest is a parchment or document upon which a layering of texts occurs. The original 

text is imperfectly erased and overwritten with a new text, but ghostly traces of the first 

text remain. The palimpsest is fragmentary and it “feigns a sense of depth while always in 

fact functioning on the surface level” (McDonagh 1987: 211). The idea of the palimpsest 

becomes an important structuring device aiding the dense layering effect Durrell is 

attempting to achieve. The traces of the past that exist in the palimpsest introduce the 

major Gothic concern of the return of the past into the present. The palimpsest-like 

inscriptions of the many-coloured inks operate to imprint and construct the subjectivity of 

the female characters in the novel. Blank screens, or surfaces, they are inscribed and re-

inscribed by the narratorial voices with layers of different motifs. In a later chapter, I will 

carefully explore the manner in which Gothic motifs such as silence (in this instance the lack 

of a female voice), the labyrinth; imprisonment; the double; automatism (especially the idea 

of the doll); the femme fatale; monstrosity, hybridity; spectrality and madness, fashion the 

female form as a gothicised palimpsest (Spooner 2004:4). 20

The layering of the characters continues in Balthazar as Durrell begins to provide 

different facets to their characterisation. Only during the course of Balthazar does the 

reader finally learn Darley’s name. This occurs halfway through the novel, during the 

Egyptian carnival, when, standing around a dinner buffet, the British ambassador, David 

Mountolive, greets him with “Ah Darley” (B: 175). None of the other characters in Justine or 

Balthazar has bothered, up until this moment, to address him by name.  Darley appears to 

be both within and without the action of the novel, a spectral presence or unseen onlooker. 

Darley’s friend Clea Montis comments on this when she says, “Why do you never play a part 

in these things? Why do you prefer to sit apart and study us all?” (J: 200). Justine Hosnani, 

Darley’s main love interest, around whom his manuscript of memories is constructed, also 

remarks upon his status as onlooker, one who seems to regard everyone with a derisory 

condescension: “‘Regard dérisoire’ says Justine. ‘How is it you are so much one of us and 

  

                                                           
20   For the nature and effect of the palimpsest, see Sarah Dillon (2007, 2005); Michael Boccia (1989) and Josephine McDonagh (1987). 
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yet... you are not?’” (J: 34) She goes on to evaluate his in-between observer status with the 

accurate comment: “‘You are a mental refugee’” (J: 34). The liminal position Darley occupies 

ensures that the reader has few characteristics with which to build an image of him. This 

lack ensures that Darley remains an unknown, vague and distanced entity. Darley’s one-

dimensionality results in the reader being unable to identify with him as a character.  

However, it soon becomes apparent that as narrator-focalisor Darley’s voice and 

focalisation in Balthazar is not the only one studying and commenting on the other 

characters. Woven into the narrative told by the voice of Darley are the voices of Balthazar 

and of what appears to be an external narrating agent. These multiple voices act as 

focalisors, but also rely on the stories told by other character actors in the course of the 

narrative.  Durrell creates a very complex layering effect through his construction of these 

narrative voices and the different focalisations of reality proffered by multiple agents. The 

strangest narrative voice remains that of the external voice that interjects at odd moments. 

It provides inner information concerning characters’ thoughts and feelings that is 

implausible in context. This ensures that what is told about the characters seems invented - 

a fiction. This intimate, uncanny knowledge provides the strange external voice with a god-

like knowledge and raises the rather problematic notion of the omniscient narrator. The 

complexity of the narrative further resides in the use of more than one narrator. Though as 

the original narrator-focalisor Darley remains the more important voice, the voices and 

focalisation of Balthazar and of the external narrator interweave with that of Darley in a 

polyphonic narrative that is both unsettling and multi-faceted. This use of more than one 

narrator conforms to the manner in which many Gothic novels are structured. I suggest that 

this convergence attests in some small measure to the position I have adopted with regards 

to Durrell’s own employment of Gothic elements.21

Destabilising events, through the use of alternate perspectives, Balthazar offers 

alternative ways of interpreting events. Narratorial reliability is called into question, as well 

as the validity of the perspectives that are presented. The other polyphonic narrative voices 

simultaneously augment, contradict and shadow the voice of Darley, in an uncanny 

doubling. By asserting their right to speak, they offer corrective viewpoints, which still 

remain unreliable because of their own partial knowledge. Literary theorist Shlomith 

   

                                                           
21  See for example Bram Stoker’s Dracula, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein’s Monster and Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights where more 

than one focalisor and narrator are apparent. 
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Rimmon-Kenan explains: “the main sources of unreliability are the narrator’s limited 

knowledge, his personal involvement and his problematic value-scheme” (1983: 100). 

Durrell’s narrators and focalisors are subjective, limited and affected by an emotional 

investment in the subjective masculine value-system embedded in the narrative. All these 

factors combine to shape the presentation of the events and the reader’s response to them. 

This is nowhere more apparent than in the scene of the detached marriage negotiation 

Balthazar describes between Nessim and Justine.  

The account of this negotiation is problematic due to the fact that neither Balthazar nor 

Darley were present during the meeting described. Hence, they can have no knowledge of 

the conversational details provided. The narrative becomes imaginary and, therefore, 

suspect. The reader becomes aware that within the recounting of Justine and Nessim’s 

conversation is an underlying external presence that is acting as a focalising agent. Warren 

Wedin (1972) argues that this external narration represents an imaginative reconstruction 

of events based on another voice’s interpretation. The narration of this scene, for Wedin, 

becomes an imaginative artistic technique adopted by Darley so that the narrative voice and 

focalisation appear to stem from an external all-knowing agent. This all-knowingness has 

correspondences to what is termed omniscient narration. Literary theorist Jonathan Culler 

has challenged the concept of omniscient narration in his article entitled “Omniscience”. In 

this article, he writes about the narrative effect in Proust’s A la recherche du temps perdu, 

where the narrator, Marcel, provides information to which he could not have had access. 

Culler makes the interesting remark that the knowledge and story that Marcel imaginatively 

presents to the reader is invented by the author much like Marcel who is himself an 

invention (2004: 30).  

Michael Boccia indicates in his article on the palimpsestic nature of Durrell’s Quartet, 

that Durrell assumes “various personae in the novel, speaking through such diverse artists 

as Darley, Clea, Pursewarden and even Balthazar” (1989: 155). The word chosen by Culler to 

describe the transferral of knowledge between the author and the character is “telepathic”. 

Culler adopts this word from Nicholas Royle’s use of the term in his book The Uncanny. 

Royle regards telepathy or the telepathic as indicative of the uncanniness of the transfer of 

special knowledge to a character-bound narrative voice or what Jonathan Culler terms an 

extradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (2004: 29). However, whilst positing alternative ideas 
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about omniscient narration, Culler does not offer a replacement term. The term 

“extradiegetic-heterodiegetic” employed by Jonathan Culler, Mieke Bal and Shlomith 

Rimmon-Kenan, stemming from the work of literary theorist Gérard Genette, is rather 

awkward for my purposes. The term “paralepsis”, adopted by theorist Ruediger Heinze, also 

seems inappropriate (2008: 282). The idea of the intimate transfer of information between 

author and narrator that Culler discusses and Boccia alludes to, I deem more appropriate for 

my exploration of how Durrell transfers and invents the storyline through his narrators. In 

order to reveal the symbiotic nature of knowledge transfer between the authorial voice and 

the character-bound focalisors, and to avoid the paranormal and psychical associations with 

the word telepathy, I propose the term “palimpsestuous voice”. This seems an adequate 

description for the strange external voice that appears and disappears throughout the 

narrative of Balthazar and is apposite with the technique of the palimpsest Durrell is 

exploiting in the novel.22

The word “palimpsestuous” is taken from Sarah Dillon’s neologism, “palimpsestuous”, 

which betokens “

 

a simultaneous relation of intimacy and separation ... preserving as it does 

the distinctness of its texts, while at the same time allowing for their essential 

contamination and interdependence” (2007: 3). The use of this neologism seems adequately 

to express Durrell’s polyvalent overwriting of voices whilst simultaneously allowing for the 

separate nature of the external narrator and the other character-bound focalisors. 

                                                           
22  For opposing theories that consider the author as narrator, see Ann Banfield (1982), Richard Walsh (1997). 

Durrell 

ensures that the palimpsestuous eternal narrator “never refers explicitly to itself as a 

character” (Bal 1997a: 22), but seems to offer an “objective” view of what is occurring in the 

narrative. I am therefore not in agreement with Wedin that the strange external narrative 

voice is merely an imaginative creation of Darley. I prefer to regard it, in the manner of 

Culler and Boccia, as representative of a transfer of knowledge from the author to an 

alternate external narrative voice. This strange voice disturbs the narrative, furthering the 

layering effect and the multiplicity of the angles of focalisation. However, my argument 

remains open to contestation. The palimpsestuous narrator assumes the role of focalisor 

perceiving, presenting and slanting the actions that create and drive the narrative. Bal 

writes that “... the focalisor’s bias is not absent, since there is no such thing as objectivity, 

but remains rather implicit” (2001: 50). What the narrator chooses to selectively omit or 
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include shapes the reader’s knowledge of the story world. Whilst the story world comes to 

the reader through the visual textual reinterpretation of Darley, yet synchronously this 

world is scrutinised through the eyes of Balthazar and the palimpsestuous voice. The 

narrative density is enhanced through this constant movement of voices, focalisors and 

focalisation. Different memories, voices and perspectives form a multivalent matrix, which 

traps characters and readers alike, as truth, reality and narrative structures all become 

relative. 

In the last chapter of Balthazar, there is a circular return to Darley on his island looking 

back at the past from the present. His is the single narratorial voice that now predominates, 

inserting the text of a letter from Clea for the reader. Darley inflects Clea’s textual voice 

through his presentation of her words. However, within her letter she transcribes, as an 

enclosure, a portion of a letter written by Pursewarden, a joint acquaintance from 

Alexandria. Clea frames Pursewarden’s voice in her letter and both these voices are, in turn, 

framed through Darley’s voice-over of the two letters. The inclusion of letters, diary 

excerpts, and notes are all part of a strategy of textual fragmentation, a conventional 

strategy associated with the Gothic. This fragmentation feeds into the uncanny echoes of 

multiple voices in Balthazar. These voices keep evoking memories of the past for Darley. His 

introductory comment that Clea’s letter is a “brief memorial to Alexandria” (B: 201) and the 

closing sentence of the novel, seem to act as parentheses and a form of closure to Darley’s 

recollections of his past in Alexandria.  

Throughout the novel, Darley’s memories are manipulated by the intervention of other 

voices, whether Balthazar’s or the palimpsestuous narrator’s. As a result, truth and reality 

become suspect, forcing the reader to conclude that what is said and the events described 

are not to be trusted. Durrell’s use of different narrative voices in Balthazar plays with the 

idea of an external narrator. This is prescient of the external narrator that dominates the 

third novel Mountolive. The framework of narrative voices within narrative voices and the 

inclusion of letters and notes hint at the conventional Gothic aspects I am investigating in 

Durrell’s tetralogy. Mountolive is suggestive of a return to a ‘realist’ narrative with its 

external narrator. This voice provides information about the main protagonist David 

Mountolive and his development from a young diplomat visiting Egypt to his return as 

ambassador to Egypt. However, this realist voice is deceptive, because it glides into 
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Mountolive’s stream of consciousness appearing to become him. An all-knowing external 

voice cannot, in fact, be part of any narrative scene, but can only remain a distanced 

presence observing its creation. So the voices in Mountolive intercalate in a strange and 

disturbing manner. This again underscores the structural strategy Durrell employs to 

fragment focalisation and make a multiplicity of interpretations available, thereby disturbing 

the concept of a given truth or reality. 

 

Mountolive 

The novel Mountolive, like its predecessors, opens with an authorial note. This note stresses 

the relationship of this work to Justine and Balthazar, terming it a sibling. Explaining to the 

reader that the characters are imaginary, the note goes on to state that the historical and 

diplomatic service themes have been creatively adjusted to suit the novelist’s needs. The 

note ends with a Latin tag, one that means “shame on him who thinks evil of it” and is the 

motto of the English Order of the Garter. This order is the highest chivalric order that is 

dedicated to Saint George, the patron saint of England. This tag, rather excessive in relation 

to a work of fiction, is an amusing parody of the diplomatic world to which David 

Mountolive belongs. With its pretentious colonial attitudes, Oriental outlook and stuffiness, 

this corps of Victorian beliefs and ideals is something with which Mountolive eagerly 

conforms. The chivalric romantic quest, associated with the legend of Saint George, will act 

in conjunction with an Oriental Gothic motif as threads of a tapestry Durrell sets out to 

unravel in this third novel of the Quartet. 23

The most striking difference between Mountolive and its two sibling novels is the move 

to an external narrative voice that tells the story. In my discussion of this narrative voice, I 

will employ the terms external narrator or narratorial voice interchangeably rather than 

third-person or omniscient narrator. The external narrator acts as a spatio-temporally 

distanced, supposedly all-knowing voice, yet it is rarely, if ever, provided with a specific 

gender. The portrayal of the characters and events remains reliant on the perceptions 

provided through a focalising agent. This agent is, in general, gendered. The gaze of David 

Mountolive is responsible for the subjectively slanted focalisation, because what he sees the 

external narrator’s voice then presents to the reader. However, though I consider this form 

 

                                                           
23  Honi soit qui mal y pense 
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of voice in the main to be a genderless agent, in Durrell’s novels focalisation and narration 

seems biased towards a masculine outlook. Consequently, the assigning of meaning in the 

story world stems continually from a masculine standpoint. 

The nature of the external narrator in Mountolive has been widely discussed by a 

number of Durrell scholars and critics. Assessing these opinions will determine the 

importance placed on this narrative voice and the access it provides to the story of 

Mountolive. The subjectiveness of memory, so important in the previous novels, appears to 

fall away. In its stead, the external voice seems to offer an objective account of events. 

Durrell scholar Alan Warren Friedman, discussing the narrator in Mountolive, vacillates 

between positing David Mountolive as the narrator, or regarding the novel as simply a 

“totally detached ‘objective’ account” (1967: 36). According to critic Eugene Hollahan, other 

critics such as Weatherhead, Levitt, Fraser, and Unterecker (1990: 115) have supported 

Friedman’s choice of the objective account. Warren Wedin, in his article “The Artist as 

Narrator in the Alexandria Quartet” (1972), postulates Darley as the narrator throughout all 

four novels. For Wedin, the novels are progressive stages in Darley’s personal growth as a 

character. Eugene Hollahan in his article “Who Wrote Mountolive? The Same one Who 

Wrote Swann in Love” (1990), partially supports Wedin’s hypothesis of Darley as narrator of 

Mountolive, but goes one step further by asserting that Darley is the writer of Mountolive, 

not just the narrator. Hollahan proposes that Darley’s return to Alexandria, which occurs in 

the final novel Clea, allows him the time to obtain all the evidence and information 

necessary to write Mountolive.  

In his book Lawrence Durrell’s Major Novels or The Kingdom of the Imagination, Donald 

P. Kaczvinsky supports the idea of Darley as the writer of Mountolive. Kaczvinsky considers 

this the “the best answer... because it preserves the continuity, consistency, and coherence 

of the entire series” (1997: 59). The use of the words “coherence”, “consistency” and 

“continuity” with regard to the identity of the narrator is a trifle odd. These words seem to 

be in direct opposition to Durrell’s attempts to shatter the coherence of truth and reality in 

order to reveal their lack of unification and their multi-faceted nature. Continuing to argue 

in support of Darley as narrator, Kaczvinsky observes: “If the material and revelations 

contained in Mountolive are told from an omniscient ‘objective’ point of view, then the 

novel holds a privileged place among the four and undermines the ‘relative’ truth of all 
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experience” (1997: 59). This claim might initially appear convincing, but it does beg the 

question why an external narrator’s “omniscient ‘objective’ point of view” undermines 

Durrell’s proposed aim of revealing how truth or reality is relative. Is the ‘omniscient’ 

objective narrative point of view really a privileging device, or is it possible that it is equally 

unreliable and relative?  

Durrell, I suggest, is defiantly mocking and playfully transgressing the question of “who 

is speaking”. This playfulness causes me to find Wedin, Hollohan and Kacvinsky’s hypotheses 

concerning Darley’s role as narrator-writer somewhat problematic. Instead, I would 

contend, in line with Bal’s narratological theory, that in literary narration an external 

narrator cannot be personified and should only be treated as a “narrating subject” or agent 

(1997a: 22). Durrell, in my view, is employing an external narrator specifically as a distancing 

technique in accordance with the more straightforward ‘realist’ plot. This external narration 

is in keeping with the character of David Mountolive, the protagonist of the story. External 

objective narration works to provide authenticity to the revelation of the ‘true’ events 

taking place. This form of narration aids to build the thriller-like suspense of the deception 

practiced by the Hosnanis with their gun-running scheme. Durrell’s external narrator 

becomes a device used to set up a sense of truth. However, Durrell almost immediately 

debunks and dismantles this truth by revealing the narrator as unreliable and what this 

voice presents to be relative and lacking in any objectivity. In order to achieve this implosion 

of an ‘omniscient’, ‘all-knowing’ narrator, I posit that this voice cannot be one of the 

characters in the novel. Instead, it must remain, as Bal proposes, an ‘it’: “not a ‘he’ or ‘she’. 

At best a narrator can narrate about someone else, a ‘he’ or a ‘she’ – who might, 

incidentally, happen to be a narrator as well” (1997a: 22). The external narrator, according 

to Bal’s argument, acts merely as an agent that tells the story and remains neither a person, 

nor objective or reliable. 24

In further support of this argument, narratological theorists Poul Behrendt and Per 

Krogh Hansen indicate that external narration can function “with focalisation (internal as 

well as external) that establishes a limited or perhaps even distorted point of view, not 

unlike the one we find in homodiegetic [first person] narratives” (2011: 222). The story told 

  

                                                           
24  Elizabeth Ermath writing on realism in the novel, also regards the “the narrator as nobody... a narrating instance... really not   

intelligible as an individual” (1983: 65-66). Also see Seymour Chatman who posits that all narratives have a narrator, in the sense of 
an agent of narration, but that this agent might only be a non-human recorder or presenter of signs one that acts as a transmission 
device (1990:116). 
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by the external narrator in Mountolive, I contend, allows Durrell to construct a limited and 

subjective argument in what seems, on the surface, to be an objective, truthful account of 

the happenings in the narrative. Concerning objectivity in narration, Bal argues, “objective 

narration is by definition impossible because the linguistic constraints imposed on 

narratorial voice and the subjective focalisation no speaker can avoid adopting shape the 

fabula or content of the narrative decisively” (1990: 732).  This subjective position is visible 

in Durrell’s external narrator’s reliance on the subjective experiences of the character 

focalisors to fashion the content of the story world in Mountolive.  

As argued in the introduction to this chapter, the focalisor provides a subjective 

perception concerning other characters or events, which the external narrator then 

presents to the reader as objective truth.  In Mountolive, this distancing allows the reader 

access to the story world through the eyes of the focalisors. The reader, therefore, sees 

through the focalisor’s gaze entering into how these focalisors experience the situations in 

which they find themselves. This establishes a limited point of view based on what the 

characters perceive. An external narratorial voice does not withhold information, but still 

retains access to the characters’ inner lives and all the facts and events of the story. 

However, these are, as narratologist Peer Bundgaard has discussed, limited to the 

perceptions and horizons of the focalising characters (2011: 96). The preceding discussion 

therefore contests the approaches advocated by Wedin, Hollohan and Kacvinsky regarding 

the external narrator’s objective status and Darley’s access to this position. Consequently, 

the unreliable and subjective narratorial presentation of Mountolive’s fictional reality is, I 

propose, integral to Durrell’s denial of an objective approach to reality, truth and identity.  

Alan Warren Friedman makes an interesting point when he writes that it is “the 

superficial ‘facts of reality’ which become the most unreliable narrator ... thereby tending to 

negate themselves” (1967: 36-37). Objectively proffered facts deceive the reader, accessing 

as they do subjectively adopted standpoints and interpretations of the truth. The shift to an 

external narratorial voice and the manner in which focalisation occurs in Mountolive have 

caused the textual representation of the fictional world of the narrative to alter. The change 

in narrators, focalisors and focalisation in Justine, Balthazar and Mountolive establishes a 

prism-like effect that shifts and destabilises the gaze and calls into question the nature of 

reality, identity and truth. The move into and out of the stream of consciousness of 
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Mountolive makes the narratorial situation stranger because no clear separation exits 

between voices. This encourages what narratologist Brian Richardson, writing on extreme 

narration, calls “a free play with voice, person and perspective” (2006: 139). In Mountolive, 

there is a feeling that the separation between external narrator and the character focalisor 

has in some manner collapsed. Durrell, I would argue, is transgressively flouting; he 

destabilises this convention in order to provide a spectrum or prism of narrative voices and 

perspectives, and these stylistic features I see as resonating with Gothic strategies and 

motifs. I contend these elements form a necessary part of the duplicity of Durrell’s 

narrative, which challenges meaning and identity through the play with voice, text and 

image. 

The external narrator’s ability to slide into Mountolive’s thought processes provides the 

reader access into Mountolive’s memories. However, this stream of memory is often 

destabilised by a sudden jarring intervention of the external voice. In this manner, the 

external narrator appears to establish a dialogue between himself, the reader, the 

characters and the story world. This is overtly visible in the external narrator’s intervention 

concerning the story of Nessim and Justine. This is a history of which Mountolive is entirely 

unaware, and it is unlikely that any other character would have access to this knowledge 

either:  

There were many facts about Justine and Nessim which had not come to his 

knowledge – some of them critical for an understanding of their case. But in 

order to include them it is necessary once more to retrace our steps briefly to 

the period immediately before their marriage (Mountolive: 193; henceforth 

M). 

This sudden interjection and interference of the external narrator, resembling that in a 

nineteenth-century novel, uses rhetoric to allow the reader access to information of which 

the main characters are unaware. The narrator creates a pause in the story in order to 

introduce a brief, apparently realistic, aside. In his book on the force of the Gothic in 

nineteenth century narratives, Peter Garrett observes that this pause, to establish 

complicity between the narrative voice and the reader, is undertaken by an  “‘author’ who 

self-consciously reflects and provokes the reader to reflect on the narrative transactions in 

which they are both engaged” (2003: 25). For Garrett’s use of the word ‘author’, I substitute 
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that of narrator to avoid the risk of conflating the biographical author with the narrator of 

the text. The use of the word “our” in the passage quoted aims to establish complicity 

between the narrator and the reader. Durrell employs this pronoun in order to endow the 

facts presented with an objective veracity. These facts, it is implied, have remained carefully 

hidden, dark currents underlying the plot the reader has followed through Justine and 

Balthazar. The nature of the interpolation disturbs the reader, because it raises questions 

about the reliability of the external narrator’s factual presentation and what information the 

voice has chosen to elide. Yet, the external narrator’s intervention is strange and uncanny, a 

haunting of the narrative by the conventions of its literary predecessors furthering the 

palimpsestic layers contained in the novel and the return of the past into the present. 

In the course of reading Mountolive, the reader participates in constructing the 

prismatic alternative realities through an engagement with the production of the narrative. 

Though it appears that the external narrator controls the production of the story world, 

there is a strange slippage between this voice and the interior monologue voice of David 

Mountolive. This results in the presentation of information that is not possible for even an 

external narratorial voice to have had access to. These aspects of the narrative establish the 

inherent unreliability of Durrell’s external narrator whose presentation of ‘facts’ is reliant on 

internal focalisors along with a multiplicity of other voices in the text. Mountolive offers an 

apparently ‘realistic’ perspective on some of the events previously described in the novels 

Justine and Balthazar. Throughout the alteration in narrative voice and structure in the 

novels, the main characters in the story remain the same. It is only the perceptions of 

events that fragment and alter. The novel Clea marks the return of the original narrator-

focalisor Darley and is also a move from the distant past to the present. Nonetheless, this 

present is in the near past of Darley’s textually transcribed remembrances of the events that 

take place in the narrative of Clea.  

 

Clea   

Clea, like all the preceding novels, commences with an authorial note. This note indicates 

that the “present set of four volumes may be judged as a completed whole” and states that 

“a suitable descriptive title would be ‘a word continuum’” (C: 7). The term continuum refers 

to how space and time are relative and how objects in motion experience time differently to 
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those at rest – time moves more slowly for objects in motion. Durrell seems to be alluding 

to the theory of relativity and Einstein’s space-time continuum. Space and time are the 

hinge upon which Durrell constructs the story world of the narrative. The question that 

springs to mind is how words resemble the space-time continuum.  

However, there are other meanings associated with the word “continuum” which is 

defined as “a continuous thing” or “a continuous series of elements passing into each other” 

(New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 1993: 495). The authorial note is, therefore, 

ambivalent and deceptive, offering contradictory possibilities for interpretation. I suggest 

the note becomes a further attempt at shaping the reader’s approach to the novels and 

their structure. In this instance, Durrell has not indicated the imaginary nature of either the 

characters or the events, but concentrated solely on the nature of the structural devices 

employed in the novel. The reader is cognisant of the fact that time in the novels does not 

really slow, but is held in the murky solution of memory that splices past into present and 

present into past. However, the objects, in the form of the characters, do not move through 

time per se, rather, these objects remain static in time, which flows around and through 

them. In the present in the past of the novel Clea, the voice of Darley returns to alter, yet 

again, the angle of perception and truth.  

Throughout Clea, Darley presents what happens to him in an almost autobiographical 

manner. This narrative structure marks a return to the more simplistic one found in the 

opening book Justine. Durrell seems to be creating a cyclical movement, one resembling the 

time-space continuum and the narrative device of memory. In this final novel, Darley 

presents his subjective inner deliberations and thoughts to the reader, his emotions and his 

perceptions of life and experience. He informs the reader that a letter from his friend 

Nessim Hosnani has finally summoned him away from the Greek island and 

back inexorably to the one city which for me always hovered between illusion 

and reality, between the substance and the poetic images which its very 

name arouse in me. A memory, I told myself, which had been falsified by the 

desires and intuitions only as yet half-realized on paper. (C: 9)   

The motion of time is emphasised in the words “draw me back” which is both an act of 

memory and a future act of physical movement in time and space as Darley travels back to 

Alexandria. But this is a different Darley, one who regards what previously happened to him 
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“as falsified by the desires and intuitions only as yet half-realized on paper” (C: 9). 

Committing his previous experiences and visual recollections to paper has allowed him to 

establish a distance from who he was then, to who he perceives himself to be in his present. 

Still, this textual expression has failed to allow him to come to a realisation of the truth of 

his past. His attempt to codify his observations was impossible because “new knowledge 

disrupted the frame of reference, everything flew asunder, only to reassemble in 

unforeseen, unpredictable patterns” (C: 9).  

Thus, reality is fragmented, truth becomes multiple, and the story world transforms 

into a prismatic and densely layered space-time narrative. Darley’s previous attempts to fix 

his knowledge of the past have revealed what he thought had happened to be a subjective 

illusion. He undertakes his new narrative on the presumption of having gained knowledge 

through his writing about the past, even if this knowledge is only “half-realized”. However, 

his present, like his narrative in Justine, remains a journey into the past. In a limbo between 

sleep and wakefulness, he thinks it is “memory’s heavy plum-line” (C: 20) which guides him, 

like a ghost, back to Alexandria: a “newly acquired city” (C: 25). Past melds with present, old 

experience with new, in a vague palimpsestuous repetition and recurrence of ideas 

presented in slightly altered form. Overlaying old and new experiences provides for another 

deepening of the palimpsest of memory, narrative structure, time and space. Everything is 

uncannily haunted by the ghosts of the past that continually creep into the past present that 

Darley is now re-creating fictionally. 

Darley’s narration of the story, though it appears to be in the present, continues to be a 

deception; the text is a later recreation, one of Wordsworthian “emotion recollected in 

tranquillity”. Use of the present tense often collides with use of the past in a strange 

manner. This is an indication to the reader that this novel is a recreation of the not too 

distant past recalled in the memory of the present writing. Darley’s presentation of events 

of the story world in Clea is selective; an indication that the retelling of the story about his 

return to Alexandria is a continuation of the subjective narrative found in Justine and 

Balthazar. In believing his exile has provided him with the objectivity necessary to see the 

people he knew differently - as they really are, Darley projects the change or growth he 

feels he has achieved onto the people he has known: “if I had changed, what of my friends – 

Balthazar, Nessim, Justine, Clea? What new aspects of them would I discern after this time-
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lapse?” (C: 10).  On his return, and during his final meeting with Justine, it is she who points 

out what he has failed to recognise: “‘You see a different me’ she cried in voice almost of 

triumph. ‘But once again the difference lies in you, in what you imagine you see!’” (C: 47). 

Presciently, Justine is indicating to him that how he perceives others is reliant on a fantasy 

of visual observation and subjective response.  

The subjectivity of observation is crucial to the narrative of Clea, because Darley again 

resumes the role of main focalisor. His vision and outlook structure the story world and he 

presents this information to the reader as the apparent truth. Descriptions of the city and 

the characters are all transmuted through his gaze. The only alternate focalisor in the novel 

is Darley’s friend and lover Clea. Her vision is contained in letters to Darley, and in her 

descriptions of Liza and Justine. Clea’s descriptions of these women are presented, as Bal 

notes, with “a certain far from innocent interpretation of the elements” (1997a: 150). 

Analysing the other women from within her own personal prejudices, which are not 

innocent, Clea situates her focalisation firmly within the masculine textual discourse of the 

narrative. Appropriating Clea’s voice, Darley seems to mould what she writes to conform to 

his own interpretation of events and characters. There is always the question of unreliability 

with regards to a character-focaliser, such as Clea. Does the narrator provide a reliable 

account of what this character said or wrote? Or has the narrator edited and arranged the 

information to suit certain purposes? Therefore, what information the focalisers or 

narrators retain and what they alter to suit a certain standpoint is something the reader has 

to consider carefully when approaching Durrell’s story world.  

Throughout the novels the narrator, whether character-bound or external, assumes the 

perspective of the reader will resemble his own. This is equally valid when it comes to the 

focalisation in the Quartet, which seems to stem from a masculine perspective. In Clea’s 

case her gaze, or her appropriation of the image of other female characters can, according 

to Bal, be considered an identification with an all-encompassing and controlling male vision 

(1997a: 157). In this instance, the controlling male vision would be that of Darley. This visual 

control manipulates and objectivises both the words and physical characteristics of these 

female characters. There is little empathy in Clea’s, at times, scathing critique of other 

women and this makes her complicit with Darley’s own outlook. Therefore, what remains 

central to the novel, as it has been throughout Justine, Balthazar and Mountolive, is the 
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visual textual construction conducted by the focalising gaze. Clea remains less layered than 

Balthazar and is less wide-ranging in space-time than Mountolive. Representing the closure 

of the novel cycle this novel, like a Gothic text, attempts to provide a “happy” resolved 

ending. Clea lacks depth and narratively is, at times, verbose and filled with tedious 

monologues, particularly the section devoted to Pursewarden’s “conversations with brother 

ass”. These philosophical maunderings and trite attempt at Nietzschean aphorisms, lend 

little to either the narrative structure or the plot. Clea is possibly the least realised of the 

novels and as a result the least enjoyable and most pedestrian.  

It is in the visual imagery of Clea that Gothic motifs are most visibly present. Dominated 

by the return of the past into the present and uncannily supernatural events, Clea is the 

novel that exhibits a clear reliance on the textually transgressive and excessive images filled 

with extravagant colours associated with the Gothic. The visual scenes in Clea emulate this 

excess, vividness of colour and use of ambiguous language that adds to the ambivalence 

residing at the heart of Durrell’s narrative. Reliant on the focalisation of panoramic scenes 

set in nature, Durrell’s visual textual images derive entirely from male focalisors. In Durrell’s 

work, the presumption I am making, even when dealing with an external narrator, is that 

the voice and the gaze in the text are masculine.  

 

Conclusion 

Although it might appear that some of the female characters in the Quartet possess the 

gaze, I propose this is an illusion. A feminine gaze would pose a challenge to the male 

textual discourse. So this gaze is quickly repressed in Durrell’s narrative because a position 

of visual dominance is proscribed for his female characters. Susan Wolstenholme, writing on 

women readers and writers in the Gothic, notes the following about the gaze: “Evidently the 

female gaze, as well as the woman’s body that forms the object of the man’s gaze is 

frightening, something to be avoided, perhaps disallowed or repressed” (1993: 9). I suggest 

that in the novels of the Quartet, the gaze has been assigned to the male artist and the 

female characters are there to play the culturally assigned role of object. Durrell’s visual and 

textual inscription of the female characters’ embodiment as object accords with film 

theorist Laura Mulvey’s suggestion that the female body “stands in patriarchal culture as 
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signifier for the male other bound by a symbolic order in which man can live out his 

fantasies and obsessions” (2006a: 343). 

Fantasy and obsession are reactions of excess and form the basis for the relationships 

between Durrell’s characters, leading to delusion, repulsion, fear, death, maiming and 

transgressive sexual behaviour. All these elements, in one manner or another, belong to the 

darker undercurrent running through the Gothic literary tradition; therefore, I would allege, 

this tradition is peculiarly pertinent to an examination of the four novels of the Quartet. In 

the next chapter, I shall take up the question of this male gaze, relying on the 

psychoanalytical theoretical work of certain feminist film theorists and art historians. 

Though these theorists have concentrated on the cinema and art, I am making the 

assumption that both film and art are dependent on narrative discourse to read images, and 

Durrell’s writing, with its pronounced use of visual textual imagery, can be read in the same 

manner.  

Consequently, the translation of theory from the text of the film to the visual image of 

the novel does not seem to pose irrefutable issues for my critical approach. Inherent to my 

argument concerning the narrator and the gaze is the association these have with the 

Gothic genre. Stylistically very dependent on visual representation, this genre presents 

readers with framed scenes in which the focalisation occurs sometimes through a character 

focalisor or through the gaze of a narrator.  I argue that the complex structure of Durrell’s 

narrative, with its employment of highly visual scenes and the layering of multiple narrators 

and focalisation, is very much located within the thematic concerns of the Gothic genre. 

Characters in the Gothic, particularly female ones, offer themselves as spectacle to the 

reader’s gaze. In Durrell’s novels the image of woman as spectacle is a prominent feature of 

the text, ensuring the female characters are visual objects of pleasure and fear. Vision 

within the Quartet is implicated in representation that is preoccupied with gender. In the 

following chapter, I will investigate the manner in which the gaze establishes the female 

form as sexual Other. Adopting feminist film and art theory, my argument will consider how 

the gaze not only constructs the identity of the male characters in Durrell’s novels, but how 

the gaze interprets and visualises the female characters according to certain stereotypical 

conventions. These constructed embodiments are then written into the text as ‘truth’; a 

truth I wish to scrutinise and challenge. 
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Chapter 3: The Colonising Gaze 

 

Introduction 

Throughout the Quartet, the gaze, whether that of the narrator or focalisor, determines 

what is seen, how it is seen and how it is textually portrayed. The idea that the gaze is 

primarily male has been extensively expounded in feminist art and film theory. I am well 

aware that certain positions adopted by early feminist film theorists can be, and are, 

considered problematic, in particular theoretical ideas put forward by Mulvey on the notion 

of the gaze. The narrow view of the male gaze, bound up with voyeurism and fetishism, has 

been problematised by later feminist theorists such as Kaja Silverman (1988; 1996), Parveen 

Adams (1996), Naomi Schor (1985), Emily Apter (1991) and Elizabeth Grosz (1993). They 

have considered the possibility of female spectatorship and fetishism, the possibility of 

which Mulvey seemed to deny. While such possibility surely does exist, it is my contention 

that the theory of male voyeurism, fetishism, and the gaze still possesses validity as a critical 

tool, in particular when applied to Durrell’s narrative in the Quartet. I will demonstrate that 

Durrell’s male characters control the gaze without reciprocity within the story world 

(voyeurism) and, in so doing, establish sexual difference and the erotic fantasy of the female 

form (often leading to fetishism). This becomes obvious when reading the novels. However, 

my interest is not in this obvious fact, but in the literary strategies and complexities with 

which Durrell creates such a masculinised avatar.  

In particular, in my consideration of these theoretical standpoints, I will raise questions 

concerning how focalisation within a narrative can lead to the enforcement of dominant 

ideologies. I suggest that merging certain aspects of feminist film theory with art theory 

offers a more comprehensive as well as more subtle approach to my examination of vision 

in Durrell’s novels. Feminist art theory, in particular, has exposed how the creative act is 

“naturalized as masculine through the circulation of woman as beautiful, mysterious, 

desired and loved image for the desiring masculine gaze” (Pollock 1988: 161). Woman, as 

image, is surveyed and controlled by the male gaze, whether as an object of desire or of 

fear, dislike, and even disgust. My assertion is that the objectifying gaze is a masculine form 

of control fundamental to the story world of all the novels in the Quartet. A positioned 
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gendered viewer, one that takes pleasure in looking, constructs the narrative world of the 

novels, just like the viewer who visually engages with art and film. 

A central device in the narrative of all the novels in the Quartet, the focalising gaze 

constitutes the visual field in which all the characters are held. The operation of the gaze 

sets up the subject identity of the narrators and focalisors against the objectified images of 

the female characters. Psychoanalytical theorist Jacques Lacan (1977) argued that the gaze 

preceded language and established itself in a space exterior to the subject where it was first 

contained in the mother’s look and then in the mirror image. Looking in the mirror provides 

the child with pleasure and according to feminist cultural geographer Gillian Rose: 

This recognition of self in images outside the self is narcissistic, and the 

tension between narcissism – identification with the image – and voyeurism – 

a distancing from the image – is central to the continuing dynamics of the 

gaze. (1993: 103) 

However, this recognition of the self as unitary is a fantasy and the constant re-looking at 

the reflection reinforces the split between the gaze and the image. As these images are 

simultaneously inside and outside the self, a tension is set up between the narcissistic 

identification with the image and the voyeuristic distancing from the image. Film theorist 

Christian Metz, writing on the voyeuristic distancing of the gaze, indicates that: 

If it is true of all desire that it depends on the infinite pursuit of its absent 

object, voyeuristic desire, along with certain forms of sadism, is the only 

desire whose principle of distance symbolically and spatially evokes this 

fundamental rent. (1975: 61)  

The voyeuristic gaze requires a distance between itself and the desired object. This gaze 

establishes the bearer’s identity by means of the remove it offers between desire and the 

eroticised object.  

Rose observes that “the seen image is central to feminist psychoanalytic theory: the 

gaze is theorized as being eroticized, so that the visual space [is] more than the domain of 

simple recognition” (1993: 103). This eroticised space becomes a fantasy construction: one 

reliant on perceived otherness. The detachment and exteriority of the gaze functions as a 

mastery and recuperation of the Lacanian objet a, or lost object. This loss drives the desire 
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to re-attain the missing part of the self, to fill the lack. Psychoanalytic theorist Bracha 

Ettinger infers that “In the scopic sphere of vision, the objet a is the gaze, lacking and split 

forever from the passion of the eye, and dwelling in the Other” (1997: 629). This passion of 

the eye is firmly founded in the concept of desire integral to what Lacan termed the ‘Other’.  

Jacqueline Rose indicates that in Lacan’s concept of the Other perceptions of identity 

and the proper body (wholeness) are fantasies (1996: 55). The subject in symbolic discourse 

(language) needs to believe in a definitive truth or knowledge. Addressed to an Other 

outside of itself, the subject founds its need in this Other, which becomes the fantasy place 

of truth. This is the place of Lacan’s Other that seems to hold the truth of the subject and 

appears to be able to heal its loss (56). Woman is relegated to the place of the Other 

because she is the negative definition of man and, according to Rose, this definition was 

designated by Lacan as a fantasy. Rose suggests that as the negative of man, woman 

becomes the total object of fantasy and is elevated to the place of the Other and made to 

stand for its truth (1996: 74). The result is the mystification of Woman. Rose indicates that 

the objet a, which is the cause of desire and supports male fantasy, is transposed onto the 

image of Woman as Other. She goes on to indicate that the otherness of Woman serves to 

secure for man his own self-knowledge and truth (74).  Therefore, it is through the agency 

of the gaze that the Other and sexual difference are installed. Rose notes that the scopic 

(gaze) drive’s relation with the object of desire, or Other, is not one of distance but of 

externalisation. In this situation, the observing subject can in turn become the object of the 

look and be elided as the subject of its own representation (196).  

Jacqueline Rose’s position on the gaze can be contrasted with that of Mulvey’s 

consideration of the pleasure of spectatorship. Using the psychoanalytical theories of Freud 

and Lacan, Mulvey regards the voyeuristic gaze as inherently male. Rose, like Silverman, has 

made the point that the Lacanian concept of the gaze is not gendered because it comes 

from a state that pre-exists the Symbolic or the installation of patriarchy. Silverman, in her 

essay Masochism and Male subjectivity (1980) raised questions about Mulvey’s notion of 

the gaze being fundamental to visual pleasure. She argued that Mulvey did not engage with 

the question of masculine pleasure as reliant on mastery. For Mulvey, the drive to pleasure 

in looking at a person as an erotic object hinges on what she terms the “scopophilic instinct” 

– an action she regards as inherently male-centred, voyeuristic, controlling and distancing 
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(1975: 17). Mulvey’s focus on the voyeurism, fetishism and pleasure associated with her 

conception of the gaze has been the subject of much critical discussion.25

The fact that scopic control of the image has generally been regarded as possessed by 

the male viewer has been questioned by, amongst others, theorists such as Silverman, 

Ettinger and Bal who have advanced an argument for a non-appropriating look. Similarly, 

Nash, in a consideration of the visual representation of landscape, whether bodily or 

geographical, has proposed that though visual representation can enforce gender, sexual, 

class and racial oppression, it should be acknowledged that there is no monolithic male gaze 

(1996: 152-153). She argues instead that “positions of identification, distance, voyeurism, 

narcissism or fetishism” are not static as looking provides movement between these 

spectator positions which is applicable to both male and female (158). For Nash, arguing for 

a male gaze or a female gaze becomes normative and she proposes that it would be better 

to argue for a “multiplicity of shifting viewing positions, gazes or ways of seeing” (159). 

Correspondingly, Bal, writing on the gaze, voyeurism and focalisation in a reading of the art 

of Rembrandt, points out that the gaze is a visual aspect of the creation of myth, adding that 

it “fixes the object and builds on the illusion that the object exists outside of time, space and 

the viewer’s body” (1991: 148). This seems to support Metz’s (1985) argument concerning 

the distance involved in the erotic voyeurism of the gaze.

  

26

Though Bal’s reading is based on the interpretation of visual art and Metz’s relates to 

cinema, I contend that the viewing practice central to Durrell’s literary narrative undertakes 

a similar distanced and externalised fixing of the erotic female form as an object of illusion: 

the Other outside of the masculine viewer’s body. Whilst acknowledging the arguments 

advanced for a non-appropriating gaze or shifting viewing position that privileges neither 

male nor female, I would argue that within the story world of the Quartet the gaze is and 

remains ultimately male. In these novels the gaze and its relation to the pleasure in staring 

at the object of desire is one of control, so, for the purposes of my discussion of Durrell’s 

tetralogy, Mulvey’s work on voyeurism, the fetish and the eroticised gaze remains apposite.  

 

Subject to this erotic gaze, the female forms become fantasy creations through which 

the male characters, particularly Darley, attempt to found their definitive truth and self-

                                                           
25  See Copjec (1994); de Lauretis (1984); Kaplan (1994); Keane (1986); Kuhn (1982); McGowan (2003); Modleski (1982);  Studlar (1984). 
26  For an alternate consideration of the function of the male gaze and identity formation see Ernst van Alphen (2005: 99-120) as well as 

Kaja Silverman’s Male Subjectivity at the Margins (1992). 
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knowledge. These women are never more than canvases, the Other negatively defined by 

patriarchal ideology and symbolic discourse; always objects and never subjects. Philosopher 

Slavoj Žižek has discussed the reciprocity of the gaze, stating that the object is “a stain 

preventing me from looking at the picture from a safe, ‘objective’ distance, from enframing 

it as something that is at my grasping view’s disposal” (1991: 125). This is very interesting in 

relation to Durrell’s narrative, where the picture of the female characters offered is never 

safe or objective, but always unreliable and stained by the gaze of memory. Grasping, fixing 

or framing these women is something that the vagaries of human memory can never 

adequately achieve.  

However, Darley attempts to fix his memories of the women with whom he was 

involved through the employment of what Bal refers to as the “disembodied retinal gaze of 

linear perspective and the colonising mastery it affords” (2001: 62). Film theorist Mary Ann 

Doane alluding to this colonising mastery indicates that the pleasure of seeing is founded on 

what is prohibited in relation to the female body. Doane indicates that the desirable 

feminine image rouses “the gaze, a limit, and its pleasurable transgression” (1982: 76). 

Simultaneously, this gaze as objet a has another function particularly relevant to the image 

of the female body that Silverman has indicated relates to the objet a’s reliance on an 

internalised gaze (1989: 56). The subject consequently sees itself being seen even when 

there are no eyes on it and the gaze is transmuted into an internal surveillance mechanism 

(56). Art critic John Berger, in his discussion of the representation of the female body in art, 

adds support for Silverman’s argument when he comments on the effects of the 

internalisation of the gaze on the feminine psyche as follows: “the surveyor of woman in 

herself is male: the surveyed female” (1972: 41). Women therefore internalise the 

surveillance of the gaze and, in turn, reflect it. In so doing, they become the specular image 

of desire open to the mastery of the gaze, which in Durrell’s novels is based on what Gillian 

Rose terms a “specific masculine way of seeing” (Rose cited in Nash 1996: 155). 

The gaze directed at Durrell’s female characters is located within the haziness of the 

male characters’ memory. Here these figures are “lost in time”, marginal beings both 

uncannily absent and present.  Memory is central to the agency of the gaze. However, the 

gaze is also accompanied by what can be called the look or the glance. According to visual 

theorist Norman Bryson, the glance is different from the gaze. Where the gaze implies a 
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disengaged, cold, omniscient aloofness, the glance is a “furtive or sideways look whose 

attention is always elsewhere” (1983: 94-95). My reading of Durrell’s work will employ the 

term gaze as a function of colonisation that constructs and shapes the female characters so 

that they become what Bal terms objects of male desire, perspective and ideology (1991: 

143) within Durrell’s four novels. I will use the terms glance or look in instances where vision 

occurs between the female characters, which is a non-appropriative or colonising act, but a 

seemingly reciprocal interaction. This manner of seeing will also be considered when an 

attempt to deflect the gaze, indicating an unwillingness to be watched, seems to be present. 

Throughout the Quartet, the gaze of memory is the device brought to bear on the 

reconstruction of the past. The images of the desired forms are fixed in the visual field of 

remembrance. However, memory is fluid and non-linear causing an uncanny repetition of 

ideas, images and events to occur throughout the novels. Darley’s memories of Justine, 

Melissa and Clea act as my point of entry for an examination of the women’s visual 

embodiment as objects of desire.  

 

Usurping the Gaze - Justine 

The novel Justine opens with the narrator-focalisor Darley’s memories of Alexandria and the 

women with whom he was emotionally involved. Denying linearity, the gaze of memory 

telescopes time and space together in a visual act that Bal terms a “mastering, looking from 

above, dividing up and controlling [which] is an approach to space that ignores time as well 

as the density of space’s lived-in quality” (2001: 48). Memory is the structuring tool of the 

temporal-spatial-visual text of the narrative, where “space is focalized from within” (49). 

Within this intangible focalising space, the embodied female form is constructed as an 

object of desire. Darley obsessively projects his desire onto Justine, and it is her face alone 

that he longingly describes. Clea regards Justine as someone who “simply and magnificently 

is ... Like all amoral people she verges on the Goddess” (J: 68). There is both an envy of 

Justine’s magnificent disregard for rules and societal norms as well as overtones of disgust. 

Clea’s response to Justine’s amorality is tinged with personal animus and, because Justine 

only verges on the Goddess, Clea judges her and finds her lacking. This vision of Justine is 

one of appropriation containing an element of disdain. The word “magnificently” is 

suggestive of the sublime, and the use of this adverb traces Justine’s form with intimations 
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of the Gothic. Justine’s semi-Goddess-like traits further her sublimity. In the word, “amoral” 

resides all Justine’s transgressive power and charismatic allure for the male characters, in 

particular Darley. 

 Incarnating a fantasy woman, Darley most remembers Justine as a dark goddess with 

“sombre brow-dark gaze” (J: 15). This statement seems to offer Justine the possession of 

the gaze, further affirmed when Darley writes “she turned upon one elbow and lowering 

those magnificent troubled eyes to me she stared at me for a long moment” (J: 23). He goes 

on to describe many moments in which Justine is seen to gaze, as when “stopping me as we 

walked by the expedient of standing in front of me and catching hold of the lapels of my 

coat she gazed earnestly into my eyes” (J: 36) and 

I lay with half-shut eyes while Justine (how clearly I see her!) was up on one 

elbow, shading her eyes with the palm of one hand and watching my face. 

Whenever I was talking she had the habit of gazing at my lips with a curious 

half-mocking, an almost impertinent intentness, as if she were waiting for me 

to mispronounce a word. (J: 41). 

In all these descriptions, Justine is focalised in a pose of striking watchfulness and mocking 

distance. Her gaze appears to survey and objectify Darley. Durrell, it seems, is allowing 

Justine to annex the mastering gaze and thereby assume the subject position. Through this 

action she is seen to challenge male superiority and disrupt the stability of socially accepted 

sexual identity. Ostensibly seizing power she takes on the role of the villainess in a Gothic 

tale accentuated by her dark colouring and “impertinent” intensity. The use of the word 

“impertinent” indicates Darley regards Justine’s stare as lacking respect. It undermines his 

masculinity reflected in his tone of discomfort and vexation.  

To counter Justine’s usurpation of the gaze, Durrell offers Darley a reciprocal scopic 

means of control through the space and vision of memory: “how clearly I see her!”. The use 

of the pronoun “I” immediately situates Darley back into the subject position. He reassumes 

the role of the seeing agent and in so doing can re-formulate the power relations between 

them. By this act of legerdemain, Darley regains dominance and denies Justine access to the 

gaze. Yet, it is the woman he is trying to revive through memory who stares back at him 

with a dark intentness that is disquieting because it is denied. Images of Justine constantly 

invade Darley’s present like alluring revenants that consume him word-by-word and 
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memory by memory. Darley slowly re-embodies Justine’s dark mystery in the space of his 

own fantasy of desire. 

Trying to unravel the dark mystery of Justine’s image and force it to conform to his own 

needs, Darley seeks answers within the memoirs of another man: Jacob Arnauti. Arnauti is 

Justine’s ex-husband, who wrote a book, Moeurs, a memoir of his life with the lady he 

named Claudia. The title is a word play, meaning lifestyle or moral behaviour, but when 

attached to a woman it implies loose or amoral. This book belongs to the genre known as 

the psychological novel, a further play on the word moeurs. Through the gossip of others, 

Darley believes this book represents a depiction of Justine and he proceeds to absorb its 

mishmash of concerns and ideas like gospel. He barely takes into account the fictional 

nature or subjective views present in its narrative. Words upon words produce a palimpsest 

of Justine as a mocking mirage; a subjective textual doubling of images built up by Darley 

and Arnauti in their respective writings. Like Arnauti’s, Darley’s first encounter with Justine 

is her image in a mirror. This encounter occurs after Justine has attended a lecture Darley 

has given on Constantine Cavafy, the poet of the city of Alexandria, whose ghostly voice and 

presence haunts the novels. 

Justine surprises Darley after the lecture when he is seated alone in a café, and he 

notes: “I looked up boorishly and saw her leaning down at me from the mirrors on three 

sides of the room, her dark thrilling face full of troubled, arrogant reserve” (J: 27). Her split 

reflection looks blindly down at him, and gazing at her face, he perceives it to be “thrilling”, 

“troubled” and “arrogant”. These adjectives are indicative of Darley’s projected fantasy of 

desire. The prismatic effect of the mirror on Justine’s image is an indication of the 

multiplicity of her persona and could allude to the idea of Freud’s three divisions of the 

psyche: ID, superego and ego. The words “thrilling and troubled” reveal the instinctual 

impact of the ID, where “arrogant reserve” represents the critical and organised functions of 

the superego and ego. 

In the reflections of the mirrors, the images of Justine provide an illusory sign of depth. 

Nevertheless, what Darley sees remains a multiple representation of ghostly artifice. The 

fragmentation of Justine’s body in the mirror, and the many adjectives applied to these 

reflections, causes the reader to wonder what is ‘real’ and what is ‘false’ in this description. 

Is it merely a deceptive fabrication of Justine’s self, one that conceals her whilst it creates 
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his erotic fantasy of her? This would seem to be the case because the image of Justine 

presented will, on closer inspection, reveal itself to be a forgery constructed by Darley’s 

subjective focalisation. The fakery of truth, reality and identity caught in an empty 

multiplicity of reflections becomes visible in a later scene. Here, Darley voyeuristically 

watches Justine who, seated before a mirror, comments: 

Look! five different pictures of the same subject. Now if I wrote I would try for 

a multi-dimensional effect in character, a sort of prism-sightedness. Why 

should not people show more than one profile at a time? (J: 23) 

Feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray has argued that all dominant Western knowledge is 

phallocentric because meaning is structured around the possession or lack of the phallus. 

For Irigaray this means that phallocentrism can be seen to privilege men, where the 

phallocentric subject has what Gillian Rose has referred to as a specific space of self and 

knowledge (1995: 762).  Rose has indicated that Irigaray considers the structuring of this self 

to be a mirroring, so the mirror acts as the central device in structuring this subject. 

According to Rose, Irigaray argues that the desire of the phallocentric subject for sameness 

elides any sexual difference. It is the flat mirror that Irigaray has regarded as instrumental in 

providing sameness because the mirror acts to reflect the self back to himself as the same 

(762). In this manner, Irigaray notes, “the male dominates the representational economy” 

(1985: 25). The reflections of Justine in the space of the mirror act in a similar manner to 

affirm and reaffirm the subjectivity of Darley because he is the one doing the looking. 

Justine remains a reflected representation of sameness and Darley’s gaze is the active and 

dominant force in this scene where Justine’s is nullified.  

Though Darley tries to know her through his remembrance of these images, Justine 

remains unknowable because her reflections only affirm Darley’s own self-knowledge. The 

mirror thus represents a specific space-time geometry that allows for all space to be 

organised by the knowledge and logic of the masculine subject and as Irigaray notes, “If he 

arrived at the limits of known spatiality he would lose his favourite game, the game of 

mastering her” (1993: 42). Darley gazes at Justine who is staring at herself in the mirror, 

where she is both the object of the gaze and narcissistically absorbed in her own reflection. 

Aware of Darley’s gaze, watching him in the mirror, she seems to occupy the place of 

subject and he that of object. Simultaneously, from his subject position she is the object of 
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his gaze. The reflection establishes a distance between the object and the subject. This 

distance Rose argues constitutes dominant masculine subjectivity because it ensures only 

the selfsame distance and mastery (1995: 769). In Durrell’s representation, the gaze is 

multiple, reflecting both the desire of Darley and the desire and narcissism of Justine, in a 

complex interplay of fragmented, counterfeit images. However, because it is too close to 

the image, Justine’s gaze lacks the separating distance needed, so it remains immersed in 

itself and static.  

Justine’s gaze at herself in the mirror distorts spatial perspective to reveal a self that is 

shattered and mutable, a mask that veils a lack. She does not possess a unitary sense of 

being; rather her image consists of many reflections – a fake surface lacking in any real 

depth. Reproduced, these likenesses have ensured that Darley is able to constitute himself 

through the surface of Justine as Other. However, trying to confirm his own sense of identity 

against these flat mirror images allows Darley to contemplate, but never to really know 

either himself or Justine. When discussing the seeing of oneself seeing oneself and its 

suggestion of the possibility of full self-knowledge, Jacques Lacan noted “in this matter of 

the visible, everything is a trap” (1977: 93). Gillian Rose has observed that this seeing of self 

and Other remains forever an illusion (1995: 762). Darley’s play of memory and his gazing at 

reflections allows the Other to constantly flee, thereby setting up a conflict between, as Bal 

has suggested, the need to develop identity by encountering the Other and the inability to 

do this so that the  resulting conflict defines the subject (1997b: 6).  

On the basis of these particularities of the dynamic of focalisation, I suggest Darley 

structures his identity on the continual adjustment of the images presented in the 

reflections of memory. His attempts to arrange these to fix the otherness of Justine are a 

failure. This inability to hold her reflected embodiment in memory is because the images 

reflect only sameness back. Darley founds his subjectivity and self-image against a fantasy 

construction. In contrast, Justine’s mirroring exceeds the construction of her self-image, 

because, as discussed, she remains too close to her own image. Irigaray, writing on the 

nature of this proximity, argues that it represents “nearness so close that any identification 

of one or the other, and therefore any form of property, is impossible. Woman enjoys a 

closeness with the other that is so near she cannot possess it any more than she can possess 

herself” (1980: 104-105; emphasis in text).  
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I contend that Darley’s vision masters and controls the sexual otherness of Justine’s 

image and its reflection in what Doane considers “the very logic behind the structure of the 

gaze [that] demands a sexual division” (1982: 77). Justine is the spectacle to be looked at. As 

such she is a surface production that Durrell visually and textually articulates in a manner 

Rose has argued sets up a relation between phallocentric notions of depth and the 

(deceptive) surface of femininity as lack (1995: 769). Justine is constituted as Darley’s sexual 

Other and her gaze in the mirror is an empty look that makes her vulnerable to Darley’s 

objectifying focalisation. His need and longing for Justine evoke an image of her face as an 

electrifying reflection. As an object, Justine possesses neither subjecthood nor her own self-

image. Instead, she remains a ghostly surface trace in the mirror of Darley’s creative 

imaginings held in the space of memory. 

Clea’s description of Justine provides a further augmented objectification of Justine. In 

a letter to Darley, Clea describes Justine in a manner that reveals her own subjective bias. 

Her agenda is to shatter Darley’s obsessive veneration of Justine:  

She has gone a good deal fatter in the face and has chopped off her hair 

carelessly at the back so that it sticks out in rat’s tails. [....] No trace remains 

of the old elegance or chic. Her features seem to have broadened, become 

more classically Jewish, lip and nose inclining more towards each other. [....] I 

noticed that those once finely-tended hands were calloused and rough. 

Watching her now and remembering the touching and tormenting person she 

had once been for us all I found it hard to comprehend the change into this 

tubby little peasant with the hard paws. (J: 211-212) 

Here is an image of the woman Clea once termed a goddess now visualised as gone to seed. 

Justine is focalised in animalistic terms through the use of “rat’s tails” to describe her hair. 

Clea, who implies there is no longer any “chic” or “elegance” about Justine, bitingly destroys 

her glittering femme fatale image. Her desertion of her past and the landscape of Alexandria 

results in the dissipation of Justine’s allure. Her previous physical erotic attraction is 

tarnished; sunk into the commonplace. Therefore, the space of Alexandria is instrumental in 

creating the illusion of Justine’s powerful, charismatic charm. In her new surroundings, Clea 

pictures Justine as a peasant with a hooked nose and chin, hard paws, scruffy, dirty hair and 

the rounded girth of an old woman. In the ‘Once upon a time’ of the letter’s story, Justine is 
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transformed into the stereotypical crone or witch; the childhood nightmare figure from fairy 

tales. Clea’s appropriation of Justine’s image replicates that of the masculine gaze in its 

mastery, manipulation and objectivisation. Clea maps the space of Justine’s physical 

landscape in words devoid of empathy that scathingly assess her as lacking. Mirroring the 

traditional male response to a dowdy, undesirable woman, Clea, I submit, is an agent of 

accepted opinions and social conventions. Her voyeuristic and objectifying look invasively 

conforms to what Griselda Pollock considers the assuming of a masculine position that 

enjoys the humiliation of women (1988: 122). Darley, like the reader, is a complicit voyeur in 

this visualisation of Justine. This element of surveillance is, as Peggy Phelan postulates, an 

assertion rather than a denial of masculine constructions of feminine identity through the 

scopic system of power and knowledge (1993: 205).  

The surveillance and scrutiny of Justine by a woman continues in Balthazar. Equally ill 

disposed towards Justine, Leila Hosnani, mother of Nessim Hosnani, recognises that she and 

Justine are mirror images. She unhesitatingly declares this to Balthazar at Justine and 

Nessim’s wedding: “I was telling myself that she looked something like I did once and that 

she is an adventuress” (B: 83). The convention of mirror doubling ensures these women 

become perfect shadow reflections of one another. This closeness of the image negates the 

possibility of any space or distance between the gaze and the object being present. This lack 

of distance denies either of them entrance to self-definition. The stare Leila directs at 

Justine is simultaneously desirous and antagonistic, a feminine identification that Doane 

claims takes place because “the female spectator's desire can be described only in terms of 

a kind of narcissism-the female look demands a becoming” (1982: 78). 

Leila is unable to achieve this becoming; not only because she remains a mere 

reflection, but because she cannot assume a subject position. Her female look is only made 

possible, as Irigaray has noted, through “identifying itself with the masculine, thus by losing 

itself” (1977: 65). The distorted doubling of the mirror is the result of what Irigaray has 

suggested is “a distance separating the object from the subject, the self from the scene, by 

being a ‘non-place’” (1985: 205). The women remain caught in the in between and liminal 

space of the mirror, transformed into alienated others. Where the mirror in Foucault’s 

heterotopia acts to force a definition of self in relation to the image, for Irigaray the mirror 

functions solely to privilege the definition of the phallocentric subject’s sense of self 
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(Irigaray cited in Rose 1995: 762). In Durrell’s novels, the reflection and doubling of the 

surface of the female characters gives the impression of fashioning them as real/unreal 

bodies lacking selves. Caught in the uncanny heterotopic non-place of the reflection, their 

mirrored embodiments act as a Gothic counter-site.  

Justine’s image remains an object of reflected lack that continues to be inaccessible to 

Darley. Wanting to possess the truth of her, and thereby himself, Darley indicates he needs 

to return to memories of the past and Justine’s “unfinished” portrait (B: 42). In its 

incomplete state, the painting harbours a mystery and is as open-ended and incomplete as 

the memories of Justine herself. The painting has caught Justine in a moment as if “an idea 

had just come into her mind, but had not yet reached her lips” (B: 42). She seems to come 

alive in the containing frame of the portrait, but the narrative-framing device of the 

painting, much like the framing device of the mirror, makes Justine a prisoner of Darley's 

gaze. Nevertheless, the painting possesses an uncanny mystery, with words that Darley 

cannot invent, though he does speculate on what they could have been. These words can 

never be re-captured and Justine’s image and voice will remain forever frozen. In this silent 

suspension, she can be objectified and evaluated as a work of art. Repeatedly doubled, 

Justine is a figure focalised through the conventional motifs of the mirror and the painting. 

Captured in the stasis of her portrait, Justine is reminiscent of a Fayum mummy portrait. 

Justine’s dark Mediterranean beauty might bear a resemblance to a wealthy woman painted 

around 160-170 AD, considered by some to be the mathematician Hypatia. 

 

 

Figure 5 Fayum Mummy Portrait 
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In this formal mummy portrait, the woman faces the viewer and gazes directly at them. Her 

head seems slightly angled and her pose is straight and regal. The background of the 

painting is a monochrome light cream colour, which feeds into the colour of the diaphanous 

cloak over her shoulder. Her clothing is dark blue with a gold clavus, a decorative line of the 

chiton, which copies in shape and movement the expensive gold necklace around her neck 

with its large gemstones, which look like emeralds and garnets. She wears small pendant 

earrings also of emerald and shining white stone. On her head is a fine gold diadem of laurel 

leaves in the inverted shape of the clavus and necklace and they seem to act as a rounded 

frame, like a cameo, to contain and make prominent her face. This face is a lovely oval 

shape with a Mediterranean skin. Her huge dark eyes, enhanced by her sombre eyebrows, 

stare solemnly out at the viewer. Arrayed in a simple central parting, her dark hair frames 

her forehead and waves down over her temples. Placed in the centre of the portrait, she is 

gravely beautiful and rather like an icon. 

The images associated with Justine in the novels of the tetralogy seem to approximate 

those of this Fayum mummy portrait. Justine’s sombre-browed gaze and the proud stare 

she directs at Darley and Pursewarden are reminiscent of the woman in the portrait. 

Justine’s image is focalised in a manner that tends to present her frozen in the manner of a 

photograph or painting. Consequently, like the Fayum mummy portrait, Justine becomes an 

art object to be gazed upon. She is a specular surface with no more depth than the 

encaustic panel painting of the mummy’s face. Yet, the aliveness of the representations of 

these women seems to possess the potential to allow them to step out of the containing 

frame in an escape from the static death of the portrait. The vivid representation of both 

these women does indeed ensure that they continue to return from the past into the viewer 

and reader’s present. 

In Balthazar Justine is further visualised in a static pictorial vignette where the strange, 

intruding external palimpsestuous voice says: 

How beautiful her disaffected face looked – chloroformed by its own 

simplicity: she simply could not believe that someone might value her for 

herself – if she had a self. (B: 51) 

Snidely choosing to comment on the nature of Justine’s identity, the focalisation of the 

palimpsestuous voice turns Justine’s face into an aesthetic and beautiful artefact. The 
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narrative becomes multi-voiced, as the external voice elides that of Balthazar, whilst Darley 

textually records both their voices as his own. Here the different narrators and focalisors 

seem to converge in an extremely strange and disconcerting manner. Durrell moves 

between narrators in the same backwards and forwards movement of memory’s time-

space. This unnatural discourse introduces artificiality into the description of Justine that is 

visible in the censorious comments on her character or lack thereof. I propose that this 

palimpsestuous voice and its focalisation act to master and subordinate Justine not only 

through textual discourse, but through the representation of her as “disaffected”, filled with 

“simplicity” and “chloroformed”.  

Simultaneously anaesthetised, uncomplicated and easy to understand, Justine is 

uncannily focalised as embalmed. Justine is like the victim of a killer who has paralysed the 

prey before killing it. Chloroform is toxic, and the image of Justine’s face becomes filled with 

ambiguous meaning. Either her face represents the toxic beauty of the femme fatale, or her 

chloroformed image represents a deathly stillness that fixes her in space and time, like her 

portrait. Where the portrait appears alive, in this scene Justine appears frozen; an ancient, 

deadly mummy.  Metaphorically, Justine’s form assumes the characteristics of death and is 

gothicised. The image of Justine’s embalmed death-mask face will return in Darley’s final 

encounter with her in the novel Clea.  

Scrutinised through the focalisation of Balthazar, the palimpsestuous voice and Darley, 

Justine is a trapped and visually constructed figure. These multiple views provide a 

kaleidoscopic layering effect where temporality and visual spatiality blend with the narrative 

voices. These voices function as framing devices that closely resemble those prevalent in 

Gothic tales, where the space between the writing “I” and the experiencing “I” provides the 

relativistic quality of the memories that form the narrative (Richardson 2006: 66-67). Justine 

is an object of the relativistic, perversely splintered, desire of the conflated subjectivities of 

these different voices. The effigy-like representation of her is revelatory of a jointly held and 

deep-seated misogynistic antagonism and attraction. 

This antagonism and misogyny are very apparent in Darley’s final meeting with Justine, 

where he is shocked by her appearance and describes her face with a 

… bright patch of rouge on each cheek-bone which showed up sharply against 

a dead white, overpowdered face. If she was beautiful still it was the passive 
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beauty of some Propertian mummy which had been clumsily painted to give 

the illusion of life, or a photograph carelessly colour-tinted (C: 42).  

Justine’s face is seen to be immobile - a blank death mask. The use of the phrase 

“Propertian mummy” is striking in its oddity. The link between the poet Sixtus Propertius’s 

work and a mummy seems tenuous. Looked at more closely, Propertius’s involvement with 

a mistress with whom he was infatuated, but whose use of cosmetics he decried, seems to 

provide a possible link. The use of white-lead powder to whiten skin and hide imperfections 

through an enamelled or encaustic mask-like effect was common practice for Roman 

women during Propertius’s time. These women used rouge and many of the ancient writers, 

besides Propertius, commented satirically upon what they considered this vulgar and showy 

decoration. Face painting was indicative, in their eyes, of a certain moral degradation. The 

enamelled mask-like effect also recalls the encaustic process of Fayum mummy portraits. 

Created from wax mixed with layers of pigments such as lead-white, chalk, kaolin, red ochre 

and red lake these portraits were painted directly onto the linen wrappings that covered the 

head (Ramer 1979: 1). Darley makes the comment that the “touches of rouge gave her an 

enflamed look” (C: 43), so he, like the ancient Roman authors, is representing Justine’s use 

of cosmetics as indicative of a wanton vulgarity. Darley visualises her enamelled face as a 

modern mummy portrait. Simultaneously alive and dead, Darley represents Justine as an 

excessive and monstrous figure 

An object of Darley’s blatantly assessing and invasive gaze, he views Justine like an old, 

colour-tinted photograph that provides the mere illusion of life. The freezing of Justine’s 

face into the stillness of the photograph represents a desire to capture the past in the 

present. However, the photograph is always an artefact that, according to visual theorist 

Amelia Jones, reveals an image of what no longer exists; it remains a sign of mortality, of 

change and the steady movement towards death (2002: 954). Justine has become a spectre 

of Darley’s past and the mention of the photograph merely emphasises the death her image 

is undergoing. However, Justine’s visual appearance is not all that has altered. Her look has 

become a “half-drowsy stupefaction of glance” (C: 43). Almost blind, this glance is neither 

direct nor focused and no longer has the ability to objectify Darley as it previously seemed 

to do.  A sign of refusal to be watched, Justine’s stuporous glance attempts to make her 

image unavailable to Darley by denying his invasive gaze.  
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The focalisation of Justine turns Darley, and the reader who is viewing her through 

Darley’s eyes, into a voyeur who employs what Bal refers to as a sadistic mode of looking 

(1991: 146). This form of looking conforms to Susan Wolstenholme’s contention that: “All 

Gothic fiction might be said to employ a kind of sado-masochism” (1993: 10). 

Wolstenholme’s claim, I propose, relates directly to the manner in which Darley’s gaze 

appropriates and manipulates the image of Justine. This act of focalisation, I suggest, 

simultaneously sees and hides secrets.  Bal has suggested that the reader holds the position 

of an outsider who is looking in without being seen (1991: 150). The concealed and 

complicitous reader is fundamental to the sado-masochistic focalisation of Justine in 

Durrell’s narrative. Yet, Justine too remains hidden. Behind her make-up mask, Justine 

occupies the position of a gothically veiled surface. This veiling of her presence acts to 

entice the reader and Darley into a search for the secrets that its horrible grotesqueness 

might conceal. Throughout the description, Darley steers and remains responsible for the 

perspective provided. His voice and words fix Justine’s image as a repulsive object. This 

representation emanates from his subjective vision so that it remains a questionable 

construction.  

A different version of Justine reappears in the letter that concludes the novel Clea. In 

this letter, Clea writes to Darley, who is once more on his Greek island, about a recent 

encounter she has had with Justine. Meeting Justine in an Alexandrian street, Clea describes 

her appearance as “radiant” (C: 245). The word radiant provides Justine with a vivid glow, a 

sense of vital life in direct opposition to Darley’s reappraisal of her. Now her drugged, dead, 

senseless glance has altered, and Clea notes Justine’s “eyes were sparkling with delight, a 

sort of impish mockery” (245). Justine displays a re-engagement with the act of looking, a 

glance secretive and filled with a devilish delight. The use of “sparkling” affirms this 

rekindled, hellish glance whilst “mockery” demonstrates Justine’s awareness of being a 

spectacle; one perpetrating an illusion and a false reality. Even her revived interest in her 

husband Nessim that Clea describes as “passionate ... as if oblivious to the rest of the world” 

(245) remains a fantasy. Justine has resumed her excessive role-playing in order to hide her 

lack of self.   

The sparkling vitality, charisma and transgressive dark beauty of Justine are what 

originally held Darley in thrall. His obsession with her blinded him to the qualities of his 
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lover Melissa. The visual construction and representation of Melissa acts to establish a 

direct contrast with Justine. This contrast highlights and foregrounds Darley’s obsessive and 

vivid fantasy image of Justine, with Melissa remaining the diaphanous background image 

which constitutes her as a shadowy doubling, a penumbra to Justine’s brightness. Whether 

presented through the eyes of Darley, Balthazar or the external narrator in the novel 

Mountolive, Melissa remains a weakly drawn non-entity. In the next section, I will examine 

how the gaze denies Melissa an identity through its construction of her as a passive, spectral 

creature, sketchily drawn with no real personality or tangible embodiment.  

 

Fragile Object - Melissa 

In the novel Justine, Melissa is Darley’s mistress. She works as a cabaret dancer, which is a 

polite mask for being a prostitute. Darley’s memories of Melissa in this novel are of 

something gentle, non-intrusive, and subservient. His distant indifference towards her as a 

person is obvious when he recalls how he  

… used to see her, I remember, pale, rather on the slender side, dressed in a 

shabby sealskin coat ... Her blue-veined phthisic hands, etc. ... I saw her daily 

for many months on end, but her sullen aniline beauty awoke no response in 

me. (J: 15-16) 

There is a sense of definitive closure in this memory of Melissa, of something that has 

ended, that is of the past. The narrator uses the verbs “used to” and “saw”, an indication of 

the aoristic tense that describes without involvement or engagement. In memory, like a 

photograph, there is always a sense of death marked by the return of the past. This 

description evokes Melissa in the form of a ghostly presence. 

Film theorist Alan Cholodenko, in his essay on still photography, discusses the relation 

of the photograph to the uncanny, the spectral and death (2005: 5). Cholodenko refers to 

the metaphor of the crypt, terming it “the order of the uncanny, of the Cryptic Complex ... 

the life of the photograph as... lifedeath” (5). He goes on to point out that the photograph in 

its lifedeath both haunts and cryptically incorporates “the world and the subject – 

photographer, viewer, analyst – in its lifedeath ... every analysis of it the ghost and crypt of 

an analysis” (5). Melissa’s character in Durrell’s four novels is very much that of the spectral 
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inhabitant; a character caught in limbo. Her image, like a photograph, is spectral and 

uncanny. In Darley’s memories, she haunts the space of the text in which her life has been 

transcribed after her death. In Gothic style, Melissa has undergone live burial enclosed 

within the tomb of Darley’s memories.  

Darley’s remembrance of Melissa’s hands as “blue-veined phthisic hands, etc.” is a 

voyeuristic focalisation of the surface of her feminine body that acts to reveal the interior as 

weak, corrupt and death-driven (consumption). Pollock suggests this form of representation 

is “determined by the ideological suture between female mortality from tuberculosis and 

femininity as an inferior, tainted body type” (1988: 145). What is likely to interest the reader 

is the use of the abbreviation “etc.” after the description. Darley seems unable to describe 

her in any detail, an indication of his refusal to engage with the implications of illness he 

displaces onto her hands. Melissa’s hands act in place of her absent body with its threat of 

decay and dissolution. Melissa’s illness exposes the spectral promise of death that haunts 

the narrative and she becomes the representative of the abject and monstrous. In her book 

Powers of Horror, Kristeva provides an outline of how aversion is inherent in subjectivity and 

marks culture through the transgression of the boundaries of the body (cited in Grosz 1994: 

192). Melissa’s disease, with its convulsions and expelling of her inner self, makes her body 

monstrous in Darley’s eyes. The vomiting forth of blood from her mouth, typical of 

advanced tuberculosis, transgresses the limits of her body in a viscous, horrific flow. An 

expulsion that partakes of the Thing-ness Hurley has associated with the Gothic body.  

Contained within this leaking fluid is the immanence of death discernible in Darley’s 

description of Melissa’s fragile loveliness as being “a beauty which filled one with the 

terrible premonition that it had been born to be a target for the forces of destruction” (J: 

177). Her outer surface’s beauty represents an envelope that gothically veils an inner 

corruption and disintegration; an idea common to religious literature and art. Melissa is a 

liminal body situated between life and death, a duality reminiscent of an anonymous 

engraving of the French School in 17th Century France. In this engraving, a young woman, 

with her body split in two, appears reflected in a mirror. This reflection shows one side of 

her as young and lovely whilst the other side is in the form of a skeleton.  
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Figure 6 Anonymous: Le Miroir de la Vie et de la Mort 

The engraving displays the co-existence in one body of life and death. All living entities 

contain their death within themselves because the two states are inseparable. In line with 

patriarchal conventions, this engraving presents the homily that behind every woman’s 

beautiful façade the hag of death lies concealed. Represented as the gorgon, Woman is seen 

to bring madness, sickness and death into the world of men. Similarly, Melissa’s body blends 

life and death, a state that challenges boundaries in a semiotically disruptive manner. 

Superimposed onto her beautiful surface façade are the signs of her imminent death, which 

ensure that her visual and textual representation becomes abject.   

Darley’s disinterest in Melissa is visible in his response to her surface appearance, as he 

says: “I saw her daily for many months on end, but her sullen aniline beauty awoke no 

response in me.” (J: 15-16). The phrase “awoke no response in me” indicates his lack of 

attraction and is an instinctive dismissal of her physicality. The words used to describe her, 

“pale, rather on the slender side, dressed in a shabby sealskin coat” and “sullen aniline 

beauty”, summon up an image of a faded almost ghostly presence (15-16). Her lack of 

colour along with her slender body makes her appear completely insubstantial. Darley 

attributes a certain beauty to her, which is strangely marred by the use of the adjective 

“sullen”. This word has a number of connotations mostly relating to mood: melancholy, 

silent, gloomy, serious, mournful, as well as “a dull colour” or “baleful or malignant” 

(Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 1980: 2184). There is an aura of haunted, despairing 
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spectrality surrounding Melissa. She appears to possess no material being, but is only a 

melancholy silhouette. 

Melissa’s coat is not of fur but of sealskin, which lacks outer fur so that it resembles 

parchment - a surface that can be written upon. As a metonymic accessory, it represents 

Melissa whose surface Darley inscribes with dismissive adjectives that render her as an 

object lacking in value and erotic appeal. Yet, though he does not desire her, Darley 

becomes sexually involved with Melissa. The exculpatory reason he provides for this 

involvement is that Melissa overcame his  

shabby defences not by any of the qualities one might enumerate in a lover – 

charm, exceptional beauty, intelligence – no, but by the force of what I can 

only call her charity, in the Greek sense of the word. (J: 16). 

By envisioning Melissa in this way, Durrell allows her to be the agent of penetration and not 

Darley. The use of the word “penetrated” implies Melissa is an active phallic principle, like a 

knife with its threat of possible emasculation or death. The narrator’s self-deprecatory 

acknowledgement of this penetration is revelatory of his apathetic sexual and emotional 

response to Melissa. Darley’s apparent modesty is merely a disguise that hides his 

condescending egoism and intellectual scorning of Melissa. Darley directs this hidden scorn 

at her because he does not consider her his equal, but merely a shabby woman who sells 

her body to the highest bidder. His callowness and patronising treatment of Melissa make 

Darley less than likeable and the reader has difficulty in empathising or identifying with him.  

Durrell allows Darley to use the word charity, apparently a reference to its meaning in 

Greek. However, the Greek word is Agape, which represents a feeling of content or of 

holding someone in high regard. In the Shorter Oxford Dictionary, this word is defined as 

“brotherly love” (1993: 39).  The word charity stems from the Latin word Caritas, used to 

translate Agape, particularly in the rendering of the Biblical New Testament. Caritas is 

Christian love for all other people, or charity. Darley’s misattribution of the word is an 

oddity, perhaps revealing his ignorance and lack of a Classical education. In a small measure, 

it punctures his pretentiousness. However, there could also be a biting comment on 

Melissa’s Greek heritage and her profession contained in the meaning of ‘love for all other 

people’. Caritas, or charity, is a self-sacrificing love and in Christian doctrine is necessary for 

salvation, with its links to the celebration of the Eucharist. Melissa is a vessel of self-sacrifice 
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but one that represents an inversion of the eternal life associated with the Eucharist. Her 

blood holds merely the promise of non-existence. Melissa, and her total submissiveness in 

the face of Darley’s needs, has fuelled his ego into forming this liaison.  When, due to illness, 

Melissa is sent away to a sanatorium, Darley’s disinterest in her is apparent when he admits, 

“Indeed, I did not think of her, having many other preoccupations at this time” (J: 51). This 

total lack of concern for Melissa seems premised on Darley’s feelings that she is just another 

tart, easily discarded and quickly forgotten.  

Yet, Darley seems to purposely envisage her in a manner of a schoolgirl filled with 

desire-less innocence, in her “bright cotton frock and straw hat” with a “giggle” (113) and a 

“shy kiss” which Darley considers to be “amateurish as an early form of printing” (12). The 

phrase “an early form of printing” alerts the reader to the condescension of his response, 

which regards her as something naive, simple and primordial. The use of the word 

“amateurish” marks her, a prostitute, as unskilful and inept. This seems to be a projection of 

Darley’s own feelings of inadequacy. He is always quick to make snide and demeaning 

remarks about Melissa, because unconsciously he sees her as never anything more than a 

whore. Melissa remains an outline, held within the imagination of his memories; she is a 

pubescent form lacking all adult qualities of attraction and desire. In Darley’s memory, 

Melissa forms part of the golden light of the Sundays they shared. This evocation is almost 

paradisiacal, catching Melissa in a fantasy past where she is an innocent child “bright still 

with the colours that memory gives to those who enrich our lives by tears or laughter – 

unaware themselves that they have given us anything” (117). This visualisation of Melissa is 

reminiscent of a Claude Lorrain or an Antoine Watteau pastoral, filled with ambivalent 

warm light and an atmosphere of sorrow and happiness.27

 The textual portrait of Melissa provided by Darley is one of a passive and harmless 

creature:  

  

long bereft Greek face, with its sane pointed nose and candid eyes, the satiny 

skin that is given only to the thymus dominated, the mole upon the slender 

stalk of the neck.(J: 47)  

                                                           
27  Claude Lorrain (1600-1682) French painter of pastoral and other landscapes. Jean-Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) French painter of 

idyllic scenes that established the genre known as the fêtes galantes. 
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Though Melissa’s eyes are candid, this lack of malice is rather like a pool into which Darley 

narcissistically gazes to see his own reflection. Silverman has indicated that women, like 

men, are dependent on attaining identity by gazing at the masculine cultural Other. I would 

propose that Melissa never really looks or gazes at anyone, nor is she ever shown to 

objectify Darley or any of the other male characters with whom she is involved. Darley re-

envisages her as guileless; an innocent primitive creature with malice-free eyes, but the 

description does not offer her the gaze or look. Instead, Melissa is circumscribed and 

contained in Darley’s memories where he moulds her to suit his own perceptions.  He sees 

her satiny skin as “thymus dominated” and her neck as a “slender stalk” which evokes 

Melissa in a flower-like and infantilised manner. The boundaries between the vegetal and 

the human are transgressed, her body takes on aspects of what Kelly Hurley (1996) has 

termed the abhuman or the ‘Thing-ness’ of Gothic hybridity.  

 The pairing of the word “sane” with “pointed nose” is very unsettling. It personalises 

the nose and is a form of hypallage, which is a figure of speech, denoting an adjective 

transferred from the more appropriate to the less appropriate of two nouns (Baldick 2008: 

160). In this instance, the adjective “sane” should qualify Melissa, not her nose. However, 

Durrell’s use of this word implies that Melissa’s nose is of reasonable proportions, yet 

“sane” normally refers to a person’s inner being not their physical attributes. A rather tragi-

comic description of a nose, it adds little to the reader’s picture of Melissa’s appearance. In 

continuing his description of Melissa, Darley makes use of an even stranger expression when 

he visualises her as having a “long bereft Greek face”. The word bereft can mean sad or 

lonely, but also deprived or lacking. The image conjures up a face of incredible barrenness, 

one in which there is no truly defining feature, and recalls the ancient Greek theatre masks. 

The Greek word for these masks was prosopon meaning face and persona. These masks had 

exaggerated almost grotesque features and Darley’s description of Melissa’s face seems to 

meld her into a mask causing her to vanish. Veiled by this mask-like face with its overtones 

of nothingness and tragic mortality, Melissa’s physical features are subtly gothicised. 

With her pallid, veiled identity, Melissa remains a ghostly presence. For Darley, she 

remains a “pale waif of the Alexandrian littoral” (B: 117). The littoral is a space between high 

and low tide where the abject ejected wastes from the sea collect. Humans possess a horror 

of the viscid, glutinous things found in the littoral. A waif of a liminal abject space, Melissa is 
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metaphorically associated with decay and waste matter. In the process her body is 

metonymically mapped as unclean, spectral, rejected, and abjectly abhuman. In her 

examination of the monster in the Gothic, theorist Judith Halberstam has considered the 

monster’s embodiment to be a representation of an uncanny, monstrous physical surface 

(1995: 7). Melissa’s surface is a visual text that, I maintain, constructs her to accord with the 

monstrous body discussed by Halberstam. I cannot agree with the writer Richard 

Aldington’s assessment of Durrell’s creation of Melissa as showing “tenderness for women 

and their undeserved sufferings” (1964: 7). There is no apparent tenderness towards 

women exhibited by Durrell’s male characters. In Melissa’s case, the selfish and indifferent 

cruelty displayed by Darley causes the reader to despise him. The trauma of losing Darley’s 

paltry affections to Justine translates into the abject collapse of Melissa’s body. With her 

death in the novel Justine, Melissa becomes the truly abject monster.  

Melissa’s approaching death is presciently visualised in an image of her provided by 

Darley. Called to a party where someone is ill, Darley finds Melissa and rescues her. On 

entering the party Darley sees her and calls her face “a cave” that is caught in a 

“permanently engraved shriek” (J: 49). He goes further saying she looked like she was 

wearing “a catastrophic Greek comic mask” (49).  Melissa’s face seems to have assumed the 

look associated with the face found in Edvard Munch’s painting The Scream of Nature 

(1893). 

 

Figure 7 Edvard Munch: The Scream of Nature 

Melissa’s “engraved shriek”, I submit, seems to bear the same fear and horror of the 

creature in Munch’s work: a fear of falling into madness with its obliteration of personality 
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or of a painful death. The painting is a representation of an image of a human being stripped 

of a soul, pushed as far as is bearable, a mask or skull screaming silently with a wide-open 

mouth. The painting roils, and its organic undulations of unnaturally coloured fiery sky 

contrast with the blue of the water that flows beneath the red horizontal lines of the jetty. 

The angled lines of the jetty are like the base of a triangle from the broad space where the 

central screaming figure stands, narrowing towards the two dark and elongated figures on 

the left of the painting. The lines draw the gaze of the viewer into the depths of the painting 

and the approaching dark figures add a sense of dread. This horror further emanates from 

the violence of the swirling movement of the paint whose waviness takes on the attributes 

of sound waves. Nature and the screaming figure meld together in a powerfully 

impassioned expression of fear and mad terror. Melissa is a cipher, an absence with a silent 

shriek. Her cave-like face recalls a death’s head in similar manner to the skull-like face in The 

Scream. In this manner the monstrous, the abject and the Gothic invade the painting and 

the literary world of Durrell’s novels, surrounding Melissa’s corporeality with the fear and 

horror associated with death. 

Towards the end of the novel Justine, Darley again encounters the horror of death 

when he visits Melissa’s corpse in the hospital. He is confronted with a death mask, which 

was once Melissa’s face, and is entirely unlike any of her other faces:  

Then I lit a cigarette and sat down beside her on a chair to make a long study 

of her face, comparing it to all the other faces of Melissa which thronged my 

memory and had established their identity there. She bore no resemblance to 

any of them – and yet she set them off, concluded them. This white little face 

was the last term of a series. Beyond this point there was a locked door. (J: 

208) 

Melissa has overstepped the boundary represented by death, and has slipped away from 

the control of Darley to where he can no longer fashion her as Other. Memory no longer has 

a referent against which to found the textualisation and focalisation of his perceptions.  

Facing this dead body, Darley experiences the fear of abjection and its dissolution of 

the self into non-identity and nothingness, forcing him into the realisation of his own 

mortality. For Kristeva the corpse is the most basic form of pollution and waste and the 

ultimate expression of abjection. She indicates that:  
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If dung signifies the other side of the border, the place where I am not and 

which permits me to be, the corpse, the most sickening of wastes, is a border 

that has encroached upon everything. It is no longer I who expel. ‘I’ is 

expelled. (1982: 4) 

A body without a soul, Melissa’s ‘I’ has been expelled and she has come to occupy the place 

of the abject, which is, according to Kristeva: “where meaning collapses” (1982: 2). Facing 

this place where the ‘I’ is not, Darley in fear pushes it away from his living subjectivity. 

Darley feels repulsion for the “terrible marble repose of the will which one reads on the 

faces of the dead” (J: 208). Even in death, Darley has set up an Other, because he sees the 

corpse as representative of a “terrible will” acting in opposition to his own living will. For 

him, this will represents, not only the uncanny power of the dead over the living, but of 

death as the ultimate devouring feminine principle, which results in non-differentiation. 

Threatened by both aspects, Darley propels this ‘will’ away from his body and deposits it 

onto Melissa’s corpse. Darley ejects the abject onto the other side of an imaginary border 

thereby separating it from his own sense of subjectivity. I argue that this projection of the 

abject onto Melissa’s body allows Darley to reinforce the surface gothicisation of her image 

through a denial of his own mortality.  

Melissa’s cadaver has penetrated the borders of Darley’s body image, so he beats a 

hasty retreat saying: “The dead do not care. It is the living who might be spared if we could 

quarry the message which lies buried in the heart of all human experience” (J: 209). In his 

egoism and fear, he fends off her death playing the distancing and intellectually rational 

game of centuries, what if we could control death through knowing about it from the dead, 

and then the living (such as myself) might gain the answers to eternal life, and not have to 

face dissolution and mortality. As in life so in death Darley spares little thought and minimal 

emotion on the whore, he pretends to love and to have loved in the recollection of his 

memories. Darley’s memories of Melissa, and his subsequent textual embodiment of her, 

ensure she becomes entirely his own factitious fabrication. Melissa has ceased to possess 

any autonomy. She has become merely a play of palimpsestic signifiers inscribed over the 

embodied space of her ghost (Alexandre-Garner 1985: 36). Melissa’s ghost blurs the 

boundaries between life and death, in what Derrida terms “the border between the present, 

the actual or present reality of the present, and everything that can be opposed to it: 
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absence non-presence, non-effectivity, inactuality, virtuality” (1994: 39). On the border 

between life and death and the fragile law of the Symbolic, Melissa seems to be a presence 

craving restitution. Entrapped in this liminal place, she haunts Darley’s recollections of 

Alexandria.  

Melissa’s reappearance in the novel Mountolive represents a return to a time before 

her death. In this novel, Pursewarden, in a letter to David Mountolive discussing Colonial 

policy in Egypt, makes mention of Darley. Commenting on Darley’s involvement with 

Justine, Pursewarden mentions that he finds this relationship a little strange because Darley 

is also involved with a “rather nice little cabaret dancer called Melissa” (M: 112). Curious 

about Justine’s need to deceive Melissa, Pursewarden makes no mention of his own 

involvement with Justine. Pursewarden regards Melissa as a pallid rival to Justine for 

Darley’s affections, but in order to satisfy his curiosity he sets out to seduce her. Returning 

together to Pursewarden’s hotel, their attempt to have sex is unsuccessful, so Melissa reads 

his palm in which she sees “death very close. You will hear about it in a matter of hours” (M: 

174). Suddenly, Melissa mutates into the monstrous-feminine, the ravenous archaic mother, 

attempting to pull Pursewarden into the oblivion of death as, “She closed her eyes and 

spread her repellent arms out before her like a sleep walker” (174). Pursewarden sees her 

as possessing repellent arms in an abject visualisation that, linked to the idea of her as a 

sleepwalker, evokes something mechanical, which moves without thought. With her 

“repellent arms out before her” the amusingly Gothic image of a murderous mummy, who 

seems to sleep walk with arms before it, springs to mind. Melissa’s prediction of a death 

acts as a harbinger of the one she unwittingly precipitates.  

The ‘petite mort’ of sex anticipates the horror to follow. After the act, curled in the 

water of a warm bath, Melissa is seen as “one of those marvellous Japanese paper-flowers 

which open in water”. An inanimate object made alive by the water, the narrative voice 

likens her to a flower, and she metamorphoses into a hybrid creature part human and part 

vegetal. As Melissa re-animates, she deals the deathblow. Expressing only contempt for the 

Hosnanis, Pursewarden sees her emerge from the “clouds of steam like an angel emerging 

from heaven in some seventeenth century engraving” (M: 178). This image metamorphoses 

Melissa into more than merely an angel, as her appearance seems to reference the 

iconology of the avenging angel. However, there is something unusual about the reference 
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to the dating of the engraving. The more famous engravings of avenging angels come from 

the sixteenth century. Albrecht Dürer’s work comes to mind, and although many 

seventeenth-century paintings containing angels exist, there are fewer engravings and even 

fewer depictions of avenging angels. Dürer’s The Four Avenging Angels of the Euphrates 

from the Apocalypse (1496-1498 published 1511) is a woodcut. The scene depicted is from 

the Biblical book of Revelations in which angel soldiers descend from heaven to wreak havoc 

on earth. They have come to kill one third of humanity no matter their status, so they hew 

peasant, king and pope without discrimination. This is a ferocious vengeance and the angels 

appear grotesquely frightening like Greek furies rather than angelic hosts. The look on the 

faces of the angels reveals their nature; they are implacable instruments of destruction 

driven to murder.  

 

Figure 8 Albrecht Dürer: The Four Avenging Angels of the Euphrates from the 

Apocalypse 

The woodcut is powerfully dramatic, filled with wild movement, lion-headed monsters, 

vengeful unholy angels and the death and destruction of war. This is the apocalypse with its 

irrational perceptions that, critic Marina Warner suggests reveals “the demented and 

skewed relationships between all the narrative elements – the duration, the characters, the 

impact of the violence” (2005: 14). The frenzied nature of the woodcut, with its excessively 

monstrous and violent aspects, disturbs and fills the viewer with fear. An uncanny bubbling 

to the woodcut’s surface of the iconology of the Gothic mode occurs.  I argue that Durrell’s 

providing a dating for the image, described as reminiscent of an engraving, overlays 
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Melissa’s surface and actions, firmly placing them within a past tradition that has erupted 

into the present. The fact that the Gothic literary tradition has its roots in the seventeenth 

century seems to be serendipitous to the focalisation of this scene with its aura of 

demented vengeance. 

Melissa’s own appearance is as demented and frenzied as the angels in Dürer’s 

woodcut, her anger and need to avenge herself on Justine and the Hosnani family drive her 

to exact retribution. Yet, an angel, even an avenging one, is sexless and the bearer of the 

commands and Word of God - the Logos. Figuratively merging Melissa’s embodiment with 

that of an angel, Durrell allows Pursewarden to negate her femininity by collapsing the sign 

and referent.  In an examination of Irigaray’s paper Belief Itself, critic Amy Hollywood writes 

that Irigaray suggests the transparent and disembodied, sexless angel opens the possibility 

for communication between two bodies in a face-to-face encounter (1998: 242). At the 

same instant, the patriarchal perception of the angel brings with it a powerful terror with its 

“sacrifice of the mother on which this inscription of male subjectivity ... depends” (242). This 

inscription of male subjectivity onto the form of the angel, I would argue, also has roots in 

the late nineteenth century’s mystique of the ‘angel in the house’ in which the female body 

was idealised and its sexuality contained, controlled and disavowed. Woman became 

merely a projection of male perception and belief. Durrell has transformed Melissa’s body 

into a sexless body which remains reliant on a masculine morphology based on an ideology, 

Hollywood has indicated, that believes an angel works on behalf of a male God and for the 

male subject (1998: 242). Melissa is metaphorically embodied into a terrifying form that is 

sexually absent whilst physically present. 

The sound of Melissa’s voice now instils a terror because it seems non-human with its 

“brassy fishwife” (M: 179) sound like the sound of the trumpet associated with the avenging 

angels. The sexless voice of an angel was known to possess an inhuman quality, a voice, 

Felicia Miller Frank has suggested is dedicated to sacrifice and death (1995: 98). Melissa’s  

inhumanly harsh and loud voice seems to meld with that of the angel as she trumpets about 

how her dead ex-lover smuggled “arms into the Middle East, into Palestine, for Nessim 

Hosnani” (M: 178). Her metaphorical sword resides in these words and the information and 

insight they offer to the hearer. The shock and horror of the meaning of what is said bursts 

forth on Pursewarden. In his horror, Pursewarden retreats from Melissa whom he regards 
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as an abjectly monstrous and repellent creature, one that symbolises the final act of 

castration – death. 

Melissa’s unwitting exposure of Nessim and Justine’s conspiracy has allowed her to 

exact vengeance on her rival for Darley’s affection. Yet, she also figuratively kills 

Pursewarden by destroying his illusions and his friendship with Nessim Hosnani. 

Pursewarden’s suicide brings to a close not only the moral and ethical dilemmas associated 

with Melissa’s information, but the complicated and incestuous love relationship with his 

sister Liza. This death ends his protection of Nessim against the British Secret Service. The 

Hosnani’s gunrunning scheme, with its aim to overturn British policy, is thwarted and 

Nessim and Justine are placed under house arrest. Melissa’s information seems to tie the 

threads of the thriller plot of Mountolive together, as well as the many other questions 

raised in the novels Justine and Balthazar. Unaware of her role in the exposure of this dark 

plot, Melissa dies in the narrative of Justine before the results of her night with 

Pursewarden come into effect. In Mountolive, she represents a revenant returned to haunt 

the narrative with its strange space-time that represents a permanent incursion of the past 

into the present. She is a spectral presence who is the apparent key to the unravelling of the 

plot of the Quartet. Her ghostly presence will briefly return again in Clea, when Darley 

returns to Alexandria from his seclusion on the Greek island. 

On his return, Darley takes up residence in the flat he previously inhabited when living 

in the city. Inside the flat old memories rise of the time Darley spent with Melissa. Her 

disappearance is nowhere more apparent than when Darley whispers “her name softly. 

With surprise and chagrin I discovered that she had utterly vanished” (C: 35). Jogged by “a 

street-photograph”, one that is “very faded”, Darley recalls Melissa (C: 35). The photograph 

is a ghost of a moment caught in time. Held in the immobile flatness of the medium, Melissa 

is merely a faded ‘street walker’, one who has become part of the fuzzy half-rememberings 

of the past. Darley’s shocked realisation is that there is an absence to the ghost of these 

memories because it is: 

impossible to restore this vanished afternoon to mind! I gazed carefully at the 

circumstantial detail of the picture like someone bent upon restoring an 

irremediably faded fresco. (C: 35) 
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The double use of “restore” and “restoring” indicates the effort Darley needs to make to 

recall his memories of Melissa and this past moment in time. Darley’s gaze is fixated on the 

“circumstantial detail” as though this will offer landmarks to refresh his memory, rather 

than the figure of Melissa. Melissa’s existence takes on the nature of a fresco, one that has 

peeled, lost its colour and for which there is no cure, no means of resurrection. A fresco is 

painted onto wet or dry plaster, an inverse mirror of the manner in which a death mask is 

done. Similarly, this death-like stillness and rigidity reside in the motionless distance of the 

photograph. Unable to capture Melissa, the photograph places her beyond Darley’s grasp. 

Melissa has become a spectre in the death of the photograph as well as Darley’s memories 

of the lost time of the past.   

Of the female characters Darley attempts to represent, Melissa is the least physically 

present; the least rounded and alive. She remains faceless and entirely without identity or 

personality. There is no novel with her name, she is and remains a liminal figure never 

portrayed in a painting or shown looking in a mirror. Instead, she is the figurative 

representative of hybridity, abjection, illness, decay and death. I regard this visual figuration 

of Melissa as a means for Durrell to permit his male characters to escape from an 

acknowledgement of their misogynistic fear and horror of sexual otherness. Textually 

recorded memories of Melissa become a means to expiate Darley’s own guilt and sexual 

fears. His re-creation of his relationship with her is an exculpation of his pitiable treatment 

of her. His mea culpa remains unsatisfactory and false to the end. At the close of the novel 

cycle, Melissa has gone and memories of her etiolated form and character, visually and 

textually denied throughout, have finally dematerialised. In opposition to this fading of 

Melissa, Clea’s visualisation becomes steadily more important until she becomes the main 

object of focus in the eponymously entitled novel, Clea. Focalised by the male characters, 

Clea is embodied and visualised as an object of aesthetic delight, desire and beauty. An 

idealised construct, Clea is a fantasy Woman evoked by memory. In my next section, I shall 

explore how the gaze constitutes Clea in a visualisation of the stereotypical beautiful, 

golden and innocent heroine. 
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Golden Perfection - Clea 

First encountered by the reader in the novel Justine, Darley introduces Clea as an artist and 

the friend of Melissa, Justine, Nessim, Pursewarden and Balthazar. The very first visual 

evocation of Clea is a detailed description that reveals her as an ideal, objectified figure who 

possesses a golden radiance: 

Everything about her person is honey-gold and warm in tone; the fair, crisply 

trimmed hair which she wears rather long at the back, knotting it simply at 

the downy nape of her neck. This focuses the candid face of a minor muse 

with its smiling grey-green eyes (J: 113-114) 

The warm golden light associated with Clea acts as a contrast to Darley’s focalisation of 

Justine, the thrilling and dark mistress, and Melissa, the shadowy, bereft waif. Clea’s honey-

blonde aureole of hair and innocent open face resemble a holy portrait or that of a heroine 

in a romance novel. Like a lily of light, Clea is a visual representation of both purity and a 

stasis waiting for an alteration in state. Her luminescent grey-green eyes mirror the colours 

of the sea, with a limpid clarity similar to the depiction of the eyes of the goddess Flora in 

Sandro Botticelli’s painting entitled the Primavera (c. 1482). 

 

Figure 9 Sandro Botticelli: Primavera - Face of Flora 

In this painting, Flora’s direct gaze is inscrutable, yet gently knowing and her smile is 

enigmatic; features Darley indicates that Clea shares. Like Flora, Clea is a child of nature and 

an apparently harmless delight for men, being their dream of innocent perfection.  
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The tawny youthfulness of Clea is indicative of the season of spring, and is an image of 

unattainable purity and beauty. The novelist Pursewarden, gazing at Clea’s body, makes a 

direct connection between her and the work of Botticelli when he notes “her marvellous 

hair swinging about her like a blonde Botticelli” (C: 131). Visually attributed with aspects of 

both Botticelli’s Birth of Venus (1486) and the goddesses of the Primavera, Clea’s blonde 

hair is a symbol of her connection with the goddess Venus and the astrological figure of 

Virgo. Their golden hair and body are, according to critic Marina Warner in her work From 

the Beast to the Blonde, sources of goodness and purity (1994: 374-376).  

 

Figure 10 Sandro Botticelli: The Primavera 

Golden blondeness and purity are attributes shared by all the female figures in Botticelli’s 

Primavera. These women glow, making them desirable objects of delight. Notable in the 

painting is the flower theme, where flowers spew from the mouth of the nymph Chloris who 

is associated with spring. Chloris is on the far right of the painting in the arms of the wind 

god Zephyrus, who kidnapped and raped her. He later married her and she metamorphosed 

into the goddess of spring - Flora. This connection is in the placement of Chloris’s hands, 

which are almost touching Flora’s dress. The flowers from Chloris’s mouth seem to have 

spilled over onto the fabric of Flora’s dress, which they now bountifully cover.   

Clea’s tawny beauty is similarly associated with spring and with flowers, when Darley 

voyeuristically watching her sees her “naked and slender as an Easter Lily” (C: 90). The 

attributes of purity and innocence are unmistakeable, because the lily is a symbol of all 

virgin goddesses as well as the goddess of fertility. Darley further envisions Clea as “poured, 

while still warm, into the body of a young grace: that is to say, into a body born without 
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instincts or desires” (J: 114). In the Primavera, the three graces stand to Flora’s right, below 

the outstretched hand of the figure of Venus, whose handmaidens they are. Hands 

entwined, they dance, but their faces remain remote and unemotional. They, like Venus, 

possess an exquisite lightness, grace and beauty, and art historian Paul Barolsky suggests 

the figures seem tinged with tones of wistful sadness in their separateness from Flora (2000: 

33). The bodies of the graces are draped in diaphanous material that reveals more than it 

conceals. This ensures their physical charms become the focus of the desiring gaze of the 

viewer. With her body of a grace, Clea is equally available to the voyeuristic and eroticising 

gaze of, not only Darley and Pursewarden, but also the reader.  

Yet, both Darley and Pursewarden are quick to deny her physicality by ascribing to her 

only a pure and striking beauty. Pursewarden indicates, “she would have been worth taking 

the trouble over had she not been so beautiful” (C: 131), which indicates a fear of such 

overwhelming beauty. These men deflect their fear through their presentation of Clea as 

almost untouchable in her physical perfection and asexuality. She is the Grace of chastity 

and their gaze evokes the imaginative fantasy of the perfect, sculpted form. In naming his 

character Clea, Durrell has obscurely referenced the priestess Clea, an oracle at Delphi and 

friend of the ancient Greek writer Plutarch. The attributes of Clea the apparently real-life 

priestess seem to be metonymically associated with the character Clea. 

 A paragon, Clea appears to remain outside desire avoiding its dark drives, so she 

remains inside what the critic Rebecca Stott terms “the frontier protecting the symbolic 

order from chaos” (1992: 38). A male fantasy of the heroine, Clea is the unattainable, 

passive, gentle, virgin mother figure that is protective and non-threatening, thus fulfilling 

their needs. Yet, the gaze’s focalisation of her stems from an erotic yearning that 

voyeuristically surveys the surface of her body constructing it as an object of carnal desire. 

This voyeurism is considered by Bal to be tantamount to touching, where the look arouses 

desire even if this desire is suppressed (1991: 150). This touching, through the desire of the 

eyes, represents a violation and possession of Clea that is rarely acknowledged and nearly 

always denied. The conflicting nature of denied desire is obvious in Darley’s attempt to 

make Clea containable within the imaginative confines of his memories. He produces her as 

a mystery, as something he needs to decipher in order to master. By mastering her mystery, 

any threat she offers to the borders of his identity will disappear. Accordingly, Darley refers 
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to her as “the gentle loveable, unknowable Clea” (J: 113), an unfathomable entity in her 

golden Botticellian beauty with her aura of sweet grace. Darley constructs her as a 

stereotypical fantasy conception of Woman: the passive, golden haired heroine of a Gothic 

romance.   

The metaphorical relation between Clea and the Gothic heroine continues after Darley 

returns to Alexandria. This return marks a renewal of his interaction with Clea, and a new 

visual embodiment of her. He sees her “more beautiful than I could remember her to have 

been, slimmer, and with a subtle range of new gestures and expressions suggesting a new 

and troubling maturity” (C: 67). Rendering Clea anew, Darley provides himself with a 

different subjective perspective of her to retain in memory. Her body is once more the 

object of his comments when he notes its slighter shape and altered movements. The 

realisation that she has aged, that her innocence has given way to a maturity, troubles him 

because he wishes to retain the idealised image of her innocence and purity. He fears her 

assumption of knowledge with the concomitant possibility of her assumption of the subject 

position. This becomes very apparent when he says, “So stern those splendid eyes had 

become” (C: 205), emulating Pursewarden’s comment that Clea’s “brilliant glance exposed 

everything and forced me to take shelter from her” (C: 131). The use of “stern” provides her 

with attributes of unrelenting severity and authority, and the blinding adjectives, “splendid” 

and “brilliant”, offer an intent and piercing quality to her eyes. These eyes seem to 

challenge these male characters in an assessing and intimidating manner. 

In their statements, Pursewarden and Darley reveal their fear of becoming objects with 

the concomitant loss of identity, control and power. Silverman, writing on the two-way 

workings of vision, points out that “our look can never function as the gaze for ourselves, it 

can have that function for others, even at the moment that we assume the status of object 

for them” (1988: 77). This reciprocal relationship is obvious: Darley and Pursewarden are 

gazing at Clea as an object who is looking at them in return. The male characters construct 

this interpretation of Clea’s look and its impact on them. Thus, indirectly, through their 

description, they remain the controlling subject. The use of the word “glance” is, as I 

previously argued, based on Bryson’s interpretation of the glance, where this act of looking 

can be considered furtive; a flickering movement that hurriedly hides itself, so as not to be 

seen indulging in the forbidden act of seeing from the position of the subject (1983: 94-95). 
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Clea’s “brilliant glance”, I would argue, is not the distanced, controlling gaze, generally 

associated with the masculine way of seeing. Instead, it represents a swift movement that 

quickly hides itself, concealing any interior thoughts. Her glance becomes the object of the 

distancing phallocentric gaze. This gaze annuls her glance through the power of its visual 

textual appropriation of her image. 

Clea’s look is clearly important, not only because it is the main means of sensory 

perception for an artist, but, more importantly, because it threatens the male characters 

with whom she interacts. Voyeuristically, Darley watches her “gazing at a coffee cup with a 

wry reflective air of amusement, her hands supporting her chin” (C: 67). There is gentleness 

in this amused gaze because it remains totally non-appropriative. Tempered by dreaminess, 

Clea’s gaze is aimed at an object that arouses no desire because it is inanimate and 

utilitarian. Caught in this act of pensive contemplation, Clea is rather like Rodin’s statue of 

The Thinker (1902), an abstracted and non-threatening figure. This gentle stare is in direct 

opposition to Darley’s description of her sitting “silently before a painting gazing at it with 

an inattentive malevolent fury” (206). Her gaze is no longer bright or focused. Her previous 

golden, lily-like light is gothically tainted by the use of the adjective “malevolent” appended 

to the noun “fury”. Darley envisions her in the form of an avenging deity. However, her 

silence, and the use of the word “inattentiveness”, makes her fury passive, self-contained, 

blind and distanced. Darley’s focalisation entraps her gaze and her physical form, allowing 

him to project darker and more violent motifs onto her surface. For all her perceived threat, 

Clea lacks presence and her ability to inflict any harm is negated through the effacement of 

her gaze. 

Clea’s vision is entirely negated in the final scene in which Darley encounters her. She is 

in a hospital bed, the same one in which Melissa died. Clea has turned her head away from 

Darley and the reader, and her eyes are “open, gazing at the wall with the dazed look which 

suggested morphia and fatigue combined” (C: 222). Vision is now firmly with Darley whose 

gaze constructs the manner in which Clea is perceived. Her vision is glazed and befuddled 

and she no longer possesses the bright look that so intimidated Darley and Pursewarden. 

Facing the wall, uncomprehendingly staring at an object that cannot gaze back, she seems 

unwilling to be watched or appropriated. She refuses to look at Darley and becomes 

unavailable and outside his power and control. Withdrawn and indifferent, she pushes 
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Darley aside and has “closed her eyes and was fading softly into sleep ... There was the 

faintest trace of a smile at the corners of her mouth” (223). Her vision is extinguished by 

sleep, the close companion to death. Metaphoric intimations of death are prominent, and 

Clea’s state of the dead/undead resonates with elements of the Gothic. Visually stencilled 

with these elements, Clea’s body, in similar manner to the other female characters, 

becomes a gothicised spatial surface. However, she has slipped away from Darley’s fantasy 

projection of desire and her smile, like that of the Mona Lisa, enigmatically hints at the 

freedom from trials and tribulations experienced by the heroine at the end of a romantic 

tale.   

 

Conclusion 

Throughout the preceding sections, I have argued that the gaze of visual textuality present 

in the Quartet allows the narrators and focalisors to control and construct what the reader 

sees. The object brought into focus is the female body, the vision of which vacillates 

between erotic desire and the fear and rejection of the unknown feminine Other. In 

considering the depiction of female embodiment, I have discussed the main characters 

Justine, Melissa and Clea who are caught in the multi-voiced male narrative and focalisation 

of the novels. This focalisation and perception could be considered representative of what 

Elizabeth Grosz regards as a masculine effort aimed at making Woman “containable within 

his imagination (reduced to his size), but also produces her as a mystery for him to master 

and decipher within safe or unthreatening borders” (1994: 191).  

The surface form of the female characters acts as a parchment or landscape that the 

male characters, such as Darley, attempt to decipher, annotate and contain. The space and 

surface of this corporeality is subjected to the superimposition of the text, or Logos, with its 

structuring motifs. The representation of the female characters in the narrative appears to 

conform to what Pollock suggests is the manner in which women have always been 

represented in phallocentric discourse: “derelict, exiled in the symbolic order that does not 

signify us except as a sign of its own, phallocentric meaning” (1996: 9). In the Quartet, this 

inscription of the symbolic order is achieved through the gaze, the effect of which is the 

institution of the hierarchical binaries that establish Woman as the sexually different Other. 

I contend that the visual mapping of the exteriors of Durrell’s female characters is an 
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aggressive attempt to obtain what Bal has suggested is a position of mastery and exclusion 

(Bal 1991: 143). Throughout this chapter, my aim has been to demonstrate how the desiring 

and voyeuristic gaze of the narrators, focalisors and readers constitutes the visual 

representation of the female characters.  

I have discussed how the gaze is occasionally countered by the glance or look of a 

female character. In Justine’s case, her gaze is dominant, almost masculine, in its 

appropriation of Darley. However, the textual re-creation of events, caught in the 

transcribing of his memories, allows Darley to deflect and deny Justine the subject position 

and the gaze. In so doing, he asserts control over the events in his text and over Justine. 

Memory is one of the prominent agencies of the voyeuristic gaze, where the male narrator 

becomes the subject, and the female character is visualised as the fantasy object of desire. 

This objectification is possible through the gap established by the space of memory between 

the object of contemplation and the subject of that contemplation. Darley’s memories 

resemble a film or photograph, forms of visualisation that represent what Doane has 

termed the dominant system. This system matches “male subjectivity with the agency of the 

look” (1982: 77). By means of this act of vision, readers are forced into a position of 

complicity with a certain viewpoint. They become hidden outsiders who oversee the events, 

and are compelled to adopt the masculine focalising position implicit within the novels. 

Durrell ensures that the active, creative participants in the novels remain the male 

characters, particularly the artist or writer. These ‘creative’ male characters actively conflate 

the female characters with the notion of Woman. In the narrative, the women are forced to 

assume the role of primitive, enigmatic, sexual bodies visually gothicised, whether as dark 

mistress, inconsequential tart, or innocent heroine. I contend that this results in the 

establishment, throughout Durrell’s novels, of an essentialist binarism that privileges the 

masculine.28

In the next chapter, I will employ the theoretical concept of the fetish to explore the 

manner in which sexual desire is installed on the surface of the female characters in the 

guise of Gothic motifs. The particular fetishes I will explore are the voice, hands, jewellery 

and clothing. I will assess how these fetishes are associated with the visualisation of Justine, 

  

                                                           
28  Essentialism is the belief that there is an all-encompassing female essence that defines woman as other and as lack. This sets up 

binaries that always ensure that Woman is confined to the inferior aspect of the binary, thus active/passive; culture/nature; 
virgin/whore, etc. See theorists such as Nina Auerbach (1982); Teresa de Lauretis (1990); Diana Fuss (1989); Sarah Kofman (1980); 
Toril Moi (1999); and Efrat Tseëlon (1995). 
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Leila and Liza Pursewarden, sister of Pursewarden, as objects of erotic desire and masculine 

fear. I plan to access and explore the fetishism in Durrell’s novels through the theoretical 

work of Doane, Silverman and Bal. I will also reference Kristeva’s position on castration and 

indicate how this is an aspect of abjection. The abject, as indicated, will be one of the 

central theoretical underpinnings of my engagement with the Gothic that I assert acts as a 

primary thematic and structural feature in the Quartet.  
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Chapter 4: The Fetish  

 

Introduction 

Fetishism is a subject that has been examined extensively by many theorists. In this section, 

I will limit my discussion to the Freudian concept of the fetish. I will indicate how I aim to 

employ this concept in a reading of the representation of the female characters in the 

novels of the Quartet. Further, I shall show how the gaze and the fetish are intricately 

associated aspects. I also aim to establish the relevance of these concepts to my 

consideration of the Gothic as a structuring device for the embodiment of the female 

characters. In her work, The Acoustic Mirror Silverman elucidates the Freudian theory of 

castration anxiety and the fetish. She indicates that in Freudian theory, the boy’s initial 

sighting of his mother’s genitals that lack a penis causes the crisis of castration anxiety. This 

crisis leads to an inability to accept the mother’s lack, so re-evaluating the mother’s physical 

image becomes an integral part in the establishment of male subjectivity (1988: 17). 

Silverman goes on to show how, based on the distancing nature of vision, a space it 

establishes between the known and unknown; a process of disavowal takes place. This 

process establishes the masculine subject and opens up the possibility for the installation of 

fetishism. The fetish is generally a fixation on an object close to the perceived castration of 

the female body. The fetish is either a piece of clothing or underwear, which acts as a 

substitute and disavowal of the perceived lack of the female anatomy. The fetish, installed 

over the place of the lack, re-establishes the image of woman as unthreatening, passive; an 

image that is controllable (1988: 17-22).  

Therefore, the fetish is integral to vision and visualisation as Doane notes in relation to 

the formation of fetishism: “the male spectator is destined to be a fetishist, balancing 

knowledge and belief” (1982: 80). Doane, in her discussion of the female gaze says that 

woman has more difficulty with being a fetishist because of her over-identification with her 

own ‘castrated’ image. This over-identification results in the inability to allow for a visual 

distancing. In relation to this difficulty, I contend that the women in Durrell’s novels are 

unable to use the agency of the look to speculate, represent or describe themselves. 

Instead, they become the object of the look, caught in paintings and photographs or 
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voyeuristic descriptive images. These fetishistic agencies enforce identification with an ideal 

held in memory’s subjective perception. This subjective ideal is only conceptualised on 

masculine terms, as Doane has argued (1982: 87). The fetishisation of the female characters 

in Durrell’s Quartet, I propose, takes on a number of attributes that metonymically stand in 

to counter the male characters’ fear of the female lack. According to Silverman, the male 

subject uses the mechanism of the visual to convince himself that it is not he who is 

castrated but someone else - woman (1988: 17). Bal regards the visual projection that 

establishes sexual difference to be negative because it is founded on the primacy of the 

(absence of the) phallus (or symbolic) (2006: 277). The primacy of the phallus, or the 

institution of the Symbolic (law of the Father), is the central force, according to Kristeva’s 

conceptualisation of the semiotic and Symbolic in her work Revolution in Poetic Language 

(1984), which drives the separation from the mother.29

Kristeva in her book The Powers of Horror further discusses the separation from the 

mother, but in relation to what she has termed abjection. The abject, Kristeva argues, is the 

reaction to the limits or boundaries the subject encounters during separation from the 

mother. This separation is a recoil and horror against the imposed limits but, 

simultaneously, an anguished desire for re-fusion with the now prohibited maternal realm. 

The abject is the confusion experienced between contact and separation, outside and 

inside, and everything related to the functions of the body. In the child’s attempt at 

separation from the maternal body, the abject is installed during the process of the 

establishment of the subject and object relations (1982: 1-4). The separation from the 

maternal body results not only in the establishment of subject and object, but, as discussed 

by Silverman with regards to Freudian theory, also leads to the realisation of sexual 

difference and, for the male subject, the realisation of the mother’s castration (1988: 17). 

The result is the gothically abject horror, fear and repulsion of the masculine castration 

anxiety, which can lead to disavowal and the visual projection of the fetish. According to Bal, 

visual projection results in a “gendered act of fictionalization” and an “act of interpretation” 

that constructs sexual difference or gender from an absence (2006: 277).  

 

The fetishist’s disavowal of the female lack establishes the question of sexual 

difference. This difference has been used, Silverman has argued, to underpin the system 
                                                           

29  With regards to fetishism, see Emily Apter and William Pietz (1993); Mieke Bal (2006); Mary Ann Doane (1982); Christian Metz (1985); 
Laura Mulvey (1996); Kaja Silverman (1988). 
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that structures woman as an image of anatomical lack thereby establishing her as Other - a 

dark continent (1988: 14). Castration becomes a device used to protect the male subject 

from a confrontation with the lack that would result in his acknowledgement of his own 

insufficiency. To acknowledge that his subjectivity is already founded on an absence is, 

according to Silverman, “to concede that he, like the female subject, has already been 

deprived of being and already been marked by the language and desires of the Other” (15). 

The male subject is afraid of becoming his sexual opposite of a re-fusion with the feminine 

and a concomitant loss of subjecthood. Instead, Silverman has suggested that he projects 

the notion of his own castration onto the female in a violent act of displacement. This act 

eroticises an object close to the female such as shoes, clothing, jewellery, etc (18).30

I would propose that in Durrell’s novels the masculine fetishising of the female 

characters involves two acts of displacement: synecdoche and metonymy. Synedoche 

represents a part that stands for the whole and, in my discussion of Durrell’s novels; this 

relates to the voice, hands and blindness. Metonymy is a thing that stands adjacent to 

another in place, time and logic, and this will relate to the descriptions of clothing and 

jewellery. Investigating Durrell’s female characters as constructed erotic spectacle, I will 

explore the manner in which certain parts of their anatomies are visualised in the manner of 

snapshots making the images over-determined and placing certain motifs on display. These 

motifs such as the veil, the shawl, the sequined dress, and the ring are all symbolic 

expressions of containment and surfaces which highlight external bodily appearance 

(Spooner 2004: 3). The fetish objects ascribed to the women characters in the novels, I will 

argue, fashion them as Gothic surfaces open to focalisation and inscription.  

 

In her discussion of fetishisation, Bal has indicated that it remains firmly fixed in the 

mechanism of vision. It should be apparent, therefore, that my argument concerning the 

integral nature of vision in the establishment of the fetish has much in common with my 

previous chapter on the gaze. The disavowal at the heart of fetishism is a refusal visually to 

acknowledge anything that lacks pleasure, which aligns it with the gaze. The gaze according 

to Silverman is involved in the pleasure of desire and refuses to acknowledge anything that 

evokes “unpleasure” (1988: 16). I suggest that the gaze and fetishism are complementary 

visual strategies dependent on castration anxiety and abjection. Bal has pointed out that 

                                                           
30  For a further analysis of woman as the “dark continent” see Ranjana Khanna (2003) 
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vision is deceptive because it is no more reliable than perception through any of the other 

senses. In this regard, Bal suggests that the fetishist’s violent displacement of lack onto the 

female form can be considered a cloak for visual deception (2006: 280). Although the visual 

act of fetishism and the gaze are related, I felt it necessary to discuss them in separate 

sections to highlight the inherent differences between these scopic strategies and how 

Durrell employs them in the Quartet. 

Continuing the discussion on fetishism, Bal looks at the relationship between the 

Freudian fetish and Marx’s idea of commodity fetishism. She quotes a very interesting 

statement from philosopher Slavoj Žižek concerning how objects believe in their place. This 

belief seems located within the ideological structures that exist in the social relationships 

between subjects and objects. Žižek suggests that it is no longer the subjects who believe in 

the relations, but the objects who continue to do the believing for the subjects (cited in Bal 

2006: 280). Though this discussion concerns the notion of Marx’s commodity fetishism, I 

would argue that it offers a way to read how vision in Durrell’s novels negatively establishes 

a fictionalisation of gender and sexual difference by privileging the phallocentric position. 

Reading Žižek’s assertion, one could conclude that it is the object, in this case the female 

characters in the novels, which has come to believe in its position as lack. This belief in lack 

also references the idea propounded by Berger and Silverman of internalised female 

surveillance, which enforces an assumption of the role of object and spectacle. Interwoven 

into the excess and violence of fetishism, and the manner in which its ideologies and 

structures are maintained, reside the prevalent Gothic elements, which I suggest permeate 

Durrell’s tetralogy. Objectified as fetish, Justine, Leila and Liza can be considered complicit in 

their own production as Other and embodied lack.  

The three characters under discussion, Justine, Leila and Liza, I will suggest, become, at 

one time or another, represented as parts in the form of hands, voice, blindness and 

clothing with its associated decorative accompaniments: rings, brooches and earrings. 

Writing on Durrell’s novels, Cecily Mackworth makes the comment that: “Mr. Durrell has a 

sharp eye for women’s clothes, and dresses each of his heroines exactly as she would have 

dressed” (1964: 27). The idea of the author as Pygmalion, constructing his female characters 

like paper dolls and supplying them with the clothes in which they would have wanted to 

dress, is a rather interesting idea in relation to Durrell’s tetralogy. The eye for women’s 
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clothing with which Durrell is attributed seems to indicate a fixation and the dresses 

described as worn by his female characters could be regarded as metonymically moulding 

them as fetish. But, as noted, the fetishisation of clothing is also a prominent feature within 

Gothic fiction allowing for the articulation of the bodies of the female characters through 

certain thematic concerns such as imprisonment, spectacle, monstrosity and disguise 

(Spooner 2004: 4-5). Engaging with the concept of the fetish and its imbrication with the 

gaze and the Gothic allows me to reveal, in more detail, how the narrators and focalisors 

phallocentrically construct the female characters as metaphorical gothicised 

representations within the Quartet.  

 

Masquerade and Spectacle - Justine 

Fur and Sequins 

In the novel Justine, the first snapshot memory image Darley presents concerns Justine. In 

this visualisation she appears as an erotically glamorous spectacle: “Dressed in a sheath of 

silver drops, holding her magnificent fur at her back as a peasant holds his coat – her long 

forefinger hooked through the tag” (J: 17). Darley focuses only on her clothing in an act that 

denies her anatomy. Initially, the sheath of silver drops glitteringly catches his eye. The word 

“sheath” indicates that the dress tightly fits her body making it desirable, an excess of 

sparkle and spectacle. Yet, Darley does not go on to describe the shape of her body, which 

remains an absence. The presence of the word “sheath”, with its denotation of a covering 

for a knife, explains this occlusion of the physical. This is an indirect reference to the threat 

of castration posed by Justine’s hidden body, which, unconsciously, Darley perceives to be a 

dangerously phallic object. Darley’s gaze quickly moves to take in the accessory so carelessly 

carried by Justine over her shoulder – her “magnificent fur”. This fur is not only an expensive 

fashionable commodity, but also a fetish acting as a symbolic substitute for her pubic hair 

(Freud 1977: 68). Fur represents the uncanny, Gothic doubling of the fetish and, even as it 

recalls the traumatic vision of castration, it conceals and takes its place, so that absence and 

presence function simultaneously. An outstanding example of fur as fetish, presented with 

irony, is Meret Oppenheim’s Object (Breakfast in Fur) from 1936. 
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Figure 11 Meret Oppenheim: Object (Breakfast in Fur) 

The attraction and denial of Oppenheim’s furred object (an obvious representation of the 

female sex in the form of an eroticised commodity), playfully, but blatantly, works as a 

commentary on the relation between the furry cup and saucer and woman as fetish and 

commodity. The fur covering of the cup lures the fascinated gaze, whilst eliciting a response 

of denial. This abject desire/repulsion adds an uncanny frisson of horror to this object. The 

cup from which we could normally drink becomes associated with oral and tactile sexual 

pleasure and the act of imbibing female desire. This fetishised image representing the 

concavity of lack is projected onto women. At the same time, the phallic spoon can be 

inserted into the cup. Nevertheless, it remains a part of the cup connected to it by its furry 

nature. The cup and spoon are joined together in a representation of female sexuality as 

both lack and phallic.  

In a similar manner to Oppenheim’s cup, but without humour or irony, the image of 

Justine’s fur is a violent displacement of Darley’s desire. The fur is hooked over Justine’s 

long forefinger, which curls into the vaginal opening of the tag in a most phallic manner. 

This image of Justine has similar connotations to that of Oppenheim’s cup and spoon. For 

Darley, and perhaps for some readers as well, Justine represents female sexuality as both 

lack and phallic. She assumes the position of phallic mother desired by Darley in the same 

instant he perceives and recoils from her lack. He acts to displace his desire onto what he 

can visually possess - the fur coat and the shimmering dress. The deception of vision lies at 

the heart of this fetishism. This vision constructs Justine as an illusion based on an absence. 

She is focalised as spectacle and Darley’s description of her lived femininity disavows and 

reduces it to an excessive act of flaunting. In this manner, her clothing becomes the visible 

surface under which there is nothingness. Consequently, Darley constitutes Justine as an 
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artificial spectacle of ornamentation and he manipulates her image into one of excess and 

disguise. In his descriptions of Justine, Durrell uses colour, light, texture, accessories and 

reflection. There is a textual transformation between one kind of surface and another that 

adds depth and visual presence to the manner in which she is portrayed. This portrait of 

Justine is further inflected by the one that Darley offers of her during the carnival in 

Alexandria. 

 

Blood and Phallicism  

During the carnival celebrations that occur in the novel Balthazar, Darley presents a vignette 

of Justine in her  

dress (the colour of hare’s blood) glowed among the ikons seeming to enjoy 

the semi-darkness of the candlelight – to feed upon it and give back the glitter 

of her barbaric jewellery. (B: 166)  

Darley does not just describe the colour of the dress as red. Rather, he equates it with the 

colour of blood and indirectly with fur and a dead male animal. The blood-coloured dress, 

and its association with the fur of the hare, intimates the abject qualities of death and 

menstrual blood. These qualities evoke an atmosphere of incipient menace causing Darley’s 

obvious feelings of fascination and subconscious repulsion. The scene is excessive and the 

initial concentration on the blood colour of the dress is transferred to the “barbaric” nature 

of the jewellery. Therefore, Justine’s clothing and jewellery synecdochically and 

metonymically stencil abject motifs onto her surface. Presenting her as resembling Sekhmet, 

the Egyptian goddess of war and death, who is portrayed wearing a blood-coloured dress, 

the focalisation of Justine is saturated with a violent disavowal of castration and death.  

The word “ikons” adds a further religious overtone to the depiction of Justine. In a 

more general semiotic sense, an icon is also a sign that links to another signifier through a 

similarity of appearance, thereby establishing a nexus with the metonymic aspects of 

fetishism. Justine is the icon of Woman and as such representative of the feminine as both 

dangerous and desirable. Images are different for every viewer, which means Darley sees 

Justine in a different manner to the image she might evoke for the reader. I suggest that in 

this description of Justine, Durrell establishes the subjective nature of Darley’s visual 
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interpretations as well as those of the reader. This difference ensures that alternate images 

or signs are palimpsestically intertwined both inside and outside the frame of Durrell’s 

description. Visually, Justine could be a figure from one of Michelangelo de Merisi da 

Caravaggio’s paintings, in this instance Judith Beheading Holofernes (1598-99).  

The description of Justine’s dark red dress, enhanced by the warm glow of the 

candlelight, evokes the dramatic lighting and use of velvety, vermilion folds of fabric in 

Caravaggio’s paintings. 

 

Figure 12 Michelangelo de Merisi da Caravaggio: Judith Beheading Holofernes 

Bal’s challenging reading of Caravaggio’s painting of Judith concentrates on the blood 

spurting from the neck of Holofernes and the red fabric dangling about him. She points out 

that blood is iconic because it relates the blood to the paint. The paint and blood are directly 

associated with Holofernes’ body and symbolically link passion and violence (1994a: 11-12). 

In Justine's case, the blood iconically relates to her dress as fetish that is, in turn, 

synecdochically related to her body. 

For Kristeva, the image of Judith is one of merciless castrating femininity – that of the 

all-powerful phallic mother (2010: 76). Judith’s use of the sword, a phallic symbol par 

excellence, stolen from Holofernes, punishes him through the ultimate castration – a 

detaching of his head from his shoulders. The obvious target of visual fear present in this 

painting is the usurpation of phallic power by the woman, the male now being the object of 

lack through his beheading. Holofernes is an object and his decapitation is an act of violent 

vengeance. I hold that the cut on Holofernes’s neck, with its strange flow of blood, can be 

related to the wound of the female genitals and menstrual blood. Seen in this manner, 
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Holofernes becomes the sexual other and the lack, associated with the female body, is 

transferred onto his male body. Woman, the symbol of castration and the fetish, has in 

startling fashion revealed to the male viewer what Silverman indicates he constantly 

disavows about himself: that he is subject to lack (1988: 15). 

The image of Justine is less problematic than that of Judith because she is not seen 

violently and actively killing a man. Rather, in her blood-coloured dress, she merely acts as a 

metaphorical representative of the killing or castrating powers attributed to the 

conceptualisation of the phallic woman. Therefore, Darley’s ambivalent vision of Justine is 

one of a spectacle of desirability and a dangerous threat. Both Caravaggio’s painting and 

Durrell’s textual image contain elements of the Gothic, whether the sensuous and excessive 

folds of the materials in Caravaggio’s work, the blood red dress of Justine, the wonderful 

chiaroscuro lighting in both painting and text, or the overt violence of the painting and the 

potential violence in the text; in all this striking excess, the Gothic is palpably present. The 

most notable feature remains the theme of castration, which, in the text, Darley has 

attempted to disavow by initially displacing his fear onto Justine’s dress. He then focuses on 

the piece of barbaric jewellery that adorns her one hand. 

 

Barbaric Jewellery and Murder 

Justine’s piece of jewellery, a ring, is symbolically associated with the ikons because both 

belong to the history of the Byzantine Empire. Elements of the ancient past become 

patently and tangibly extant in the present and this invasion adds darker, palimpsestuous 

drives of desire to the scene. The ring is the focus of this transgressive lust in its depiction of 

the ecstasy of Pan raping a goat. Repelling and attracting attention with its violence, the ring 

is evocative of animalistic sexual transgression, qualities it metonymically transfers onto the 

surface of Justine’s body. In Balthazar, this ring will result in the violent murder of a minor 

character, the homosexual socialite Toto de Brunel.  

During the carnival, Toto dons the ring at the request of Justine. His murder, brought 

about through a misconstrued erotic advance, is an inversion of the Biblical murder of Sisera 

by Jael found in the Biblical book of Judges. There are similarities between Judith beheading 

Holofernes and Jael’s killing of Sisera. In both cases, the males are generals of armies that 
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threaten to destroy the women’s people and homes. Both women slay the males whilst they 

are asleep and both women inflict death to the head of the man (the rational and Symbolic) 

with obvious phallic and castrating symbolism. In the story of Jael, Jael invites the opposing 

army captain Sisera into her tent, and once he is asleep, she rams a tent peg through his 

temple. Toto de Brunel is killed by having a hatpin rammed through his temple by Narouz, 

Nessim’s brother. Narouz believes it is Justine, his sister-in-law, who is making sexual 

advances to him based on his seeing the ring. Durrell is cleverly alluding to the deceptive 

nature of vision and perception. 

The ring as object stands out as a deceptive identifying feature and, in the process, 

becomes the metaphoric element of displaced violence. Symbolically the ring enacts the 

role of phallic destroyer, the metaphor for the sword and the tent peg. It does not 

decapitate the victim, but is the conduit for a death associated with the head. An object not 

only seen as representing perverse sexual eroticism, it masks the fear of eroticism and of 

castration. Perceived to be a horrific artefact, it is turned into a fetish and referred to as 

“Justine’s unlucky ring” (B: 184) or, as she refers to it, “my dreadful ring” (182). 

Superstitious fear and horror, combined with an almost reverential note in the use of the 

word “dreadful”, makes the ring an object in excess of its capacities as death bringer. The 

grotesque dreadfulness emphasises the ring’s fetishistic attributes in its association with 

Justine’s body. 

For Darley, the ring becomes “the eburine ring of my lover which I could not see even 

now without a pang” (B: 185). The word eburine is an unusual one. In the Shorter Oxford 

English Dictionary on Historical Principles, the word is spelt “eburin” and it is indicated that 

this is a substance made of ivory or bone dust mixed with ox blood or albumen subjected to 

pressure (1980: 626). The symbolic relevance of this word becomes apparent when Darley 

sees Justine and Nessim dancing together, Justine’s “shapely hand on his shoulder still wore 

the great ring taken from the tomb of a Byzantine youth” (B: 200). Bones, theft, blood and 

death are all part of the ring’s history, qualities that are transferred to Justine in her role as 

powerful castratrix. Being contiguous to Justine’s body, the ring focuses attention on her 

hand that, in turn, becomes the single, eroticised part that comes to stand in for the whole 

of her body. Justine’s hands are equally significant to Clea who paints them, and this 
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painting establishes the dominant and obsessive image Darley presents of Justine’s gloved 

hands.  

 

The Fetish of the Black Glove 

 Darley is fixated on Justine’s black gloved hand. This visual obsession gives concrete shape 

to Bal’s view that fetishism can be regarded as a visual experience with a strong eroticised 

attachment to a single object (2001: 277). In this instance, Darley’s visual attachment to the 

black gloves ensures they become the metonymical element that stands in for Justine. This 

highlights the idea of a clothing accessory being a surface that opens up the body for 

inscription in discourse. The eroticised gloves become temporary fetishes that fragment the 

image of Justine’s body; much in the manner of photographer Germaine Krull's work 

entitled Nude Woman wearing Gloves (1935). 

 

Figure 13 Germaine Krull: Nude Woman Wearing Gloves 

In this photograph, a nude woman wearing long, black leather gloves with an inlaid 

diamanté patterning has her left gloved arm wrapped across her upper torso. The middle 

finger of the gloved left hand, just above her exposed right breast, gently indents the skin 

just near her right armpit. The triangulation of the left arm fragments her body into two, as 

does the bottom frame of the photograph, which slices cross her slightly angled hips just 

above the pubis.  

Her right arm is bent at an angle and her right black-gloved hand has its fingers splayed 

across her throat. The top frame of the photograph slices her head off just above her upper 
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lip, which adds to the fragmentation of her body. Her thick, medium-length, wavy hair curls 

around her ear and its folds add a sensuous, natural texture to the image. This sensuous 

wavy line is picked up in the diamanté patterns in the gloves. The image is at once sexually 

provocative and violent with its overtones of sadism in the fetish of the gloves. The gloves 

act as a distancing device, one that focuses the viewer’s gaze onto the body of the woman. 

However, the body in this photograph is not necessarily only for male visual pleasure. Krull 

undertook many lesbian photographic studies. There is an abject attraction and repulsion 

about the eroticism in this image, which possesses a certain Gothic atmosphere. The 

monochromatic nature of the image enhances this feeling of uncanniness. The ghost 

shadow of the glove over the woman’s chest and her out of focus lower body disavows her 

lack and sex. The entirety of her fragmented body becomes sexualised as fetish through its 

metonymical relationship with the gloves. As Silverman has suggested, the strange 

otherness of Krull’s nude might pose a direct threat to male subjectivity (1988: 18). In order 

to avoid its threat, a specular distance needs to be maintained from the image.  

In Darley’s case, he achieves this distance from Justine’s body by fetishising her black 

gloves, whose agency is like those in the Krull photograph. Darley’s specular desire adopts 

the gloves as a fetish image to act as a separating boundary and obviate his fear of loss 

thereby retaining the phallocentric binary structure of sexual difference. Justine’s identity 

comes to reside on the gothicised surface of her body and her perceived alignment of 

herself with the object of the ring and the surface spectacle of her clothing is indicative of 

her love for an object connected to a sense of self. This seems emphasised by her urgent 

demand to regain her ring after it becomes police evidence in the investigation of Toto de 

Brunel’s death. If Justine’s sense of self is located in the object of the ring, then the 

attributes of the ring constructs Justine’s identity in a manner that seems to confirm Grosz’s 

argument that a woman’s investment in an object seems an effort to disavow her own 

castration (1995a: 149). 

Justine’s investment in an object as a means of disavowal is apparent in Darley’s 

description of her relationship with the idol that hangs on the wall of her bedroom: 

On the far wall there is an idol the eyes of which are lit from within by 

electricity, and it is to this graven mentor that Justine acts her private role. 

Imagine a torch thrust through the throat of a skeleton to light up the vault of 
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the skull from which the eyeless sockets ponder. Shadows thrown on the arch 

of the cranium flap there in imprisonment. When the electricity is out of 

order a stump of candle is soldered to the bracket: Justine then, standing 

naked on tip-toes to push a lighted match into the eyeball of the God. 

Immediately the furrows of the jaw spring into relief, the shaven frontal bone, 

the straight rod of the nose. She has never been tranquil unless this visitant 

from distant mythology is watching over her nightmares (J: 120) 

This is an object that Justine appears to over-value, but which possesses little inherent 

worth in itself. It seems, in its otherness, to ground Justine’s identity, functioning as a fetish. 

Mulvey, writing on the nature of the fetish, indicates:  

Fetishism, broadly speaking, involves the attribution of self-sufficiency and 

autonomous powers to a manifestly “man” derived object. It is therefore 

dependent on the ability to disavow what is known and replace it with belief 

and the suspension of disbelief. (1993: 7) 

The idol fetish is possibly Justine’s manner of disavowing her lack. It acts as a substitute for 

what she perceives is missing and becomes an object of almost religious belief and worship. 

Justine’s devotion to it suspends logical belief, instead taking on overtones of mystical 

primitivism.  

 Darley’s act of envisioning the scene ensures concentration is devoted to the surface 

of the fetish creating a space that allows for what Mulvey has called a translation into an 

image (12). In an interesting series of photographs of Berthe Krull entitled Aktmappe (1923), 

Germaine Krull places Berthe before a very similar idol mask.  
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Figure 14 Germaine Krull: Aktmappe 

The photographs range from the woman making an offering to the idol, kneeling before it in 

an ecstatic pose and, as seen in the images above, sitting or lying  before it with her hands 

raised in a strange form of praise.  

Like in the Krull photographs, the presence of the idol dominates the space of Justine’s 

bedroom. In similar manner to the ring, it brings an eerie note to the space of the room. 

With its primitive face, it is reminiscent of ancient occult rituals. The shadows surrounding it 

seem to be emanating from its cranium like ghostly souls trying to escape the torment of 

the tomb and death. These shadows are the leftovers of Justine’s nightmares, a part of the 

woman herself, projected onto the fetish who acts as her double. Justine prefers “the 

companionship of shadows which invaded life and filled it with a new resonance” (J: 64), an 

attraction to the supernatural with its promise of the return of the past. Uncanny spectral 

presences haunt the room, surrounding Justine and enveloping her corporeality. Immune to 

this sense of menace, Justine believes in the protective power of her idol and her ability to 

communicate with it.  

Projecting onto the fetish what she terms her “Noble Self” (J: 120), the idol stands in for 

the idealised goodness and morals Justine would like to exhibit. Art theorist W.J.T. Mitchell, 

examining fetishism in Marx’s theory of ideology and commodity, considers the fetish or 

idol: “an object of superstition, fantasy, and obsessive behavior” (1986: 162). Idolatry is the 
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result of a worshipper projecting their consciousness. Mitchell goes on to conclude that this 

form of fetish becomes a “specific form of a projection of masculinity, a projection which 

results in the symbolic castration or feminisation of the fetishist” (194). Based on Mitchell’s 

interpretation, I posit that Justine’s fetishising of the idol works in the reverse. An act of 

rebellion against her own castration, this fetishising of the idol becomes a complicit visual 

seduction that reifies Justine into conformity with masculine castration anxiety.  

Justine’s need to validate her self-worth results in her phallicising her own body, which 

Grosz considers certain women do in order to believe that they are, or possess, the phallus 

(1995a: 150). Grosz discusses the plausibility of female fetishism and disavowal. In this 

discussion, Grosz outlines the Freudian object-choices related to female disavowal of 

castration: the ‘narcissistic’ type and the hysteric (1995a: 150). For my purposes, I shall 

specifically explore the narcissistic type and its relevance to the portrayal in Darley’s 

memories of the perceived identity of Justine. In recreating his memories, the 

representation of Justine’s narcissism will act to render her whole body an object of desire. 

A surface of spectacle, her behaviour becomes associated with what is termed female 

masquerade. 

 

Masquerade, Mirrors and Transvestism 

The narcissistic woman makes herself the object of desire through the displacement of the 

phallus onto the entirety of her body. In order to retain her position as object of desire, she 

indulges in what Grosz has called artifice, appearance and dissimulation (1995a: 150). These 

are all tricks visibly indulged in by Justine who caters to the spectator, whether wearing her 

“sheath dress of silver drops”, or walking into Darley’s flat in  

a white frock and shoes, and carrying a rolled towel under one arm with her 

handbag. The magnificence of her dark skin and hair glowed out of all this 

whiteness with an arresting quickness. (J: 74).  

She is an over-determined representation of the female body as an object of visual desire. 

Her different costumes act as signs that mask her femininity and thus present the illusion of 

feminine appearance. Exploiting her femininity to seduce both her masculine and feminine 

lovers, Justine cannily camouflages her repressed masculinity under the guise of excessive 
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femininity. I propose Justine undertakes this masquerade to ensure she becomes the focal 

object of desire, thereby attempting to assume the phallus. Her representation becomes 

one of excess and absence that is tightly bound up with what Grosz has termed the 

fetishistic masquerade of femininity (1995a: 150).  

This masquerade represented by her dress of silver drops, which is reminiscent of the 

surface of a mirror, parallels her constant narcissistic staring at her own reflection. Adopting 

the masquerade, I suggest, allows Justine to assume a certain mastery over her image, in a 

situation where she is the captive of Darley’s focalisation. However, her masquerade 

extends to a form of what Doane refers to as transvestism. Doane discusses how female 

mastery over her image signals that her bisexuality has been achieved by adopting the 

pretence that she is Other (1991: 25). In donning costumes with masculine overtones, 

Justine visibly assumes the image of transvestism as a means to appear other and seize the 

power of the phallus. This transvestism allows Justine to create what theorist Miriam 

Hansen terms a “double distancing [of] the representation from its object” (1984: 108).  

This distancing is nowhere more apparent than in the scenes in which Justine is 

represented as “mannish” in her “shark-skin costume”(J: 23), or in Darley’s description of 

her wearing the “familiar velveteen costume – the coat with its deeply cut and slanted 

pockets and the soft velours hat pulled down over her brows – a schoolgirl’s hat: leather 

jack-boots” (J: 184). A velveteen costume has overtones of the male dandy of the late 

nineteenth-century decadent movement. The leather jack-boots metonymically impart to 

her form attributes of the dominatrix, as well as an element of male, militaristic power 

associated with the Nazis and the coming war that haunts the Quartet. She combines this 

masculine clothing with the very feminine hat pulled down over her brows to hide her eyes. 

An impassive transvestite, Justine is unavailable while her body’s surface is over-valued in a 

double distancing causing confusion between what feminist theorist Carol-Anne Tyler 

considers the “being” and the “having” of the phallus (2003: 52). Her transvestism and the 

flaunting of her transgressive femininity maintain her as the object of the erotic and 

disavowing gaze. The focalisation of this gaze ensures Justine remains the female-fetish-as-

spectacle. 

However, Justine’s sense of identity remains questionable. Her continual looking at 

herself in the mirror studying her “own sorrowful, haunted face” (B: 212), indicates how 
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unstable her self-stylisation really is. Her reflected image is spectral, exposing a haunting 

absence of identity. In turn, her reflection turns her into surface with no depth. In 

conversation with her husband Nessim, who complains about the need to “keep on acting a 

part”, Justine’s reaction is strange: “ah, Nessim! Then I should not know who I was” (234). 

Justine’s reflection in the numerous mirrors into which she peers returns merely the image 

of a body worn “as a disguise”, an object feminist theorist Michèle Montrelay considers an 

excess whose surface is open to inscription (1978: 91; 93). The illusory disguise of the 

masquerade has resulted in Justine becoming what Doane has referred to as the 

“decorative layer which conceals a non-identity” (1991: 25), and theorist of the Gothic 

Jerrold Hogle has called Gothic fakery (2001). Contained inside this emptiness, Justine is a 

fragmented object of desire. She craves validation from the masculine viewer who, in 

return, violently projects his own fear of castration back onto her fetishised body. The 

displacement of her sexuality onto her body’s surface turns her into a spectacle and her 

effort visually to seduce through masquerade fails to allow her to possess the phallus. Male 

scopic desire is not denied or deflected but, rather, the masquerade becomes, as Jacqueline 

Rose has pointed out, “the very definition of femininity precisely because it is constructed 

with reference to a male sign” (1986: 67). Justine’s need to be the object of male 

focalisation ensures she falls into the trap of conforming to the very definition of femininity 

she is trying to subvert. She remains a gendered construct of masculine discourse and point 

of view. 

However, Justine is not alone in being visualised in the position of lack, fetish and 

spectacle within the masculine discourse and point of view of the tetralogy. In the next 

section, I plan to examine how the character David Mountolive, as male focalisor in the 

novel Mountolive, represents the character Leila Hosnani as spectacle and fetish. Unlike 

Darley’s direct representation of Justine, Mountolive’s memories of Leila are distanced 

through the voice of an external narrator. This distancing technique acts to annul her bodily 

presence. Her liquid voice and the Gothic veil she assumes are fetish substitutes that 

conceal the castrating and castrated mother. Leila’s assumption of the mysterious black veil, 

and its associations with death, becomes the metonymic surface under which her 

monstrous body is concealed. The voice and the veil, I will demonstrate, reveal and conceal 

in a visual act of surface and desire that establish Leila as fetishised object. 
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Voice and Veil - Leila 

Hands, Voice and Oriental Other 

Leila Hosnani is the mother of the male characters Nessim and Narouz and she becomes the 

lover of David Mountolive, future ambassador to Egypt, the main character of the 

eponymously entitled novel Mountolive. He stays with the Hosnanis as a junior diplomat to 

further his knowledge of Egypt and improve his Arabic. On first meeting with Leila, 

Mountolive “hardly looked at her” and yet he still sees that she is wearing “white jodhpurs 

and a yellow shirt with a scarf. Smooth, small hands were white and ringless” (M: 25). This is 

rather a detailed description for someone who has “hardly looked”. In focusing on Leila’s 

clothing and hands, Mountolive deprives her of any interiority in order to disavow his 

desire. Her clothing and her hands become focal points in the distancing space that exists 

between Mountolive as subject and Leila as object. As Charles Levin writes on the nature of 

the fetish: 

the interesting thing about a fetish ... is that it is never clear ...  whether it is 

really an object or whether it is part of the self. A fetish ... can be thought of 

as existing in a free space between the subject and the object (1984: 42).  

Mountolive’s framing of the clothing and hands as separate objects of focalisation over-

determines their value as signs and displaces any meaning synecdochically onto the body of 

Leila. But her clothing and hands are not the objects that really hold Mountolive fascinated; 

rather it is “the thrilling voice alone that set up odd little vibrations in his heart which he 

registered but did not wish to study” (M: 25). Mountolive displaces his desire onto Leila’s 

voice in the use of the adjective “thrilling”, the phrase “little vibrations” and “registered but 

did not wish to study”. The voice plays in the free space between the subject and the object 

and so, by placing a sexual overvaluation on the voice, Mountolive appears to deviate from 

normal sexual desire. Leila’s voice will act throughout as a substitute for her embodied 

form. This voice will appear within the text of the many letters she sends to him once 

Mountolive leaves Egypt. For the time that he remains with the Hosnanis on their estate, 

Leila’s voice is what Mountolive associates with her physical presence. 
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First heard by the reader and Mountolive as an ethereal voice which “comes laughingly 

across the variable airs of the lake”, the sound enchants like the call of a siren (M: 17). 

Kristeva considers laughter to be a powerful force: “‘one of the numerous pips contained in 

the symbolic apple’ ... because it designates an irruption of the drives against symbolic 

prohibition” (1984: 222). Leila’s laughing voice transgresses the control of the Symbolic law 

of language (Law of the Father) and, defying these laws, fragments masculine discourse 

through its dangerous closeness to the feminine body. An escape and an act of excess it 

flouts focalisation and becomes what philosophical theorists Gilles Deleuze and Félix 

Guattari have called a destruction of “guilt, law, castration” (1983: 311). If it destroys 

castration, Leila’s laughter, with its semiotic nature, represents what film theorist Barbara 

Creed terms the phallic mother (1986: 63). In her role as phallic mother, Leila, like Justine, 

attempts to deny her castration. However, Leila, in the same manner Justine will, has 

complied with an arranged marriage described as “a merger between two great companies” 

(M: 23). She is a commodity and made to conform to phallocentric societal rules. Denied 

subjectivity, Leila continues to be an object; only her laughter allows her to resist masculine 

subjugation. Mountolive’s fixation on Leila’s voice lets him disavow his desire and castration 

anxiety by substituting her voice as fetish, thereby controlling her image.31

Silverman indicates that castration is a divide that separates the speaking subject from 

the subject it speaks about, and that this is most pronounced at the site of the voice, which 

is the instrument of the cry and the word (1988: 86). Silverman further argues that it is the 

mother’s all encompassing voice that heals all lacks, or is rejected as abject and a threat to 

the phallic function of the Symbolic. This rejection promises discursive mastery (86). 

Mountolive is irrationally attracted to Leila’s voice, the voice he associates with the mother 

and healing. Leila herself regards Mountolive as her “only man-child” emphasising the 

almost incestuous mother-child relationship that exists between them (M: 25). By fetishising 

Leila’s voice, Mountolive is trying to fuse with a mother figure, heal his own disavowed lack, 

as well as reject her voice as abject thereby establishing his Symbolic mastery. 

  

The perception of Leila’s “cool honeyed voice” or “deep sweet contralto” organises the 

world around Mountolive and introduces him to Egypt and its language (M: 21). Like a 
                                                           

31  See Hélène Cixous’s work The Laugh of the Medusa (1976) where she writes, “There's no room for her if she's not a he. If she's a her-
she, it's in order to smash everything, to shatter the framework of institutions, to blow up the law, to break up the "truth" with 
laughter” (1976: 888). This shattering the law, or the symbolic of language, is also prevalent in the work of Julia Kristeva, particularly 
her books Revolution in Poetic Language (1984) and Desire in Language (1980). 
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mother, Leila provides Mountolive with entrance to the Symbolic, only to be rejected and 

constructed as the feminine Other. According to literary theorist Edward Said, Western male 

identity was defined against the Oriental because the East was a “contrasting image, idea, 

personality, experience” (1979: 1-2). The perceived difference was instrumental in European 

culture and literary tradition’s envisioning of the other as abject and alien. Gary Kelly writing 

on the alien nature of Orientalism and its establishment as other, has indicated that this 

figuration has acted as a powerful element in the masculine portrayal of sexual and social 

power, and has associations with Gothicism (1989: 3). The external narrator and Mountolive 

exhibit these same responses to Egypt and Leila conflating them as representations of 

Oriental otherness within the story world. Indicative of the hegemonic power the Western 

male imposed on figures of irrational and dangerous femininity, the representation of Leila 

partakes of this othering. 

 Consequently, Leila is focalised as “beautiful enigma” possessing “perfect simplicity of 

spirit”; an “extravagant nature” and one dependent on “compromise” (M: 23). Leila is 

portrayed as possessing these lesser Oriental qualities of beauty in the description of her as 

an enigma, simple, extravagant and pliable. In Western masculine terms, these attributes 

equate to a dishonourable untrustworthiness. The above-mentioned characteristics, I 

propose, fulfil the role of what has been termed the Oriental Gothic. This mode is visibly 

present in the narrative of Mountolive. This fantasy creation of the East fetishistically denies 

the threatening nature of its perceived otherness and has led to what Joseph Boone, 

discussing Edward Said’s work on Orientalism, considers the consistent feminisation of the 

East, leading to it being deemed open to sexual conquest and penetration (2001: 47). Leila’s 

surface, like that of the Egyptian landscape, is metonymically overlaid with Oriental themes 

and is both fetishised and gothicised in a process of othering.32

 

  

Hybridic Dark Continent 

Portrayed through both external and internal focalisation Leila becomes the stereotypical, 

enigmatic Eastern woman, the Freudian “dark continent”. An imaginative geography, upon 

which both Mountolive and the external narrator overlay a fantasy spatial mapping, Leila, 

                                                           
32 For another approach to the other of colonial discourse and how this other is fetishised see Homi Bhabha (1994: 66-84). 
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like the Egyptian landscape, is visualised as a primeval object. Mountolive essentialises Leila 

through his ideas of national, sexual, racial and gender identity fostered by his Occidental 

masculine perceptions. The mapping of Leila’s body represents a phallocentric strategy of 

domination and control. Mountolive and the external narrator are active visual agents that 

show every appearance of being voyeuristic, sadistic and fetishistic. They remain in control 

of the way in which the story world is presented. Consequently, their representation of Leila 

conveniently fashions her as the passive, masochistic, narcissistic feminine object associated 

with spectacle and masquerade.33

 Leila and the landscape are figured, in accordance with Gillian Rose’s suggestion, as 

unknown objects of male desire and fear where the representation of Woman and nature is 

a suspension of the fear of lack whilst voyeurism with its implied distance supports the 

masculine founding of subjectivity (cited in Nash 1996: 155). Artfully constructed, Leila 

provides the foil against which Mountolive defines his Western masculine identity. But her 

beauty and sexuality induce In Mountolive an uncanny, passive stillness, which is combined 

with a feeling of icy coldness: “still as a needle, speechless, thoughtless, taking that 

strangely youthful body in his arms almost without desire or regrets; his eyes closed then 

like a man standing under an icy waterfall” (M: 20). Leila holds him in thrall, paralyses him. 

As a result, Mountolive’s behaviour in her presence exhibits every indication of frigid horror. 

Described as being “almost without desire” and experiencing a cold liquid fear, Mountolive’s 

ambivalence indicates his unconscious fear of an incestuous return to the fetishised pre-

Symbolic mother, who is both castrated and castrating. His passive stillness and lack of 

rational thought show him caught in the enchantment and horror of what he considers the 

monstrous feminine otherness of Leila’s Oriental body. Instead, Mountolive's closes his eyes 

in a 'see no evil' manner in order to disavow the threat of Leila's uncanny lack. Instead, this 

monstrous lack is synedochically deflected onto her “strangely youthful body”.  

 

This deflection results in Mountolive visualising Leila as “obedient and pliant, loyal as a 

finely-bred animal” (M: 23), a “gallant creature” (47), possessing “equivocal dark eyes” (27), 

and having a tongue like an “Egyptian cat” (28). Overwriting her with these traits 

Mountolive objectifies Leila’s outer form, reifying it to conform to the abject Gothic body, 

rather in the manner of René Magritte’s painting entitled Discovery/La Découverte (1928): 

                                                           
33 See Ranjana Khanna on the Freudian concept of the ‘dark continent’ (2003). 
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Figure 15 Rene Magritte: Discovery (la Découverte) 

In this painting, Magritte fuses a female body with wood. The stripes of the wood grain 

might resemble tiger stripes that snake up the figure’s right side from belly to collarbone, 

then down from her shoulder. Her right hand, like a striped cat’s paw, leads into the large 

upward lines centred around the rosette shape on her right flank and buttock. Stripes creep 

up her inner left thigh and down the inner side of her left arm. The right half of her face is 

crosshatched where the left side is lit up, which creates a mask-like effect. Her torso reclines 

sensually backwards against the rectilinear dark background, thereby inviting the 

objectifying voyeuristic gaze.  

 The curves of her human form and their metamorphosis into the inanimate/animate 

establish a fantastical hybridity. An uncanny mystery and ambiguity is contained in this 

female figure, which hovers between body and thing, self and other, an admixed creature 

(Artschwager 1991: 10). The title of the painting stresses the transformation of this female 

form, predicting its change into something entirely inanimate - a wooden doll. Philosopher 

Theodor Adorno, in his Looking back on Surrealism, indicates that the paintings of the 

Surrealists were object-fetishes on which the libido was fixated (1977: 223). In his study of 

the image of women in the work of the Surrealists, Robert Belton considers woman not to 

be an autonomous being in the works of this art movement. Rather, he has argued that 

Woman is a linguistic construct, a passive entity that acts as the vehicle for the conception 

of the fetish. Belton has further argued that Woman’s representation is that of a reified 

symbol which substitutes for intended meaning, in this instance castration anxiety (1995: 

xxxiv). 
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I contend that Durrell depicts Leila in a fashion similar to the woman in Magritte’s 

painting. Focalised as a hybrid creature, she is gothically embodied to be part-animal part-

women and therefore a lesser and abject being. In many ways, Leila conforms to the 

Surrealist depiction of the female as fetish. She has no autonomy in Durrell’s textual 

construction of her. She remains passive and a symbol for the installation of the fetish as a 

disavowal of Mountolive’s castration anxiety. The animalistic attributes assigned to her by 

Mountolive turn her into a non-human hybrid figure similar to that depicted by Magritte. 

She, too, is the enigma, the uncanny body that resides in the liminal and abject space 

between thing and other. Durrell does not allow Mountolive, or the external narrator, to 

accredit her with any form of self. Thus, Leila is forced to remain entrapped in her abhuman 

physicality.  

The sound of Leila’s sonorous voice continues to enthral Mountolive, but Silverman, 

discussing the female voice, has indicated that it is always discursively impotent and, 

ultimately, silent (1988: 94). According to Mulvey, the silencing of woman happens because 

she is “tied to her place as bearer of meaning, not maker of meaning” (2006a: 343). The 

authority for the meaning in Durrell’s novel, I hold, resides in the focalisation of Mountolive 

constructed by means of the external narrative voice. Together they turn Leila into a passive 

textual concept, a silent voice possessing no words. Yet, Leila’s voice will hauntingly follow 

Mountolive when he leaves Egypt. Emptied out into the spaces between the words in her 

letters, Durrell effectively silences her physicality. 

 

Letters and Romantic Punishments 

Though mention is made of an extensive exchange of letters, few details are provided in the 

story world’s narrative. Leila seems to fade, to become disembodied, disempowered, caught 

between the leaves of Symbolic discourse that acts to silence her. Language disavows her 

motherly role, and her position as an object of visual pleasure. This takes away any agency 

she might have exhibited in the discourse of the novel. Leila’s letters are imputed by the 

narrator to want to “possess” Mountolive, with their “hungry”, “ardent” (M: 51) style 

containing a “touch of the vampire” (54). The words “hungry” and “ardent” are curious 

when used in connection with written discourse. They are active words denoting human 

emotional drives that semiotically irrupt through the limits of the rationality and logic of the 
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Symbolic. These words emphasise Leila’s delineation by the narrator as a vampire with their 

connotations of consumption. This mosaic of voracious and dangerous attributes fashions 

Leila into a body that holds the promise of castration and death. Visualised as a vampire, 

doubling Justine’s similar depiction, Leila becomes a monstrosity. This monstrousness is 

visible across the surface of her body when she is subject to what the external narrator 

terms a “romantic punishment” (57). This punishment takes the form of “confluent 

smallpox” (58), which is hardly a romantic affliction, but, as in Pierre Choderlos de Laclos’ 

1782 novel Les liaisons dangereuses, one sent to punish a female character for expressing 

her feminine sexuality and excessive desire.  

The sanctimonious manner in which the external narrative voice condemns Leila is 

because of her perceived narcissism, and the illness is gleefully termed “the cruellest 

remedy for human vanity” (58). This sentence is almost Shakespearean in tone and it 

references the theme of vanity so common in Renaissance art, where women were depicted 

looking at themselves in a mirror. Linked to the vanitas theme is the concept that beauty is 

ephemeral and ends in decay and death. This physical ephemerality and destructive decay 

fills the vivid description of the metamorphosing of “what remained of her once celebrated 

beauty” (58). There is a definitive gloating nastiness in both the tone of the voice and its 

invasive focalisation. I propose that Durrell’s narrative representation betrays an ingrained 

sadistic misogyny, which acts to disembody Leila, whilst moralistically implying she deserves 

the cruelty of this punishment. In effect, Leila’s disfigurement becomes fetishised because it 

denies her desirability and in the process her body. After this horrible transformation, she 

describes the terrain of her face filled with “pot-holes and landslides – like a familiar 

landscape blown up” (58). Her bodily surface has become part of a damaged and disfigured 

landscape. The words “blown up” could represent a photographic image, or a terrain blown 

apart by war. In fact, a photographic image of the landscape associated with the First World 

War is elicited with the violent destruction and cratering of the physical terrain viewed from 

the air. Magnifying the image of her face leads to it becoming visually distorted and grainy. 

Trying to enter into her reflection in the mirror, Leila’s surveillance of its surface denies her 

any interior identity or depth; she remains a pitted and scarred surface irrecoverably 

disfigured and grotesque - “a hag” (58).  
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Gothic Veils and Monstrousness 

No longer beautiful, Leila hides behind the “black veils such as poor people wear”, believing 

“the veils will free” her (M: 58-59). Buried alive under the surface of the fabric covering her 

disfigured corporeality, Leila secrets the deformation of her physical being behind the 

Gothic veil that becomes, what Catherine Spooner, in her work on gothicised bodies, has 

called, “the bearer of mystery (and of terror); what lies behind it is (literally) immaterial” 

(2004: 6). Leila has literally disappeared and become the threat of the nothingness that 

hides beneath the surface of the veil or shroud. Confronted with an image that negates her 

identity in the narrative, Leila internalises what John Berger has described as the 

condemnatory and normative judgement of the implicit male gaze (1972: 40). She castrates 

herself by hiding the surface of her body from this implied gaze and allows the veil to 

metonymically occupy the place of the fetish and mysteriously mask the site of her 

monstrousness. 

The illness also alters her voice, so Leila resorts to textually expressing her thoughts in 

the semiotically transgressive voice of rhyme through which she bitterly parodies her 

assumption of the veil in lines adapted from the poet Andrew Marvell’s To His Coy Mistress,  

  The veil’s a fine and private place: 
But none, I think, do there embrace. 
 

The lines emphasise the loss of sexual desire associated with the taking of the veil and the 

implied assumption of the life of a nun. The hints of death from Marvell’s poem remain, but 

Leila’s grave has become that of the veil. The tomb of the veil, like that of dead lovers, ends 

sexual desire. This parody shows the veil to be a protective device screening Leila’s still 

living, but monstrous body from the eroticised desire of the gaze. Doane has indicated that 

the screening nature of the veil raises the question of what can and cannot be seen (1991: 

46). In Leila’s case, the veil’s major function seems to be to conceal the secret of her 

disintegrated beauty and bodily decay. Hidden in this encompassing black veil, Leila 

becomes an indiscernible figure, who would need to be uncovered to be discovered. The 

agonising nature of this snippet of poetry in relation to Leila’s encaging veil with its 

metonymic relationship to the body and death evokes the image of Veiled Lady (Purity) 

(1717-1725) by Antonio Corradini.  
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Figure 16 Antonio Corradini: Veiled Lady (Purity) 

The face of Corradini’s woman is veiled in gossamer thin folds of sculpted marble, whose 

transparency, though diaphanous, still makes the veil appear stifling and torturous. The 

marmoreal nature of the marble hints at death and petrifaction. The face of the figure is 

semi-visible, a presence that is a non-presence; an object that is there but hidden. This 

woman, who personifies purity, is mysterious. Kristeva, writing about this sculpture, 

suggests, “the mystery resides in the emergence and extinction of representation” (2000: 

90). Kristeva, like feminist and queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, indicates that the 

concealment of the body attracts the gaze and incites desire. Acting as an additional surface 

layer, the veil eliminates an interior depth and reduces everything to a surface, which is 

both absent and accessible which, according to Doane, represents the embodiment of pure 

form (1991: 56).  

Leila’s veil produces her as a gothicised surface that is both mysteriously absent and 

present. The physical, tangible nature of her body disappears and allows her to be visualised 

only through the reflecting surfaces of the mirror and the page. Like the claustrophobic but 

translucent folds of the sculpture’s veil, Leila is similarly suffocated and contained by her 

veil. Both veils simultaneously allow and deny vision, which evokes the contradictory desires 

of fascination and uncanny repulsion. The title of the sculpture “Purity” perfectly embodies 

the parody of the poem’s lines as it denies sexual desire, but still contains an enigmatic, 

erotic secret held within its folds. Doane has indicated that fetishism relies on the gaze 

being “consistently displaced in relation to the horror of absence, this gaze also aligns or 

misaligns itself with the body of a woman” (1991: 57). By assuming the veil to hide her 
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disfigurement, Leila ensures that the focalising gaze within the narrative is displaced onto 

the veil as fetish. This displacement means that the horror of what might lurk underneath is 

disavowed. Metonymically and synecdochically, the veil acts as the visual replacement of 

her body.  

Pursewarden, on meeting this veiled presence, writes to Mountolive that Leila is “an 

odd imperious bundle of a woman in black, heavily veiled ... a parched voice ... of a desert 

father or desert sister” (M: 118). These audio-visual observations closely match 

Mountolive’s own thoughts of Leila, “draped in black like a nun” (146). I would argue, in line 

with Doane, that Leila’s veil creates an uncertainty of sexuality because it calls into question 

the nature of vision with regards to the visible form (1991: 46). Hidden by the veil, Leila 

seems to transcend any notion of gender identity, but, according to Kosofsky Sedgwick’s 

interpretation of the veil’s qualities, it “very often hides nothing, or death, or, in particular, 

some cheat that means absence and substitution” (1986: 257-258). Donning the veil allows 

Leila to hide her double wound and to mask what Robert Kiely terms “the reversal of the 

medieval tale of the ‘loathly lady’” (1972: 112). This establishes what Laura Mulvey terms 

the “enchantress/hag” dichotomy (1991: 147), whereby Leila’s form, instead of 

transforming into an enchantingly beautiful objected when the veil is lifted, remains the 

physically repulsive hag. 

This “imperious bundle” in black is the focalised object of Balthazar, the external 

narrator, Mountolive, Pursewarden and inevitably also the reader. I have examined how the 

male characters visualise, interpret and provide the perceptions from which Leila is 

uncovered and then concealed. She is a representation of the slanted meanings and 

perceptions assigned to her, where her voice is controlled whilst her letters oblige her to act 

in a manner that Silverman has indicated is to “speak a particular psychic ‘reality’ on 

command” (1988: 63). On Mountolive’s return to Egypt, he undertakes a final meeting with 

Leila during which he rejects her. This rejection is based on a combination of horror at her 

appearance as well as a need to discard a past he feels is empty of meaning. He has found 

someone else to assume the role of visual fetish object - Liza Pursewarden, the sister of 

Mountolive’s colleague and friend Pursewarden. Pursewarden is an intimate of all the main 

characters in the Quartet and is always referred to by his surname, a very English 

affectation. On a visit to London Mountolive has a meeting with Pursewarden, who brings 
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his sister along with him. In the final section of this chapter, I examine the manner in which 

the character-focalisors Mountolive and Pursewarden, through their separate focalising 

gazes, mould Liza as a specular construct onto which they project their fear of castration 

and lack, thereby establishing her image as fetish. This focalisation, I will argue, 

metonymically maps Liza’s feminine form with Gothic motifs. These range from the clothing 

she wears, to the dark blackness of her hair; from her voice to how her blindness is textually 

and visually used to construct her as monstrous other.  

 

Blind Medusa - Liza Pursewarden 

Snow, Shawls and Strange Beauty 

Against the backdrop of a snowy London landscape, Mountolive encounters Liza’s stark 

beauty for the first time. In a description supplied by the external narrator, the reader is told 

how Liza’s “brilliant tartan shawl with a great white brooch” arrests Mountolive’s gaze (M: 

61). This vibrant piece of clothing, which the reader might imagine as Stuart red tartan, 

seems a prominent visual patch of colour in the landscape. Mountolive and Liza’s brother, 

Pursewarden, both focus upon this bright patch. As an alternate focalisor in Mountolive, 

Pursewarden will later remember her “dressed in her old tartan shawl” (162). The continual 

return to the shawl provides access into the manner in which Liza is focalised. A surface 

detail, the shawl assumes an importance that imparts Liza’s figure with certain 

characteristics. Mountolive’s vision of her seems to fix her into a painting of bygone times 

when the tartan was symbolic of the Jacobite rebellion, and a ghostly historical past 

infiltrates the scene. The brooch, whose white colour and size attract attention, enhances 

the striking textured patch of the shawl.  

The visualisation of the brooch and the piece of clothing are detailed aspects that, in 

her consideration of fetishism, Bal has argued act to substitute for the penis and become 

valued for their contiguity with the body (1994a: 22). Liza’s brooch and shawl are 

metonymically fetishes, and act to disavow her otherness and lack. The shawl, much like 

Leila’s veil, hides Liza’s body and makes it an absence, thereby making her adequate to 

masculine erotic needs and fantasies. Mountolive and Pursewarden’s focalisation on the 

shawl and the brooch allow these surface objects to detract and annul Liza’s physical body. 
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Instead, the wholeness of her body is fragmented through its definition by the red patch of 

her shawl and the large, white brooch. Spooner, in her book on how the Gothic body is 

fashioned, indicates that clothing acts as a “fetishized boundary to the body that ultimately 

forestalls its penetration from the outside” (2004: 42). This device defers insight into how 

the surface of the body is perceived, because it functions to screen the body from the 

focalising gaze. The desire of the observer causes certain fragmented parts of Liza’s body to 

be over-determined, thus her face, hair, hands, voice and blindness become fetishised and 

eroticised visual synecdoches.  

In Mountolive’s initial sighting of Liza, she is encircled and illuminated with “the warm 

lamplight splashed upon her broad pale face with its helmet of dark curling hair” (M: 61). 

The light provides a golden tone highlighting Liza’s face, rather like the tenebristic light in 

the George de la Tour painting Magdalen with the smoking Flame (c. 1640).  

 

Figure 17 George de la Tour: Magdalen with the smoking Flame 

In this painting, the light emanates from a single candle. The tenebristic nature of the 

painting establishes a mystery and an ambiguity to a scene of extreme simplicity. The figure 

sits gazing into the solitary flame of the candle. She appears to be musing or contemplating 

something to which the viewer will never have access. The single point of light reduces the 

painting to a surface that appears flattened. Moreover, the figure is entirely static. However, 

this stillness does not prohibit the viewer from paying attention to certain details picked out 

by the light. The left side of the painting is immersed in darkness that acts as a contouring 

device, which ensures that the figure and the candle become the focal points of the 

painting.   
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The dark hair of the woman is seamlessly blended with the black shadow that envelops 

her. However, a single strand of hair snakes down over her collar bone and then over her 

shoulder outlining the patch of darkness nestled in her slightly turned neck. Her left hand 

resting under her chin, and her face turned from the viewer obscures her features in a self-

effacing gesture that excludes the viewer from her thoughts. The light dramatically 

highlights the pale flesh of her shoulders, chest and arms, a sensuality heightened by the 

contrast between the different textures of skin and clothing. The folds of the flimsy white 

chemise are a patch of direct brightness that concentrate attention on the hint of the 

breasts beneath, turning the viewer into a perversely, erotic voyeur. The white is sharply 

broken by the small red ribbon of the figure’s skirt, which in turn is broken by the texture of 

the cord of rope around her waist. Beneath the rope, the rusty-red patch over the swell of 

her belly draws the viewer’s eyes and brings the sudden realisation she could be pregnant. 

Yet, just below the swell of the belly, placed in her lap, is a skull. The forehead of the skull is 

lit and above the left eye cavity rests a very prominent circular patch of light reflected from 

the candle, drawing the viewer’s eye. The right hand of the woman rests gently on the 

skull’s cranium representing a comment on the vanitas motif.  

The position of the skull adds a mood of pathos and the uncanny to the figure’s solitary 

musing. The circular patch of light on the skull recalls the shine on the nose in Freud’s 

discussion of castration anxiety and the fetish. The dramatic chiaroscuro and the play of 

light on the different textured surfaces combined with the static position of the figure 

provide the painting with an abstract quality held in the glow of the candle light. The 

patches of colour of the blouse and the skirt along with the skull can, I suggest, be regarded 

as fetish objects, as there are according to critic Margareta de Grazia: “no subjects in 

seventeenth-century vanitas still-lifes. Only objects ... Only the memory of one remains – 

the memento mori or skull, now an object among objects” (1996: 1).  An object among 

objects is a wonderful description of the nature of the fetish.  

The light from the lamp, like the candle, illuminates the paleness of Liza’s face and 

provides a similar play of light to that irradiating the Magdalen. Liza’s face is a pale blank 

and expressionless object that acts to exclude the viewer. The reader wonders if she has or 

is allowed any thoughts at all. Like the Magdalen, Liza’s dark hair acts as a contouring device 

for her face around which it curls. The description of the scene holds the image of Liza in a 
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similar moment of simplistic stasis and her sleek-dark cap of hair, her red shawl and white 

brooch make her a still-life object invested with an uncanny life: a living fetish. Durrell’s use 

of the phrase “full second” (M: 61), which occurs twice within the space of five lines, acts 

like a film frame or shutter click of a camera lens. This framing captures the image of Liza by 

arresting a moment in time and space. Art theorist Craig Owens discusses the idea of a 

proto-photographic moment in which the split second allows the vision to bend back on 

itself and in so doing produce its own imprint (1994: 196). This proto-photographic moment 

is caught in the imprinting of Liza’s image in Mountolive’s memory, only to be bent back into 

the textual representation of this image. Liza is visually inserted into what Owen has called a 

“closed system, a relation of identity between seer and seen” (1994: 196). In this closed 

system, Mountolive, along with the reader, retains the position of seer and the position of 

the subject whilst Liza becomes the object that founds this identity. The “warm lamplight” 

spotlighting Liza makes her appear like a figure from a sacred work of art. However, the 

imagery and attributes associated with her description are not in any manner Christian, but 

pagan.  

 

Medusa, Serpents and Terror 

In her article, “That ‘one book there, a Plutarch’”, Durrell scholar Carol Peirce suggests the 

description of Liza links her to the Goddess Isis and Athena. She sees Liza’s pallor as a 

reference to Isis the moon goddess and her helmet of black hair to Athena (1990: 85). I 

suggest that Liza resembles a combination of Athena, with her “helmet”, “broad pale face”, 

that is “strikingly beautiful” (M: 61), and Aphrodite, her face filled with a “shocking 

placidity” (61). Pursewarden envisions her possessing “the marble whiteness of the sea-

goddess’s face” (162). This striking beauty, with its detachment, establishes her 

resemblance to the “austere mindless primeval face of Aphrodite” (206), an expression that 

has previously occurred when female characters are described in the novels Justine (97) and 

Balthazar (141). The repetition and return of this phrase evokes a sense of haunting, a 

spectral reference to both the mythological past and the characters’ present. The 

movement backwards and forwards where the past seeps into the present and the future 

enforces the palimpsestuous nature of Durrell’s narrative.  
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Mountolive sees Liza’s countenance in a comparable manner to Pursewarden as 

resembling a Greek statue in its marble-like pallor and stillness. Adding to this impression is 

that, like a statue, her eyes are “spectacularly missing” (M: 61). Liza’s blindness leads 

Mountolive to describe her as possessing “the head of a Medusa” (61) and Pursewarden 

remembers her as a “Medusa amongst the snow” (162). Freud considered blindness to be 

related to the fear of castration and the sighting of the female genitals. He linked castration 

anxiety and the fear of blindness to the mythological figure of Medusa when, in 1922, he 

wrote: “Medusa’s head takes the place of a representation of the female genitals” (1964: 

273-274). In making this symbolic connection between Medusa and the female genitals, 

Freud emphasised the phallocentric ideology of what Creed has called the monstrous-

feminine that is imbricated with sexual difference (1986: 44). Therefore, the mythological 

figure of Medusa becomes a symbol for both the castrator and castrated.  

In Greek mythology, Medusa was turned into a monster with serpents for hair and a 

gaze that petrified (castrated) anyone who looked at her. The hero Perseus, aided by the 

mirroring qualities of the goddess Athena’s shield, decapitated Medusa and in so doing 

castrated her gaze. Even when killed, Medusa remained a force with which to be reckoned. 

Her sightless eyes were still deadly, and so was her blood. Medusa’s head was given to 

Athena who placed it upon her shield transforming it into an apotropaic symbol averting 

evil. The transformation of Medusa’s head and gaze onto the mirror of the shield captures 

her image in its reflection where she becomes petrified - a castrated force. Art theorist Hal 

Foster has suggested that Perseus’s slaying of the demon is portrayed as a rite of passage 

establishing his heroic identity and masculine power (2003: 181). Medusa’s head becomes a 

fetish that the hero has disavowed through the phallocentric ideological power of the sword 

that stands as the representative of the Symbolic law of the Father. 

Kristeva, writing on the representation of the severed head in art and literature, writes, 

“Medusa’s gaze kills, but it is the reflection – the figure of splitting in two of representation 

– that finally kills Medusa” (2012: 30). Her decapitated head still has the power to arrest the 

vision of the viewer through the intermediary of the image threatening castration, but 

Foster notes this reflected glory has killed her power to gaze, to be an active female 

principle (2003: 182). As a horrific image Medusa can threaten, but is unable to act. 

However, for Freud, the snake locks on Medusa’s head were representative of the penis 
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associated with the phallic mother, and Medusa as a woman, Freud felt, aroused the 

uncanny terror of castration through her monstrous image. In view of this interpretation of 

Medusa, it is striking that in the novel Clea, Darley questions whether Liza has not “coiled 

herself, like a small hateful snake, at the centre of his [Mountolive’s] peaceful life” (M: 145).  

The association between Liza and Medusa is accentuated by the phrase “small hateful 

snake” with its phallic connotations and deadliness. Perceived as “coiled at the centre” of 

Mountolive’s life, Liza possesses connotations of horrific abhuman qualities and the 

castrating, menacing and evil aspect of Medusa. Darley’s use of the word “hateful” is 

indicative of the masculine fear and terror of being swallowed or losing the penis. Foster 

writes that Freud, in his article Medusa’s Head (1922), twins Medusa with Athena so that 

Medusa becomes the representative of both terror and consolation, which ensures she 

becomes the “original fetish, both a ‘memorial’ to castration and a ‘protection’ against it” 

(2003: 185). At the centre of this mythopoetic representation in Durrell’s narrative resides 

the uncanny fear and horror of the feminine. Liza, associated with Athena and Medusa, 

becomes, like these mythological goddesses, horrifying with the violent promise of 

castration and death. This mythological irruption into Durrell’s narrative represents a return 

into the novel’s present of the ancient past with the result that the darker qualities 

associated with these myths are metonymically overlaid onto the figure of Liza.  

Foster argues that Medusa was “depicted as both young and old, beautiful and ugly ... 

she appears both bestial and human as well” (2003: 182). For the Romantic poets, Medusa 

was the epitome of beauty, but a beauty of inherent ambivalence. Fosters mentions that 

the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley declared that in order for beauty to be compelling it had to 

reveal “the tempestuous loveliness of terror” (2003: 184). In the eyes of Mountolive and 

Pursewarden, the beauty of Liza is one filled with the loveliness of terror, of beauty and 

monstrousness. Their doubled description establishes Liza as a Medusa with “spectacularly 

missing” eyes and marble-like pallor and stillness. This masculine gaze creates the image of 

Liza, and then textually offers it for the delectation of the reader. Liza’s monstrous, 

troubling, and in a manner horrifying, beauty holds a resemblance to the statue by the 

sculptor Auguste Rodin entitled The Tempest (c. 1886) 
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Figure 18 Auguste Rodin: The Tempest 

Frenzied and expressive, the head of the figure of the woman blends into the abstract 

nature of the relief, which emphasises the movement and force of the wind that blows 

around her. When first exhibited the sculpture was christened Hurle de Terreur (Howl of 

Terror), an appellation that is visibly expressed through the strained torso and the thrust 

forward face.  

The statue’s mouth is open as if letting lose a great shriek of anger, fear or pain. In Clea, 

Darley sees Liza in much the same manner: “She stood before me with her face thrown 

upwards, forwards – with an air of spectral bravery – as if presenting her lovely neck to an 

invisible executioner” (C: 144). Darley has further seen her arguing with Pursewarden where 

“She had an expression of grief and pain on her face” (99). The face of Rodin’s statue, pale, 

translucent silver, presents the same spectral aspect. Her head thrown upwards and 

forwards tense and frozen is an exhibition of grief, pain or anger - a Medusa before her 

invisible executioner lets fall his sword. The statue’s hair is wild and billows backwards, then 

wraps around forwards over her body. Though she is not a classic depiction of the Medusa 

with writhing snakes for hair, still this windswept mass seems to writhe and knot itself in a 

sinuous, snaky movement.  

Leaning forward, her blind bullet eyes seem to glare in an effort to petrify the viewer. 

The sculpture is both erotically beautiful and terrifying in its raging passion. This blind head 

is a classic fetish object, her open mouth suggesting the threat of castration. Her luxuriant 

swirling tresses seem to offer the visualisation of the presence of the penis and its absence 

in an ambivalence that turns the head into an object of disavowal. Liza’s frozen, marble-like 

whiteness could easily be envisioned as the double of the Rodin sculpture. This relation to 
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Rodin’s statue is emphasised by the manner in which, during the novel Clea, Darley 

describes a sighting of Liza: “The wind was blowing her dark hair back in a shock from her 

temples, and with her sightless eyes she looked like some strange Greek statue come to life” 

(C: 100). However, like the statue, Liza only appears to intimate the threat of castration; 

both images are blind. Yet, they remain objects of the gaze with their erotic and horrifying 

allure that repulses and fascinates. Like Medusa, they are objects of terror and beauty 

frozen into fetishes. 

I maintain that Durrell, by metonymically associating Medusa with his portrait of Liza, 

has castrated Liza’s power to freeze men. The disfiguration of her blindness, I suggest, 

removes the masculine characters’ terror of castration, and a return to a state where 

difference no longer exists. Durrell has negated any threat Liza might have posed by 

allowing Mountolive and Pursewarden violently to disavow her through their focalisation on 

parts of her body, which they proceed to fetishise. In his article The Medusa Effect, Owens 

writes about the dismantling of the body as a locus of action. He discusses how this 

dismantling is an act of stereotyping in which submission and subservience are imposed in a 

manner that represents a “form of symbolic violence exercised on the body to assign it a 

place ... it promotes passivity, receptivity, inactivity – docile bodies” (1994: 194). Durrell’s 

narrative does in fact enforce a symbolic, misogynistic violence against Liza in its continual 

portrayal of her as assuming a passive position. She is constructed much like the female 

torsos in Surrealist art, to be an inactive and totally docile body. Her stillness is uncanny and 

there is eroticism in the comparison of her image with that of a perfect marble goddess.  

 

Statues and Incest 

A metaphorical poem by Pursewarden more violently and unpleasantly images Liza as a 

disturbing Greek statue. This ekphrastic depiction of his sister metonymically relates her to 

Greek statues and is a verbalisation of his gaze. Mountolive reads the poem noting its 

aspects of coarse marble, grittiness, violence and arrogant narcissism. Apparently, a love 

poem to Liza, the enjambment of the first line delays the transgressive nature of what the 

poet is expressing: 

     Greek statues with their bullet holes for eyes 
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Blinded as Eros by surprise, 

The secrets of the foundling heart disguise, 

Lover and loved.... (M: 67) 

Mountolive experiences an icy discomfort because the poem seems to have “impinged upon 

his memory”, an indication that there is a forcible jarring into some form of recollection or 

knowledge (67). A sense of the uncanny, of something dangerous that is insidiously 

encroaching, fills him with “a sudden chill of misgiving” (67). An unmistakable thrill of a dark 

and perverse secret adds to his anxiety, tingeing it with fear. It is Liza’s “white serene face” 

that Mountolive sees rising like a ghost from the poem” (67). The serenity of this face is 

contradicted by the violence of the words “bullet holes” that jangle a discordant, disquieting 

and destructive note. Simultaneously, the origin of the word bullet is that of a small ball or 

bubble, which relates to the blank, rounded curvature of the sightless eyes of statues. The 

passive, cold and static form of the statues with their empty, blinded eyes ensures they are 

unable to return any form of gaze. They possess no subjectivity, but remain merely objects 

for an observer. Liza is summoned up as a similarly frozen, passive, perhaps damaged, 

object. Her sightlessness makes her subjectivity equally questionable because, unable to 

behold any object, she has nothing against which to found a conception of self. She, like the 

statues, remains the visual object of the gaze in the poem, as well as that of Mountolive and 

the hidden reader, who focus upon her form with perfect freedom.  

 The images evoked in Pursewarden’s poem lead Mountolive to regard the poetic text 

as “savage” (M: 67). Mountolive’s analysis of the poem is astute observing, as he does, its 

brutality, but he is slower to acknowledge the underlying amoral content. He only haltingly 

envisages the theme of sibling incest, yet the perverse content both attracts and reviles him. 

The words of Pursewarden’s poem sculpt Liza into a marble artefact of darkness, of hidden 

monstrousness, and her surface is transformed into a gothicised textual fetish. Her 

‘difference’ or lack has been petrified in the process; referred back to and signified by a 

traumatic past event: Medusa’s decapitated head with its castrating gaze turned into a 

fetish object. In her work on fetishism and curiosity, Mulvey states, “the fetish is a metaphor 

for the displacement of meaning behind representation in history, but fetishisms are also 

integral to the very process of the displacement of meaning behind representation” (1996: 

xvi). I propose that Durrell has made Medusa the metonymic stand-in for the representation 
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of Liza’s corporeality. These two interwoven mutilated bodies are the uncanny reflection of 

the fears of Durrell’s male characters. In order to subvert this terror, Durrell allows them to 

disembody Liza through their gaze, which fragments her into a face whilst absenting her 

body beneath an “old tartan shawl” (M: 162). 

 

Nectar and Honey 

A further source of the fetish attributed to Liza remains as intangible and hidden as her 

body. Transient as memory, it impinges on the text to become an evanescent signifier of 

presence. The semiotic sound of Liza’s voice, like that of Leila’s, captivates Mountolive. He 

responds to this voice in a manner similar to what feminist theorist Peggy Phelan called 

perilously near to a fetishising of the female voice (1988: 118). Liza, in much the same 

manner as Leila, is described by Mountolive as having a “clear and melodious voice – a voice 

which might have given such overtone to the words: Honey and nectar”, and it enthrals him 

(M: 62). However, Silverman reminds us that the sound of the female voice “establishes her 

as occupying a position of mother, siren innocent, etc.” (1984: 134). Liza is Leila’s double in 

her ambivalent role of the Siren mother. Fixating on her voice, Mountolive imputes to Liza 

the tone of a siren or the traits of one of the goddesses on Mount Olympia, her voice 

partaking of “Honey and nectar”, the main ingredients of the godly drink ambrosia. The 

voices of Liza and Leila seem to merge with one another in a musical palimpsest. Isolating 

Liza’s voice and describing it in these terms turns it into what the Slovene philosopher and 

cultural theorist Mladen Dolar, in his study on the nature of the voice, has termed “an 

object of aesthetic pleasure, object of veneration and worship” (2006: 4). The voice 

becomes an object, a presence. Not only a sounding instrument, it is one associated with 

meaning and the symbolic. The use of the words “melodious” and “overtone” associate 

Liza’s voice with music. Kristeva regards music as transgressive, a semiotic drive that 

challenges the Symbolic order of language and text. Liza’s musical voice allows it to sound 

and convey what cannot be expressed in words, making it threatening in its seductiveness.  

In Dolar’s exploration of the metaphysical voice, he makes the point that “the voice 

beyond sense is self evidently equated with femininity, whereas the text, the instance of 

signification, is in this simple paradigmatic opposition on the side of masculinity” (2006: 43). 

The aestheticisation of Liza’s voice and its metonymical association with music ensures that 
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her voice remains absent and is turned into a fetish object. Inserted into the discourse of 

the narrative, Liza’s voice threatens symbolic castration inducing Mountolive to, as critic 

Salomé Voegelin writes: “invite the fetish to replace the loss of understanding of the object” 

(2010: 104). The voice as object semiotically exceeds signification; both Silverman and Dolar 

have concluded that the masculine voice is associated with the text and signification, whilst 

the feminine voice remains beyond sense contained in the pre-verbal of the semiotic. The 

female body thus becomes a double lack not only anatomically but textually deprived of 

access to discourse. Liza’s voice pours forth in a sensual but empty play without meaning. 

The actualisation of this seductive lack of sense is equated with femininity, for, as Silverman 

notes: “to embody a voice is to feminize it” (1988: 50). The rational voices of Mountolive 

and Pursewarden, the voices of signification, swiftly silence and fetishise Liza’s voice. Their 

male discourse immediately occupies the position of the speaking subject, relegating Liza’s 

voice to the realm of the pre-verbal semiotic.  

Mountolive indicates that Liza plays no role in the conversation but remains in 

“eloquent silence” (M: 64). This phrase is oxymoronic because silence, no matter how 

nuanced, does not speak as implied in the use of the word “eloquent”. Instead, her 

purportedly “eloquent” silence expresses itself as a negative contrast to the male discourse 

that surrounds her. Denied existence as a subject, her body remains an absence and her 

silence represents a stasis. Silence is an unquantifiable thing, as it remains a non-verbal, 

non-temporal space. This space is disavowed by Mountolive because it is beyond 

understanding. He installs the fetish of the voice to remove the threat Liza’s silence poses. 

Attributes of her voice are synecdochically written over her surface in order for Mountolive 

to be able to perceive her as a non-threatening, malleable Other. In Clea, the emptiness and 

incorporeality of Liza’s voice is an aspect commented upon by Darley:  

So it was that her voice, when first is floated over the office telephone came 

as an unexpected intrusion – a surprise in a world where surprises were few 

and not unwelcome. A curiously disembodied voice ... (C: 144) 

He finds the voice an “intrusion”, a sound that discomforts him in its spectrality as it comes 

“floating” across the ether like that of a ghost. Simultaneously, it arouses his curiosity being 

a “surprise” and not “unwelcome”. The sentence is contradictory and the ambivalence 

Darley experiences is apparent. Her voice is an object contained in a void, flowing as it does 
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from the fissure of the telephone. This disembodied sound remains unattached to the slit 

from which it originates. The image of the telephone is sexualised and the distance it allows 

acts to alleviate Darley’s fear. As an inanimate fetish object, it assumes to own a sexuality 

that is disembodied.  

There is nothing to protect Darley from the uncanny engulfing nature of the voice, 

because it exists without a body. On visiting Liza, he is further discomforted by her: “small 

cold voice, pronouncing the words incisively as if to make her meaning plain” (C: 147). Curt, 

cut-off phrases that lack warmth and seem in their way non-human, automated in their 

incisiveness, the tone lacks verbalisation and the voice is deemed small and insignificant. 

Darley’s experience of Liza’s voice resembles Mountolive’s own first experience when she 

pronounces on her brother in his absence. Mountolive hears the words she speaks about 

Pursewarden with admiration: “His one job is to learn how to submit to despair” (M: 64). 

The sentence seems aphoristic and pretentious, making the reader suspicious of whose 

words are flowing out of Liza’s mouth. She seems to be a puppet repeating an aphorism 

learnt from Pursewarden. What she says thereafter, small repetitive snippets, rather like an 

automaton, appears to emulate the uncanny repetition of phrases uttered by the doll 

Olympia in Der Sandmann (1816), a story by the German writer E.T.A. Hoffmann.  

The representation of Liza as a doll or puppet is enhanced during the scene Mountolive 

witnesses, in which Pursewarden and Liza waltz in the snow around the empty space of 

Trafalgar Square. An uncannily elegant spectacle, almost like a scene inside a snow globe, 

the two people move in the emptiness of space “in perfect measure gradually increasing in 

speed ... On they went and on, magnificently in accord” (M: 66). This parallels the dance 

between the automaton Olympia and the young student Nathaniel in E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 

tale. Olympia dances with perfect, rhythmical measure, however in the composer Jacques 

Offenbach’s version of this tale, the dance with Olympia goes ever faster and faster and on 

and on until Olympia spins out of the room. In Mountolive’s description time seems to stand 

still while what bothers the reader is the emptiness of the London landscape described. The 

image of this empty space with two figures dancing renders the familiar alien and uncanny. 

The space of the city seems asleep in its snowy blanket and Pursewarden and Liza are the 

centre point of this picture gazed upon by the voyeuristic Mountolive, and the hidden 

external narrator and reader.  
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The city is frozen in suspended animation caught between the two living bodies and the 

historical dead; one of these high on his phallic column silently towers above them. Durrell, I 

argue, presents the space of London in a disturbing and uncanny manner. Along with the 

falling snow and the darkness of night, this city space is filled with a menacing atmosphere 

of icy, almost Victorian or Dickensian, unease. According to Robert Mighall, London’s 

vocabulary has always harboured the grim, dark, haunting, cold veils of misty fog. He 

considers these elements bring to the landscape the essential ‘obscurity’ lying at the heart 

of Gothic terror (2007: 56). The snow, silence and space of the London landscape in which 

Pursewarden and, in particular, Liza are foregrounded is revelatory of the nightmarish, 

sinister and dangerous nature of urban horror (56). The snow and the empty, silent 

landscape mirror the fetishistic portrayal of Liza’s figure. She becomes an exemplar of the 

cityscape she inhabits, an embodiment of its uncanny Gothic nature.  

 

Conclusion 

The vocabulary of the Gothic and how it constructs the embodiment of Justine and Clea will 

form the subject of the next two chapters. In the previous chapters, I have discussed the 

narrator and focalisor, the gaze, and the fetish in relation to the manner in which certain 

female characters are constructed in the Quartet. My argument thus far has aimed to reveal 

the discernible and overlapping qualities I consider exist between the gaze and the fetish. 

The imbrication of fetish and gaze with the Gothic is of paramount importance to the 

narrative figuration of women as objectivised other. Durrell’s female characters are textual 

forms, written into being by the male narrators and focalisors. Representations of the 

Symbolic, they do not partake of its signification but remain silent objects. In the two 

chapters that follow, I aim to examine how the close interrelationship between the narrator, 

the gaze and the fetish intersects with the Gothic and the abject monstrous-feminine.  

Motifs such as silence (in this instance the lack of a female voice), the labyrinth; 

imprisonment; the double; automatism (especially the idea of the doll); the femme fatale; 

monstrosity, hybridity; spectrality and madness are, I have argued and will continue to 

argue, used to fashion Durrell’s women as gothicised objects (Spooner 2004: 4). The notion 

of the uncanny and the Gothic are such imbricated terms that for my purposes they will be 

considered as sharing the same thematic concerns. For this reason, and based on the work 
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of numerous theorists of the Gothic, I plan to employ the term gothicisation to denote the 

visual superimposition of uncanny features onto the surface of the female body. The 

layering effect of these features, I will show, acts to metaphorically embody and establish 

the personalities of the characters Justine and Clea in the narrative. The use of the term 

feature will be used interchangeably with the terms elements or motifs. I will argue that 

gothicisation encompasses the creeping horror and sense of fear associated with the liminal 

and the in-between nature of the female body as object. The inherent transgression and 

threat of dissolution of boundaries between the self and other that resides at the heart of 

gothicisation, I contend, intimately relates it with the Kristevan abject.34

 I aim to deploy Kristeva’s theory of abjection and Creed’s theory of the monstrous-

feminine along with the concept of gothicisation to position my reading of the 

representation of the characters Justine and Clea as entities that are both beautiful and 

monstrous. Their visualisation is founded on sexual difference and the desire and fear it 

inspires. The fear and desire aroused by sexual difference and its resultant gender 

stereotyping will, I argue, result in representations of the bodies of these female characters 

being fragmented into either part animal-part human hybrids, or ‘womachines’, which are 

part-human part-machine/automaton. These aspects have been briefly touched upon in the 

previous chapters, but I aim to develop them more fully in the discussion of Justine and Clea 

that follows. The fashioning of these women into hybrids forces the monstrous and the 

beautiful to co-mingle in an abject manner that is transgressive and partakes of the nature 

of gothicisation.

 

35

                                                           
34  See Becker (1999); Botting (1996); Halberstam (1995); Hurley (1996); Punter (2001); Sedgwick (1986) and Spooner (2007, 2006, 

2004). 

  

35  The term ‘womachine’ stems from Fred Botting’s chapter “The Flight of the Heroine” in his book Gothic Romanced: Consumption, 
Gender and Technology in Contemporary Fictions (2008: 161). 
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Chapter 5: Gothic Fantasy of the Femme Fatale - Justine 

 

Introduction 

Fear of castration is central to the male response to Justine in the Quartet. In their eyes, she 

represents the femme fatale or monstrous-feminine. As femme fatale, Justine exemplifies 

evil, an evil that feminist theorist Michelle Montrelay has associated with the femme 

fatale’s “playing out of her sex” in a flaunting of her sexuality that is considered by men to 

be scandalous (1978: 93). The defiance of the socially accepted role and rule of law is what 

makes the femme fatale dangerous. She is confined to her body as excess and deadliness. 

Doane has noted, however, that the femme fatale remains an ambivalent figure because 

she is both active and passive. Doane goes on to say that the over-representing of the 

femme fatale’s body is due to the fact that she is attributed a body that is given a power 

over which she has no control; she has power but no agency (1991: 2). This power without 

agency leads to her representation as the embodiment of castration anxiety, the loss of 

identity and uncontrolled drives resulting in her being “situated as evil” for which she is 

“frequently punished or killed and her textual eradication involves a desperate reassertion 

of control on the part of the threatened male subject” ( Doane 1991: 2). Not being the 

heroine but the symptom of male fears, the femme fatale is the monstrous-feminine Other 

(2).  

Feminist film theorist Barbara Creed notes that the monstrous has been defined by its 

association with the abject in ancient religious systems where “sexual immorality and 

perversion; corporeal alteration, decay and death; human sacrifice; murder; the corpse; 

bodily wastes; the feminine body and incest” are considered abominations (1986: 46). Creed 

further indicates that the abject is deployed in patriarchal cultures to separate “the human 

from the non-human and the fully constituted subject from the partially formed subject” 

(1986: 45; emphasis in text). This binary opposition between human and non-human is what 

Hurley, in her study of the Gothic body, has termed the abhuman after the writer William 

Hope Hodgson. Hurley defines the abhuman subject as one that is “a not-quite-human 

subject, characterized by its morphic variability, continually in danger of becoming not-itself, 

becoming other” (1996: 3-4). Hurley acknowledges that the abhuman resembles the 
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ambivalent nature Kristeva assigns to abjection (1996: 4). Contending that the abject is a 

reaction to the limits and boundaries that are imposed by the Symbolic and the social and 

cultural limits it enforces; Kristeva regards the child’s separation from the mother’s body as 

giving rise to the abject (1982: 13-14). This separation, Kristeva argues, is an attempt to 

distinguish the subject from the object, but the abject is resident within the self and not 

outside it (13). The abject, therefore, is not a definable object and Kristeva indicates that it 

also does not fall within the “quest of desire” (1982: 1).  

In Kristeva’s detailing of the abject it becomes apparent that it acts as a barrier in 

opposition to the “I”, but is not recognised as an object, rather it is regarded as a thing 

(1982: 1-2). This thing is perceived as loathsome and the “I” attempts to expel it from itself: 

“I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject myself within the same motion through which “I” 

claim to establish myself” (3; emphasis in text). This ambivalence between the expulsion of 

self and the creation of self is central to abjection, where the subject attempts to maintain a 

defined identity, violently denying anything that threatens it. At the same time, Creed 

indicates that there is the need to succumb to the pleasure of non-differentiation and a 

return to the pleasure of oneness with the mother (1986: 50). The abject threatens and 

“disturbs identity, system, order, what does not respect borders, positions, rules” (Kristeva 

1982: 4). The viscous fluids that leak from the body transgress the fragile division between 

the inside and outside of the body destroying its borders.  

Grosz, in her examination of Kristeva’s abject in relation to Mary Douglas’s theory of 

dirt in her book Purity and Danger (1980), notes that the fear of fluids, with their refusal to 

adhere to boundaries thus challenging solid identity, has governed the representation of the 

image of the proper body (1994: 195). The female body and its sexuality have been 

produced by what Grosz terms an order, or the masculine hierarchy, as “marginal, 

disgusting and viscous” (195). The fluids associated with female sexuality are rejected by the 

male as abject. These fluids, such as menstrual blood, are excluded because they evoke the 

fear of a loss of self, and the return to a state of non-differentiation. Hurley has termed this 

entrapment in the fluid, sexualised female body “Thing-ness” (1996: 120). She regards this 

Thing-ness as being an aspect of the abhuman nature of femininity, deemed monstrous 

under patriarchal laws. Writing about the inside of the body, with its threat of the flow of 

unclean fluids, Kristeva indicates that the male horror of these fluids causes him to cross 
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“over the horrors of maternal bowels and, in an immersion that enables him to avoid 

coming face to face with an Other, spares himself the risk of castration” (1982: 53). Fear of 

the fluids of sexual difference, with their perceived threat of castration and promise of 

becoming like the Other, causes the phallocentric ideology to represent the female body as 

monstrous. 

The horror and fear of the abject and its relation to the abhuman, Thing-ness and the 

monstrous are closely associated with the Gothic. Hurley observes, “In its obsession with 

abominations, the Gothic may be said to manifest a certain gleefulness at the prospect of a 

world where no fixity remains, only an endless series of monstrous becomings” (1996: 28). 

Horror, disgust, monstrous abomination and decay are all aspects of abjection, and are all 

associated with the female body in its construction as a site of ambivalent danger. For the 

male characters in Durrell’s Quartet, it is the uncanny, terrifying and abject nature of the 

Other, which leads them to embody the female characters as monstrous forms. These 

women are textually portrayed as being sexually immoral, incestuous and hybridic creatures 

whose viscous nature intimates death and dissolution.   

In the chapter that follows, Justine’s body will be shown to be a parchment on which 

the masculine text and its embedded gaze writes and overwrites its memories. This allows 

for the return of the past into the present with intimations of the future. The appearance of 

motifs such as mirrors, paintings, alter egos, vampires, mutilation, sexual transgression and 

dark secrets are indicative of objects and actions that Botting has indicated act to disturb 

“parts of human identity ... These devices increasingly destabilised the boundaries between 

psyche and reality” (1996: 12). I hold that Durrell plays with language because, as Botting in 

relation to the Gothic has indicated, language possesses an ambivalent, treacherous nature. 

This ambivalent duplicity allows Durrell to create verbal and visual images that destabilises 

the boundaries between reality, truth, perception and identity (1996: 14). This 

destabilisation can be carefully analysed through a close critical reading of words, 

expressions and visual-textual images in Durrell’s novels. Approaching the repressed 

ambivalence hidden in the narrative, I will expose how this discourse visualises Justine in 

many guises from abject, immoral and sexual monster; to freely moving flâneuse devoted to 

spectacle and masquerade; to automaton / womachine destroying all with which it comes 

into contact. Justine is the femme fatale as evil, monstrous-feminine and this representation 
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of her is complicated by overt misogyny. This misogyny, I argue, is aimed at retaining 

phallocentric centrality and power by an eradication of the perceived threat of Justine who, 

bar for the city of Alexandria, is the most powerfully destructive and threatening feminine 

principle.  

 

Dangerous Temptress  

Justine is present in all the novels, but plays the main role in the novels Justine and 

Balthazar. In Mountolive and Clea, she is a peripheral, yet always dark, presence. How she is 

focalised by the male characters, I will argue, determines the manner in which her surface 

space is gothicised. Justine’s embodiment partakes of the Gothic in a multiplicity of ways, 

from the portrayal of her as bestial monstrous woman to androgyne, flâneuse, courtesan 

and automaton. In what follows, I initially focus on Darley’s perception of her in the novels 

Justine and Balthazar; thereafter I will examine her more marginal appearances in 

Mountolive and Clea.  

In Justine, Darley recalls in memory his voyeuristic encounters with Justine before 

officially meeting her:  

I catch an unexpected glimpse of her walking idly towards the town in her 

white sandals still, half asleep, Justine! ... I have had many such glimpses of 

Justine at different times, and of course I knew her well by sight long before 

we met ... I see her sitting along by the sea, reading a newspaper and eating 

an apple. (J: 17). 

In this memory, a reconstruction of the past, there is a continuous sense of seeing in the 

deictic present tense, with constructs such as, “I catch an unexpected glimpse of her” and “I 

see her”. Time is made elastic within the spatialisation of memory’s visuality where certain 

details are brought into focus: the newspaper and the apple. The apple represents 

seduction, desire and the pain of the fall from grace and loss of oneness. It betokens the 

moment of the break from the Semiotic and the coming into being of the Symbolic law of 

the Father or the institution of language. Text and sin are held in this image where Justine is 

seen absorbing the Symbolic word of knowledge whilst eating the fruit of good and evil; her 

equation with the figure of Eve is subtly implied. 
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However, Darley denies Justine knowledge and rationality, retaining it as a domain 

belonging to men, as he says: 

Whatever passed for thought in her was borrowed ... she had picked out what 

was significant in books not by reading them but by listening to the matchless 

discourses of Balthazar, Arnauti, Pursewarden upon them. She was a walking 

abstract of the writers and thinkers who she had loved or admired – but what 

clever woman is more. (J: 179) 

Justine is regarded as a parrot repeating what she has heard – in other words, a mirror. She 

is, like all “clever women”, little more than an imitative reflection of the great male artists, 

intellectuals and conversationalists. For Durrell, the male creator remains the “real hero” 

(Pinchin 1981: 27). Throughout the Quartet Durrell’s male characters are shown believing 

their perspective is the only objective position. In so doing they attempt to order and 

control their world by means of words or Symbolic discourse. Their disquisitions are 

considered “matchless”, which elevates them to incomparable heights of attainment. They 

are the intellects, the adventurers, both physically and mentally, and they are the ones with 

power. Their gaze and imagination traverse the feminine landscape producing and 

constructing the image of the female characters. In this operation of male power, Justine is 

subjected to a sexualisation of her bodily surface. Foucault, in his study on the medical 

discourse surrounding sexuality, argues that: 

The power which thus took charge of sexuality set about contacting bodies, 

caressing them with its eyes, intensifying areas, electrifying surfaces, 

dramatizing troubled moments. It trapped the sexual body in its embrace. 

(1978: 44) 

The male gaze and sexual discourse have installed a powerful system that entraps Justine’s 

body. There is a permanent verbal inscription written over her skin by Darley whose 

visualisation presents Justine as a purely sexual body. Depicted as a passive and docile body 

trapped by her sexual difference; Justine is stereotypically fashioned to act as a stand-in for 

all clever women. For such a body, the mirror is the best metaphor and, in a mirror-like 
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illusion, Justine is counterfeiting the Symbolic thereby embodying herself as an artificial 

surface that lacks interiority.36

Justine’s identity is destabilised in her oscillation between the states of masculine and 

feminine. She assumes male attributes, Darley indicating she “talked like a man and I talked 

to her like a man” (J: 21). By contrast Darley adds “how pliantly feminine this most 

masculine and resourceful of women could be” (18). In Darley’s memory, Justine becomes 

an ambivalent, bisexual figure where masculine and feminine attributes are joined, feminine 

pliability opposed to masculine resourcefulness. This fusing of traits is significant for Darley 

because he considers that he “knew her for a true child of Alexandria; which is neither 

Greek, Syrian, nor Egyptian, but a hybrid: a joint” (24). Justine and the city are merged 

together to form a single entity, one that destabilises both sexual identity and the identity 

of the self. The word “hybrid” alerts us to the manner in which Darley regards both the city 

and Justine. Not only are they seen as racial hybrids, they are also regarded as animal-

human hybrids. Darley perceives Justine to be “of that race of terrific queens which left 

behind them the ammoniac smell of their incestuous loves ... The giant man-eating cats like 

Arsinoë were her true siblings” (18). The name Arsinoë belonged to three queens of Egypt 

and to Cleopatra’s murdered half-sister. Queen Arsinoë the second was a strong woman 

who ruled Egypt, and she would, I posit, represent a man-eater because of her powerful 

personality and her “ammoniac” incestuous marriage.  

  

The use of the word “ammoniac” is indicative of Darley’s rather prudish reaction to 

Egyptian history, and his association of the sexual with something disgusting: in this case, 

the pungent smell of ammonia, a smell generally linked to urine. Figuratively relating Justine 

to Arsinoë and the attributes of a man-eating cat envisages her as part human-part animal, 

a dangerous hybrid. Egypt’s ancient and darkly ‘perverse’ past becomes palimpsestically 

overwritten onto Justine. The powerful combination of sexualised feminine and masculine 

attributes Justine exhibits firmly establish her, in the eyes of the male characters, as 

threatening - a castrator. This predatory deadliness is etched in Darley’s memory. He recalls 

Justine’s laugh “shows magnificent white teeth”, the teeth of a large man-eating cat, or a 

                                                           
36  Murat Aydemir provides a very interesting discussion of male bonding in Dracula in his chapter “Blood Brothers” (2011: 161-183) 

where Jacques Derrida’s concept of fraternity and Edward Said’s arguments concerning filiation and affiliation are contrasted in an 
examination of the nature of masculine bonding, desire, race and class linked to the exchange of blood. In Durrell, this male exchange 
is that resident in artistic creation denied to Justine, and in a large measure to Clea. In Durrell’s story world creation remains an all-
male preserve and something that is wrested from the feminine principle wherever possible in the novels. 
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vampire (17). Visually compared to animals throughout the narrative of the first novel, 

Justine is bestialised and denigrated, consigned to the state of an abhuman being. She is 

portrayed gazing around like “a half-trained panther” (26), spitting olive pips into her gloved 

hand “like a cat” (28), as an “eagle”; as being a “marvellous creature caught in the 

Pleistocene stage of her development” (65); offering blows “like that of a leopard’s paw” 

(75), and seemingly “free as a bat to flit around about the town at night” (37).  

The focalisation of Justine in all these metaphoric images contains a sense of the 

ancient essentialism of Woman as inherently linked with nature. The leopard in medieval 

symbolism represented lust and sin. The image of the bat feeds into the idea of Justine as a 

vampire. The description of her as being in “the Pleistocene stage of her development” 

equates her with the primitiveness of Homo erectus or Homo neanderthalensis and their 

apparently limited language and ratiocination capacities. Darley’s memories visually and 

textually colonise Justine’s body, mapping its surface with a gothicised mixture of the 

monstrous-feminine and the abhuman animal-primitive. Writing on the horror of Gothic 

bodies, Halberstam indicates that bodies are gothicised by making “monstrosity an essential 

component of race, a class or a gender or some hybrid of all of these” (1995: 105). Justine is 

indicted a monstrous other, not only through the representation of her gender, which 

seemingly combines male and female characteristics with those of female and animal, but 

due to her race and class. 37

Forming a part of the multi-cultural mixture of Alexandria and its historical past, 

Justine, an originally poor Alexandrian Jewess, is regarded by Darley to be a foreign Oriental 

other. He is captivated and repulsed by her otherness. In his abject fear, he transforms her 

into a terrifying, phallic castratrix, whose sexuality threatens to swallow his identity. 

Misogyny and repulsion permeate the visual textual description Darley offers the reader. 

The nature of memory lets him exert power over Justine’s image, which he objectifies and 

controls. His gaze and text establish his hegemonic position as stable and defined 

(Hoffmann-Curtius 2008: 170). In order to retain this position, Darley attempts to unravel 

the perceived mystery of Justine in an effort to force her image to conform to his own needs 

and ideas. 

  

                                                           
37 Scientists have recently pointed out that both Homo erectus and Homo neanderthalensis had fairly developed language 
skills with a concomitant ability of ratiocination. 
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The Flâneuse 

The answer to Justine’s mystery seems to reside in the spectacle of her excessive femininity 

which can, as Doane notes, be “aligned with the femme fatale” and “necessarily regarded by 

men as evil incarnate” (1991: 26). Justine’s outrageous behaviour is perceived to blend both 

passive and active traits. In turn, this leads to her being considered unstable and threatening 

in her attempt to subvert the power of the male look and discourse. Justine’s semiotic 

resistance to the ideal of docility is seen, not only in her violent expression of emotion, but 

also her aggressive freedom of movement through the city: “after all, she seemed free as a 

bat to flit about the town at night, and never did I hear her called upon to give an account of 

her movements” (J: 37). This positions Justine as that most unusual of beings: a flâneuse 

(lady stroller).  

 In Western culture, a flâneuse represents such a rare identity for women that it is 

hardly mentioned. Critic Janice Mouton discussing the flâneuse points out, “Aimless 

strolling, ‘street walking’ per se, still conjures up connotations of prostitution, although it 

fits the definition of flânerie precisely”. The male flâneur was the nineteenth-century 

stroller whose apparent disinterest cloaked the fact that his gaze saw and reviewed 

everything and everyone he passed. Yet, the notion of the flâneuse remains questionable 

even now (Mouton 2001: 8). A stroll (flânerie) is conducted on foot through the city streets; 

done alone it has no objective other than to look and experience the surrounding images. 

Justine as flâneuse, it is implied, possesses the power of the look, a preserve of men, but her 

freedom of movement also assumes connotations of prostitution.  

 The vampiric overtones of her figuration as a flitting bat feed into the idea of strolling. 

Botting has indicated in his article “Hypocrite Vampire…” that these creatures are flâneurs 

that use the maze of the city as a labyrinth of edible goods because of their driving need to 

consume (2007: 20; 24). Associated with these dead/undead creatures, Justine emulates 

their need to roam the streets at night searching and lusting with the desire to consume. 

Justine’s movement through the city merges her body with the contours of the cityscape. 

Moreover, in so doing, Justine becomes the representative of the living qualities of Durrell’s 

Alexandria. These living qualities, according to geographer David Harvey, textually render 

the city decipherable for the reader (2003: 55). A bodily extrusion of this ancient place, part 

of its earth and its archaic malevolence, Justine observes: “We are not strong or evil enough 
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to exercise choice. All this is part of an experiment arranged by something else, the city 

perhaps, or another part of ourselves. How do I know?” (J: 23). This compelling evocation of 

the city is what Harvey calls magical and mysterious, with the powers to transform and 

intervene in the lives around it (2003: 53). The city’s malicious destructiveness towards her 

inhabitants is playfully overlaid onto Justine’s own image. However, even though Justine 

tries to show that all the characters lack any will of their own, she does this in order to 

deflect responsibility for her actions, denying her status as an avatar, a child of the city. All 

the sinister desires and evil of this place form a part of Justine’s living form. 

Justine’s flânerie, through the darkened city, acts to conflate the stroller with the 

streetwalker and streetwalking. This is inevitable when viewed through masculine 

preconceptions regarding woman. Hence, the lasting image of Justine is ambivalent, freely 

moving in the space of the city, a hybrid creature simultaneously androgynous and 

excessively feminine - a vampiric femme fatale. This masquerade allows her to use her sex 

whilst setting up a distance between desire and herself. Using her body for gain, she is 

thought to be a sexually rapacious monster because, though the male characters enjoy 

these carnal attentions, they judge her a whore. Darley notes:  

Clea once said of her (and her judgements were seldom if ever charitable): 

‘The true whore is man’s real darling – like Justine; she alone has the capacity 

to wound men. But of course our friend is only a shallow twentieth-century 

reproduction of the great hetairae of the past, the type to which she belongs 

without knowing it, Lais, Charis and the rest. ... Justine’s role has been taken 

from her and on her shoulders society has placed the burden of guilt ... It is a 

pity. For she is truly Alexandrian’. (J: 67-68) 

That this condemnation is placed into the mouth of Clea, an apparent friend of Justine’s, is 

fascinating. Also interesting, is how Darley parenthesizes a comment highlighting that Clea’s 

comments are “seldom if ever charitable”. I suggest that this is indicative of Clea’s 

conforming to masculine hegemonic ideology. It also reveals a negation, and perhaps 

jealousy, of Justine’s allure. Clea frames her response to Justine within the discourse of the 

masculine narration. By implying Justine is a whore, Clea can go on to associate her with the 

“great” hetairae of the past before backhandedly denigrating her as a mere “shallow 

reproduction”.  
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 The use of the word “reproduction” evacuates all meaning from Justine’s embodiment 

and visualises her as something ersatz, a surface lacking in value or depth. A spectral 

simulacrum of previous historical courtesans, Justine is linked to two predecessors. From 

the examples cited, the name Charis stands out. Charis was not a courtesan but the goddess 

of beauty, grace and kindness and she was one of the Graces or Charites. Clea’s ambivalent 

metaphorical association of Justine with Lais and Charis transfers both the femme fatale 

qualities of the very expensive, beautiful courtesan Lais and the good qualities of the 

goddess onto her.  

Clea, “never charitable”, condemns her own sex, siding with the social ideology of 

required behaviour. Adopting this position, Clea placates the male characters by appearing 

to be on their side. As early as 1972, John Berger, in his book Ways of Seeing, pointed out it 

is ‘woman’ who polices herself. He suggested woman contains both a surveyor and a 

surveyed within herself that form separate aspects of her identity. He further argued that 

for a woman “how she appears to others, and ultimately how she appears to men, is of 

crucial importance ... how a woman appears to a man can determine how she will be 

treated” (1972: 40). Clea’s strictures on Justine conform to this surveillance, a woman 

policing another woman in accordance with patriarchal hegemony and tutelage. 

As Silverman has noted about the voice in cinema, Clea’s voice is spoken for her, as 

though she is reading a male prepared script (1984: 135). Going on to say of Justine that her 

“role has been taken from her and on her shoulders society has placed the burden of guilt”, 

Clea transforms Justine into a societal scapegoat. Bearing all the feminine guilt for exhibiting 

sexual desire in a subversion of accepted norms, Justine is painted as a spectacle. By saying, 

“she is truly Alexandrian”, Clea directly couples Justine and Alexandria, which is an 

indication of how Justine belongs to this city as its child and allegory, and thus partakes of 

its ancient history and superstitious beliefs. In the novel Mountolive, the spectacle of Justine 

is relocated from the city streets into the privacy of her bedroom where her masquerade 

assumes a different guise. 
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Bedroom Body 

In Mountolive, the external narrative voice describes Justine’s bedroom in which an 

atmosphere of sensuality with hints of the occult is apparent:  

The bedroom for example with its bronze phosphorous light, the pastels 

burning in the green Tibetan urn diffusing a smell of roses to the whole room. 

By the bed the rich poignant scent of her powder hanging heavy in the bed 

curtains. A dressing-table with its stoppered creams and salves. Over the bed 

the Universe of Ptolemy! (J:  119)  

The mention of Ptolemy is a complex allusion. At first glance, it seems to refer to the 

astronomer Ptolemy, who resided in Egypt. However, the surname Ptolemy belongs to the 

family who ruled Egypt of whom Cleopatra, the last pharaoh of Egypt, was a descendent. 

Durrell scholar Carol Peirce, commenting on Durrell’s appropriation of the Cleopatra legend, 

has suggested there is a marked relationship between Cleopatra and the portrayal of Justine 

(1984: 174). Durrell once said in an interview that he thought, “Cleopatra was probably 

something like her” (Durrell cited in Peirce 1984: 174).  

The description of Justine’s bedroom leads the reader to recall the lines from 

Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: 

The barge she sat in, like a burnish’d throne, 

Burn’d on the water; the poop was beaten gold, 

Purple the sails, and so perfumed, that 

The winds were love-sick with them 

(Act 2 sc 2: 199-202) 

Much like the “burnish’d” and “beaten gold” in the Shakespearean passage, the image of 

Justine’s room shows it filled with a warm oblique light, a “bronze phosphorous”. However, 

being bronze, it is of slightly less value than gold, which seems to imply Justine is merely an 

imitation of the queen. The burnishing light against the green of the Tibetan urn creates a 

bright play of mottled luminescence in a chiaroscuro, which illuminates through the 

flickering contrasts evoked in the reader’s imagination. Interweaving light and shadow along 

with scent offers movement and texture to the written image. The heavy smell of powder 

and incense form part of the excessive richness of the bed drapings, thus adding to the 
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exotic nature and romanticism of the scene depicted. In this it mirrors, though without the 

royal colour, the splendour of the “Purple sails, and so perfumed” of Cleopatra’s barge.  

The stoppered creams and salves add a further luxuriance as well as an element of the 

occult to the visualisation of the bedroom. Then the strange image of the Universe hangs 

over all of this with its suggestions of supernatural magic from the ancient past of 

Alexandria. The heavy richness of texture, scent and history, along with the play of shadow 

and light, evoke a rather stifling atmosphere impregnated with sensuality and sexual 

promise. The image of the bedroom seems a part of Justine, where the elements of light 

and shadow, exotic richness, magic, sensuality and excess are traced over her body in a 

figuration of the Orientalist Gothic. In this room, Justine is a seductress promising pleasure 

and something ancient, mysterious, dark, filled with arcane secrets. Here she is seen “Afloat 

upon the dark damascened bed-spread her feet and hands crossed ... in the silence of a 

room ... under a Tibetan mask with lighted eyeballs” (M: 232). The damascened bedspread 

is excessive in its ornate, intaglioed designs. Her feminine form is envisioned floating and 

blending into this embellished background, which acts to transpose gothicised motifs over 

her skin.  

In this position, the voyeuristic male gaze perceives her feminine form to be a silent, 

sculpted corpse that returns no look. Picturing Justine in this pose is reminiscent of a 

painting entitled Le Trajet (c. 1900) by the artist Romaine Brooks. 

 

Figure 19 Romaine Brooks: Le Trajet 

This painting of the dancer Ida Rubinstein references Hans Holbein’s painting The Body of 

the Dead Christ in the Tomb (1520-1522). 
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Figure 20 Hans Holbein: The Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb 

The position and pose of the two figures with their skeletal thinness is almost identical. The 

positions of the visible hands is markedly similar, but where Christ’s middle finger juts out 

and is extended at an angle, the female hand is in a light fist with the middle and fourth 

finger only slightly raised. Similarly, the hair of both figures is spread out behind them. The 

female body lacks the wound in Christ’s side, her wound being concealed within the joining 

of her thighs. Where Christ’s sex is carefully shielded by the white cloth, the female body is 

entirely nude and her raised left hip, turned towards the viewer, ensures that her sex is the 

blatant focal point of the painting.  

Unlike the glassy-eyed, open-mouthed face of Christ that is visibly dead and agonised, 

the woman’s face remains abstracted and tranquil. The viewer of Brooks’s painting remains 

unsure whether the woman is a corpse or merely in a deep sleep. Anatomically stripped, her 

transcendent body seems to float on a white-winged object resembling a catafalque or a 

white pall, similar to that found beneath Christ’s body. The woman’s alabaster body, on the 

white of the cloth beneath her, is only broken by her black hair, which, rather like art 

nouveau tendrils, trails off the top of the structure on which she lies and blends with the 

darker background on the painting’s left-hand side. The corpse-like female body exhibits a 

piquant sexual eroticism that is lacking in the rigid body of the Christ. 

The otherness of female identity, with its blending of life and death, recalls Kristeva’s 

discussion of the abject’s associations with the cadaver as “the other side of the border, the 

place where I am not and which permits me to be, the corpse, the most sickening of wastes” 

(1982: 3). The life-death representation in the painting veils the body, so whilst physically 

available to the gaze, its interior identity continues to remain hidden. The use of the muted 

colour palette, combined with the sharp, almost geometric yet curvilinear outline, enhances 

the ethereal silence of the paintings atmosphere (Elliot and Wallace 1992: 15). This is 
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markedly different to the very realistic and present body of Holbein’s body of Christ. This 

representation of the unnameable nature of death relates to a void or lack considered to 

reside at the centre of language. In the space of this void, the unutterable or unnameable 

comes into being and can only be termed 'The Thing'. According to Gary Farnell, this Thing is 

located both inside and outside of language and inside and outside of the self (2010: 8). This 

space, and its unnameable nature, resides not only within the Symbolic and Semiotic, but 

also in abjection. Farnell goes on to indicate that the notion of The Thing is pertinent to the 

Gothic's presentation of space and subjectivity and is of particular relevance to the threat to 

subjectivity within interior spaces (2010: 8).  

In these paintings, and in the quoted passage from Durrell's narrative, the bodies 

imaged are situated in a containing space. Christ is placed in a claustrophobic architectural 

space where the walls of the tomb are his closed-in coffin (Kristeva 1989: 110). In Brooks's 

painting, the figure is framed by oppressive darkness as she lies on her white palled slab. 

The space in which she lies feels less claustrophobic and restricted than that of Christ, but 

both figures are in isolated aloneness. The palette of both paintings lends itself to the 

sombreness of the unnameable nature of death, in the monochrome of the Brooks painting 

as well as in the greys, greens and browns of Holbein’s. The description of Justine in 

Durrell's narrative: “Afloat upon the dark damascened bed-spread her feet and hands 

crossed ... in the silence of a room” places her in much the same floating position as Brooks' 

female figure and the darkness of the architectural space of the room places Justine in an 

equally enclosing space (M: 232). This enclosed loneliness is added to by her pose, which 

resembles that of a funerary sculpture on a tomb, and the solitude of her figure is caught in 

the use of the word “silence”. As Gary Farnell has noted, this sort of representation of the 

space of the body, with a closed-off subjectivity and interior space are familiar traits from 

numerous Gothic fictions (2010: 8). 

These paintings and the narrative are attempting to represent the non-representable, 

the unnameable terror of death. Philosopher Slavoj Žižek has indicated that this 

unnameable and unsymbolisable Thing is always expressed in the world of cultural objects 

where it becomes a presence in absence (Žižek cited in Farnell 2010: 9). Holbein, Brooks and 

Durrell seem to be presenting to the viewer the unimaginable nature of death through a 

defamiliarising perspective. Kristeva in her work Black Sun has called this a “death devoid of 
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pathos and Intimist on account of its very banality” (1989: 115). Through the banal 

description of Justine, the external focalising narrator has approached and indirectly 

symbolised the non-representable. In spite of the fact that Justine is not dead, this does not 

preclude her body offering intimations of death that evoke an abject sense of disgusted 

terror and of something beautiful or sublime. Justine, like the forms in the paintings, is 

distanced and withdrawn; this denies any attempt the viewer might make to access these 

figures. Yet, the visual representation in Brooks' painting and Durrell’s text makes the 

female body an object of perverse pleasure and demarcates the voyeuristic subject from the 

prone female form.   

The pleasurably erotic voyeurism of Justine is furthered through Darley’s focalisation of 

her in a textual image that bears a striking resemblance to the Olympia (1863) by Édouard 

Manet: 

I always see her walking up the long staircase, crossing the gallery with its 

putti and ferns, and then entering the low doorway into this most private of 

rooms. Fatma, the black Ethiopian maid, follows her. Invariably Justine sinks 

onto the bed and holds out her ringed fingers as with an air of mild 

hallucination the negress draws them off the long fingers and places them in 

a small casket on the dressing table. (J: 121) 

Though Justine is not nude in this image, there is an air of languor and an exquisite aura of 

luxuriousness. In Manet’s painting the luxuriousness is contained not only in the interior 

decor with its rich ornateness figured in the expensive wallpaper, bedding and damask 

curtains, but in the air of the languorous Oriental odalisque associated with the nude figure 

of Olympia. Orientalism and the portrayal of the odalisque were prominent in painting of 

the late nineteenth century. Olympia herself wears intricate and expensive jewellery and 

tiny, elegant slippers and has a brocaded and expensive shawl draped alongside her.  
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Figure 21 Edouard Manet: Olympia 

Olympia’s black attendant is representative of her financial status. Similarly, Justine has an 

Ethiopian attendant, who is dignified with a name, Fatma. Both these attendants seem to 

share a close and curiously friendly bond with their mistresses. In Justine’s case, Fatma’s 

interaction with her mistress is one of disengagement, of vagueness, an air of being 

elsewhere. She does not focus a critical gaze on her mistress; rather she obeys her as in a 

dream and for Darley she is merely a foil to the image of Justine.  

Olympia’s maid differs, though the look she casts her mistress appears to be invisible, 

on closer inspection it can be seen that she looks at Olympia with a gentle, non-objectifying 

look, which is perhaps one of “mild hallucination” (Bal 1993: 399). However, like Fatma, 

Olympia’s attendant is a figure placed to highlight the figure of her mistress. Justine and 

Olympia are women implicitly scorned by the male gaze that visualises and perceives them 

as little more than wanton courtesans. The objectifying and voyeuristic gaze is repulsed by 

Justine’s raised hand and the placement of Olympia’s hand that protectively shields her sex 

in the ‘pudica’ pose. By far the largest negation of this gaze is the look directed at the viewer 

by Olympia and Justine. This returned stare undermines the effort the voyeur is making to 

objectify these female figures. Montrelay has indicated that the returned stare of the 

femme fatale would scandalise (1978: 93). In the case of Olympia it did. So the confident 

playing out of both Justine’s and Olympia’s sexuality is an evasion of what Montrelay terms 

the structuring inherent in the desiring look (93).  

The women’s stares are sombre and black-browed with a disembodied and aloof 

impoliteness. They are not, as men would like them to be, casting a ‘come hither and have 

me’ look. Instead, theirs is a daunting and far from submissive stare. These women are 
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offering back to the voyeur what Justine termed a “regard dérisoire”, a derisive gaze, which 

challenges and simultaneously pushes the gaze away. This causes the gaze to be displaced 

onto the women’s sexuality and raises doubts about whether the women can be physically 

owned (Bal 1993: 397). The placement of the hand, combined with the stare, indicates the 

fact that the sexuality of the woman belongs to her, that it is her property, a part of her own 

body (397). Her sexuality is therefore hers to dispose of, or not, at her own discretion. It 

does not belong to the viewer, reader or focalisor who can only look from a distance, or 

read the words on the page. Getting any closer is liable to result in scornful dismissal.  

Justine and Olympia reveal what would be considered an ‘unfeminine’ independence 

that undermines the gaze and its right to objectify and possess the female object. As 

ostensible courtesans they are considered improper because, as Creed observes, female 

forms which express their sexuality are considered to be abject, lustful, carnal and 

aggressive (1993: 38). This perceived transgression is fixated on the lack covered by 

Olympia’s hand. Visual representations of the feminine as castrating and castrated Other, 

Justine and Olympia become in male fantasy, what Pollock has called “the perfect image of 

savagery that lurks in the heart of civilization” (1988: 101). At the same time, they conform 

to the portrayal in popular imagery of figures of Orientalism that Doane associates with 

femme fatales such as Salomé and Cleopatra (1991: 1). Justine shares some of the attributes 

of the odalisque-like figure of Olympia, but she is a construction of far more malevolence. 

Rendered in the guise of a Woman of the Orient, Justine is envisioned by Durrell’s male 

characters as a redoubtable force driven by perverse sexuality and the desire for power. 

Justine’s husband, Nessim, stereotypically embodies her with elements of Gothic 

Orientalism through his belief that “oriental woman is not a sensualist in the European 

sense; there is nothing mawkish in her constitution. Her true obsessions are power, politics 

and possessions” (M: 202). Justine is banally fashioned by Nessim into the shibboleth of the 

demonic Oriental woman devoted to excesses without rationality or the ability to be taught. 

She is considered a barbarian whose sexual voraciousness demands male vitality as 

sustenance. These qualities are fuelled by Justine’s perceived obsession with power, both 

sexual and political, attributes that make Nessim: “thrilled and a little terrified, recognizing 

in her the perfect submissiveness of the oriental spirit – the absolute feminine 

submissiveness” (M: 202). This submissiveness is conceptualised as savagely primeval and 
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Justine is seen with a “barbaric resolution gleaming in her eyes” (221). Justine’s masculine 

drive for power, combined with the bestial softness of her submissiveness, makes Nessim 

feel both desire and repulsion for her. His terror results in his deft construction of her as a 

power-hungry, sexualised and treacherous monster – a demonic femme fatale. Sex with her 

seems to offer an engagement with castration and death. Justine, like a vampire, appears to 

sap the vitality of the men with whom she is involved. It is the male’s “divine afflatus that 

inflates her, like a blow-up rubber doll that fills itself with the knowledge, dreams and seed 

of men” (Pinchin 1981: 32). In consequence, Justine metaphorically assumes the role of a 

female Dracula, only far more dangerous and evil in the eyes of Durrell’s male characters.  

 

Gothic vampire 

Justine’s most powerful personification as a vampire occurs during the spectacle and 

masquerade of the carnival celebrations depicted in the novel Balthazar. Darley is the 

focalising narrator who describes the events and vitality of this night of transgression 

synonymous with upheaval, madness, ambivalence and the destruction of social mores. In 

this atmospheric mood of violence and suspense, Justine is seen as the dark queen. In the 

room where the carnival ball is to take place, she stands “framed among the portraits” in 

which the “faces painted in oils matched by human faces lined by preoccupations and 

maladies of the soul – all gathered together, made one in the classical brilliance of 

candlelight” (164). Appearing to blend with these portraits, Justine partakes of the 

“maladies of the soul” of the living faces lit by the brilliance of candlelight. The uncanny 

portrait in Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Grey is evoked, except that the maladies of 

the soul that were confined to Dorian’s portrait are emphatically revealed in the human 

faces surrounding Justine. Her appearance, in contrast, seems agelessly corrupt like a 

vampire, mirroring the description of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa by the writer Walter 

Pater: “she is older than the rocks among which she sits; like the vampire, she has been 

dead many times, and learned the secrets of the grave” (2010: 70).  

Justine is portrayed as predatory and barbaric, appearing to feed off the atmosphere 

and the semi-darkness. A figure of excess, her whole figure becomes visualised as death 

bringing and vampiric. Pursewarden, in a snide diary entry, makes it abundantly clear that 

men are like “moths attracted by the flame of personality. So are vampires” (B: 98). The 
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implication is that the personality of Justine battens upon and drains the men to whom she 

is attracted and, as such, she is a dangerous vampiric other. Pursewarden’s allusion to the 

ambivalent nature of Justine’s character mirrors the description of the desires of the 

vampire that Botting terms an “irruption of unavowable energies from the primitive past of 

human sexuality, the vampire remains disturbingly ambivalent” (1996: 145). Pursewarden’s 

allegorical story, told during the carnival ball, intimates at Justine’s perverse desires and 

primitive nature. Employing a clever frame narration, Pursewarden recounts a story in 

which another nameless narrator is telling his own adventure. During the course of the 

story, this unnamed narrator comments: “I felt that I was living in a Gothic novel” (B: 166).  

Pursewarden’s story, in the manner of “Byron or Baudelaire”, tells of a count who 

meets the perfect masked woman during carnival. She proves to be a vampire. The oddity is 

that Byron never wrote a story about a vampire. Instead, it was Byron’s personal physician 

John William Polidori who wrote, arguably, the first vampire story entitled The Vampyre. In 

this story, the evil vampire is a male, whilst Pursewarden takes great delight in making his 

vampire a woman. To add to the tension Pursewarden goes on to indicate, “carnival is the 

one time of year when vampires walk freely abroad” (B: 166). Bakhtin regards the carnival 

body as a grotesque one that is “not separated from the world by clearly defined 

boundaries, it is blended with the world” (1984: 26). This ambivalent double nature is 

hidden beneath the masquerade costume, which allows for “utter anonymity: the 

anonymity conferred by the grim black velvet domino which shrouds identity and sex, 

prevents one distinguishing between man and woman, wife and lover, friend and enemy” 

(B: 159). This double body can indulge in licentious pleasures and the infliction of pain or 

death because the domino hides the body that in daily life conforms to societal norms. The 

domino provides the perfect cloak for the double body of the vampire with its unavowable 

desires and ambivalence.38

In Pursewarden’s story, the masked vampire becomes the count’s last, rather Sadean, 

lover. In his description of this woman, the count mentions that all he saw was “an 

impression of white teeth”, but on showing his body to the narrator, it appears “covered 

with great bites, like the marks of a weasel’s teeth” (B: 167). This reference to the white 

teeth recalls Justine’s “magnificent white teeth” (J: 17). The count dies drained by the 

 

                                                           
38  For an exploration of the City as Carnival in the Alexandria Quartet, see Anne Zahlan (1980). 
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perverse desires of his faceless lover. Durrell does not disrupt the heterosexual basis in this 

story; all he does is change the predator from male to female. In doing so, he enforces the 

abject nature of the feminine, showing the female vampire as transgressing societal laws 

through her aggression, disruption of identity and her lust for blood. Her sexual conduct is 

ungoverned by phallocentric hegemony and her bloodlust makes her abhuman - a “weasel”. 

Because she is neither human nor animal, the vampire remains a liminal creature that 

inhabits the boundary between the states of the living and the dead, a terrifyingly abject 

creature. For the male narrator, a female vampire epitomises woman as evil incarnate, a 

monstrosity. Consequently, the narrative moulds her body to conform to male fears of loss 

of identity and castration, where the mouth of the vampire and by allusion that of Justine, 

like the snakes on Medusa’s head, represents the vagina dentata. Justine is, I contend, the 

female character upon whom Pursewarden models the vampire in his story. Pursewarden’s 

tale is a malicious attack aimed at censuring her perceived carnal voraciousness and sexual 

difference. Writing the story represents Pursewarden’s disavowal of the castrating potential 

of the feminine principle as represented by Justine. 

This disavowal is apparent in his continual denigration of Justine’s sexuality. Talking 

about her he refers to her as “a tiresome old sexual turnstile through which presumably we 

must all pass - a somewhat vulpine Alexandrian Venus” (B: 96). Using the word “vulpine”, 

Pursewarden equates her with a fox, a sly, cunning creature, one symbolic of 

transformation, of evil and the devil. Justine is co-extensive with an animal and figured as a 

body in excess, revealing the beast contained in woman. Pursewarden continues to insult 

her terming her a “bloody tiresome obsessive society figure” (B: 106), “imbecile with the 

soul of a clerk” (98), “a pious old sin-cushion” (98) and a “whining Arab” (104). He slaps her, 

makes her feel like a whipped dog, and mocks her. He eviscerates her personality as that of 

“inflamed self-pity” (B: 102), “ridiculous” (B: 97), “self-important”, “impertinent”, “foolish” 

(97). Contrary to what Balthazar says, this is not a case of “honeyed-insults” (105). Balthazar 

retells these cruel and belittling diatribes, but with such self-satisfaction that the reader is 

appalled. For Pursewarden, Justine is merely a degenerate and sexual beast-woman. He 

treats and sees her as inanimate, “a pious old sin-cushion”, where the ambivalence of her 

nature is contained in the conjunction of “pious” and “sin”, and finally as an animal. He puts 

her out of his room like “a pet cat” (105), implies she is related to apes, sees her as “a 
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ruffled black dove” (98), and makes her feel like a “whipped dog” (99). These are all images 

of violence projected by the phallocentric subject over the animalised feminine object.  

This verbal violence is at times physical when Justine, slapping Pursewarden across the 

face, feels “at once the stinging retort on her own cheek” (B: 99). Literary scholar Naomi 

Segal considers that this form of verbalised violence possesses ideological menace, but is 

not dangerous (1994: 143). I would disagree with Segal’s assessment because textual 

verbalised violence can easily transgress Symbolic restraints of discourse. In this sense, the 

violence of Pursewarden’s response acts as an assault. Pursewarden’s extreme bullying is a 

correction applied to an object perceived as lesser, stupider and sexualised. Sex and 

violence, I suggest, work in unison. The sadistic cruelty in Pursewarden’s returning her slap 

is an action fuelled by a horrifying rage and immense misogynistic dislike of ‘Woman’ and, in  

particular, of Justine. Pursewarden's physical and verbal assault manages to place Justine 

into the position of masochist and thus outside the limits of the feminine ideal.  

 

Automated Machine 

The comparison of Justine to a sexual turnstile establishes her as a thing, a revolving 

mechanical gate. This refers back to the image of her as a blow-up doll, but here she is the 

female automaton. An inanimate thing, Justine lacks all volition of her own unless linked to 

an active masculine presence. She is a body used by men on a rotational basis – and 

Pursewarden indicates that all of them have to experience her at least once. This image of 

Justine as a mechanical body references the automata that fascinated the Surrealist artists. 

The Surrealists automata turned woman into an uncanny commodity. Foster writes “the 

machine and the commodity were often seen as demonic, disruptive as they were of 

traditional social practices” (1991: 51). Visualised as part-woman and part-machine, 

Justine’s body is reified and fragmented. In this representation, Justine becomes not only a 

transgressive machinic hybrid but, conflated with animalistic imagery, a beast. This 

automaton and animal figuration are central in the repertoire of the Surrealists. Foster 

argues, “becoming animal is much more common ...  and such grotesques primarily address 

a redefining of the human in terms of sexual drives and unconscious conflicts” (52). 

Sexualised, Justine is an ambivalent mechanical and animalistic commodity, a fetishized 

Gothic body. Using the order of symbolic discourse the male characters inscribe a repellent 
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masculine fantasy of abject desire and repulsion, of transgression of boundaries, a horror of 

hybridity, and the taboo of desiring it across Justine’s body.  

In similar manner, Justine’s depiction in Balthazar is as a mannequin. Her marriage to 

Nessim results in his attempts to control her by  

penetrating the affective armour of his beautiful tacit wife; the wife he had 

married and hung up in a cobwebbed corner of his life by the wrists, like a 

marionette on strings! (B: 107).  

The images in this passage are excessively violent and the use of the word “penetrating”, 

when associated with a woman, has sexual overtones connected to an act of force. The 

violence necessary to penetrate armour is indicative of a battle, where the male is trying to 

overcome the female. This image can, according to Bal’s reading of Chardin’s painting The 

Skate, be regarded as one of visual penetration (1997b: 50).  

Justine is deprived of a voice, as the word tacit means “silent”. However, this word also 

implies complicity: she is a passive, willing object in this battle. Depicted through images of 

violent, indeed, sadistic subjugation, Nessim imaginatively envisions Justine “hung up in a 

cobwebbed corner of his life by the wrists”. Not only is she associated with the myth of 

Arachne, but there are also the Sadean overtones in the portrayal of her hanging by her 

wrists. This specific image brings to mind the art of strappado, with its Inquisitorial 

overtones of torture and is reminiscent of an etching by William Blake called Flagellation of 

a Female Samboe Slave (1793).  

 

Figure 22 William Blake: Flagellation of a Female Samboe Slave 
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In this etching the female slave is standing under a tree with her hands bound by the wrists, 

her arms pulled upwards above her head and attached to a branch. The surface of her body 

bears a myriad bleeding slashes where the whip has penetrated. Perversely this image is 

erotic with its full frontal delineation of the slave’s perfectly shaped body and breasts. The 

white cloth protecting her loins, rather like that associated with the figure of the crucified 

Christ, is flecked with blood from the wounds on her torso. This garment veils and is the 

marking device of the secret of her sex. However, the distress of her body is less about her 

being a victim and more about the voyeuristic and desirous gaze of the male viewer 

(Spooner 2004: 38). The white cloth is a primitive shift and thus an archetypal Gothic 

garment that defines the slave as it fragments her body. In the fragmentation of her beaten 

body, she becomes a reflection of the barbarism of the perpetrators of this act, who are 

visible in the background. Their uncovering of her, the removal of her civilising attire, has 

made her a representative of the natural world and opened her up to the brutal rape of the 

surface of her body through flagellation. With her feet off the ground and her one leg 

gracefully bent, she is a subjugated object of male power. 

Durrell’s description of Justine emulates the pose of Blake’s female slave. However, I 

consider this portrayal of Justine is compounded by her representation as a marionette. 

Forcibly dominated by the power of the male imagination, Justine becomes a representation 

marked by a lack of ability to offer resistance. Masculine desire controls and manipulates 

the strings of her behaviour and representation. Justine’s marriage to Nessim assumes 

uncanny and perverse overtones, which, in turn, causes it to become what psychoanalytic 

theorist Michelle Massé has called a traumatic denial of identity (1990: 688). Justine’s 

trauma is that of becoming Nessim’s property and her depiction as an “it”. The imagery 

ensures that she exists as nothing more than a silent, masochistic puppet with no volition. 

Robert Belton has pointed out that the confusion of animate and inanimate is one of the 

primary foundations for the uncanny according to Freud (1995: 106). However, this relation 

of Justine to an inanimate jointed mechanism is immanently brutal. In the work of the 

Surrealists, this relation of the female body to the mannequin or mechanism was a very 

prevalent theme.  

The mannequins of Giorgio de Chirico were the starting point for those of Salvador Dali, 

Yves Tanguy, Rene Magritte, André Masson, Hans Bellmer’s dolls and the works of 
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photographers such as Eugène Atget and Umbo (Otto Umbehr). Man Ray’s mannequin 

Portmanteau later used as a Dadaphoto (1920) represents the fusing of human and 

mannequin:  

 

Figure 23 Man Ray: Portmanteau 

This photograph presents an object that amalgamates a female human form and a 

mannequin display stand. The photographer hereby creates a half-human and half-

mannequin creature contained within a black space that is mysterious and uncanny. The 

whiteness of the living body and the paper cut-out of the mannequin’s face, arms and 

shoulders foregrounds this figure. The fact that the viewer can see the living woman’s 

breasts, torso, the triangle of dark pubic hair, hips and legs enhances both the sexual and 

mechanical aspect of the photograph. One leg appears missing because it is hidden in a 

black knee length sock. As a result, she appears mutilated like the veterans returning from 

the First World War.  

The living woman’s face and arms are hidden behind those of the mannequin. The 

doll’s face has wide cartoon-like eyes and a small puckered mouth, rather like Betty Boop. 

The long reticulated wooden arms are outstretched in order to hold coats. From the 

wooden base, a metal pole splits the woman in half. The photographer’s control over the 

image is paramount, presenting as he does the female body as commodity and sexual 

object. Used later as an advertisement, the photograph was entitled dadaphoto and placed 

in the only issue of the New York Dada magazine. Shown in this manner in a magazine, the 

mechanical and commercial nature of women, as merely purchasable items, was enhanced. 
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In similar manner to the embodiment of Man Ray’s mannequin, Justine becomes uncanny 

through the description of her as the living double of an inanimate mannequin. Freud 

considered dolls to be the uncanniest of objects. The poet Rainer Marie Rilke who felt 

repulsion for and fear of dolls shared this belief. Freud suggested the figure of the doll 

inspired fear of castration and death. Walter Benjamin indicated that the motif of the doll 

and the femme fatale shared a resemblance as both “possess the concept of a woman-

machine, artificial, mechanical, at variance with all living creatures, and above all 

murderous” (1999: 696). Benjamin added that psychologists would probably explain this doll 

and its nature as related to death and sexuality and find “each ambiguously intimated in the 

other” (696).  

The nature of the mannequin is that of the uncanny simulacrum. Nessim eroticises and 

strips Justine of her identity in a projection of his masculine anxiety. His need for Justine is 

what critic J. Hillis Miller has called “a reciprocity in which the same loves the same” (1990: 

4-5). Concerned with his own subjectivity, Nessim moulds Justine to reflect his own needs 

and to bolster his identity and masculine power. The sadistic voyeurism suggested by 

Nessim’s fantasies of domination and control of Justine’s image is, according to art historian 

Amelia Jones, “always already masculine if not necessarily male” (2002: 953). Justine’s 

corporeality is gothicised through this metaphoric embodiment as an inanimate mannequin, 

automaton or femme fatale doll and the perverse image becomes what Robert Stoller calls 

“the erotic form of hatred” (1986). 

This erotic form of hatred is taken further in the novel Clea when Darley returns to 

Egypt and goes to see Justine. During a conversation, he has with Nessim and Justine about 

their current life he sees Justine “holding up her wrists at me, her face carved into a 

grimace. She held them joined together as if by invisible manacles. She exhibited these 

imaginary handcuffs for a long moment before dropping her hands back into her lap” (C: 

46). This image references the image of Nessim hanging his wife “up in a cobwebbed corner 

of his life by the wrists”. In the complicit scene with Darley, Justine exhibits her wrists like 

those of a slave in handcuffs or manacles. This perverse image is similar in tone and 

atmosphere to an untitled 1930 photograph by the Surrealist Jacques-André Boiffard. This 

photo shows a woman manacled with handcuffs in the pose of strappado, but with her head 

covered and her hands in long gloves.  
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Figure 24 Jacques Andre-Boiffard: Untitled 

Anthropologist Michel Leiris in his article “Le Caput Mortuum ou la Femme de la 

l'Alchimiste” (1931) published in the journal Documents

It is not a question of a particular person, but of Woman in general, who can 

easily stand for the whole of nature, the whole external world that we are 

able to dominate. Over and above the fact that she suffers beneath the 

leather mask, that she is harassed and mortified (which must satisfy our 

desires for power and our fundamental cruelty), her head - the sign of her 

individuality and her intelligence - is thus affronted and denied. Before her, 

the male partner … finds himself in a position to make use of (and with what 

sacrilegious pleasure!) a simple and universal erotic mechanism. (1930: 25) 

 said of Boiffard’s photographs of 

leather masked and restrained women: 

In the photograph under consideration, the figure of the woman stands facing the viewer, 

the mask making her face look like it is slowly dissolving into a skull. Her hands are manacled 

and pulled above her in long leathery looking gloves. The light comes from above and brings 

the mask and gloves into specific focus. Bright white patches highlight her elbows and her 

neck making them stand out strangely.  

The image is, as Leiris implies, one of sado-masochistic fantasy and fetishistic desire, 

the mask and gloves highlighting parts of the body, fragmenting it and providing both a 

realistic and a non-realistic atmosphere. Leiris indicates this figure is merely an abstract 

representative of the essence of Woman that he, in conformance with phallocentric 
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ideology, associates directly with nature, which men have always felt they can conquer and 

dominate. The picture has in effect deprived Woman of rationality, and cruelly presented 

her as a body there to be tortured and dominated to satisfy the male gaze and need for 

power equated with distanced and perverse erotic pleasure. The woman in the photograph 

is both less and more threatening because veiled behind the mask and the gloves. Her 

mouth is reduced to a wound, her eyes are holes and the landscape of her body, which is 

implicitly naked, is violated. Desire and violence are intertwined as are jouissance and 

torture. Pain and pleasure mingle and boundaries collapse. Such extreme realities appear to 

occupy a liminal or borderline space, the space of abjection. 

 The relationship between Justine and Nessim is charged with a similar atmosphere of 

violence, horror and sadism. They share a mutual disgust, and sex, like death, is marked by 

this repulsion. One-time Surrealist and theorist Georges Bataille (1995) related desire, sex, 

torture, jouissance and death to bodily wastes, disgust and terror in a theory that pre-dates 

the notion of abjection posited by Kristeva. Both have argued that certain religious rites and 

interactions have placed bodily functions and desires, particularly those of the female body, 

into the category of untouchable, taboo or abject. The disgust and terror associated with 

the sexual act and sexual difference is disavowed through sado-masochism, torture and the 

fetish, allowing for power and control over the other. 39

 

  

Desire, disgust and Hatred 

Located in the internal soliloquy Darley conducts when faced with Justine are the fear, 

hatred and attraction that turn Woman into an abstract thing. In this internal monologue, 

he considers the nature of Woman, which reveals his misogynistic essentialisation of any 

woman as being the same: 

Under all these masks there was only another woman, every woman, like a 

lay figure in a dressmaker’s shop, waiting for the poet to clothe her, breathe 

life into her ... the enormous reflexive power of woman – the fecund passivity 

with which like the moon, she borrows her second-hand light from the male 

                                                           
39   For an interesting interpretation of male jouissance (orgasm) and male sperm and how these contrast with the ‘unclean’ nature of 

female menstruation and sexuality see Murat Aydemir (2007). Also see Ernst van Alphen’s exploration of the representation of 
masculine gender embodiment and the self/other in discourse (1992: 164-190). 
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sun ... my admiration for her more than ever – as a symbol of woman, so to 

speak – I was puzzled to explain the new element which had crept in here: a 

flavour of disgust for her personality and its attributes.  The touch of the dark 

head against my knee stirred dim feelings of revulsion in me ... turning it from 

something once desirable to something which now stirred disgust? (C: 49)  

Woman is not an autonomous entity; she depends on the “poet” to become a living entity. 

This masculine presence breathes his afflatus into her, much like a god. Belton, writing on 

the Surrealist relation to the conception of Woman, indicates that this group of artists 

considered that “woman is not born but made by men and by patriarchal culture” (1995: 

82). Darley perceives creation to be a masculine province; woman remains a passive image 

for the male gaze. Woman cannot strive to be a subject. Instead, man (specifically the 

writer) constructs her to bolster his masculine subjectivity and identity through a narcissistic 

reflection of the illusion he wishes to see. Darley appears to structure the fantasy of Woman 

around dominant social relations and discourses on gender of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century. His setting up of the rational/emotional and active/passive binary is in 

accordance with sexist patriarchal power structures, which found his fear of the castrating 

feminine and death. Throughout his monologue there is hidden sexual and mental sadism 

aimed at the image of Justine as the representative of Woman. 

This is furthered by his reaction to her presence, the “flavour of disgust”, “revulsion” 

and the “once desirable ... which now stirred disgust”. There is a horror present in his 

physical aversion to her “unbearable perfume and smell of her body”, which he perceives as 

an olfactory excess, an improper and oppressive female excretion (C: 54). Darley recoils 

from Justine’s body regarding it to be “soiled and tattered, like a dead bird in a gutter” (C: 

54). Darley’s rejection and horror of her image is complete and in his thoughts, “It was as if 

some huge iron door had closed forever in my heart ... I could hardly wait to be gone” (C: 

54). The previous sexual thrill has turned to a frisson of terror with the need to flee and cast 

off both his previous memories and his current experience of her. Punished for her attempt 

to defy masculine control, the male characters relegate Justine to the position of a 

mechanistic, abject monster. Justine’s portrayal as something abject and grotesque calls the 

memories Darley has retained of her into question. He indicates he finds it “difficult to 

disinter the memory of that magical dark mistress of the past” (C: 45). Confronted with the 
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present vision, the fantasy image of the dark and magical mistress vanishes. The word 

“disinterred” with its connotations of death and the digging up of corpses suggests that the 

resurrection of Justine’s image is unlikely to recur, whether in reality or in Darley’s future 

remembrances.  

However, Justine is very quick to point out how unreliable memory and visual 

perception are:  

‘You see a different me’ she cried in a voice almost of triumph. ‘But once 

again the difference lies in you, in what you imagine you see! ... We are after 

all totally ignorant of one another, presenting selected fictions to each other! 

... ‘I knew that you would always prefer your own mythical picture, framed by 

the five senses, to anything more truthful’. (C: 47-48) 

Justine accuses Darley of creating the perception of an object through vision and the 

imaginative interpretation of what he sees. He remains unable to recognise that all visual 

creation is based on subjective perception and fantasy by means of which an attempt to 

regain the forever lost object takes place. Justine makes it plain that Darley’s previous image 

of her positioned her as a “mythical picture”.  

Pollock has argued that this delusive and mythical fantasy is to eschew comprehension 

of lack thus permitting men to establish woman as visibly different (1988: 166-167). It was 

Darley’s construction of her dark beauty as an image of desire, a sex object, which 

established her as myth. His illusion allowed him to remain ignorant and now he is repeating 

the self-same error by constructing another illusion based on the selected fiction he has 

chosen to perceive. His search for truth has remained, as Justine points out, stuck within the 

limitations of his five senses. This expression “framed by the five senses” brings to mind the 

section A Memorable Fancy from William Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. The two 

last lines of A Memorable Fancy state 

How do you know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way, 

Is an immense World of Delight, clos'd by your senses five? (1985: 183) 

Blake and Justine are commenting on the relationship between the senses and the 

imagination, between sense and perception. Darley has not been able to transcend his five 
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senses to emulate the “Bird that cuts the airy way”, with its flight of imagination that for 

Blake, and Justine, would open into infinity.  

The “world of delight” represented by this imaginative flight has been lost to Darley in 

his striving after a limited conception of the ‘real’ and ‘truth’. This search has ignored the 

multiplicity of perception and how this visual space, according to philosopher Gilles Deleuze, 

“can be fitted together in an infinite number of ways ... because they are not oriented in 

relation to each other” (1986: 109). Darley has been and remains unable to comprehend 

that the ‘real’ is a matter of perspective and associations. Even Justine’s telling him that 

perception consists of “selective fictions” does not make him stop to think about the validity 

of his assessment of her. Unwilling to acknowledge that what she says contains any veracity; 

he refuses to recognise that what she is proposing remains imaginatively beyond the 

confines of the images of memory or his idea of truth.  

Generally is has been the male characters who have described Justine and the effect 

she has on those around her. Yet, the final image of Justine provided in the novel Clea is 

through the words of Clea. In a letter to Darley, Clea presents Justine as monstrous, 

mechanical and death bringing when she writes, “It was as if, like some powerful engine of 

destruction, she had suddenly switched on again. She has never looked happier or younger” 

(C: 245). This opinion furthers the idea that Justine is not fully human, but, rather like a 

vampire, only cloaks herself in human form. Associated with the superficial and powerful 

aspects of nature, Justine’s self vacillates between the passively superficial and the 

powerfully aggressive. Conflated with the mechanical, Justine is fashioned into a being both 

alive and death-propelled.  

The rejuvenated Justine of the final pages of the novel Clea is in the process of 

resuming her role of dangerous juggernaut out to destroy. However, this is the last that we 

hear of Justine as she is elided or eradicated from the narrative. Her power has, in fact, been 

controlled and her deadliness negated. Sexualised, phallic and uncanny, Justine is 

ambiguous. Through the metaphoric representation of her as a mechanical automaton and 

mannequin, Justine’s image is reified, mutilated and fragmented. Durrell’s female 

characters, I argue, are fragmented, mutilated dolls irrespective of whether they are good 

girls or bad ones like Justine. An inherently sado-masochistic theme informs the Gothic 

motifs with which the female characters are inscribed. Automatons or fragmented, 
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mutilated bodies, Durrell portrays these women in the guise of the abject, monstrous-

feminine whose sexualised otherness inspires fear, desire and loathing.  

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have examined the manner in which the narrative of the Quartet 

represents Justine as both the femme fatale and by extension the monstrous-feminine. I 

have exposed how Durrell visually and textually constructs Justine’s anatomy through the 

application of Gothic themes. Justine is metaphorically associated with the vampire, the 

ultimately evil and abhuman femme fatale figure who castrates men by sucking them dry in 

a parody of sexual lust. She is also the non-human automaton, mannequin and doll. Darley’s 

representation of her as the essence of Woman inscribes her with qualities of the natural, 

lustful, and evil. Justine is not an autonomous entity, but merely a symbolic construct of 

phallocentric beliefs. She represents the archetypal monstrous-feminine face of Woman. 

Durrell’s female characters are in essence little more than surface creations. Over these 

surface creations, Durrell places an excess of verbal and visual imagery to create a 

palimpsestuous effect of Gothic motifs such as the abject monstrous-feminine, Thing-ness, 

hybridity, vampires and sexual and social transgression. Durrell represents the gothicised 

form of his female characters in a manner that emphasises the terror and loathing 

associated with otherness and sexual difference.   

Creed has indicated that horror and shock are associated with the perceived sexual 

difference of woman and its threat of castration (1986: 1). I have argued that Justine 

epitomises this threatening and dangerous female sexuality. Powerful and phallic, Justine 

embodies what Kristeva indicates is an important aspect of abjection: the disturbing of 

identity, borders and the order of law (1982: 4). The abject and the monstrous are closely 

associated through their construction by religious laws as exhibiting sexual immorality, 

perversion, abomination, murder and the female body (1986: 46). Justine’s behaviour 

partakes of all of these aspects. She conducts illicit sexual relationships with more than one 

man at a time; she indulges in an affair with Clea; she is likened to a vampire and her body is 

compared to an automaton and a machine. Sexuality is her weapon, one that provides her 

with the appearance of power and freedom. Her body remains uncanny, simultaneously 
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alluring and repulsive for the male characters with its danger of castration and promise of 

erotic delight.  

Focalisation, or the voyeuristic gaze, occurs only from the masculine point of view in 

the tetralogy. Even when Justine has the gaze, it proves to be an illusion granted to her by 

the overarching masculine voice and text of either Darley or other male focalisors. The 

agency of the gaze is fundamental in establishing Justine as an object that can be fashioned 

in accordance with different Gothic features. Superimposed on the surface of her body, 

these tropes assume the role of her personality resulting in her limited development 

throughout the novels. Durrell makes Justine the uncanny shadow of Clea, setting up a 

strange doubling. Botting, with reference to the Gothic, has called this type of 

palimpsestuous layering a “play of signs, images and texts” or the “darkly illuminating 

labyrinth of language” (1996: 14). Mere symbolic creations shaped by the narrator’s 

memories of time past and time present, Justine and Clea haunt the narrative of the novels 

brought back to life through remembrance. They represent the ghosts of representation and 

as such are the uncanny emblems of the Gothic. 

In the next chapter, my discussion will focus on a figure seemingly at variance with the 

concept of abjection and the monstrous-feminine - the Gothic heroine. In the Quartet, this 

heroine is epitomised by the figure of Clea. Conceived to be passive and lacking in effective 

behaviour, the heroine’s role is one of acceptance and accordance with patriarchal laws. In 

many ways, the behaviour of the heroine reveals abject, masochistic tendencies. Abjection, 

in Clea’s case, resides in the representation of the transgressive lesbian relationship Clea has 

with Justine. Darley juxtaposes this relationship to Clea’s perceived innocence and purity. I 

shall further discuss the nature of Clea’s role as victim whose representation is dependent 

on an overlay of motifs. Appearing to be immune to the darker more perverse elements of 

these motifs, I will show how Durrell gothicises Clea through her transgressive, apparently 

lesbian, relationship with Justine, her status as victim, her abortion and her mutilation and 

metamorphosis into a part-human, part-machine. Her belief in the supernatural and 

fortune-tellers, her feminine masquerade and the return of her past to haunt and demand 

retribution, all ensure the superimposed play of different elements over the gothicised 

surface of her body.  
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Chapter 6: Kisses, Gloves and the Gothic Heroine - Clea 

 

Introduction 

From the time of her creation in Ann Radcliffe’s novels The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and 

The Italian (1797), the Gothic heroine has been a figure of persecution, a passive victim who 

remains innocent and virginal. This heroine is chased by evil forces and her suffering ensures 

that she remains what Michelle Massé calls a “good girl” (1990: 680). The heroine seemingly 

lacks sensual desires or sexual longings and does not exhibit passion. Stereotypically she is 

blonde with blue eyes and exhibits feminine decorum. Throughout the narrative she 

remains an innocent victim, whose sufferings are a punishment for her transgressive but 

repressed desires. Her entrapment in space, whether in the house, castle or tomb, is 

overcome and the heroine finally triumphs with her marriage to the hero. Gothic novels are 

premised on the uncanny where the shudder of horror at something that is known but 

unknown, the return of the past into the present, of the monstrous, abject other, threatens 

subjectivity. In the case of the heroine, this takes on aspects of masochistic victimisation, 

nightmarish entrapment and the unspeakable. The fear the heroine experiences during her 

persecution remains premised on something unspeakable that is terrifying and demonic. 

In his work on the psychopathology of the Gothic romance, Ed Cameron argues that the 

uncanniness of the Gothic, in the same manner as the fetish, is a fear of what is felt but is 

never really acknowledged or known (2010: 16). In his essay on the uncanny, Sigmund Freud 

wrote about the sensation of dread and the shiver of horror that accompanies the 

experience of the uncanny. This feeling of fear indicates the return of the repressed, 

something long known and familiar which is now unfamiliar. Freud employed the terms 

heimlich (homely) and unheimliche (unfamiliar, something hidden that is inadvertently 

revealed) when writing about the nature of the uncanny. For Freud, the uncanny was most 

prominent in the return of the repressed castration anxiety and, as I have indicated in my 

examination of the gaze and the fetish, castration anxiety is fundamental to the constitution 

of masculine subjectivity.  

Silverman, discussing Freud’s theory of castration, suggests that he considered 

castration anxiety as being the cause of the most dramatic division of the subject, because it 

sets up the differentiation between the sexes (1988: 17). In his later arguments on the 
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subject of castration, Freud posited that when woman’s lack of a penis became apparent it 

was regarded as uncanny and traumatic. Silverman exploring Freud’s theory has indicated 

that Woman, because of this perceived lack, is installed as Other, and her difference is 

disavowed in order for the male subject to believe he is not the one who is castrated (1988: 

17). However, Silverman also indicates that the inability of the male subject to confront the 

absence he sees in the female anatomical difference does not take into account the fact 

that the female subject is deprived of being and marked by language and the desires of the 

Other (1988: 15). Therefore, whilst it may appear incongruous to relate the uncanny and 

castration anxiety to the Gothic heroine, it is the belief in her own lack as trauma that firmly 

places her within the ambit of the uncanny and its establishment of sexual difference.  

The heroine is in complicity with this dominant sexual ideology so that her behaviour, 

desire and body are shaped by the nature of her lack with its concomitant projected image 

of loss. It becomes apparent that vision, or the gaze, is the crucial agency involved in 

establishing sexual difference and the determination of how the body is marked as abject or 

clean. The heroine’s repressed desires and controlled body are the markers that allow the 

male characters to establish self-identity. The heroine is the known but unknown sexualised 

other in who resides the thrill, horror and terror of the abject. For Dolar the uncanny, like 

the Gothic, blurs the border between the interior and exterior, making them coincide. He 

goes on to talk about the uncanny as an intimate kernel and a foreign body (2001: 6). This 

immediately raises the question of the link between the uncanny Gothic and the Kristevan 

abject. Discussing the nature of the abject in her work Powers of Horror, Kristeva indicates 

that the abject is what calls all boundaries into question. This is terrifying and repulsive but 

simultaneously fascinating and intriguing. The abject, like the uncanny, resides in an in-

between space and is not easily contained. The abject remains a foreign object that needs 

to be expelled. The fascination and terror associated with the uncanny Gothic and the 

abject, along with their blurring of boundaries, places them outside Symbolic discourse. 

Situated outside the rational, the abject shares characteristics with the spectral, another 

aspect pertinent to my examination of the uncanny Gothic and the palimpsest with relation 

to the horrors that Clea, as heroine, is subjected to.  

In accessing the concept of the spectral, I will concentrate on the notion of presence 

and absence, the trace and excess. The concept of the palimpsest exhibits both presence 
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and absence caught in traces of past and present, so that the repressed, erased past 

continually invades the present. These properties of the palimpsest are mirrored in the 

concept of the spectral. The study of the spectral is divided between two theoretical 

standpoints: the psychoanalytical one of Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok (1994; 2005), 

and that of Jacques Derrida. Abraham and Torok’s work concentrates on the notion of the 

phantom and the crypt in relation to the work of Sigmund Freud. In their theory of the 

phantom and the crypt, it is words of desire that become the inaccessible object 

incorporated into the body as “fantasy” and hidden in the crypt. In her work on Derrida’s 

spectres, Jodey Castricano considers that the words in Abraham and Torok’s crypt act as 

repressed things and their absence in the preconscious is a denial that any trauma occurred; 

only to return and haunt through other word structures (2001: 23). The return of the 

repressed can be considered as traces of an other’s words which return, phantom-like, to 

haunt, in what psychoanalytical theorist Esther Rashkin has called “the silence or gap in the 

speech of someone else” (2008: 94). This appears to parallel Kristeva’s work on the semiotic 

and the Symbolic as well as abjection. Language is the means used to attempt to heal lack, 

but retained within the semiotic drives, drives predating language formation, are ‘repressed’ 

others. These repressed drives return through an irruption that takes on the form of gaps, 

silences, laughter and the voice speaking from between the spaces and margins of words. 

These semiotic desires are rejected and abjected by the Symbolic, but they continue to 

haunt language.  

In contrast to Abraham and Torok, Derrida’s work Spectres of Marx, in which he coined 

the term hauntology, offers a deconstruction of the spectre which hovers between life and 

death, presence and absence, existing in the in-between, much in the manner that the 

Kristevan abject resides in the liminal place between boundaries. Colin Davis suggests that 

for Derrida the spectre is “the structural openness or address directed towards the living by 

the voices of the past or the not yet formulated possibilities of the future” (2005: 379). In 

the Gothic, Spooner argues that it is the horror of the past that smothers the present and 

prevents any attainment of personal enlightenment (2006: 18-19). In my reading of Durrell’s 

work, when using the word spectre or spectral, I am not attempting to employ the 

deconstructive approach of Derrida’s spectre or hauntology, nor am I doing a 

psychoanalytical exploration indebted to Abraham and Torok’s reading of the phantom. 
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Rather, my aim is to integrate certain concerns raised in their respective positions, in an 

effort to tease out strands relevant to my examination of Gothic motifs in Durrell’s novels. 

The structural devices of memory and time in the tetralogy aid the uncanny spectral return 

of a past that keeps invading the present and will govern the future.   

The haunting of Clea is the result of an uncanny supernatural return of the dead that I 

will argue takes on aspects of the Gothic death drive and the unspeakable. Clea’s innate 

horror of the possible return of the dead leads to her masochistic responses and passivity. 

This will ultimately lead to her victimisation and punishment for her expression of sexual 

desire. The blonde, blue-eyed heroine, Clea appears to conform to the masculine ideal, but 

her compliance hides her need to subvert this control. Clea instead becomes an ambivalent 

heroine combining both compliance and sexual transgression in an effort to attain 

autonomy. However, Clea is denied any form of identity when Darley traumatically sacrifices 

her creative ability and transmutes her into a fragmented monstrous body. As indicated, the 

spectral, uncanny and abject can be interwoven. However, it is Kristeva’s theory of abjection 

that I will deploy in the examination of Clea’s physical punishment and her monstrous 

disfigurement. The consequences of this disfigurement, I will suggest, enforce Clea’s return 

to complicity with the dominant masculine hegemony within the Quartet. 

 

Cornflowers and Sapphires  

The reader only encounters the figure of Clea through the eyes of the male characters. She 

is visualised as golden-headed, beautiful, innocently naive, a passive daughter and an object 

of the patriarchal exchange system. Darley describes Clea as a “generous innocent” (J: 43); 

“noble” and “passionate” (44); a “schoolgirl” and “an unmarried goddess” (194). Her 

innocence is further emphasised in Balthazar’s description of her. His gaze takes in the 

“warm gold of her hair and a skin honeyed almost to the tone of burnt sugar” and her eyes 

“blue as cornflowers and set in her head like precision-made objects of beauty” (B: 40). This 

description of her eyes, like those sapphire-like gemstones found in a perfect porcelain doll, 

makes her appear to be handcrafted by men, a beautiful object for them to gaze upon, 

covet and attempt to own. In the novel Balthazar, Darley, through the focalisation of 

Balthazar, constructs Clea as a ‘good girl’ who is unaware of her sexuality. This perfectly 

equates with the presentation of the virtuous heroine in Gothic novels, who is the desirable 
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and idealised woman - a mere abstract cipher. However, it also erases any sexual desire the 

heroine might have, retaining an image of her as a chaste object of desire. 

Personified in the manner of the stereotypical Gothic heroine or princess, Clea is 

blonde and fair-skinned with blue eyes. The reliability of Darley’s visualisation, and his 

remembrances of her eyes, seems questionable because in the novel Justine, he talks about 

Clea’s “grey eyes” (J: 117), but later in the same novel describes them as “grey-green” (113-

114). In Balthazar, Clea’s eyes are cornflower and sapphire blue. The unreliability of Darley 

and Balthazar’s remembrances of Clea’s physical attributes adds an instability and lack of 

definition to her portrayal. This ambivalence is indicative of how perceptions of reality and 

truth are slippery and subjective. Darley in the present-past tense narrative of Clea says “I 

thought suddenly of Clea – her thick eyelashes fragmenting every glance of the magnificent 

eyes – and wondered vaguely when she would appear” (C: 57). Again, the focus is on Clea’s 

eyes, but their glance is concealed and fragmented by the thick fringe of the eyelashes. Clea 

is looked at, but she does not return the look. Her glance is a sideways flicker of the eyes, 

one that seems elsewhere and can convey, according to Bryson, a message of “hostility, 

collusion, rebellion and lust” (1983: 94). Clea’s brief look could be considered disconcerting, 

concealing transgressive and abject emotions that Darley intuits, but chooses to disregard. 

Instead, he prefers to focus on the surface changes her body has undergone since his 

departure.40

These changes reveal a disturbing and new independence in Clea’s behaviour and looks 

and Darley apprehensively notes: 

 

 New gestures, new tendrils had grown, languorous yet adept to express this 

new maturity. A limpid sensuality which was now undivided by hesitations, 

self-questionings. A transformation … into this fine, indeed impressive, 

personage, quite at one with her own body and mind. (C: 91) 

In this description Clea is transformed into an erotic, sexual other. Darley’s voyeuristic gaze 

negates her previously perceived innocence when his description equates her with the 

natural world and its fertility or “new tendrils”. Her previous incarnation as Flora is 

reinforced by the adjective “languorous” that acts as the descriptor of the noun 

                                                           
40  It is possible that Durrell based the descriptions of Clea’s varying eye colouration on Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary where Emma 

Bovary is described with eyes that vary in colour. This ambiguity underscores the unreliability of perception and of the narrator. 
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“sensuality”. Darley’s description offers Clea’s passive form up to the hidden viewer in an 

image filled with an indolent air and a touch of enticing, if decadent, sexual invitation. This is 

reminiscent of the painting of the Venus of Urbino (1538) by Tiziano Vercellio known as 

Titian:  

 

Figure 25 Titian: The Venus of Urbino 

Titian’s painting is openly sexual and erotic. A lovely female figure reclines on a bed and her 

sensuous, rounded body erotically draws the viewers gaze. The curves of her body contrast 

with the clean horizontal and vertical lines of the bedroom and the bed. The tones of her 

body are nuanced from the pink blush on her cheeks to the pale-rose pink of her nipples and 

the ivory tones of her stomach and legs.  

Her ringed left is hand placed over her pudenda giving it a mysterious allure. This 

gesture, known as the ‘pudica’ pose, is commonly associated with representations of Venus. 

The placement of this hand denies access to her, in spite of the eroticism of her reclining 

form. A chaste gesture this hand functions to both attract and rebuff the voyeuristic viewer. 

What hold the viewer’s attention are her serenely beautiful face and her direct and inviting 

gaze. A gaze aimed, perhaps, at a lover, it reveals an assertive self-awareness and oneness 

with her body. I suggest the visualisation of Clea portrays her as exhibiting similar traits to 

Titian’s Venus in that for Darley she seems “quite at one with her own body and mind” and 

exhibits “a limpid sensuality which was now undivided by hesitations, self-questionings”. 

This could be a perfectly apposite description of the Venus of Urbino as well.  

The luxurious, almost excessive, nature of the painting and the sensual textual 

description of Clea take on the baroque nature of the Gothic. There is no frisson of fear 

associated with Clea or the Venus, but only a plush over-abundance of texture and meaning 
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transferred onto the surface of their forms. Idealised beauty that is erotically desirable and 

inviting, these women are terrifying because their beauty is untouchable and out of reach. 

Throughout the descriptions of Clea, Darley presents her as possessing this perfection and a 

resemblance to the great artworks of the past with their portrayals of Venus or Aphrodite. 

The male characters construct Clea into a fantasy of the sublime splendour associated with 

the eroticised sexual allure associated with a goddess. A desirable and disquieting man-

made fantasy object, Clea’s mature sexual and bodily awareness fascinates Darley, but 

repels him because he fears her carnality. In his reaction, Darley constructs her as a rigid 

binary entity: she is the visualised fantasy of the idealised, radiant goddess-heroine and the 

sexually aware temptress.  

The masculine ambivalence towards Clea’s beauty and sexuality establish her as a 

modified version of the Gothic heroine. Darley introduces Clea to the reader as beautiful, 

asexual, innocent, virtuous, mostly passive, the object of the pleasurable and voyeuristic 

gaze and a semi-orphan. However, Clea transgresses sexual roles, lives alone, is 

independent, an artist, emotionally self-contained, travels, is not without talent in her 

painting, undergoes an abortion and remains unmarried. Like the heroine, she is a 

composite creation, one with which the reader finds it hard to identify. Lacking, as she does, 

sufficient characterisation she remains a formulaic figure. Darley enforces her composite 

typecasting when he describes her as having independence and skill (J: 114), but then 

proceeds to call her “disarmingly simple, graceful, self-contained” (113). Downplaying Clea’s 

attributes is suspicious because the statement “disarmingly simple” is ambivalent. It could 

mean that she lives a life of simplicity, or that her intellectual response to the world lacks 

depth and complexity. Her physical grace and her enigmatic distance allot to her the 

abstract role of Woman with its stereotypical mysteriousness: a constructed figure of male 

discourse. 

Clea’s image is caught in snapshots, in which she is seen concentrating on her drawing 

or painting. Working in chalk, with “swift, flowing strokes” or “rubbing” the drawing with 

her finger, she is always turned away, head bent, her look directed at the art she is busy 

with. On his return to Egypt, Darley sees her 

sitting where once (that first day) Melissa had been sitting, gazing at a coffee 

cup with a wry reflective air of amusement, with her hands supporting her 
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chin. The exact station in place and time where I had once found Melissa ... 

Yet it was in truth Clea and not Melissa, and her blonde head was bent with 

an air of childish concentration over her coffee cup. (C: 66)  

In this description, Durrell clearly superimposes the image of two women, the dark and the 

blonde. In a repetition of scenes, Durrell writes the past into the present and blends these 

two character’s postures and expressions. Marking the spectral return of Melissa, her ghost 

invades Darley’s memory in an uncanny déjà vu of place, space, time and image. 

Metaphorically superimposed over Clea’s surface, these traces of memory force her to 

partake in a process of spectralisation. The past returns once again when Clea finally tells 

Darley about her previous love for another woman, and admits the object of her love was 

Justine.  

Clea’s sexual secret detracts from the golden heroine and adds a darker tone to her 

representation. All the renderings of her as a conventional, asexual Gothic heroine are 

destabilised, because her relationship with Justine transgresses heterosexually defined 

borders. Clea appears to have rejected heterosexual desire in her own love for a fantasy 

image of a woman. Depicting the relationship between the two women allows the 

voyeuristic gaze to enter the scene. This gaze subjectively envisions the intimacies between 

Clea and Justine by means of a staple device - a portrait. 
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Mirrors 

In the novel Balthazar, the image of Justine’s portrait causes Balthazar, on his visit to 

Darley’s Greek island retreat, to say: “‘That portrait’ he said ‘which was interrupted by a 

kiss’” (B: 17). The reader is left to wonder how Balthazar would know this. His focalisation 

becomes an unnatural intrusion and the description becomes imaginatively unreliable 

because he was not present. From Balthazar’s statement, Darley visually recreates the 

imagined incident in memory. Darley presents the reader with the image of a kiss, along 

with his own creative portrayal of Clea and Justine’s relationship. He indicates that the kiss 

falls “where the painter’s wet brush should have fallen. Kisses and brushstrokes” (B: 44). 

These brushstrokes impart an erotic verbal movement to the image, as does the use of the 

plural noun “kisses” with its aural nature. Sound, movement and paint intertwine to form a 

picture imbued with sensuality. Placed in the position of a puppet-voyeur, the complicit 

reader only sees these women through Darley’s slanted outlook. However, Darley is very 

quick to deny the controlling nature of his construction saying: 

How am I to make comprehensible scenes which I myself see only with such 

difficulty – these two women, the blonde and the bronze in a darkening 

studio ... It is hard to compose them in a stable colour so that the outlines are 

not blurred. (B: 42) 

Blaming his inability to provide clarity of vision on the fuzziness associated with 

remembrance, Darley’s picturing of the lesbian interaction between Clea and Justine is an 

attempt to un-see this event. The contrast between the blonde and the bronze woman is 

softened and smudged in a sfumato haziness that lessens perception. Colours are blended 

and outlines are vague caught in the darkening studio’s ambiance of intimacy and mellow 

lambency.  

Smokily fugitive, this visual memory represents the otherness of these women, which 

Darley wants to fix in place. However, they remain beyond his ability to affix them, as Bal 

writes concerning Proust’s depiction of Marcel’s need to possess Albertine in A la recherche 

du temps perdu: “the object of this fugitive fixing is the love object of whom the focalising 

narrator is unable to fix the essence, which for him is represented by her sexual orientation” 

(2006: 72). Darley’s effort to pictorially fix this interplay between Clea and Justine is imbued 

with eroticism. His textual description conforms to what Bal has termed a verbalising of the 
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gaze (1993: 383). This verbalised perspective entraps Clea and Justine as iconographic 

objects lodged in the focalisation of creative recollection. The image of the love between 

the women, so carefully offered to the reader, takes on the features of what Doane has 

referred to as the sexualised spectacle of desirable otherness (1982: 75).  

Darley’s perception of desirable otherness is located in the kiss, which he indicates Clea 

did not “for a moment expect ... to be answered by another – to copy itself like the 

reflections of a moth in a looking-glass” (B: 43). Implying a lack of sexual insight on Clea’s 

part, Darley presents her as caught unawares. Her kiss might have initiated what followed, 

but she is not Justine’s equal and is imposed upon by the power of Justine’s persona. From 

Darley’s point of view, Clea is a passive vehicle for Justine’s exploration of alternate sexual 

expression. The passion between the two women is erotically stimulating for Darley, but 

also a sign of excessive female sexuality. Therefore, it arouses the fear of the hungry 

qualities of monstrous femininity. Yet, in order to retain his idealised image of her as Gothic 

heroine Darley continues to exculpate Clea from all blame with regards to this expression of 

her sexuality. 

The words “copy” and “looking-glass” solicit interpretation. The looking-glass reflects 

the kiss, rendering it a copy or simulacrum because, as Bram Dijkstra observes, when “a 

woman kissed another woman it was indeed as if she were kissing herself” (1986: 152). A 

kiss between women was seen to offer just a haunting echo or an uncanny mirror image of 

the narcissistic repetition of self. Mirrors and repetition, with their doubling effect, are 

prevalent in the Gothic and in the novels of the Quartet, which, I argue, is an allusion to this 

mode. The mirror fragments the body, at the same time as it doubles it, into multiple and 

unstable images. Using the effects of the mirror, Durrell explores the nature of truth, reality 

and identity and how these are ambivalent and multiple. In the tetralogy, the mirror is the 

object that simulates and reflects the shadowy, uncanny or perverse nature of desire and its 

image. 

In the arts of the late nineteenth century, the representation of woman’s desire to 

embrace her reflection was a prevalent theme and is particularly apparent in the red chalk 

drawing entitled Study of Women (1887) by the Belgian artist Fernand Khnopff: 
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Figure 26 Fernand Khnopff: Study of Women 

Representative of both the notion of the double and of the mirror, this image fully accords 

with Darley’s description of Clea and Justine. The two women in Khnopff’s drawing seem to 

be kissing one another through a mirror, or looking-glass. However, Khnopff’s image is 

exceedingly ambivalent because the mirror image seems not to represent a true reflection. 

Instead, it offers the image of two different women. It seems the mirror has uncannily 

altered the reflection or entrapped one of the women beneath its surface. The entrapment 

is reminiscent of the Gothic trope of live burial. Just below and to the left of the women’s 

chins, in a darker patch of shadow, what looks like hands or clawed skeletal appendages, 

seem to touch against one another. A disturbing indication of something monstrous and 

illicit links these two faces. Though the secondary title to this work is The Kiss, only the chins 

of the women appear to overlap.  

The sphinx-like visage, with long, androgynous jaw and open, kohl-lined, pale eyes 

seems distanced and unaware of the second face in the mirror. This second face, with 

closed eyes, seems to be moving in for a kiss with a plumped-up and pursed mouth. The 

foregrounded face steadily and abstractly stares into the distance. Filled with an uncanny 

and haunting sense of total silence and mystery, the muted tones add to the stillness and 

self-containment of the image. There is no verbal communication, but only narcissistic 

solipsism and self-absorption. Christopher Ricks writes about this form of solipsistic kiss 

that: “You cannot kiss your own mouth (except in the mirror and there – with perfected 

narcissism – it is the only part of you that you can kiss)” (1974: 99). Dijkstra suggests the 
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“kiss in the glass” represents an extension of autoerotic and narcissistic desire in women 

marked by a predilection for the mirror image (1986: 150). Perhaps, then, the visualisation 

of the kiss between Justine and Clea, like that in Khnopff’s drawing, is perceived by Darley to 

be an ill-fated expression of auto-eroticism and narcissistic desire. 

In depicting this reflected image of Justine and Clea, Durrell makes use of the word 

“looking-glass” instead of mirror. The looking-glass image, I imagine, might represent a 

heterotopic space where the image is caught between the space of the mirror and that of 

memory. This mirror reverses perception because it is outside of the real and according to 

Foucault: 

… it makes this place that I occupy at the moment when I look at myself in the 

glass at once absolutely real, connect with all the space that surrounds it, and 

absolutely unreal, since in order to be perceived it has to pass through this 

virtual point which is over there. (1986: 24) 

 The gaze is central. Alessandra Bonazzi, writing on Foucault’s heterotopia, has argued that 

the mirror functions to allow the observer to be reconstituted through the gaze (2002: 46). 

Bonazzi has suggested that the mirror makes the locus of the relationship between the self 

(gaze) and the appearance (reflection) visible (46). The mirror is a space before it reflects an 

image and its space is what allows for the doubling of the visible. The disorientating 

real/unreal nature of the mirror represents an ambivalent world that is unpredictable and 

menacing. A place of the in-between, the uncanny reflection and inversion of the  mirror’s 

space and what it reflects, I consider central to both the Khnoppf drawing and the looking-

glass image in Durrell’s narrative. In both instances, the mirror represents the space of the 

ambiguous subject and its inverted object projected by the gaze. The projected and 

reflected world of the two women makes the space of Durrell’s narrative the locus of 

transgressive desire. 

Justine and Clea’s reflection in the looking-glass reveals their otherness; the 

heterotopic other space of their bodies and sexual difference. What was hidden is made 

visible and it threatens the familiarity of heteronormative behaviour. They become objects 

in excess, and Darley perceives their desire to be horrific. Intrusively entering this space, 

Darley’s disgust at his self-created and imaginative scene of autoerotic desire reveals his 

sense of threat. Creed has argued that the perfectly sealed world of female desire poses an 
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exclusion of masculine desire and a denial of the voyeuristic spectator (1995: 97). However, 

the scene between Justine and Clea is an imaginative creation of Darley’s. This establishes 

him, and the reader, as hidden spectators, who are able to direct exactly what happens to 

accord with their own needs and desires. It is interesting that the desire is limited to the 

brief mention of the kiss; all other physical intimacies along with the bodies of the two 

women are elided.  

Darley’s horror at the physical intimacy he has alluded to and creatively described is 

visible when he says “how distasteful all this subject matter is” (B: 42). This distanced 

disavowal transforms the relationship between the two women into a disgusting abject 

thing that the male observer needs to deny. A similar reaction to the enactment of female 

desire is located in Pursewarden’s scornful words: “the insipid kiss of familiars” (B: 42). This 

statement is indicative, I assert, of the disdain and animosity directed towards any 

expression of sexual desire by women in the tetralogy. Darley’s advancing of Pursewarden’s 

position is a substantiation of his own standpoint so that misogyny is a reflective doubling 

bolstering phallocentric ideology. The choice of the word “familiars”, though it means 

having a close and intimate association, also means “familiar spirits”, normally animal 

demons, that attend witches. However, a “familiar” can also represent a double or alter ego, 

which need not exactly resemble the person it echoes. This is visible in the Khnopff drawing 

where the two women are not exact reflections of one another, as is also the case with 

Justine and Clea. The implied figuration of Justine and Clea as witches, whose reflective 

doubling is inverted by their expression of transgressive desire, metaphorically veils their 

surfaces.  

According to Kosofsky Sedgwick, in her study of the meaning of the Gothic veil, the 

attributes of either the veil or the flesh it hides are contagious and transferable. The surface 

of the body can transmit its qualities to other surfaces, spreading these particular qualities 

(1986: 149). Susan Wolstenholme, in her book on the female Gothic, notes that this mode 

makes use of “visual patterns of veiling and hiding, both on a verbally explicit level and 

structurally also as a way of simultaneously hiding and giving form.” (1993: 12). The hiding 

and reflecting of the image located in the heterotopic space of the mirror functions like a 

veil. This space allows Clea and Justine to occupy an ambiguous visual state of both 

spectacle and narcissism that by denying the gaze acts to threaten it. The properties of the 
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reflected images in the space of the mirror, and the image in the space of Darley’s 

imagination, constitute Justine and Clea’s feminine forms.  

Their bodies are marked with the stain of darker motifs, those of excess, sexual 

transgression, abjection and monstrosity. Their relationship is seen to question the values of 

heterosexuality and its gender codes, so that Darley regards it as “unspeakable”, an “illicit 

relationship” (B: 40) and the “consuming shape of a sterile love” (42). The use of the word 

“sterile” plays into the ideology that women are there only to be fertile and produce 

offspring. Any transgression of this feminine role is regarded with hostility. The bodies of 

both these women are, for Darley, excessive surfaces of desire whose abject difference 

transgresses the boundaries of the proper role of a woman. Clea’s idealised status of 

stereotypically pure, asexual heroine becomes blurred and she bears the dark traces of her 

‘inverted’ love. Her golden light and Justine’s darkness play off against one another, creating 

contrast, depth and dappled shadow, so that the two women seem to become 

palimpsestuous reflections of one another.   

Throughout Darley’s focalisation of the relationship between Clea and Justine, Clea 

lacks a voice. In her work on the Gothic heroine, Massé asserts that masculine discourse 

scripts the innermost thoughts and emotional reactions of the heroine according to certain 

subjective requirements (1990: 681). Clea’s purported statement, significantly in free 

indirect discourse, in which she claims that she was “a woman at last and belonged to men” 

(B: 46), reveals her as merely a submissive object of what Stevi Jackson has called the 

patriarchal control of heterosexist ideology and identity (1999: 154). The idea that to be a 

woman you need to belong to men is indicative of this heterosexual bias exhibited 

throughout Durrell’s narrative. It remains a foregone conclusion, in Darley’s opinion, that 

once Clea has experienced a relationship with a man, she will happily re-enter the 

heterosexual fold. This is what Creed parenthetically alludes to when she mentions the 

belief present in popular male mythology that “what the lesbian really needs is a good fuck, 

that is, phallic intrusion to break up the threatening duo” (1995: 96). This underlying 

mythology is present in the responses of both Darley and Pursewarden to Clea and Justine’s 

relationship.  

Although Durrell sets up the sexual transgression of lesbianism, he never allows it to 

have a voice or a defined image. Instead, it is alluded to in the dream-like visual image of the 
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kiss. This vagueness ensures that, both textually and visually, the relationship remains a 

veiled space. Therefore, this apparently brief lesbian relationship is a spectral trace 

introduced by Durrell, only to be negated and made to vanish. I see Durrell’s introduction of 

this lesbian desire as a device; one used to unsettle and reveal the ambivalent nature of 

sexuality and sexual relationships. Be that as it may, this attempted articulation of a taboo is 

given no real substance and seems tacked on as just another allegedly perverse sexual 

practice within the context of the Quartet. Durrell’s introduction of this relationship fails, 

reliant, as it is, on excess and fakery. The situation described lacks depth causing its 

transgressive impact to become negligible. This allows the narrative rapidly to return to an 

exploration of the heterosexual status quo. 

Nonetheless, Darley refuses to acknowledge any loss of innocence with regard to Clea. 

He continues to describe her in an idealistic manner as being a “generous innocent” (B: 43), 

“noble” and “passionate” (44), a “schoolgirl” and “an unmarried goddess” (194). This 

identification of Clea as innocent and passionate continues when Darley and she become 

lovers. Lying in bed and secretly observing her, Darley describes her slender nakedness. He 

notes, “the grave and passionate intensity of her turned head” (C: 86). She seems unaware 

of either Darley’s or the reader’s gaze. Her head is turned away in contemplation of 

something that cannot be seen, a pose that reveals an unwillingness to communicate. She is 

denying the viewer’s outside gaze, which negates her inclusion in Darley’s narrative 

description. It is only how Clea’s presence impacts on his feelings and subjectivity that is 

important, not Clea herself. She remains merely an object or cipher against which to found 

his emotions.  

Darley makes this plain when he says she “would share everything with me, 

withholding nothing – not even the look of complicity which women reserve only for their 

mirrors” (C: 86). Darley denies Clea any inner self; instead, she is fashioned to be an 

extension of himself and in the process is deprived of any will. The referral to her relation 

with the mirror links back to the mirroring seen in her relationship with Justine, but also to 

the male belief that the sin of vanity is inherent in woman. This vanitas theme, seen in 

Darley’s use of the word “complicity”, is what Berger regards as a cover for morally 

“condemning the woman whose nakedness you had depicted for your own pleasure” (1972: 

45). Berger proposes the function of the mirror betokens something vastly different because 
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it forces woman to “connive in treating herself as, first and foremost, a sight” (45). For Clea, 

the mirror becomes a heterotopic borderline space or Gothic site of abjection. It is a space 

of surface and textual images that entrap her into conformity. In order to establish her own 

autonomy, she needs to separate herself from the image and in so doing escape from 

Darley’s need to possess her.  

Darley does question his image of Clea: “was I simply deluding myself once more, 

refracting truth by the disorders inherent in my own vision?” (C: 90). This seems to be a case 

of what Samuel Beckett indicated about a narrator’s narrative “devising figments to temper 

his nothingness ... Devised deviser devising it all” (1980: 46). However, Darley carries on 

inventing visual truths in an effort to deny his lack of identity or what Beckett terms 

“nothingness”. Voyeuristically gazing on the sleeping form of Clea, Darley transforms her 

into an image of food and drink to slake his hungering need: 

I would turn to the sleeping Clea and study her quiet profile in order to ... to 

ingest her, drink the whole of her up without spilling a drop, mingle my very 

heart beats with hers. (C: 90) 

Clea’s flesh is symbolically associated with Christ and the transubstantiation. The 

cannibalistic need to ingest her and the vampiric desire to drink “the whole of her up 

without spilling a drop” bring to this description the darkness of supernatural and excessive 

Gothic desire. A fantasy of sadistic violence is present in Darley’s need to penetrate the 

permeable flesh and otherness of Clea’s unaware and dormant body. Perceived as an edible 

object, Darley imbues the image of Clea with the horrific and abject. She is the victim of 

unspeakable and monstrous desire impressed on her by Darley’s textual seal of phallic 

domination.  

The passion and love in the phrase “mingle my very heart beats with hers” represents 

an overwhelming need to own and control. In this description there is no ‘you’ and ‘I’ 

implying an ‘us’; it remains firmly founded in the masculine subject position of ‘I’. Enmeshed 

in Darley’s portrayal of her, there seems to be little escape for Clea. She remains a 

gothicised surface trapped in the reflection of the mirror. Imprisoned, she is an objectified 

image fixed in the stereotypical role of golden innocent who is “white of heart” (B: 44). This 

perception of Clea also fuels the fantasy of Nessim Hosnani’s brother Narouz, who wants to 

conquer and acquire Clea for himself. In the novel Balthazar, Narouz’s mastery and breaking 
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in of a white Arabian horse is, I will demonstrate, a powerful figuration that stands in 

symbolically for Clea, who Narouz desires to subjugate, control and possess. 

 

A Mythical White Arabian  

Durrell’s male characters harbour an overwhelming need to forcibly control the female 

characters. This is nowhere more apparent than in the behaviour and appearance of 

Narouz. When the reader first meets him in the novel Balthazar, Narouz is described as a 

peasant corsair with “bandolier”, “Turkish trousers” and “peasant’s blouse” (B: 56). His body 

is depicted as short, incredibly strong, ungainly and “hairy as a spider” (57). However, the 

focalisation of his face is what holds the reader fascinated. An upper lip that is “split literally 

from the spur of the nose” (56), this harelip reveals the “ends of a white tooth” (56) and 

“two little pink tongues of flesh in the centre of his upper lip which were always wet” (56 - 

57). His eyes, almost like those of Clea, with their “splendid blueness and innocence” both 

detract and enforce his monstrous ugliness (57). Accompanying these eyes is a spellbinding 

voice of a “deep and thrilling” timbre (57).  

Narouz is a creature whose actions and responses represent the uninhibited outward 

flow of semiotic drives. Anger, lust, violence, sadism, physical power, all emanate from his 

physical presence. He is possessed of a magical almost supernatural charisma located in his 

gaze but even more specifically in the sound of his voice. When Narouz speaks, it is either in 

grunts, short brusque phrases, or when in a state of ecstasy, a flood of incomprehensible 

outpourings that hold the listener spellbound. Narouz is the most blatantly extreme Gothic 

figure in the novels. A combination of villain and bestial, ape-like monster, he is an amalgam 

of many villainous male figures. Possessed of thrilling attributes offset by darker more evil 

desires and designs, his incredible strength and carnality are nowhere better exhibited than 

in his confrontation with a free-spirited and wild animal.41

Narouz chooses this horse, a present to him from a group of Arab Bedouins, from a 

group of horses. The voice of the external palimpsestuous narrator terms them a “group of 

colts”, from which Narouz picks out “the white one” (B: 75). He swiftly bridles the creature 

and mounts it: 

  

                                                           
41 Similar Gothic villains are the monk Ambrosio, Melmoth the Wanderer, Vathek, Mr Hyde, Frankenstein and Count Dracula. 
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The mythical creature stood quite still, its eyes wide and lustrous as if fully to 

comprehend this tremendous new intelligence of a rider upon its back, then a 

slow shudder rippled through its flesh ... Horse and rider stood as if posing for 

a statue, buried in thought. (75) 

White Arabian horses are mythical and sacred animals and were the bearers of the figure of 

the hero. The legends surrounding the Arabian horse are varied, from that of the Queen of 

Sheba giving an Arabian mare called Safanad to King Solomon, to Mohammed’s five 

favourite mares from which the bloodline of the five Arabian horse strains came. The 

description of this mythical white Arabian horse, eyes wide and lustrous with rippling 

muscles, imparts a sensuous eroticism as well as an overt fearfulness to the image. Stillness 

is contrasted with movement, as the pulsation of flesh oscillates from light to dark, like 

ripples in water. Contained in this picture of horse and rider lurks a semiotic abjection of 

fear, desire, and violence. The Gothic moves on the borderlines of the narrative discourse 

threatening to rupture the Symbolic through an excess of unnameable horror. 

The abject semiotic fright of the animal is released through a “low whistling cry” and 

the horse tries to dislodge the masculine body attempting to dominate it. The external 

narrator indicates Narouz only “growled something in its ear that drove it frantic” (75). The 

imposition of words is a rite of defilement releasing into the text the frantic, mad and jagged 

movements of the horse’s “curvetting”, “ragged plunging”, “tossing canter” and “ducking” 

(75). This frenzied abjection of terror allows the semiotic to burst through the Symbolic with 

the physical eruption of the horse breaking into a “long tireless gallop” whirling “away 

across the dunes with its rider secured by the powerful scissors of his legs” (75-76). The 

violence and exaggerated movement of this image exemplifies the struggle between the 

man and the animal, in what is tantamount to a rape. Narouz is seen to pin the creature 

“with the powerful scissors of his legs”.  

This description of Narouz seems to recall a passage from D.H. Lawrence’s work 

Women in Love. In this passage, Gudrun recalls the manner in which Gerald Critch controls 

his horse: 

... as if numbed in her mind by the sense of the indomitable soft weight of the 

man, bearing down into the living body of the horse: the strong indomitable 

thighs of the blond man clenching the palpitating body of the mare into pure 
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control; a sort of soft white magnetic domination from the loins and thighs 

and calves, enclosing and encompassing the mare heavily into unutterable 

subordination, soft-blood-subordination, terrible. (2007: 72) 

In his analysis of this passage critic David Lodge has indicated that the passage seems a 

premonition of the sexual relationship that will occur between Gudrun and Gerald. The 

domination of the mare, Lodge points out, is a form of sexual possession and the similarity 

between the mare and Gudrun herself is both metaphorical and metonymic (1991: 492). 

The holding of the horse between “indomitable thighs” has a direct parallel in Durrell’s 

“powerful scissors of his legs”. There are extensive similarities between Lodge’s analysis of 

this passage from Lawrence and my argument with regards to the passage in Durrell. In the 

Lawrence passage, the reader is immediately aware that the horse is female. Durrell’s 

description hides this through the narrator’s initial reference to the horse as being a colt – a 

young male horse. 

Only once Narouz returns with the defeated horse does the narrator suddenly employ 

the pronoun ‘her’. He describes the horse as “dejected, staggering, with only fight in her to 

blow dejectedly and stamp, conquered” (76). Narouz’s exertion of brute force to obtain 

domination and control results in the utter subordination of the horse and is indeed 

remarkably similar to the terrible actions of Gerald Critch. Durrell’s entire passage, like that 

of Lawrence, is perversely sexual and horribly distasteful. Narouz now in control utters 

“endearments” to her, like a satisfied lover. His powerful masculine body has overcome her 

resistance and in the process of the “long savage battle”, he has experienced an “orgasm” 

(76). The drive towards a sadistic jouissance has been achieved both by use of language in 

the narrative, and the depravity of Narouz’s actions. All Narouz’s baser drives, those of 

savagery, sadism, animalism, perverse sexuality and desire, are viciously imposed onto the 

bodily surface of the white filly. The portrayal of this incident ensures the horse’s body 

becomes the symbolic stand-in for Clea. The link between the two female forms, the white 

filly and Clea, is contained in a play on the word “filly”, which can mean a young female 

horse and, colloquially, a young woman. Therefore, the violent domination of the horse’s 

body is metaphorically transferred onto Clea. Both their physical landscapes represent the 

otherness of the unknown object, which Narouz considers it his right to conquer. 
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The grotesque subduing and symbolic rape of the white filly reads like a lived-out 

fantasy of the manner in which Narouz would like to treat Clea. Critic Steven Bruhm writing 

about pain and the Gothic body indicates that the “‘Gothic body’ is that which is put on 

excessive display, and whose violent, vulnerable immediacy gives Gothic fiction its beautiful 

barbarity and troublesome power” (1994: xvii). The vulnerable immediacy and the violence 

involved in the subduing of the white filly, I suggest, provides the incident in Durrell’s 

narrative with the troublesome and disturbing barbarity Bruhm mentions. This is an intense 

and bothersome representation of an inordinate misuse of power. Unlike Gudrun and 

Gerald in Lawrence’s book, Narouz and Clea will never become involved in a sexual affair. 

Yet Narouz’s death, and the supernatural forces it invokes, will represent his concerted 

attempt to lay claim to Clea.  

 

The Call of Death and Uncanny Premonitions 

Attacked under mysterious circumstances, the dying Narouz has requested Clea’s presence. 

Her response to the request is one of uncanny perturbation and abject repulsion as she says 

“Oh Nessim, how disgusting that people should love without consent! ... My flesh quails 

upon my bones” (M: 309). Through his demand, Narouz has again attempted to exert 

control over Clea, resulting in her experiencing a frisson of terror and repulsion. Her 

statement about quailing flesh is almost Biblical, though with a hint of Sir Thomas Wyatt’s 

Penitential Psalm 38 (1549). There is an expectation of something transgressively evil or 

wicked attached to Narouz’s “love without consent”. The external narrator reveals Narouz’s 

innermost, dying thoughts which are filled with a desire, similar to that of Darley’s, to 

possess Clea body and soul: “voice and odour of a girl who had become embalmed by his 

senses, entombed like some precious image” (M: 312). Approaching death has heightened 

the controlling force of Narouz’s sensory projections in which he attempts to trap and 

envelop fetish fragments of Clea: her odour and her voice. She is an object whose presence 

is so alive and physically real for him, but which he wishes to entomb so that she can 

accompany him into death embalmed by his exigency. Her body is a “precious image”, an 

icon, which helps him to continue his existence beyond death. Visualised like a figurine, an 

alter ego, Clea is inscribed with his name and the spells of his beliefs and desperate passion.  
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Clea’s essence and body become gothicised by the power of death and Narouz’s 

overwhelming need for existence beyond the grave. As Narouz dies, he calls out: 

The name of Clea, uttered in the cavernous voice of a wounded lion: a voice 

which combined anger, reproof and an overwhelming sadness in its sudden 

roar ... So nude a word, her name ... yet it sounded as if upon the lips of some 

dying conqueror, some lost king ... The name of Clea sounded through the 

whole house, drenched by the splendour of his anguish. (M: 312-313) 

Employing the Symbolic, he attempts to strip Clea bare through the supernatural and 

magical use of her true name. The place of woman, the Gothic house, is saturated by this 

shout, the horror of which invades the enclosed space. In his introduction to The Oxford 

Book of Gothic Tales Chris Baldick writes about the association between castles, houses and 

Gothic fictions:  

Gothic fiction is characteristically obsessed with old buildings as sites of 

human decay. The Gothic castles or house ... is a house of degeneration, even 

of decomposition, its living space darkening and contracting into the dying-

space of the mortuary and the tomb. (2009: xx) 

It is in the confines of the house as dying-space, mortuary and tomb, that Narouz’s voice 

summons Clea. The roar of the male voice demands submission to its wishes. This voice 

releases a terrible and destructive force in an expression of what Gary Farnell terms the 

Gothic death drive. Farnell considers this drive as leading to the ‘site of the Thing’, or the 

place of absolute otherness where the unnameable exists in the borderland state between 

inside and outside (2011: 598). This death drive closely resembles the Kristevan abject with 

its “violent, dark revolts of being, directed against a threat that seems to emanate from an 

exorbitant outside or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the tolerable, the 

thinkable” (1982: 1). I contend Durrell is employing this semiotically explosive howl to 

portray the human revolt against the unnameable horror and abjection of death. He allows 

Narouz’s cry to remain “hanging in the air” even after death, thereby evoking the abject 

borderland between the living and the dead. This establishment of the monstrous entity of 

the cry caught in limbo is a device employed by Durrell to enact the uncanny supernatural 

tension that will pre-empt the almost catastrophic events that will result when a cry returns 

to haunt Clea.  
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Clea’s superstitious nature and belief in the preternatural ensure only she is troubled 

by the mysterious sounds of weeping. Darley comments on her trust in the occult when he 

sees her on his return to Alexandria “in the act of shaking the dregs three times and 

emptying them into the saucer to study them as they dried into the contours from which 

fortune tellers ‘scry’ – a familiar gesture” (C: 67). This dependence on horoscopes and 

fortune-tellers is jokingly mentioned during a conversation that takes place on a day Darley 

remembers as a “spring day without a flaw” (C: 179). During this conversation Balthazar 

blithely, and with obvious amusement, reveals what is bothering Clea: “I mean that stuff 

supposedly about Narouz: that was altogether too dramatic to be taken seriously” (177-

178). The immediate questioning of the validity of what was said, “that stuff”, casts Clea in 

the role of credulous dupe. The use of the phrase “too dramatic” makes the prediction seem 

excessive. Balthazar then says: “‘It had the ingredients of a novelette’”. A novelette is a 

short work of prose the contents of which is sentimental, romantic, empty and trite. Critic 

Robert D Mayo, in his article on Gothic romance in magazines, writes, “the tale, the 

fragment, and the novelette are the dominant forms of Gothic romance” (1950: 765).  

Obviously Balthazar regards what Clea has been told about Narouz returning from the 

dead to be a trite and excessive manipulation, or fakery because he goes on to heedlessly 

and cruelly rubbish what she was told about Narouz: “trying to drag you down into the 

grave with him ... and about the weeping you would hear” (C: 177). During Balthazar’s 

speech, Darley becomes aware of Clea’s reaction, noticing she “had turned quite white and 

was looking away” and “a spot of red had appeared in both her cheeks. She shook her head, 

though she said nothing, but bit her lips as if with vexation” (C: 177). Darley interprets, 

perhaps rightly, Clea’s physical reactions, as vexation, in visibly semiotic gestures. These 

actions both consciously and unconsciously attempt to challenge and counteract the male 

discourse and gaze. Clea is subject to the relations of power Foucault examined in his work 

Discipline and Punish (1977). Foucault employed the ambivalent term subjectivation, which 

contains the meaning of becoming a subject, whilst simultaneously being constrained and 

made subordinate through discourses of power. Judith Butler, adopting Foucault’s concept 

of subjectivation, took this further by relating it to the theory of the performativity of 

gender (1990; 1993; 1997). Butler argues a subject has to be performatively formed to make 
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sense as a subject and to “produce that which it names ... a performative functions to 

produce that which it declares” (1993: 107).  

Clea’s performative response has been to acquiesce to phallocentric expectations of a 

woman’s role of passive modesty in what Sandra Lee Bartky calls self-policing. Clea enacts 

this because she is aware the gaze permanently inscribes her as a body designed to please 

(1998: 107-108). However, there is also defensiveness in this response, an adoption of a 

passive-aggressive position that Diane Long Hoeveler (1998) has attributed to the Gothic 

heroine. Long Hoeveler discusses the Gothic heroine as one who performs the role of 

innocent, suffering victim who pretends female weakness in a masquerade of apparent 

conformity to prescribed roles (1998: 107; 115). The construction or performance of gender, 

in Hoeveler’s argument, adopts Irigaray’s concept of ‘miming the mime’ in order to explicate 

the victimised, masochistic and passive-aggressive characteristic of the heroine. The line 

between mimicry and the idea of female masquerade is blurry, so I intend to employ the 

terms interchangeably in the discussion that follows. When exploring the transgressive 

possibility of mimicry or masquerade Irigaray writes: 

One must assume the feminine role deliberately. Which means already to 

convert a form of subordination into an affirmation, and thus begin to thwart 

it ... To play with mimesis is thus, for a woman, to try to recover the place of 

her exploitation by discourse, without allowing herself to be simply reduced 

to it ... It also means ‘to unveil’ the fact that if women are such good mimics, 

it is because they are not simply reabsorbed in this function. (1977a: 76)  

In this critique, Irigaray criticises the construction of femininity through masculine discourse. 

She indicates that the feminine, by adopting a position of mimicry, is able to escape the 

exploitation of this discourse. In doing so, women can avoid the binary male reduction of 

sexual difference to male self and female Other. 

Hoeveler’s engagement with Irigaray’s concept of mimicry or masquerade leads her to 

posit that the Gothic heroine, caught in the masculine discourse of power, attempts to free 

herself by adopting a ‘miming of the mime’. In the assumption of this mimicry, the heroine 

inculcates what Hoeveler terms a “mystic of masochism” (1998: 114). Hoeveler indicates 

this adoption of a masochistic stance represents a repressed need to seek out situations of 

pain and abuse, which are central to the heroine’s passive-aggressive strategies (115). The 
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heroine’s assumption of the passive-aggressive strategies mentioned by Hoeveler accords 

with Irigaray’s position on the deliberate assumption of the feminine role to manipulate and 

thwart the patriarchal system’s construction of her as ‘passive’, ‘weak’ and ‘submissive’ by 

‘miming the mime’.42

I take issue with the conception of the possible subversive potential of ‘miming the 

mime’ and with Hoeveler’s deployment of this concept in her discussion of the Gothic 

heroine. I suggest ‘miming the mime’, instead of thwarting the heroine’s subordination, 

makes her complicit in her own victimisation. This complicity is squarely located in the 

concept of miming or masquerade, which Doane considers dependent on “masculinity for 

its very definition” (1991: 38). Women, constructed as text or image, become what Kristeva, 

in Tales of Love, calls beings of masquerade: “empty at times, inauthentic, obviously lying ... 

a mask or a written sign – dazzling outside, nothing inside” (1987: 380). Kristeva’s position 

supports the contention of Doane that feminine masquerade is “a decorative layer which 

conceals a non-identity” (1991: 25). Indeed, masquerade in its excessive emptiness becomes 

solely a surface on which discourse can be written. A textual construct of discourse that 

contains spectral traces of other texts within it, masquerade is reminiscent of the nature of 

a palimpsest. I argue that the masquerade of Clea could be considered to represent a 

palimpsestic surface identity of Gothic fakery.  

  

Through her own silent bodily reactions and gestures; biting her lip, turning red and 

shaking her head, Clea can be regarded as complicit with the masquerade of passive-

aggressive victimisation. However, Clea’s fright and anger are visible when she recounts 

what was prophesized concerning the figure resembling Narouz: 

his lips are split here, and I see him covered in little wounds, lying on a table, 

there is a lake outside. He has made up his mind. He will try and drag you to 

him. You will be in a dark place, imprisoned ... unable to resist him. Yes, there 

is one near at hand who might aid you if he could. But he will not be strong 

enough. (C: 178- 179) 

The Gothic device of a story within a story acts to accentuate the uncanny and supernatural 

components of the tale - the return of the dead. For Clea the image conjured is definitively 

                                                           
42   The heroine as masochist is explored in the work of Michelle Massé (1990; 1992) who offers a different psychoanalytical reading of 

the reasons for this behaviour. 
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that of Narouz and his violated body laid out on a table evokes a mortuary. The wounds on 

his body are representative of an abject penetration of its wholeness in a rape of death. In 

the image of Narouz, his body is almost aerated by wounds and thus becomes a site 

penetrated through excessive violence. In Gothic tales, this form of violent death always 

results in a ghostly return, which represents a search for restitution or vengeance. Clea’s 

response to this image is one of breathless horror, which might explain the short, brusque 

descriptive phrases in the quote. 

These phrases offer a staccato, juddering motion similar to the slowed down sequence 

of old film frames. This shallow, jumpy movement relates to the flickering look that catches 

brief snatches of a scene, as if in a dream or a nightmare. What haunts the passage, invoking 

Clea’s deep-seated fear, is the desire emanating from the alien space of the dead. This 

desire is transgressive in nature because it is suggestive of a second death: a dragging down 

of Clea into a dark imprisoning space. Gary Farnell observes that the Gothic death drive’s 

impetus is aimed at achieving a second catastrophe and in so doing heightens the “Gothic 

terror ... the sort of horror, in other words, that invades, undermines and mortifies our 

flesh, much like desire” (2011: 594). Desire and death co-mingle and become centred on the 

spectre of Narouz, which aims to achieve what it could not previously manage – secure Clea 

for itself. Hogle regards the apparent return of the spectral as more fake than real; a 

counterfeiting of the past, or what he terms “Gothic spectres of counterfeits” (2001: 295). 

He relates this return of the fake spectral to Kristeva’s process of abjection. In this process, 

Hogle writes, the traumatic aspects of the betwixt and between state of being are “thrown 

off” onto monsters or ghosts (2001: 295).  

Hogle indicates Kristeva regards this form of projection as a means to interpret the self 

and establish a seemingly solid sense of identity that denies the unnameable otherness 

inside the self (295). The prediction of Narouz’s return brings the past into the present and 

the dead back into the world of the living. For Balthazar this is fakery, but Clea seems to be 

projecting onto the monstrous spectre of Narouz her abject fear of the unnameable with its 

threat to her identity. Clea’s lot now resembles what Mario Praz considered that of the 

Gothic heroine, “anxiety with no possibility of escape” (1968: 20). In positing the possibility 

of the supernatural return of the dead, Durrell transgresses the Symbolic order by allowing 

Narouz’s metaphorical presence to invade the text. The need to return, to repeat, points to 
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a destructive and lawless semiotic force that challenges the symbolic order. This is an 

inherent aspect of the Gothic and is, according to Botting, predicated on selfish and 

voracious passion whose need is to acquire the lusted after object from the place of the 

unnameable (1996: 6). Positioned as the frightened, credulous heroine, Clea’s increasing 

withdrawal leads to a brief hiatus in her relationship with Darley, who again decides to leave 

the city to return to the island.  

When writing about this at a later stage, Darley smugly and pompously says, “The 

fatality of human wishes. For me the future lay open, uncommitted ... But for Clea the 

future had already closed, was already presenting a blank wall.” (C: 208). What he writes is 

indicative of firmly rooted ideologies of the freedom of the male and the confinement of the 

female. Where Darley’s future is “open and uncommitted”, Clea’s is “closed”. Architectural 

space, whether imaginary or real, usually has an enclosing boundary - a house, ship, asylum, 

tomb, mirror - all spaces Foucault considers heterotopic. This confinement will finally be 

validated in the stifling horror of Clea’s live burial underwater.  

 

Timonium Isle of the Dead 

Clea’s fears will be realised in the beauty of a rock-pool located at the island she refers to as 

Narouz’s island or Timonium. The rock-pool is associated with the deadly harpoon-gun Clea 

shows to Darley. Originally belonging to Narouz, who used to hunt with it in the rock-pool, 

the harpoon gun was given to Clea by Nessim. Darley, gazing on it, says “It was an ugly-

looking contrivance ... It fired a slim steel harpoon about a metre and a half in length ... It 

looked deadly enough to kill quite a large fish” (C: 194). This weapon with its svelte evilness 

will lurk in the background, a deadly presence. Initially, only the beauty of the pool fills 

Darley’s excessively descriptive images: 

The rock-pool glowed beneath the glimmering keel of the boat like a 

quivering emerald, the long ribbons of milky light penetrating it slowly, 

stealing down like golden probes ... Its beauty was spell-bounding. It was like 

diving into the nave of a cathedral whose stained-glass windows filtered the 

sunlight through a dozen rainbows. The sides of the amphitheatre – for it 

opened gradually towards the deep sea – seemed as if carved by some 
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heartsick artist of the Romantic Age into a dozen half-finished galleries lined 

with statues ... But these blurred caryatids were wave-born, pressed and 

moulded by the hazard of the tides into goddesses and dwarfs and clowns. ... 

Terracotta baked in a dozen hues of mauve and violet and gold ... the deeper 

lining of water faded from emerald to apple green, and from Prussian blue to 

black ... Here, too, lay the wreck of which Clea had spoken. (C: 195- 196) 

Durrell’s descriptions of this undersea world are, arguably, some of the most evocatively 

beautiful passages in the entire Quartet. This passage is a luminous jewel-like canvas of 

prismatic colours. A sensual vision filled with light, it recalls a seascape by the artist Claude 

Monet with hues and dabs of emerald and apple green, mauve-violet, Prussian blue, gold, 

terracotta and black. These colours, many of them a haunting repetition of the colours used 

to paint the city and its landscape, act as a kaleidoscopic palimpsest joining sea to land. 

In the excessiveness of these adjectives of colour and their focalisation resides what 

George Steiner termed the “baroque” style of Durrell’s narrative (1962: 15). The “sheer 

abundance” of this style provides an ornate mysteriousness to this alien natural space, 

whose age and power are not subject to human control. Durrell attempts to humanise and 

structure the space by employing architectural and artistic symbols, the nave of the 

cathedral, the space of the amphitheatre and the gallery of statues. He uses figures from 

religion, fairy-tale and farce to people this watery world - caryatids, dwarves and clowns. 

The magnificence of this underwater space with its play of light, shadow and depth provides 

a feeling of infinity held in a moiréd movement. In the first line of this passage, the phrase 

“ribbons of milky light” are seen as “stealing down like golden probes”. The image is of a 

halo surrounded by the diffuse light of a nimbus, a glowing religious image. Durrell extends 

this imagery in the mention of the nave of a cathedral and how the prismatic light resembles 

a rainbow of stained glass.  

The intimations of divine power are eloquently present and reminiscent of the manner 

in which, Botting argues, Gothic romance partook of the sublime located in the natural 

world (1996: 39). The sublimity of this scene, unlike beauty, represents an excess that 

confronts Darley with a warning of the frailty of human life in the remains of the shipwreck. 

This surreptitious insertion of death into this ravishing world produces a frisson of unease, 

but the scene is so tranquil and seductive the threat goes unremarked. The words of the 
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poet Rainer Maria Rilke seem apposite: “For beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror” 

(1987: 151). Terror enters the beauteous environment of the rock-pool on: 

That brilliant morning, for example, with everything so deceptively normal, 

when bursting from the pool like a rocket she gasped, deathly pale: ‘There are 

dead men down there’... there they were in very truth, seven of them, sitting 

in the twilight of the basin with an air of scrupulous attention, as if listening to 

some momentous debate which would decide everything for them. This 

conclave of silent figures formed a small semicircle across the outer doorway 

of the pool ... Slightly crouched, responding to the ligatures which bound 

them, and faceless, they nevertheless stood, flinching and flickering softly like 

figures in an early silent film (C: 199). 

The scene is suddenly tinged with the horror and fear provoked by the appearance of the 

non-living. Darley visualises Clea as “deathly pale”, a living body that has assumed the 

attributes of the corpse. Death invades the pool in the form of seven linked bodies “sitting 

in the twilight of the basin”. The atmosphere established is suitably Gothic and the brilliant 

morning light has become edged with the chiaroscuro of twilight. The interesting 

observation that there were “seven of them” strikes the reader into wondering why 

especially seven? The number seven is associated with many religions, but particularly the 

Biblical Old Testament. In this work, it symbolises punishment, penitence and purification. 

This continues the darker religious themes that are being associated with this underwater 

world. Seven is also the number of renewal and metamorphosis with its promise of a new 

future. The strange deceptiveness that resides at the heart of Durrell’s novels is again 

present. No situation or word has one single meaning, but possesses numerous possibilities. 

The dead figures in the pool seem to be sitting and listening as though waiting for 

something to occur. The use of the word “conclave” immediately reinforces the religious 

nature of the description. It also stresses the occurrence of a death, because a conclave only 

meets to elect a new pope upon the death of the old. There is an uncanny and religious 

menace about these figures who guard the threshold of the pool. Their cloaked bodies and 

movements are reminiscent of the figures of The Mourners from the tombs of the Dukes of 

Burgundy. These small alabaster figures seem to circulate around the tombs like monks in a 
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cloister. They reflect all the aspects of mourning from wiping away tears, to being lost in 

solemn contemplation, or with faces hidden in the folds of their robes.43

The bodies of the corpses in the rock-pool, sailors bound together in sacks, are Other – 

a topography of body and thing, of inside and outside. Kristeva writing on the horror and 

fear associated with the presence of the corpse indicates: 

  

It upsets even more violently the one who confronts it as fragile and fallacious 

chance. ... No, as in true theater, without makeup or masks, refuse and 

corpses show me what I permanently thrust aside in order to live ... There, I 

am at the border of my condition as a living being. My body extricates itself, 

as being alive, from that border ...  the corpse, the most sickening of wastes, 

is a border that has encroached upon everything. (1982: 3; emphasis in text) 

The return of the dead forces a confrontation with the living’s repressed realisation of the 

self’s mortality. A sense of defilement, of fascination and terror, causes the living to ‘thrust’ 

this knowledge aside, because this state of abjection cannot be conceptualised and remains 

the uncanny, unnameable thing. The presence of the dead bodies threatens the intrusion of 

death over the border into the space of the living. They seem to act as the guardians just 

waiting for the command to allow something darker and unnameable entry. They are a 

promise of the void, of the return to the maternal with its subsuming of identity, of the ‘I’. 

Floating in the crypt of the maternal water these are bodies without souls; ghosts in the 

space of the rock pool. Durrell furthers this spectral haunting when he writes “flinching and 

flickering softly like figures in an early silent film” (C: 199). Early film in its black and white 

chiaroscuro of shadow seems ghostly and Gothic. The phantom-like quality of the now dead 

are, in the film, resurrected to a seeming animation of life (Mulvey 2006b: 36). The use of 

the word “flickering” to describe the movement of the bodies perfectly represents the 

manner in which light moves in water, the rippled luminescent effect. This movement is, in 

essence, in the form of a palimpsest, where bright light is edged with a slightly offset 

shadow of more softened hue. This multi-layering of words and image blurs the boundaries 

between the living and the not living evoking, in the reader, a fascination and fear of 

something foreboding that increases the tension of the storyline. Time under water, like 

                                                           
43   There are 37 of these figures which are 16 inches in height. They were carved by Jean de la Huerta and Antoine le Moiturier between 

1443- 1456 for the ducal tomb of John the Fearless of Burgundy. 
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time in a film, seems preserved in a blending of two different times, those of then and now. 

In this passage, Durrell indicates the nature of time, the frailty of human life and the 

slightness of the boundary that exists between life and death. The threat of death that these 

bodies bring with them will horrifically trace itself onto Clea’s body gothicising it. 

 

Mutilation and Rebirth 

The violent horror inflicted on Clea happens on the day of a final outing planned before 

Darley returns to the Greek island. The trio of Clea, Darley and Balthazar arrive at the rock-

pool on what Darley himself calls a “fatal” day, but whose appearance is deceptive with its 

smiling, spring sunshine (C: 209). The word fatal, with its connotations of destined by fate, 

as well as ominous with its attached sense of something disastrous resulting in death, sets 

the premonitory tone. Heightening this sense of uneasiness is the uncanny alteration in the 

mood emanating from the pool. Darley’s awe when describing the metamorphosis of the 

water is obvious: 

The waters of the pool darkened appreciably, curdled, and then became 

phosphorescent ... we plunged side by side ... transformed into figures of 

flame, the sparks flashing from the tips of our fingers and toes with the glitter 

of static electricity. A swimmer seen underwater looks like an early picture of 

the fall of Lucifer, literally on fire. So bright was the electrical crackle that we 

could not help wondering how it was that we were not scorched by it. So we 

played, glittering like comets, among the quiet mariners who sat, watching us 

... Clea surfaced with a swish of delight ... just long enough to cry: ‘The fire is 

so beautiful’ doubled her lithe body back and ducked downwards again. (C: 

214) 

The coruscating beauty of the phosphorus bloom is multifarious in its play on a religious and 

cosmological theme. The word phosphorus with its etymological relation to the word 

phosphoros (the morning star or light bringer) plays on the allusion to Lucifer’s relation to 

the Morning Star. The effect of phosphorescence on the surface of the sea comes from 

small creatures that emit light from a pigment known as luciferin, which is a cold light. The 

light from this phosphorescent bloom is eerie and ghostly in its blue-green luminescence 
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and the whole description of the pool becomes filled with the sharp crackle of flames. 

Darley describes the swimmers as on fire, “figures of flame” like the sinners in Dante’s 

inferno. In this golden world of fire and water, Clea and Darley play like “glittering comets”. 

This brilliant glitter, visualised as fire, does not burn the swimmers, even though Darley 

uses the word “scorched”. This alludes to the artistic practice of pyrography, where surfaces 

are etched and written on using fire to create images. Through all of this, the dead bodies in 

the pool seem to sit and broodingly watch the fire-lit swimmers. There is an atmosphere 

redolent of uncanny anxiety. The architectural space of the pool, previously described as a 

nave of a cathedral, transforms into the realm of Lucifer’s fire and the kingdom of the dead. 

It is Clea who says, “The fire is so beautiful”, a fraught statement in the context of the 

metaphorical links to hell-fire and death in this passage. Her sensuous attraction to the fire 

and its beauty is a harbinger of calamity. Her passionate desire is symbolised in the 

sexualised surface of her body, which is central to the focalisation of Darley. The element of 

liquid fire pyrographically marks her “lithe body”. Her “downwards” movement represents a 

descent into an underworld of violence, suffering and live burial where the much-feared 

prophecy will play out. 

Balthazar is the unwitting force instrumental in causing the grim horror that follows. 

Inspecting Narouz’s harpoon gun Balthazar accidentally drops it and Darley hears: 

the slight snick of steel settling into a target, somewhere down there in the 

pool ... I felt a sudden darkness descend on my spirit – a darkness which lifted 

and trembled at the edges; and a rushing like the sough of giant wings ... I 

crashed back into the water ... At the far end, by the wreck, I distinguished a 

convulsive coiling movement, and dimly recognized the form of Clea ... 

Though the green thread led to her I felt a wave of relief ... she rolled 

drunkenly ... As for her face I could not read the despairing pain which must 

have been written on it ... she arched out and flung her head back ... the 

gesture of someone throwing open a robe to exhibit a wound. And I saw. Her 

right hand had been pierced and nailed to the wreck by the steel arrow. (C: 

215-216) 

Darley’s first reaction is more concerned with his own feelings “I felt a sudden darkness 

descend on my spirit”. He marks the dread and horror of the vicious steel sinking easily into 
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a target somewhere in the depths of the pool. Terror is aroused as the passage is coloured 

by the use of the word “darkness” and the menacingly imaginative “sough of giant wings”. 

The moaning rush and whistle associated with the word sough brings with it an intimation 

of death passing in some Luciferian form, adding a Miltonic or Dantesque edge to this turn 

of phrase. The fear and supernatural nature of these metaphorical wings conform markedly 

with Gothic imagery and conventions. In the midst of this fear, Darley proceeds to search for 

Clea underneath the water.  

He dimly sees her form next to the wreck describing it as moving in a “convulsive 

coiling” manner. The noun convulsive means a sudden and violently irregular movement 

often associated with seizures. When placed alliteratively with the adjective “coiling”, the 

movement created is rather like that of an octopus when it is speared: a writhing and 

uncontrolled flailing. However, the noun coil has another more archaic meaning of 

confusion or turmoil most noted in the quote from Shakespeare’s work Hamlet “to shuffle 

off this mortal coil” with its reference to death. There is simultaneously a sensuousness to 

the movement of Clea’s body and a repellent semiosis of pain, suffering and approaching 

death. Clearly able to see the green thread of the harpoon line that leads to Clea, Darley, 

strangely, can only see her form “dimly”. Clea appears to have faded and become ghostly, a 

blurred shadow. The whole description of the scene is centred entirely on Darley’s reaction 

and response, his “wave of relief” accompanied by his prurient depiction of Clea’s body as 

an object of alluring, erotic attraction. His gaze overwrites Clea with his own point of view 

enveloping her with certain perceptions. Kosofsky Sedgwick suggests that writing on flesh 

gives “primacy to surfaces” (1981: 260). The “characters” written on the surface of the skin, 

particularly on the body or countenance, can be regarded as figurative formulae impressing 

the idea of ‘self’ onto this surface from the outside (261). Sedgwick considers the human 

face in Gothic novels to remain non-memorable, the physical presence of the face and body 

being entirely absent (263).  

Clea’s body and facial features are verbally figured onto her skin, her countenance is 

impressed with the formulaic “despairing pain”. Yet, Clea’s visage, hidden by her hair, is 

absent, so Darley is unable to gaze upon it. What he does see, and graphically represent, is 

her body’s movements. Darley’s textual descriptions write her suffering onto the outside of 

her body. Watching her, Darley sees how Clea “arched out” and “flung her head back”, a 
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representation possessing elements of erotic desire and almost mystical qualities, similar to 

those associated with martyred female saints. The religious connotations are enhanced 

through the possible allusion to Christ when Clea appears to throw “open a robe to exhibit a 

wound” much in the manner of Caravaggio’s painting The Incredulity of Thomas also entitled 

Doubting Thomas (1601-2): 

 

Figure 27 Michelangelo de Merisi de Caravaggio: The Incredulity of Thomas 

In this painting, the viewer’s eye is led to the wound in Christ’s side because of the large 

hand with finger pointing at, and inserted into, the lips of the wound. The light from the left 

highlights the white skin of Christ and the folds of his white robe thrown back from the 

wound. The light also catches the forehead and shoulder of Thomas and brings the tear on 

his red garment into focus. In direction and size, this tear replicates the tear in Christ’s skin. 

The bright focused light and the dark background establish a chiaroscuro effect enhancing 

the stillness of the scene. The concentration on the violation of the skin being probed is 

presented in a manner Bal calls “frighteningly painful” (1999: 31). The detail of the wound 

repels and fascinates both the figures in the painting and the viewer with its abject 

ambivalence (32). 

The wound Darley ascribes to Clea is equally ambivalent. Like that of Caravaggio’s 

Christ, Clea’s wound is a visual one, torn right through her flesh. However, there is also the 

underlying reference to the visually obscure wound that Bal has noted is also penetrable 

and is within the domain of the erotic (1999: 32). The allusion to Christ acts to veil the 

wound of the female sexual organs. This obscuring and denial hides the masculine fear of 

castration, of being feminised and penetrated in the manner Thomas’s finger is doing to 

Christ. The religious nature of Clea’s wounding goes further, for Darley now “sees” that the 
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harpoon has gone through her right hand pinning her to the wood of the wreck in the 

manner of a crucifixion. Narouz’s harpoon has brutally penetrated Clea’s body in a 

metaphoric rape, which Darley, in his description, evokes in a sadistic and cruel manner. 

Clea’s struggles are watched by the dead bodies that guard the pool, like a convocation of 

judges, they are harbingers of a death sentence. The hole in Clea’s hand represents an 

orifice for the incursion of the other - in this instance the black desire of Narouz, which has 

extended beyond the grave. There is a raging and unrestrained sense of perversely erotic 

exchange between this demonic ghostly presence and Clea, which is eerie and disturbing.  

Yet, Durrell’s portrayal of Clea as if nailed to the cross of the wooden wreck, I contend, 

is one of the most transgressive events in the Quartet. The explorations of alternate 

sexualities pale in comparison; the only comparable scene of such unreasoning violence is 

Narouz’s murder of Toto de Brunel. The brutality of Clea’s wounding and crucifixion, with its 

savage, vicious cruelty and hatred startles the reader. The overt eroticism figured onto 

Clea’s body throughout the description is repellent. There are relatively few portrayals of 

crucified women and as a representation of a Christ-like pose, Durrell’s depiction of Clea 

could be considered to verge on what would be regarded as scandalous and blasphemous, a 

challenge to traditional religious symbolism. The potency of Durrell’s representation lies in 

the enactment of power and eroticism whose aim, according to Massé, seems to be the 

subordination of Clea to the perverse will of a spectre in the name of ‘love’ (2000: 158). The 

dominant forces of mastery in this scene exercise aggression, sadism and a vicarious 

pleasure in watching Clea’s pain. Truly, the hapless, masochistic victim, Clea is a Gothic 

heroine close to physical destruction. Competing motifs, such as the nightmare of live burial, 

the transgression of the threshold between the living and the dead, and the violence of her 

transgressive crucifixion, are all transferred onto Clea’s body. It is as if an awful power is in 

control and its sinister presence flows over her body in a frisson and jouissance of 

approaching death.  

Bodily pleasure and death seem indistinguishable when Clea’s form is visualised 

hanging in a passive and sensual manner “stretched languorously out, while her long hair 

unfurled behind her” (C: 217). Caught in the womb of the sea, Clea is melded to the phallic 

form of the harpoon’s steel-arrow. The overtly dark and demonically evil atmosphere of 

Durrell’s narrative, with its exaggeratedly violent act, unleashes a ghostly and ghastly 
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passion. Narouz might be dead, but he has not released his grip on the living form of Clea. 

Instead, the flat surface of her lithe body has been twisted with the stigmata of martyrdom. 

I consider these embedded marks as violent wounds of gothicised identity rammed onto the 

skin’s surface and the interior of her body. Clea’s repressed guilt over Narouz’s death and, 

possibly, her abortion, seems to have facilitated the magical release of malevolent ghosts 

who act as agents in the perpetration of this horrifying deed. 

Threatened by the womb-like otherness of the anarchic watery environment, where 

identity is threatened through the transgression of bodily borders, Darley finally decides to 

act. Throughout the novels, Darley has been constructed as the ineffectual, non-virile, non-

sensuous, enfeebled, feminised and wounded ‘hero’. He is now faced with a monstrous all-

consuming force against which he reacts by reverting to the role of sexually aggressive 

force, generally associated with the Gothic hero. His battle is not only against the power of 

the sea as the archaic mother, but against his own fear of death. Yet, what he does to Clea is 

even more horrific than that accomplished by the supernatural presence of Narouz. In order 

to rescue her, Darley takes a knife to Clea’s pinned hand “I began to hack her hand ... It was 

not very long before I felt the body disengage under this bitter punishment. The water was 

dark” (C: 217). Violated by her wounds, the boundary between Clea’s exterior and interior is 

disrupted. Ruptured, Clea’s body becomes disturbing, unsettling as it darkens the water 

with her blood, a symbolism of menstruation and death, and the fear and disgust this 

inspires. There is nothing surgical or clean in the removal of Clea’s hand, rather there is a 

tearing and mutilation of an extremely gruesome nature. Darley has meted out the final 

exorbitant punishment due to Clea for her infringement of the required norms. He has 

castrated her by mutilating her painting hand, which is a synecdoche for her body and her 

creative power. In this mysterious and jealous phallic clash for possession of Clea, the living 

wages war on the dead in order to repress death’s unwanted intrusion into the present. 

Clea’s body bears the brunt of these two violent rape-like acts, which visually tear the 

proper wholeness of her body, making it gothically monstrous and abject.  

Darley now enacts another form of rape. Rather like Christ with Lazarus, he tries to 

raise the seemingly dead by thumping and crashing down on Clea’s back in a crude attempt 

to remove the water from her lungs: 
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 Again and again, slowly but with great violence I began to squeeze them in 

this pitiful simulacrum of the sexual act - life-saving, life-giving ... Up and 

down, up and down in this slow cruel rhythm, I pumped at her ... The body of 

Clea was protesting this forcible rebirth. (C: 218-219) 

Clea lies, a limp doll, metaphorically and robotically violated by Darley in a sexualised 

parody of the mechanics of birth. A mixture of erotic delight and horror are present in this 

description with overtones of necrophilia. This description epitomises Darley’s, and dare I 

suggest Durrell’s, masculine fantasy of the control of the act of creation by playing ‘God’. 

Darley’s “forcible rebirth” of Clea is an active denial of the procreative ability of the female 

body. Usurping the maternal role, Darley is producing Clea as a new creature. In this process 

her body is gothicised through its movement from inanimate ‘dead’ to reanimated living 

form that abjectly challenges the boundary between the two states. Darley’s resuscitation 

of Clea resembles Michelle Bloom’s suggestion that such animation of dead forms renders 

the reader, no less than the author, into Pygmalionesque figures (2000: 304). Whilst I would 

agree with Bloom that Darley’s act makes him a Pygmalionesque figure, I would submit that 

Durrell is also referencing the figure of Mary Shelley’s Victor Frankenstein.  

The resurrection and reconstruction of Clea is furthered by another male character, the 

doctor Amaril. Clea will become uncannily monstrous: part human, part non-human when 

Amaril reconstructs and replaces her hand with a prosthetic device. In this embodiment Clea 

becomes an abject site of suspension between contradictory states, a challenge to the rules 

of identity and of feminine beauty 

 

Figure 28 British Science Museum: Prosthetic Hand 

An image of a prosthetic hand from the British Science museum, which dates from between 

1840-1940, seems rather apposite to Durrell’s narrative. Made from steel and brass, the 
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wrist can reticulate and the fingers are able to curl closed and then open out. This is a 

sinister device. The reader can image that Clea’s prosthesis might be like this and, in order 

to disguise this uncanny creature, she would have recourse to a glove.  

Clea tells Darley not to postpone his departure back to the island because she says she 

will “need a little time to come to myself now that at last I am free from the horror. That at 

least you have done for me … It’s done and will never come back” (C: 223). The heroine has, 

thanks to the intervention of this ostensible hero, managed to triumph over the forces of 

the dead with their evil intention. Instead, the horror has been written onto her surface and 

she has become a different form of monstrous horror and fright or what Botting calls a 

'womachine’ (2011: 176). Darley's rescue of Clea by means of his physical violation of her 

body is considered an act that has freed her from “the horror”, an exorcism of traumatic 

terror experienced by heroines in Gothic plots. In the process of this rescue, the surface of 

Clea’s bodily topography has altered and she will take this into the future as a mark of 

retribution and atonement. 

A letter from Clea follows Darley to the islands, which, much in the same way her 

letters mark the culmination of Justine and Balthazar, brings this final novel in the tetralogy 

to a close. Clea’s letter reaches him in a script that is markedly strange, and she indicates it 

is written by the new hand: 

It is the first serious letter I have attempted, apart from short notes, with my 

new hand: this strange accessory-after-the-fact with which the good Amaril 

has equipped me! ... Of course I was frightened and disgusted by it at first ... 

But I have come to respect it very much, this delicate and beautiful steel 

contrivance which lies beside me so quietly on the table in its green velvet 

glove! ... steel and rubber seem such strange allies for human flesh. (C: 242-

243) 

No longer whole, Clea is physically able to fragment her body by removing the hand. Darley 

and Amaril seem both to have exacted some form of revenge on Clea’s body. Now 

unnatural, Clea assumes the form of an automaton, along the lines of E.T.A. Hoffmann's 

Olympia in Der Sandman and Villiers d'isle Adam's automaton, Hadaly, in the novel l'Eve 

Future. In fact, Clea's reconstruction into part-machine part-human gives a foretaste of the 

female automaton Durrell will present in his work The Revolt of Aphrodite. In this work, the 
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female character Iolanthe is brought back from the dead as a sophisticated automaton, 

rather like Hadaly created by Edison in L'Eve Future. Iolanthe is not pulled apart like the doll, 

Olympia, in Hoffmann's tale. Instead, she falls to her death from the whispering gallery in 

Saint Paul's cathedral and is then 'murdered' by her creator, who plunges a knife into her 

throat stopping her mechanical workings. Luckily, only being partly artificial and the heroine, 

Clea escapes Iolanthe's fate. 

The terms in which Clea describes her new appendage are suitably abject. She is 

fascinated and disgusted by the Thing, which supernaturally seems to come alive. The 

member represents an uncanny commodification of her body, a melding of steel and rubber 

that confuses the animate and the inanimate. Her body has been disciplined in a manner 

that Foster suggests represents the mechanistic model of the machine, which is woman’s 

double (1991: 51). Removing Clea's hand eliminates her autonomy and makes her a victim. 

The hand strips her of any sexual allure, unless it is the perverse attraction to the 

dismembered and mechanical, found in the dolls of the Surrealist artist Hans Bellmer.44

Mechanical and artificial though the hand is, it still has something supernatural and 

uncanny about it. Clea almost jubilantly indicates: 

 

– IT can paint! I have crossed the border and entered into the possession of 

my kingdom thanks to the Hand ... One day it took up a brush and lo! pictures 

of truly troubling originality and authority were born ... I know that the Hand 

was responsible ... Yet it is a bit frightening; the elegant velvet glove guards its 

secret perfectly ... There is nothing, it seems, that it cannot do impressively 

better than I can. (C: 242) 

There is something uncanny, weird and disturbing about Clea's new hand. The object seems 

to be in control of her and not the other way around. Clea is frightened of the hand and its 

ability, yet is equally delighted by what it can do. The Surrealist Andre Breton regarded 

hands as having a life of their own. Mirroring Andre Breton's view, Clea attributes to the 

hand supernatural agency. The hand becomes “IT”, the capital letters enforcing the Thing-

ness and inanimate attributes of the hand. Clea proceeds to write, “One day it took up a 

brush and lo! pictures of truly troubling originality and authority were born ... I know that 

                                                           
44  For a consideration of the nature of Hans Bellmer’s dolls, see Foster (1993) and Taylor (2002). 
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the Hand was responsible.” The hand is the agent of a unique creativity, which Clea 

indicates has nothing to do with her. However, there is a hint of uneasiness in the use of the 

word “troubling”. Made into a living support system, Clea is controlled by the hand and 

placed at the will of her mechanistic double. She denies all responsibility for the hand’s 

actions, thus situating herself within the role of passive, manipulated heroine, who 

possesses no will of her own. 

The fact that the hand was created by a man seems to enforce the idea that whatever 

the hand is creating is controlled and inspired by a masculine force. This denies Clea any 

agency in the act, and her statement “'I have crossed the border and entered into the 

possession of my kingdom thanks to the Hand'” begs the question whose kingdom she has 

really entered. Is it perhaps the one of phallocentric control through a supernatural man-

made object? Consequently, the hand has assumed the subject position and relegated Clea 

to that of mere object. The kingdom belongs to the uncanny hand and not to Clea. All the 

attributes of the clichéd 'iron fist in the velvet glove' seem to inform this object and are 

brought to the fore when Clea writes: “This delicate and beautiful steel contrivance which 

lies beside me so quietly on the table in its green velvet glove!” going on to add “Yet it is a 

bit frightening; the elegant velvet glove guards its secret perfectly” (C: 243). Providing the 

glove with a specific colour and material makes it the focal point of the image. Acting as a 

veiling device, the glove masks an absence.  

The colour green with its associations of rebirth, renewal, hope and immortality 

imputes certain characteristics to the hand through the metonym of the glove. The artificial 

hand is indeed immortal and as an object will remain long after Clea has died. Perhaps there 

is also an aspect of jealousy in Clea's wearing of a green glove; she seems to exhibit this trait 

with regards to the hand. The glove adds to the uncanniness of the hand because it acts as 

the hand's double, because it can be the hand when worn and retain the shape of the hand 

when it is removed. This uncanny form of the glove as doppelgänger is expressed in the 

photograph of artist Peter Liversidge’s marble glove (2011, which pays homage to the glove 

cycle by German artist Max Klinger: 
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Figure 29 Peter Liversidge: Glove 

Although empty, this glove possesses solidity and remains an uncanny reminder of the hand 

that might have been inside it. Like the bronze glove in Andre Breton's book Nadja, this 

marble glove possesses a weight that Clea's glove would lack. Art theorist Kirsten Powell has 

argued that the glove is the uncanny double of the hand and works as a simulacrum, or 

fragmentary shell, which can act metonymically for the entire body (1997: 520). Clea's 

glove, which covers her artificial hand, hides her doubly wounded body. The glove, I argue, 

could represent Clea's repressed desire, the monstrous hand being seen to possess an 

inherently perverse eroticism, which she finds “frightening”. The glove clings to the Thing-

ness of the artificial hand and Clea’s bodily form vacillates eerily on the border between 

animate and inanimate. The secret of her monstrousness remains hidden by the “elegant 

velvet glove” and this glove is the final fetish object that gothicises the surface form of a 

female character in the novel cycle. All that remains is for Darley to attain his imaginative 

kingdom, his ‘Once upon a time’. 

 

Conclusion 

Throughout this chapter, I have examined the concept of the Gothic heroine as represented 

by Clea. Initially presented in the novels Justine, Balthazar and Mountolive as an idealised 

image of the stereotypical heroine in looks and passive, gentle behaviour, this alters in the 

novel Clea. The central character of this eponymously entitled book, Clea is faced with the 

horrific challenges and trauma that plague the heroine. Moving slowly from the dreamy 
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ideal image, Clea starts to be tainted with expressions of darker sexual desires. She is 

subjected to the uncanny horror of the return of the repressed in the form of spectral 

presences which haunt the living and exact retribution. This haunting and the return of the 

past are a central theme to this novel and the return of the figure of Narouz dominates and 

demands the retribution that ghosts tend to require of the living. 

Clea acts out the masochistic behaviour associated with the Gothic heroine by scholars 

such as Michelle Massé and Diane Long Hoeveler. This masochism lies at the root of not 

only the Gothic but also of the heterosexual relationships produced in the novels. Massé 

writes about the Gothic heroine that she has “been taught to want love, in whatever guise, 

above all else” (1992: 4). She goes on to suggest that normal feminine development is a 

trauma that is paralleled by its repetition in the Gothic novel (7). I have suggested that 

Clea’s trauma is one related to the heterosexual demands and desires perceived as written 

over her body. This overwriting of Clea’s body is very suggestive of what Massé has 

considered the ideology of the Gothic which she claims “uses the woman’s whole body as a 

pawn: she is moved, threatened, discarded, and lost … the subtext metaphorically conveys 

anxiety about her genital risk” (1992: 108). Massé further argues that the Gothic exhibits a 

“genteel abuse” (1992: 108), but Durrell’s punishment of Clea seems rather less than 

‘genteel’. Its violence and horror are Sadean in the perverse sexual eroticism presented to 

the reader. At the centre of this horror remains the spectral return of the past and the 

repressed, and the seemingly inescapable enclosure of live burial with its promise of death. 

Yet this is defeated through Clea’s rescue and the closure this brings with regards to the 

spectral and supernatural nightmare of Narouz. Clea is cured through not only a denial of 

her identity, but a stripping of her autonomy achieved by Darley and Amaril’s 

Pygamlionesque/ Frankensteinian re-creation of her. She has, through the violence of what 

Kate Ferguson Ellis calls “men on the rampage”, been made compliant, because her 

existence is dependent on her relation to these masculine others (Ferguson Ellis 2001: 265-

266). 

Safely back on his Greek island, Darley will experience his own entrance into the fairy 

tale landscape of the imagination, which is associated with the sky’s blue light: 

It came on a blue day, quite unpremeditated, quite unannounced, and with 

such ease I would not have believed it. I had been until then like some timid-
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girl, scared of the birth of her first child. Yes, one day I found myself writing 

down with trembling fingers the four words (four letters! four faces!) with 

which every story-teller since the world began has staked his slender claim to 

the attention of his fellow-men. Words which presage simply the old story of 

an artist coming of age. I wrote: ‘Once upon a time....’  

And it felt as if the whole universe had given me a nudge! (C: 246) 

His, not Clea’s, becomes the fairy tale ending. His textual creativity is likened to the birth of 

a child. Durrell allows Darley to take the creative process away from the female principle 

and make it a male domain. By doing this, the monstrous-feminine landscape of Alexandria 

is defeated and replaced with the creative blue masculine heavens overarching the place 

where Occidental patriarchal culture evolved. Darley believes that through his written 

narrative he can contain and conquer Alexandria to attain his selfhood. However, as Creed, 

discussing Kristeva’s theory of abjection, has observed, meaning is also, “spoken by the 

abject, the place of meaninglessness – thus, the subject is constantly beset by abjection 

which fascinates desire but which must be repelled for fear of self-annihilation” (1986: 48). 

The four slight words “Once upon a time” are the pivot on which Darley stakes his slender 

claims to identity, artistry and his narcissistic break from the abject mother. This phrase is 

one that opens fairy tales with their particular form of Gothic space and time. This space 

and time remain outside linear time and inhabit mythical, primordial or cyclical time.  

The world in fairy tales is a magical place where the ordinary and the fabulous exist 

simultaneously. Durrell has premised the structure of his novel on time and space that is 

outside the linear and the world evoked in the Quartet is trapped in memory where the 

ordinary and the fabulous co-habit. Durrell’s ornate and mosaic-like style with its reliance on 

Gothic inserts furthers the intertwining of ordinary and fabulous happenings. Writing on the 

motif of time distortion in fantasy, Maria Nikolajeva notes it is especially influenced by the 

theory of relativity (2003: 142). Opening his novel with the words “once upon a time”, 

Darley is playing on the magical nature of the story world he will write into being, and 

indicating how the device of relativity and the distortion of space and time will shape this 

world. Darley can now go on to objectify and gothicise the female landscapes in the four 

faces of his fictional confection of “Once upon a time” in Alexandria, a modern version of A 

Thousand and One Nights. 
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Afterword  

The philosopher José Ortega y Gasset in an article entitled “Verdad y perspective” in El 

Espectador (1916) wrote “The truth, the real, the universe, life - whatever you want to call it 

- breaks up into innumerable facets ... each of which presents a face to an individual” (cited 

in Kern 1983: 151). Facets or sliding panels, I have argued in the preceding chapters of this 

study, represent Durrell’s attempt to fragment perceptions of reality and identity in an 

effort to show how all is relative. Furthermore, these panels function as Gothic framing 

devices, because they are marked by metaphorically excessive happenings or images. In 

discussing the idea of frames or framing, Bal remarks these are supposed to limit the 

possible meanings of a work because they are found within a socio-historical framework 

(2006: 290). In considering Durrell’s use of sliding panels, I argue that these attempts to 

circumvent reification are achieved through the employment of frames that constantly 

shifts the temporal. In so doing, Durrell contrives a multiplicity of divergent and overlapping 

interactions of memories past, present and future. 

Through grammatical tenses he layers time in the space of the narrative in an 

exceedingly complex and palimpsestic fashion. In his work A Key to Modern British Poetry 

Durrell, in fact, indicated his idea of time functions like a mirror which takes “us backwards 

and forwards between reminiscences and description, between the present and the past: 

and packed closely into it, among the images are the fragments of culture” (1970: 151). In 

these fragments are the socio-historical past, relating to Bal’s argument concerning frames, 

and this past is imbricated with myth, art and religion that inflect the present and the past 

causing a multiplicity of possible meanings and realities. Lines from T.S. Eliot’s Burnt Norton 

spring to mind with regards to what Durrell is trying to accomplish: 

  Time present and time past 

Are both perhaps present in time future 

And time future contained in time past. 

If all time is eternally present 

All time is unredeemable. (T. S. Eliot, Burnt Norton Lines: 1-5) 

Eliot’s poem refers back to the writings of Saint Augustine who said, “there are three times, 

a present of past things, a present of present things and a present of future things” (1961: 

269). Eliot’s idea that time is unredeemable solicits attention. In this word, there resides the 
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combined notion of unassuageable spiritual guilt, as well as the alternative notion of time 

not being recoverable because it is permanently in flux. Durrell’s technique of ‘sliding 

panels’ of a space-time continuum represent a fragmentation in flux that reveals how 

different subjective perceptions influence the individual characters’ focalisation of events. 

Simultaneously, it shows how these responses structure the manner in which reality and 

truth are perceived and become merely subjective constructs. These multiple perspectives 

are mainly transmitted through the consciousness of the male characters whose viewpoints 

construct the bodily forms of the female characters, along with the cityscape, as objects 

contained in the space-time of memory and the gaze.  

Many scholars have critically approached Durrell’s tetralogy from different 

perspectives. The novels have been explored as representing Modern love; they have been 

examined from a thematic point of view; a number of scholars have looked at the time-

space aspects of the novels and related them to Postmodernism and Modernism, and the 

idea of the spirit of place has been analysed. In a more recent work, the topological relation 

between narrative and time in the novels has been focused upon. The visual-textuality of 

Durrell’s novels was first brought to prominence in Diane Vipond’s study Art, Artist, and 

Aesthetics in Lawrence Durrell’s Alexandria Quartet (1980). Since then a number of visual-

textual studies of Durrell’s work have been and are currently being conducted by notable 

Durrell scholars Corinne Alexandre-Garner, Isabelle Keller-Privat and Murielle Philippe. 

Though these visual-textual studies look at the metaphorical representational aspects in 

Durrell’s work, none of them have adopted a critical feminist approach nor have they 

explored the potential of the Gothic mode with regards to an exploration of Durrell’s writing 

style and narrative structure. It would appear that only a few approaches to Durrell’s 

Alexandria Quartet have advocated or undertaken a feminist examination of the novels.   

One of the first articles to raise the question of Durrell’s depiction of the feminine was a 

paper entitled “Durrell’s Fatal Cleopatra” by Jane Lagoudis Pinchin delivered at the 1981 

First National Lawrence Durrell Conference. Making a direct reference to the misogyny that 

might be associated with Durrell’s work, Lagoudis Pinchin was quick to revert to a denial 

that the female characters in Durrell’s work are inspired by hatred of women or any 

hostility. She does make mention of Durrell’s use of violence and deformity in his work, but 

does not directly link this to the representation of his female characters. Lagoudis Pinchin 
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makes sound observations about how sex is conquest and a form of murder as well as the 

fact that the female characters are constructions or creations of the male characters and 

therefore of Durrell as author. However, in her overall argument Lagoudis Pinchin refrains 

from an overtly feminist critique of Durrell’s representation of his female characters.  

A similar levelling of sexism but without overt criticism can be found in Claire Ellen 

Phillips-Peckosh’s study of gender and determinacy in the Alexandria Quartet (1989). 

Phillips-Peckosh explores the space-time structure and how this frames the representation 

of the genderisation of the femme fatale. She considers the influence of psychoanalytic 

theories such as those of Georg Groddeck, Otto Rank, Sigmund Freud and Carl Gustav Jung 

on Durrell’s creation of the female characters. In line with Pinchin, Phillips-Peckosh refuses 

to challenge Durrell’s misogyny, maintaining that she can understand and accept it because 

of his Modernist framework and to some extent the beauty of his prose. Pinchin’s article is 

utilised in a study by Christopher Robert Reibling (1991), who attempts a detailed feminist 

reading of the tetralogy. He, too, approaches the novels from the angle of the femme fatale 

using a deconstructive reading based on Derrida’s books Of Grammatology and Spurs to 

reveal how the female characters are written by the male artist/writers in the novels and 

thus by Durrell himself. Reibling does not really engage with the depth of violence and 

inherent misogyny present in the visual representations of Durrell’s female characters. 

Instead, Reibling captures them in a distanced linguistic discourse that in many ways 

emulates that of Durrell and the male narrators/focalisors in the novels. Based on the 

paucity of scholarship within this area, I decided to adopt a specifically feminist reading in 

my exploration of Durrell’s writing, in doing so, I wished to foreground the overt sexism in 

Durrell’s writing.  

What is more notable is that even fewer scholars have broached the Gothic 

possibilities, not only in the Quartet, but in Durrell’s oeuvre as a whole. The only slightly 

extended approach to the Gothic attributes of Durrell’s work is a chapter by Gordon K. 

Thomas entitled “Black Parody: The ‘Gothic Frankensteinery’ of Nunquam”, which appears 

in Selected Essays on the Humor of Lawrence Durrell edited by Betsy Nichols, Frank L. 

Kersnowski, and James R. Nichols. Seemingly, the influence of Gothic tropes on Durrell’s 

writing has been overlooked or considered too minor for serious examination. The 

connection between the Gothic as a mode of writing that incorporates misogyny has been 
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overlooked altogether. This connection has been my red thread in this study. My objective 

has been not only to open up the rich possibilities offered in an exploration of the Gothic in 

Durrell’s work, but to critically scrutinise how, through the deployment of certain themes 

and conventions Durrell textually and visually constructs a stereotypical masculine 

perception of femininity in his tetralogy. I chose to concentrate solely on the Alexandria 

Quartet as this is the best known of Durrell’s works and has received the most critical 

acclaim. Therefore, although the novels Justine, Balthazar, Mountolive and Clea all include 

Gothic elements, I have not tried to read them as a set of Gothic novels; rather, I have 

argued that Durrell makes recourse to certain generic conventions. I have chosen to fuse 

these Gothic conventions and motifs with a feminist theoretical perspective to interrogate 

how Durrell’s narrative reveals inherent prejudice against the feminine other. Alexandra 

Warwick indicates that words such as spectres, haunting, ghosts, live burial, dead and death 

function as dead metaphors when considering writing about the Gothic (2007: 8-9). I 

suggest that, contrary to Warwick’s contention, these and other dead metaphors can still be 

fruitfully read in order to expose how Durrell purposely employs them to enhance, disrupt 

and fragment the story world of his novels.  

Consequently, my examination of the novels of the Quartet has uncovered the hidden 

undercurrents and nastier preoccupations at work in the narrative’s story world. Durrell’s 

Gothic discourse accentuates a deceptively fabricated signifying self that conceals 

subversive savage desires and perspectives. With this in mind, any reader engaging with 

Durrell’s novels, and especially women, should feel deeply uneasy about the way the male 

characters respond to and think about women. Their reactions represent an all-

encompassing patriarchal stereotyping of Woman that essentialises and demeans the 

female characters. This is further apparent in the treatment meted out to these women who 

are slapped, kept nameless, silenced, mutilated, bestialised, reviled and done away with 

when no longer considered necessary adjuncts to the masculine quest for identity. 

Throughout Durrell’s oeuvre, the masculine portrayal of women is reduced to a pattern of 

scorn and cruel manipulation. Powerful female characters are either destroyed or, in the 

last stages of the Quartet, disavowed. Durrell seems unable to develop or allow these 

women to attain a selfhood and a pre-eminence. Instead, both the author and his male 

characters play God, as they create the fantasy of the female form only to destroy it.  
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The fact that so few feminist approaches and even fewer Gothic readings of Durrell’s 

oeuvre have been attempted opens up the possibilities of further exploration within these 

areas. My feminist reading of the quirky and grotesque episodes of Gothic visual textual 

construction of the female characters represents a potentially viable area that could be 

engaged with in further studies, whether of an early novel like Panic Spring, or, equally, in 

the later novels that make up The Revolt of Aphrodite and The Avignon Quintet. All of these 

novels are, in one manner or another, reliant on Gothic images and themes. My approach to 

Durrell’s novels might appear polemical because my intent has been to interrogate the 

conventional critical interpretations of his work. In these approaches, the general focus has 

been centred on the coming of age, emotional and artistic growth of the male character 

along with the theme of love. There is little love and even less kindness in the novels of the 

Quartet, but there is a lot of cruelty, anger and outwardly directed hatred, the brunt of 

which is borne by the female characters.  

A recent book by James Nichols, The Stronger Sex: The Fictional Women of Lawrence 

Durrell (2011), advocates just the conventional interpretation of Durrell’s female characters 

I am trying to question and debunk. Nichols essentialises these fictional women, indicating 

how they are there to be the saviours, to be dependent upon the male for completion, they 

are there solely to serve and protect the male. This book does nothing but replicate the 

whole masculine ideology of Woman and how she must act as servitor for male artistic 

endeavour reminiscent of D.H. Lawrence’s rather muddled and misogynistic ideas. There is 

no radically new ground covered in Nichols’s book, which remains entirely uncritical of 

Durrell’s work. What is presented remains firmly within the ambit of patriarchal thinking 

and dutifully props up and champions Durrell’s own perspective and outlook. Nichols’s 

mention of Durrell’s apparent interest in the joining of the male and female principles to 

attain enlightenment is always a privileging of the masculine in an inherent subjugation of 

the feminine. In their responses, Durrell’s male characters can hardly be considered to 

attain any emotional or artistic maturity, all claims to the contrary. I suggest that they 

remain as self-obsessed and narcissistic at the end of the novel cycle as at the beginning 

and, in fact, these male characters, in particular Darley, remain irresolute, unlikeable, 

unrepentant and emotionally underdeveloped. I conclude that, irrespective of what other 

conventional interpretations of Durrell’s work indicate about his aim to attain 
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enlightenment and wholeness through the fusing of the male and female principles. This 

fusion ensures that feminine subjectivity is elided and the female body re-gendered into a 

dominating male morphology found throughout Durrell’s entire body of work.  
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Summary 

 

Lawrence George Durrell (1912- 1990) was an Anglo-Indian poet, novelist, short story and 

travel writer. His fame resides on the set of four novels that make up The Alexandria 

Quartet (1957-1960). Durrell’s writing is characterised by a mosaic of scintillating language 

and visual imagery that evokes a sensuously tactile imaginary world. This world captivates 

the reader with its colours, sounds, smells and strange events. Durrell’s style has led to 

critics accusing it of being guilty of ‘purple prose’, which, while often valid, yet overlooks the 

beauty of imagery that resides in this overwriting. Instead, Durrell’s writing could be 

compared with that of literary impressionists, who, according to Clive Scott, attempt to 

restore a “primordial power to colour” (1991: 221). In line with Scott’s argument about 

literary impressionists and Ben Hutchinson’s (2011) discussion of the decadent symbolism 

prevalent in Modernist writings, I argue that Durrell’s visually evocative descriptive set 

pieces remain the main power and strength of the Alexandria Quartet. Philosopher and 

literary critic George Steiner refers to Durrell’s work as possessing a “mosaic” style (1964: 

15), which perfectly accords with the fragmenting structural effect Durrell is trying to create. 

In order to achieve this fragmentation, Durrell utilizes multiple narrators, focalization and 

focalizers, which result in a multi-voice and multi-perspectival narrative.  

Durrell’s aim in the Alexandria Quartet is to interrogate the nature of space-time and in 

the process the idea of a stable identity. These themes and ideas hark back to Modernist 

concerns with space-time, experimental narrative voice, fragmentation of reality and 

identity, the urban landscape, memory and the continual return of the past into the present. 

Durrell creates situations where author, narrator and reader become involved in the 

exploration and discovery of the reality and truth of the text. Madness, transgression, 

aesthetics, together with the exploration of sexuality and love, are some of the major 

themes; bold visual imagery, play of language, multiple ways of seeing, a narrator’s 

displaced position and non-linear time frames are some of the devices employed in an 

investigation of the complex nature of human existence. Durrell, like the French writer 

Marcel Proust before him, employs the palimpsest of time-space and memory as a 

framework to structure the novels of the tetralogy. Stylistically, the novels rely on 

ambiguity. Malcolm Bradbury has indicated this was integral to Modernism’s own 
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inculcation of the “both/and and/or either/or” (1991: 27), derived from physicist Werner 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle. This oscillation between opposites, combined with the 

relativity of space-time, ensures that measured and distinct dimensions cease to exist 

autonomously, but become functions of one another. In this study I demonstrate that 

Durrell’s themes of time-space, ambiguity, multiple perspectives and place, along with his 

use of syntax, metaphoric imagery, plots that explore buried or not-so-buried acts of sexual 

transgression, violence and the return of the past into the present through the device of 

memory, seem to accord with decadent or impressionist forms of Modernist prose as well 

as those of the Gothic novel.  

The Gothic, by its nature, eludes precise definition, as it alters its shape and texture, 

avoiding categorisation. However, it is possible to assert that Gothic works are characterised 

by intrigue, violence, murder, misplaced desire, obsession, the grotesque, sorrow, madness, 

death and dissolution: transgression, often explicated in terms of the frisson of the pursuit 

of illicit desires, often consummated in death, forms a leitmotiv. More particularly, in its 

concern with ambivalence, the testing of boundaries and categorisation, the challenge to 

cultural limits and entrenched taboos, the Gothic proves to be an extremely versatile and 

creative genre. Within its open structure, it allows for multiple discourses and no single 

voice is ever the decisive one or offers ultimate ‘truths’. In Durrell, the Gothic combines with 

grotesque imagery, occurrences and relationships that fluidly combine to allow for the 

portrayal of irregular sexual relationships, murders, violence, magic and the occult, carnival, 

mutilation, power and death. I argue that in the Alexandria Quartet, Durrell constructs the 

female characters out of Gothic motifs. In this study, I proffer a double argument: an 

assessment in literary as well as feminist terms. 

Based on an analytical reading of the Alexandria Quartet, I convey how certain Gothic 

features inform the structural devices of the novels and how these actively fashion the 

female characters into gothicised objects. Considering the multiple perspectives from which 

the Gothic has been examined, I approach Durrell’s novels through a reading of this genre’s 

stock features or conventions along with its representative themes. In order to formulate 

my discussion of this fear, horror and anxiety and its relation to the Gothic, I adopt a 

feminist psychoanalytic theoretical position. I show that anxiety and fear of the loss of 

identity, or lack of a whole and true self results in the male characters violently projecting 
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their deep-seated fear of sexual difference onto the female characters, othering them as 

uncanny and monstrous. Nonetheless, as I demonstrate, the male characters remain 

attracted to feminine others, resulting in an oscillation between fear and uneasiness that is 

contradicted by longing and fascination. 

In chapter one, I illustrate how this longing and fascination is exemplified in the hugely 

powerful space and place, the real/unreal cityscape of Alexandria. It is a magnetic 

environment that attracts and repels, and thus it acts in accordance with the characteristics 

associated with psychoanalytical theorist Julia Kristeva’s theory of abjection, which will form 

one of the central theoretical underpinnings of my argument. I aim to address how the city’s 

power and influence are central to Durrell engendering her as feminine. This, I demonstrate, 

leads to Alexandria’s portrayal as both ‘real’ and ‘unreal’. I further contend that this 

ambivalent state of city’s space is closely aligned with the idea of the heterotopia developed 

by philosopher Michel Foucault (1986), which can, in turn, be related to the play of the 

Gothic (distorting) mirror. This distortion between real/unreal ensures that the male 

characters perceive Alexandria as a dangerous feminine entity simultaneously beautiful, 

alluring and desirable as well as grotesque and dangerous, a vampiric entity who consumes 

her inhabitants.  

In the second chapter, I examine the role of the narrative voice, the focalizer and 

focalization within the tetralogy. The narrative voice and the focalizers, I argue, are central 

elements in establishing the textual visual nature of the tetralogy. In my exploration of the 

narrative voices and focalization, I deal with how they act to establish the multi-layered and 

palimpsestic nature of the novels. In chapter three, I explore the nature of the gaze within 

the Alexandria Quartet. I show that Durrell’s male characters control the gaze without 

reciprocity within the story world (voyeurism) and, in so doing, establish sexual difference 

and the erotic fantasy of the female form (often leading to fetishism). This becomes obvious 

when reading the novels. However, my interest is not in this obvious fact, but in the literary 

strategies and complexities with which Durrell creates such a masculinised avatar.  

In chapter four, I adopt a feminist theoretical approach consonant with the conception 

of abjection posited by psychoanalytical theorist Julia Kristeva (1982). I address the relation 

of the abject, castration anxiety, fetishism and the uncanny to the focalizing mastery of the 

male gaze. The fetishisation of the female characters in Durrell’s Quartet, I propose, takes 
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on a number of attributes that metonymically stand in to counter the male characters’ fear 

of female lack. I allege that in Durrell’s novels the masculine fetishising of the female 

characters involves two acts of displacement: synecdoche and metonymy. Consequently, I 

examine the manner in which certain parts of the anatomies of Durrell’s female characters 

are visualised and foreground how certain motifs, such as the veil, the shawl, the sequined 

dress and the ring, become synecdochically or metonymically displaced onto the female 

body. The fetish objects ascribed to the women characters in the novels, I argue, fashion 

them as Gothic surfaces open to focalisation and inscription.  

In chapter five, I discuss how the male characters represent Justine as the femme fatale 

or monstrous-feminine. My discussion will reference film theorist Barbara Creed’s term the 

monstrous-feminine (1986). I examine Justine’s relation to the monstrous-feminine and to 

Kelly Hurley’s notion of the Gothic body as abhuman and possessing ‘Thing-ness’. Both 

Creed’s and Hurley’s arguments reference the concept of Kristevan abjection, as will mine. I 

illustrate how Durrell’s narrative visualises Justine in many guises from abject, immoral and 

sexual monster; to freely moving flâneuse devoted to spectacle and masquerade; to 

automaton / womachine destroying all with which it comes into contact. The representation 

of Justine, I offer, is complicated by an overt misogyny that aims to retain phallocentric 

power through an eradication of the perceived threat posed by a powerful, destructive and 

threatening feminine presence.  

In chapter six, I discuss the character Clea as a Gothic heroine. I argue that, like the 

Gothic heroine, Clea is threatened by the return of the past into the present that threatens 

her subjectivity. Clea’s representation takes on the aspects of masochistic victimisation and 

nightmarish entrapment. Her situation, like that of the heroine, remains premised on 

something unspeakable that is terrifying and demonic. In exploring this return of the past 

and the unspeakable, I engage with Derrida’s theory of hauntology and indicate how the 

uncanny links Derrida’s concept of spectrality to that of the abject. The haunting of Clea is 

the result of an uncanny supernatural return of the dead that takes on aspects of the Gothic 

death drive and the unspeakable. Clea’s innate horror of the possible return of the dead 

leads to her masochistic response and passivity. Her expression of sexual desire will 

ultimately lead to her victimisation and her cruel, disfiguring punishment. The consequences 
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of this disfigurement, I suggest, enforce Clea’s return to complicity with the dominant 

masculine hegemony within the Quartet.  

In conclusion, I provide a summation of how, in the novels discussed, the textual and 

visual representation of the female form affords new insights into Lawrence Durrell’s 

reliance on Gothic conventions to constitute the identities of his female characters. I 

indicate that Durrell’s Gothic discourse accentuates a deceptively fabricated signifying self 

that conceals subversive, savage desires and perspectives. With this in mind, I contend that 

any reader engaging with Durrell’s novels, and especially women, should feel deeply uneasy 

about the way the male characters respond to and think about women. Finally, I relate my 

approach to both past and present critical explorations of Durrell’s body of work and proffer 

possible avenues for further exploration of the Gothic themes in Durrell’s oeuvre. 

 

 

Samenvatting 

 

Lawrence George Durrell (1912–1990) was een Brits-Indische dichter, romancier, 

romanschrijve en reisschrijver. Hij is vooral beroemd om de tetralogie van romans die 

gezamenlijk The Alexandria Quartet (1957–1960) uitmaken. Durrell’s schrijfkunst wordt 

gekenmerkt door een mozaïek van tintelend taalgebruik en visualisering die een sensueel 

tastbare wereld oproept. Deze wereld spreekt tot de verbeelding van de lezer door middel 

van de kleuren, klanken, geuren en vreemdsoortige gebeurtenissen. De stijl van Durrell 

heeft bij critici de beschuldiging doen ontstaan dat zijn proza wollige mooischrijverij 

(zogenaamd “purple prose”) zou zijn. Alhoewel deze beschuldiging niet geheel ongegrond is, 

gaat deze toch voorbij aan de schoonheid van de visuele verbeelding in dit bloemrijk proza. 

Het is ook mogelijk om Durrels proza te vergelijken met dat van de literaire impressionisten, 

die volgens Clive Scott een “primordial power to colour” (1991: 221) proberen te vestigen. 

In lijn met Scotts argument over literair impressionisme en Ben Hutchinsons (2011) 

bespreking van het decadente symbolisme dat overheerst in modernistische literatuur, 

betoog ik dat Durrells visuele en beschrijvende tekstdelen de voornaamste sterke kant en 

aantrekkingskracht van The Alexandria Quartet blijven. De filosoof en literair criticus George 

Steiner verwijst naar het werk van Durrell als proza met een mozaïekstijl (1964: 15), welke 
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beschrijving perfect harmonieert met het fragmentarisch structurele effect dat Durrell tot 

stand probeert te brengen. Ten einde deze fragmentatie te bereiken, gebruikt Durrell 

verschillende vertellers, focalisatie en focalisatoren, met als resultaat een verhaal met 

veelvoudige stemmen en perspectieven. 

Durrells doelwit in The Alexandria Quartet is om de aard van ruimte en tijd onder het 

vergrootglas te plaatsen en in dit onderzoek ook het idee van een stabiele identiteit ter 

discussie te stellen. Deze thematiek doet denken aan de modernistisch preoccupatie met 

tijd-ruimte, de experimentele vertellersstem, fragmentatie van de werkelijkheid en van 

identiteit, het stadslandschap, het geheugen en de voortdurende terugkeer van het 

verleden in het heden. Durrell creëert situaties waarin auteur, verteller en lezer betrokken 

worden bij het verkennen en de ontdekking van de werkelijkheid en de waarheid van de 

tekst. Waanzin, het overschrijden van grenzen, esthetiek, in samenhang met de verkenning 

van seksualiteit en liefde, zijn enkele van de hoofdthema’s; sterke visuelaliteit, spel met taal, 

veelvoudige manieren van kijken en zien, de verplaatste positie van de verteller en non-

lineaire tijdsaspecten zijn enkele van de technieken die gebruikt worden in een onderzoek 

naar de complexe aard van het menselijk bestaan. Net zoals de Franse schrijver Marcel 

Proust voor hem, gebruikt Durrell de palimpsest van tijd-ruimte en het geheugen als een 

raamwerk om de romans waaruit de tetralogie bestaat, vorm te geven. Stilistisch gezien 

maken de romans gebruik van ambiguïteit. Malcolm Bradbury heeft aangegeven dat dit een 

integraal onderdeel was van het modernisme dat hierdoor het “both/and and/or either/or” 

(1991: 27), afkomstig van het uncertainty principle van de fysicus Werner Heisenberg, een 

plaats gaf. Deze slingerbeweging tussen tegenovergestelden, gecombineerd met de 

relativiteit van tijd-ruimte, zorgt ervoor dat gemeten en onderscheiden dimensies niet 

langer autonoom bestaan, maar functies van elkaar worden.  In deze studie laat ik zien dat 

Durrells thema’s van tijd-ruimte, ambiguïteit, meervoudige perspectieven en plaats, 

tezamen met zijn gebruik van syntaxis en metaforische verbeelding, van plots die verborgen 

of niet-zo-verborgen seksuele uitwassen verkennen, van geweld en van de terugkeer van 

het verleden in het heden door middel van het geheugen, in overeenstemming lijken te zijn 

met decadente of impressionistische vormen van modernistisch proza, maar ook typerend 

voor de zogenaamde “gothic novel”. 
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De gotiek als literaire vorm is moeilijk nauwkeurig te definiëren gezien haar eigenschap 

om voortdurend van vorm en textuur te wisselen en daardoor categorisatie te ontwijken. 

Het is echter wel mogelijk te stellen dat gotische romans thematisch gekenmerkt worden 

door intrige, geweld, moord, misplaatste begeerte, het groteske, leed, waanzin, de dood en 

desintegratie; waarbij het overschrijden van grenzen, dikwijls verbeeld in de sensatie van 

het nastreven van onbehoorlijke begeerten die vaak uitlopen op de dood, een Leitmotiv 

vormt. Vooral door de betrokkenheid bij ambiguïteit, het testen van grenzen en van 

categorisatie, het uitdagen van culturele grenzen en verschanste taboes blijkt de gotische 

verhaalvorm een buitengewoon veelzijdig en creatief genre te zijn. Binnen de kenmerkende 

open structuur is er ruimte voor verschillende discoursen en geen enkele stem is ooit de 

beslissende stem of biedt de ultieme “waarheid” aan. In Durrells werk wordt het gotische 

element vormgegeven door groteske verbeelding, voorvallen en relaties die ineenvloeien 

om een voorstelling mogelijk te maken van ongereguleerde seksuele relaties, moorden, 

geweld, het magische, occulte en carnavaleske, verminking, macht en de dood. Ik 

beargumenteer de stelling dat Durrell in The Alexandria Quartet speciaal de vrouwelijke 

personages construeert uit gotische motieven. In deze studie breng ik een dubbel betoog 

naar voren: een kritische beschouwing in zowel literaire als feministische termen. 

Gegrond op een analytische lezing van The Alexandria Quartet zal ik aantonen hoe zekere 

gotische kenmerken de basis vormen van de structurele voorzieningen van deze romans en 

hoe deze de vrouwelijke personages omvormen in “vergotiseerde” objecten. Met 

inachtneming van de veelvoudige perspectieven van waaruit de literaire gotiek onderzocht 

is, benader ik Durrells romans door een lezing van de typische kenmerken of conventies van 

dit genre, tezamen met de algemeen voorkomende thema’s ervan. Ten einde mijn 

bespreking van angst, gruwelen en verschrikking en hun relatie tot de gotiek te formuleren, 

benader ik zijn werk vanuit een theoretische positie die feministische en psychoanalytische 

principes combineert. Ik laat zien dat bezorgdheid over en vrees voor identiteitsverlies, of 

gebrek aan een compleet en waar Zelf erin resulteert dat de mannelijke personages op 

gewelddadige wijze hun diepgewortelde vrees voor seksuele verschillen projecteren op de 

vrouwelijke personages en deze daardoor neerzetten als de geheimzinnige en 

monsterachtige Ander. Ondanks dit vervreemdende van de vrouwelijke personages blijven, 

zoals ik zal laten zien, de mannelijke personages aangetrokken tot de vrouwelijke Ander, 
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waardoor een slingerbeweging ontstaat tussen vrees en onbehagen enerzijds en verlangen 

en gefascineerdheid anderzijds. 

In hoofdstuk een zal ik laten zien hoe dit verlangen en deze gefascineerdheid belichaamd 

wordt in de overweldigend krachtige ruimte en plaats, het werkelijke/onwerkelijke 

stadslandschap van Alexandrië. Het is een magnetische omgeving die aantrekt en afstoot, 

en die zo de kenmerken vertoont die geassocieerd worden met de abjectietheorie van de 

psychoanalytische theoreticus Julia Kristeva. Deze theorie vormt een van de centrale 

theoretische pijlers van mijn betoog. Ik beoog te laten zien hoe de macht en invloed van de 

stad centraal staan in Durrells voorstelling van de stad als vrouwelijk, waar, zoals ik zal 

aantonen, Alexandrië voorgesteld wordt als zowel “werkelijk” als “onwerkelijk”.  Ik betoog 

verder dat de ambivalente aarde van deze stadsruimte nauw verbonden is met de idee van 

heterotopia zoals uiteengezet door de filosoof Michel Foucault (1986); een idee die weer op 

zijn beurt verwant is aan het spel van de gotische (vervormende) spiegel. Deze vervorming 

tussen werkelijk/onwerkelijk zorgt ervoor dat de mannelijke personages de stad Alexandrië 

zien als een gevaarlijke vrouwelijke entiteit die mooi, aanlokkelijk en begeerlijk is maar 

tegelijkertijd ook grotesk en gevaarlijk; een vampier die haar inwoners verslindt. 

In hoofdstuk twee neem ik de rol van de vertellersstem in beschouwing, tezamen met de 

focalisator en focalisatie binnen de tetralogie. Ik voer aan dat de vertellersstem en de 

focalisatoren centrale elementen zijn om de tekstuele-visuele aard van de tetralogie te 

vestigen. In mijn verkenning van de vertellersstemmen en de focalisatie schenk ik aandacht 

aan hoe deze elementen de veellagige en palimpsestische aard van de romans tot stand 

brengen. In hoofdstuk drie verken ik de aard van de blik binnen The Alexandria Quartet. Ik 

laten zien hoe Durrells mannelijke personages de blik zonder wederkerigheid binnen de 

verhaalwereld beheersen (wat neerkomt op voyeurisme), en dat ze in dit proces seksuele 

verschillen en de erotische fantasie van de vrouwelijke vorm (die vaak tot fetisjisme leidt) 

vestigen. Mijn belangstelling gaat echter niet uit naar dit evidente feit, maar naar de 

literaire strategieën en complexe ingrepen waarmee Durrell zo’n gemasculiniseerd avatar 

tot stand brengt. 

In hoofdstuk vier sluit ik me aan bij een feministische theoretische benadering die in 

overeenstemming is met het begrip abjectie zoals gepostuleerd door Julia Kristeva (1982). Ik 

ga in op de verhouding tussen het abjecte, castratieangst, fetisjisme en het geheimzinnige 
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enerzijds, en de focaliserende beheersing van de mannelijke blik anderzijds. De fetisjistische 

fascinatie met vrouwelijke personages in Durrells Quartet neemt volgens mij een aantal 

kenmerken aan die metonymisch gezien moeten worden als tegenwicht voor de angst die 

de mannelijke personages hebben voor het vrouwelijke gemis (van de fallus). Ik voer aan dat 

de mannelijke fetisjistische kijk op vrouwen in Durrells romans twee vormen van 

verschuiving met zich meebrengt: synecdoche en metonymie. Vervolgens verken ik hoe 

zekere delen van de anatomie van Durrells vrouwelijke personages gevisualiseerd worden, 

waarbij de beelden sterk op de voorgrond geplaatst worden door bepaalde motieven zoals 

de sluier, de sjaal, de jurk met pailletten en de ring, die synecdochisch of metonymisch 

verschoven worden naar het vrouwelijk lichaam. Ik suggereer dat de fetisj-objecten die 

toegeschreven worden aan de vrouwelijke personages in de romans deze omvormen tot 

gotische oppervlakken die openstaan voor focalisatie en inscriptie. 

In hoofdstuk vijf bespreek ik hoe de mannelijke personages Justine voorstellen als de 

femme fatale of “monstrous-feminine”. Mijn bespreking neemt de term “monstrous-

feminine”, afkomstig van de filmtheoreticus Barbara Creed (1986), over. Ik ga in op Justine’s 

relatie met het “monstrous-feminine” en met Kelly Hurleys begrip van het gotische lichaam 

als abhumaan en als gekenmerkt door “thingness”. Zowel de argumenten van Creed als die 

van Hurley verwijzen naar het concept van abjectie zoals gepostuleerd door Kristeva, en 

mijn bespreking sluit hierbij aan. Ik laat zien hoe Durrells vertelling Justine visualiseert in 

vele gedaanten, van abject, immoreel en een seksmonster tot een zich vrij bewegende 

flâneuse die dol is op schouwspel en maskerades, en die uiteindelijk tot 

automaton/vrouwelijke machine wordt die alles vernietigt waarmee ze in aanraking komt. Ik 

voer aan dat de voorstelling van Justine gecompliceerd wordt door openlijke misogynie die 

erop gericht is om fallocentrische macht te behouden door de uitwissing van de bedreiging 

die ervaren wordt als afkomstig van een machtige, vernietigende en bedreigende 

vrouwelijke aanwezigheid. 

In hoofdstuk zes bespreek ik het karakter Clea as gotische heldin. Ik voer aan dat Clea, 

net als de gotische heldin in het algemeen, bedreigd wordt door de terugkeer van het 

verleden in het heden, waardoor haar subjectiviteit onder verdenking komt te staan. De 

voorstelling van Clea laat aspecten van masochistische slachtoffering zien alsook hoe ze op 

nachtmerrieachtige wijze in de val gelokt wordt. Haar situatie, zoals die van de heldin, blijft 
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gebaseerd op iets gruwelijks dat angstaanjagend en zelfs demonisch is. In de verkenning van 

deze terugkeer van het verleden en het gruwelijke zal ik ook Derrida’s theorie van 

hauntologie betrekken en aangeven hoe het geheimzinnige een schakel vormt tussen 

Derrida’s begrip van spectraliteit en het abjecte. De spookachtige achtervolging van Clea is 

het gevolg van een geheimzinnige, bovennatuurlijke terugkeer van doden die aspecten van 

het gotische doodsverlangen en het gruwelijke inhouden. Clea’s aangeboren afschuw van de 

mogelijke terugkeer van de doden leidt tot haar masochistische reactie en passiviteit. Haar 

uitdrukking van seksuele begeerte zal uiteindelijk leiden tot haar slachtofferrol en haar 

wrede, misvormende straf. Ik suggereer dat de gevolgen van deze verminking Clea dwingen 

terug te keren naar inschikkelijkheid met de dominante mannelijke hegemonie die heerst in 

Quartet. 

Ter afsluiting geef ik een opsomming  van hoe in de besproken romans de visuele 

uitbeelding van de vrouwelijke vorm leidt tot nieuw inzicht in hoe Lawrence Durrell steunt 

op gotische conventies om de identiteit van zijn vrouwelijke personages vorm te geven. Ik 

geef aan dat Durrells gotisch discours een bedrieglijk geconstrueerd, betekenisgevend Zelf 

beklemtoont dat gezagsondermijnende, barbaarse begeerten en perspectieven verhult. Met 

deze overwegingen in acht genomen, voer ik aan dat elke lezer die zich inlaat met Durrells 

romans, en vooral dan vrouwen, zich diep verontrust zouden moeten voelen over de manier 

waarop de mannelijke pesonages reageren op en denken over vrouwen. Ten slotte breng ik 

mijn uiteenzetting in verband met zowel huidige als vroegere kritische verkenningen van het 

werk van Durrell en geef ik een aanduiding van mogelijkheden tot verdere uitdieping van de 

gotische thematiek in het oeuvre van Durrell. 
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